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Abstract 

This dissertation examines the characteristic features and problems of a 

party/movement as they pertain to the Family Coalition Party of British Columbia 

(FCP). The FCP is a minor provincial political party in British Columbia that was 

founded in 1991 to provide a formal political voice for pro-life and pro-family 

supporters in the province. After years of hustrated activism within the pro-Iife and 

pro-family movements and ineffectual political representation, the founders of the FCP 

sought to establish a political access point that could provide a more direct route to the 

province's political decision-making process. The result was the formation of the 

Family Coalition Party, a conservative political organization that supports social policies 

which are resolutely pro-life and promote a vision for the restoration of what is 

undentood as the traditional family. The primary goal of the party is the advancement 

and implementation of such policies, with electoral success pursued as a secondary 

goal. This agenda renders the FCP an orga~zation that uses a political party form to 

perform social movement work or functions. in this regard, the FCP exhibits the hybrid 

duality of a party/movement in the tradition of the Cooperative Commonwealth 

Federation and the Green Parties of Canada and Germany. 

In developing a sociopolitical and ideologicai profile of the Family Coalition 

Party and its politics of the family, its histoncal roots are traced back to the conservative 

political writings of Edmund Burke and brought fonvard to the current era of late 

twentieth century neocowervatism. The pro-family movement (PFM), of which the 

FCP is a part, is examined comparatively in the United States, where it exists in its most 

mature form under the auspices of such Christian Right organizatiow as the Christian 



Coalition, and in British Columbia, where the movement remains in a state of relative 

political infancy and organizational disunity. Despite the disparities in organizational 

maturation, the movements in both counhies share a high degree of ideological 

resonance conceming their opposition to femïnism, abortion, euthanasia. and 

reproductive technologies, and their support for increased parental control in education, 

programmes that will promote the haditional family, and a minimalist state. 

To understand the duality of the Family Coalition Party as a party /movement, it 

is first analyzed as a social movement organization (SMO) and then as a minor party in 

Canadian politics. Using conternporary social movement theory, the Farnily Coalition 

Party is found to exhibit the same traits and problems as those typically characteristic of 

the New Social Movements, despite the ideological disparities between the two. To this 

end, the FCP can be understood as a sub-type of New Social Movement, a Resurgence 

Movement, as it attempts to simultaneously resist one type of social change while 

promoting another by working to re-establish a diminishing set of normative cultural 

beliefs. As a rninor political party of protest, h e  FCP, with reference to relevant political 

science research, is seen to embody the motivations, features and difficulties of minor 

parties as evidenced in the Social Credit League, the CCF, and the Green Party. In this 

regard the emergence of the FCP is symptomatic of a cadre party system that fails to 

adequately represent issues important to an aggrieved segment of the population and 

also experiences the institutional obstacles of the Westminster pariiamentary mode1 of 

political representation. 

In examining the FCP as a party/movement, four ways of analytically relating 

political parties and social movements are reviewed before a fusionist perspective is 



used to identify the characteristic features and problems of party/movements. Three 

sources of tension (organizational, institutional and cultural) are subsequently 

identified. These tensions are one of two types: they are either difficulties unique to 

party / movements, crea ted by the delibera te fusing of party form with movement 

function; otherwise, they are problems common to every SM0 or rninor political party 

striving to achieve political legitimacy and potency. For party/movements, the 

challenge of resolving this latter set of problems is exacerbated beyond the level of 

difficulty experienced by single identity organizations precisely because of their dual 

identity. The expenence of other party/movements, such as the CCF and the Green 

Parties of Canada and Germany, suggests that their specific tensions make it difficult to 

maintain a dual identity, with a drift towards either political institutionalization or 

dissolution likely, if not inevitable. While the Family Coalition Party is presently 

maintaining its party/movement nature, its future as such is in doubt unless the 

tensions of fusion that it now faces are effectively managed. 
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Introduction 

Mobilizing political support around matters of social and moral conscience is a 

hicky business. Social contracts in tum of the millennium western demwacies are 

increasingly being reconfigured by concems over the primacy of the economic rather 

than the social or cultural. Canada, Britain, and the United States exhibit patterns of 

almost obsessive attention to indicators reflecting the health of their respective 

economies. Figures on the deficit, unemployment, inflation, interest rates, trade 

surpluses and deficits, gross domestic and national products are fixated upon as these 

nations attempt to come to grips with a globalking pattern of capitalist accumulation. 

This climate focuses people's attention inward and towards personal and familial 

indices of monetary and matenal well being. Concems over job security, persona1 debt, 

and long term financial security corne to dominate a farnily's ideological and political 

belief system. Matters of social and moral responsibility become secondary and get 

pushed to the margins of familial attention; few people have the time to rvorry about 

problems of social order and moral health in society when their livelihood stands in 

tenuous balance. Additionally, if these issues are rooted in a staunchly religious or 

consemative social ethos they are quickiy compartmentalized and labeled as properly 

belonging in the sphere of persona1 choice. Emotionally charged issues like abortion, 

euthanasia and the active promotion of the traditionai nudear family are seen to have 

no place in the political policies of a liberal democratic society or its political parties. 



Nonetheless, in some quarters ngourous mobilization is occurring around these 

very issues. The 1990s has so far been a decade of increasing religious conservative 

activism under the umbreila of the pro-family movement (PFM), which is promoting an 

agenda of traditional family values that includes opposition to abortion and euthanasia, 

support for the retum of the single income pahiarchal family, parental choice and 

control in education, reduction of the Keynesian welfare state, and promotion of free 

market neoconservative econornics. Nowhere was this more apparent than in the 1996 

LrS Presidential election. Led by US evangelist Pat Buchanan's Christian Coalition, pro- 

farnily forces engaged in a flurry of activity, targeting Ross Perot's Reform Party and in 

particular the Republican Party and its presidential nominees.' At issue for them was 

the future of the traditional nuclear family, one in which the married man is the income 

eamer while his wife stays at home caring for their children. For the Christian 

Coalition, government legislation that promotes abortion, gay rights, and equal 

employment opportunities for women, as well as imposing heavy tax burdens on the 

family and interfering in its private workings, al1 undermine the sanctity of the 

haditional family. These actions allegedly threaten the very future of Amenca itself, for 

as the farnily goes, so goes society, and from their cultural vista, religious conservatives 

see the traditional family as under attack and falling into an ever-deepening 'crisis.' 

This is a message that is slowly generating support for the Christian Coalition's 

platform in the United States. In the November 1994 congressional elections, only one 

of the Coalition's hand picked candidates, Oliver North of the now infamous han- 

Contra scandai, failed to win a seat, and as Bob Dole's chief strategist wamed during the 

Presidential campaign, "without having significant support of the Christian right, a 



Republican cannot win the nomination or the general election."* In its most pure form, 

the pro-family vision calls for econornic and social stability through a program of 

biblically informed, morally constructed policies which would help reduce social 

pathologies such as youth crime, teen pregnancy, and unemployment. At its tactically 

most vulgar, it promotes a current vision of modem society as selfish, hedonistic, 

godless, man-hating and Iesbian loving. Some Pat Buchanan supporters at the 1996 

Republican National Convention were sporting T-shirts reading "htolerance is a 

beau tiful thing. "3 

In Canada, pro-family forces are nowhere near the movement juggemaut the 

Christian Coalition is becoming in the US. The movement in Canada is presently a 

composite of scattered organizations, al1 working towards their respective goals and 

sharing a cornmon world view but lacking any cohesive unity. National organizations 

like Campaign Life, the National Citizen's Coalition, REAL Women, and provincial 

organizations like BC's Citizen's Research htitute,  BC Pro-Me, the Catholic Civil 

Rights League, and Westcoast Women for Family Life al1 share a common vision 

supporting the haditional family, pro-life issues, free market economic policies, and 

reduction of government interference and taxes, but, to date, have kept their activism, 

for the most part, insular. There are, however, signs of a slow growing cross-border 

influence on the Canadian pro-family rnovement with the establishment of Focus on the 

Family, James Dobson's multi-million dollar pro-family organization, and the Christian 

Coalition in BC. One distinctive feature of the pro-farnily movement in Canada has 

been the creation of federal and provincial political parties by  pro-family activists who 

engage in direct political party action on behalf of their cause. Federally, the Christian 



Heritage Party was formed in 1987 on an overtly Christian, pro-family platform, while 

in Ontario (1987) and BC (1991), independent efforts brought the Family Coalition Party 

to life as a pro-family party disaeetly espousing a Christian world view. 

Some Background on the Familv Coalition Party 

This dissertation is speafically concemed with the mobilization efforts of the 

Family Coalition Party of BC (FCP). This party represents the first effort in British 

Columbia to provide the Pro-farnily movement with an avenue for direct political action 

and representation. Socioculturally, the FCP reflects a religious consenrative ideology 

highly cornmensurate with that of US Pro-family orga~zations, and its activists share a 

number of psycho-social similarities in their world-views and motivations for political 

action. Structurally however, Canadian political culture is less porous than its American 

counterpart, making movement success within mainstream politics and political parties 

a more difficult achievement than in the United States. The strength of the Canadian 

Parliamentary system, with its concentration of party power being restricted 

predominantly in the hands of party leaders and executives, is such that influencing 

parties or iridividual politicians is far more difficult and onerous than the lobbying 

efforts aimed at a relatively permeable American state. Unable to make substantial 

inroads to the political process through existing mainstream parties, Canadian pro- 

farnily activists have resorted to the creation of their own political parties in an attempt 

to create a political path whereby they can infiuence an otherwise wesponsive 

Canadian state. 

The FCP is just this, a party of last resort for long time pro-family activists who 

have become hs t ra ted  and discouraged with years of work within existing political 



parties that have produced few tangible successes. This strategic initiative gives the 

party a distinctive party/movernent character.' Sirnilar to other minor parties such as 

the Progressives and the Cooperative Commonwealth Federation (the CCF, later the 

New Democratic Party) in Canadian political history, the FCP is more interested in 

engaging in political education than it is in winning political power. Like these 

party/movements, as well as al1 social movements, the Farnily Coalition Party is 

seeking to effect social change it views as favourable for the betterment of society and 

believes that genera ting awareness through education is vital to achieving these goals. 

Concomitantly, there is an understanding that consciousness-raising must be 

accompanied with access to the institutions of political power and the formal 

mechanisms of policy decision-making. Years of failed efforts to gain such access led 

the founders of the Family Coalition Party to the conclusion that in the face of a strong 

Canadian state such political opportunities must be constructed and this demanded the 

structural form of a political party. 

This form/function dichotomy of a party/movement such as the FCP creates a 

number of unique tensions beyond those that accompany any social movement or 

minor political party. Mobilizing resources, gaining public recognition and legitimacy 

for the organization and its goals, and developing professional expertise are problerns 

that al1 movements and rninor political parties face. A party/movement such as the 

FCP however, must contend with a number of other challenges, including convincing 

what might be considered its natural constituency that form need not dictate function. 

That is, an organization with a party form can readily engage in activities more 

commonly associated with social movements, and at times, such a form can provide 



unique engagement oppominities for the entire movement that another organizational 

form rnay not be in a position to offer. Also, mobilizing support (financial and hurnan) 

for their organization during off-election years becomes a greater challenge than that of 

being simply a movement because of the impression of parties being largely effective 

only during times of electiow. Even gaining support diiring election years is a more 

difficult task than that faced by mainstream parties because of the tendency for 

party/movements like the FCP to be viewed as 'single' issue because of their movement 

function. Finally, developing effective strategies for gainhg media attention is 

problematic for a party/movement. Activities deemed 'appropnate' for a movement 

(such as demonstrations) for instance, may not be considered as su& for a political 

party and therefore not newsworthy, but conversely, standard electoral rhetot-ic rnay not 

solicit media attention for the party/movement because it fails to sharply differentiate 

such an organization from mainstream parties5 

Despite these challenges, the activists within the FCP are f i rdy  coMnitted to its 

party/movement nature, which they realize may never lead them to a legislative seat in 

Victoria. Their acceptance of this may seem paradoxical given the FCP's party form, 

until it is understood that they are working primarily towards achieving social change, 

not the acquisition of political power for its own sake. They quite simply are not 

motivated by dreams of struttirig the corridors of legislative power. Like most pro- 

hrnily activists, they are driven by a sense of moral obligation and mission, what Max 

Weber referred to as a 'sense of life task' (Harrison, 1995). Theirs is a task of 

reconstruction, one that seeks to retwn BC and Canada to its Christian hentage with its 

respect for life and family, in an attempt to stem the allegedly destructive forces of 



liberal individualism and modemity. The value placed on community, family and 

religion in the FCP ideology suggests a pining for the mechanical solidarity that 

Durkheim descnbed as characteristic of traditional societies (Giddens, 19721, and a 

desire to see the Canadian conscience collective retum to its religious roots. The FCP's is 

also not a masked agenda. Unlike the New Right in the US which can be accused of 

using the family as a screen for an austere neoconsenrative economic program, the 

FCP's platform is openly pro-family. While the agenda indudes a belief in free market 

economics, it is first and foremost a party based on social not econornic reformation. 

Currently, for instance, the party still has no full economic policy. An element of 'statu 

frustration' does however, seem to play a role in the partyfs motivation. Since most of 

its members are social and econornic conservatives, it would seem that changes 

occumng within BC and Canada camot help but alarm religious consentatives Iike 

those of the FCP3 Recent legislative changes in BC allowing gays to adopt, the forming 

of a new Ministry for Children and Families, the effects of federal legislation on abortion 

rights and divorce, as well as the general trend toward secularization in Canadian 

society, makes the religious conservatives hold on their histoncally privileged s tatu 

seem increasingly fragile. 

Conceming Methodolom 

The rnethodological approach used for this research combined the ethnographic 

strategy of field observation (although not participant obsewation) and that of an 

interview sample survey which involved conducting a series of in-depth interviews. By 

combining these strategies into this field shidy of the Family Coalition Party, it was 



possible to generate a source of data that provided a rich knowledge base about the 

party and thus the opportunity for gainhg a detailed understanding of the FCP and its 

associated movement. Data for the dissertation was gathered over an eighteen month 

penod beginning in September 1995 from a variety of primary sources. Archival 

matenal, various party and public meetings, as well as forma1 and informal interviews 

with party founders, executives, candidates and general members have been used to 

construct this stock of knowledge on the party.' interviews were also conducted with 

directors of Pro-life and Pro-farnily organizations to gain insight into their organizations 

and their knowledge of the FCP with the aim of providing context and supplemental 

information to the study. Beyond the secondary source media references which have 

been collected during this time or obtained through party archives, a literature search 

uncovered no other historical or analytical work on the Family Coalition Party of British 

Columbia. 

After an initial conversation and meeting with the party's founders, Kathleen 

and Mark Toth, permission was granted to allow attendance and observation at any 

FCP meeting or function. There was no opposition from the Toths or the party 

executive to participating in the study, and in fact, such a prospect seemed to be of 

considerable interest to the party because, as Mrs. Toth comrnented, "no one's really 

interested in us". It is likely that the novelty of being the subject of a researdi project, 

coupleci with having their party history documented, contributed significantly to the 

ease of access that was experienced during this shidy. This access included attendance 

at three Annual General Meetings, numerous executive meetings as well as meetings 

called for extraordinary reasons.8 During the 1996 provincial election, six ail-candidate 



meetings were attended for four candidates and three all-candidate debates on local 

cable stations were reviewed. Geography, meetings sdieduled simultaneously in 

different ndings, and FCP candidates not being invited to partiapate in all-candidate 

forums, al1 limited this attendance total. Attendance at FCP meetings was continued 

throughout the interview and writing phases of the dissertation. 

A total of 74 interviews were conducted between July and November 1996. 

ïhese included 56 interviews with members of the FCP (the primary sample group), 17 

interviews with directors of Pro-farnily and Pro-iife organizationç, and an interview 

with ex-Premier William Vander Zaim. The prïmary sample group of 56 comprises just 

over 6% of the total FCP membership. From this primary group, a sub-sample of 

executives and election candidates was drawn and a set of specialized interviews were 

conducted with them. These two groups consisted of thirteen 1996 election candidate 

and ten executive members respectively. The small size of the party requires its 

mernbers to play multiple roles, so there is an unavoidable overlap of these sub- 

samples. All executive and candidate interviewees received the "General Membership 

interview" as well as the sub-sample intenriew pertaining to their role on the executive 

cornmittee and/or as an election candidate. in seven cases this necessitated an 

interviewee completing the "General Membership interview," the "Election Candidate 

interview Section" as well a s  the "Executive Member Interview Section." Duplicate 

questions in the interview schedules were noted and duly omitted as they arose dunng 

the interview. In some cases, this situation made it impossible to complete the interview 

in a single session. AI1 affected interviewees graciously agreed to a second interview. 



in total, three main sample interview schedules were developed and two sub- 

sample schedules. As noted, the sub-sample schedules were for FCP executive 

members and election candidates. These interview sections focused on party 

development, resources, strategies and election experiences. The main sample 

schedules were for the general members of the FCP and the directors of provincial Pro- 

life and Pro-family organizations. A separate interview schedule was developed for Mr. 

Vander Zalm to focus on his time and unique role with the FCP. Intenriews ranged in 

duration from 90 minutes for the Pro-life and Pro-family directors to two hours for the 

FCP membership interviews and Mr. Vander Zalm's interview. The interviews were 

designed to elicit respondents' views and knowledge about the Family Coalition Party, 

the Pro-life and Pro-family movements in BC, Canada and the US, the issues of concem 

for these movements, the role and function of social movements and political parties in 

general and within BC, the relationship between social movements and political parties, 

the general social and political ciimate in BC, and the future of Pro-life/ family politics 

in the province. Although separate, al1 three main interview schedules shared these 

common themes, and posed similar questions. Their differences were a product of 

perspective and function. Pro-life and Pro-family directors for instance, were asked 

specifically about their organization's membership, structure and mandate within the 

movement. Questions to them about the FCP assumed they would have a more 

detached, less informed perspective than those posed to FCP members or executives. 

The main FCP interview sample was developed with the help of the party's 

founder, Kathleen Toth; inclusion was based upon three criteria: intimate knowledge of 

the party and its history, activism on behalf of the party, and membership in the party. 



Following this logic, a total of sixty-five letters were sent out requesting interviews. 

Fifty-six of these letters met with a positive response and nine respondents declined to 

be interviewed. Within this primary sample of fifty six, four party founders completed 

oral history interviews as well as the other pertinent schedules. Of the sixteen members 

on the 1995-96 board of directors, ten were selected according to their level of activism 

and tenure within the party. All fourteen election candidates, like al1 potential 

respondents, were sent letters requesting interviews. Thirteen agreed, with the 

fourteenth declining because of illness. The remainder of this sample was selected to 

geographically correlate with the electoral ridings of these thirteen candidates. 

Candidates were used in this sense as markers to establish the combined cnteria of 

party activity and provincial distribution of FCP membership for the rest of the sample. 

An attempt was made to have this part of the sample include recent and long term 

members, as well as gender and age differences9 As a result of this strategy, interviews 

were conducted throughout the Lower Mainland, the Fraser Valley, Hope, the Nelson- 

Creston region and Southern, Northem and mid-Vancouver Island. Kelowna and 

Prince George, the only other areas with significant numbers of FCP members, were not 

visited because there were no candidates running in the election and there has been no 

party activity in those regions for the past three yean. Mr. Vander Zalm, an FCP 

member for three years, was interviewed because of the important role he has played in 

the development of the party and the intimate knowledge he has regarding the 

relationship between the formation of the FCP and the collapse of the Social Credit 

Party of British Columbia. 



The interview sample of Pro-life and Pro-family directors was developed by 

identifying the key organizations in these movements within the province. Letters were 

sent out to eighteen potential respondents, thirteen who were current directors and five 

who were past directors. Seventeen agreed to interviews and one past-President 

dedined. The organizations identified were Vancouver Right to Life, BC Pro-life, 

Birthright, North Shore Pro-life, Citizen's Researdi Institute, Focus on the Family, 

Catholic Civil Rights League, Christian Coalition, REAL Women, Campaign Life 

Coali tien, Westcoast Women for Family Life, Euthanasia Prevention Coalition, and 

Respect Life. 

The design of al1 the interview schedules in this study used a combination of 

open and closed questions similar to that prescribed by other researchers (Lazarfeld, 

1944; Foddy, 1993; Gorden, 1980). Although standardized, the schedules were executed 

in a semi-structured way that gave primary respect to the interview situation and the 

respondent's knowledge of the subject under question. This combination of question 

formulation and execution reflects an appreciation of the interview as a dynamic and 

interactive process which is influenced by the numerous socio-psychological factors 

inherent in the interviewer-respondent relationship.10 If Lazarfeld is correct and 

"research progress consists in the art of doing things which at first seem incompatible," 

then minimizing the friction created by the incompatible pursuit of objective data 

collection within the respondent's common sense understanding of the interview and 

the everyday, necessarily becomes the interviewer's art (Lazarfeld, 194450). Cicourel 

(1964) and Kuhn (1962) see this as the skill of balancing control and rapport during the 

interview, what Kuhn considers "necessary, though paradoxical requisites if the social 



act is to go as the social worker defines it. The interview will fa11 apart without control 

and will be meaningless without rapport" (1962:203). Whether or not this friction was 

satisfactorily negated through balancing these two elements of the interview 

relationship is difficult to assess other than to recall that coffee cups were refilled and 

respondentsf answers were thoughtful and at times spirïted. Respondents' also showed 

a willingness and sincerity to share with the interviewer a level of detail in their 

responses that contributed to the rich flavour of the research findings. Quotes from 

these interviews that appear in the disseration were selected to capture the political and 

cultural spirit of the FCP membership in as much ethnographie detail as possible. The 

selective attribution of narnes to these quotes was guided by two factors. First, the 

names that do appear are individual's who have been, or continue to be, central figures 

in the FCP's development as a party/movernent. It was felt that the importance of these 

individual's to the party necessitated their identification. Second, it was felt that there 

was no need to attribute names to quotes that were used only to illustrate a general 

point of argument. 

ùi developing the questions and conducting the interviews, active attempts were 

made to learn and develop the skills of this art. Questions were structured to be less 

than twenty words, and their vemacular tried to reflect a balance between interviewer 

expertise and respondent understanding, so the degree of their complexity was carefully 

monitored.11 None of the questions were of a particularly sensitive or personal nature so 

the effect of question threat was not considered.12 When questions were asked, wording 

was adjusted to accommodate the respondent's comfort level and flow of the interview. 

Using Kahn and Cannell's (1957) advice, where possible the vocabulary of the 



respondent was adopted to increase the base of common language between the 

interviewer and respondent. Probes were used frequently during the interview to both 

elucidate previous answers and pursue related but tangential points of interest. 

Predorninantly, probes came in the form of direct questions rather than techniques like 

pausing or offering neutral cornmentary which are recomrnended by some researchers 

using the interview format (Kahn and Cannell, 1957; Gorden, 1980). 

in setting up the interview situation, Gorden's (1980) advice was heeded and 

times and places were arranged at the convenience and for the comfort of the 

respondent in an attempt to reduce ego-threat and increase interviewee response 

freedom. It was also intended to limit the impact of what Cicourel has termed the 

artificial circurnstances of the interview and thereby sustain at least some ecological 

validity to the experience (Cicourel, 1982). For the most part, this involved going to 

interviewee's homes, but interviews were also conducted in coffee shops, parks, school 

yards, places of employment, shopping malls and in one instance a camper van parked 

on a small town's main street. At the outset of the interview care was taken to respect 

the importance of the openîng interaction and its role in establishg the social 

atrnosphere in which both control and rapport would be achieved.13 To reverse 

Goffman's term, a 'managed impression' was brought by the interviewer to the 

situation which met the expectations of conduct and expertise brought by the 

respondent. Establishing persona1 credibility, the purpose of the research, and the roles 

within the interview, became easier as the sample was worked through. This was likely 

a product of two factors. First, many of the respondents knew each other and it became 

apparent that forthcoming interviewees had spoken to those who had completed their 



interview. Second, Mt. and Mrs. Toth are deeply respected by the FCP membership and 

the Pro-life/Pro-family commlrnity and their validation of the research gave the 

interview process a comforting credibility for the respondents. The interview 

experiences themselves seemed to increase that credibility because at several meetings 

individuals inquired about the research in a rnanner that reflected an interest in being 

interviewed. Respondent motivation during the interview was generally not an issue. 

Respondents for the most part gave thoughtful and articulate answers. Care was taken 

however, to encourage those respondents who felt they had nothing to cffer, and where 

a question clearly became too difficult for them, it was dropped so as not to jeopardize 

the rapport and atmosphere of the interview, although attempts to rephrase the 

question later on in the interview were made. interviewees were also reminded of the 

unique perspective their answers contributed to the research, and when the interview 

ended they were thanked for their time and the quality of interview they gave. 

Interview responses were coded and analyzed for general trends and 

relationships. Claims of statistical significance will not be offered given the relatively 

small sample nor will claims of Truth given the disputatious and contested subject 

matter. "Most", "few", "majonty", "by and large", are the ternis best utilized to 

understand the complexities of this religious conservative party and its political culture. 

Reifymg and reducing the Christian Right movement to uniform points of view 

precludes (for instance) the equally valid, albeit rninority opinion, that supports gay 

mamages. Over-generalizing can obscure the rich complexity of the party's social 

nature and dirninish the knowledge that c m  be gained from these interviews and this 

study. 



Focus and Lavout 

This dissertation is an effort to understand the political, moral, and social 

ideologies that drive the pro-family movement efforts of the Family Coalition Party. 

More importantly, it sets out to analyze the FCP's dual character of social movement 

and political party, and the unique challenges it faces as a party/movement in the 

political climate of contemporary British Columbia. Studies such as this one, of small 

political party organizations, are important for a number of reasons. First, despite their 

size and politically marginal status, the existence of small political parties signals the 

presence of social and political discontent within democratic societies such as Canada. 

They make conspicuous the presence of an aggrieved population, one that does not feel 

their issues are being adequately represented in the polity, and research into these 

organizations can help create an understanding of how such a population attempts to 

have its political voice heard. Second, organizations like the Family Coalition Party, 

with their grassroots origins and emphasis on direct citizen involvement, help inject a 

life-spirit into the democratic process, so that by studying these minor organizations the 

inadequacies of democratic systems can be identified for the purposes of remedial 

action. Third, political organizations like the FCP - that embody the function of a social 

movement within a political party form - appear to be few in nurnber and to have a 

finite lifespan. In this regard, opportunities to study party/movements for their 

organizational character must be seized upon when they are available, and in order to 

study them in a relatively pristine ideological stage, this must be done while they 

remain small and politically marginal. Finally, these small party/movements may well 

represent the 'tip of a political iceberg' in which case they could be the early 



manifestation of a much broader base of social discontent within society. in this case, to 

ignore rninor organizations like the FCP may be to miss a signal that foretells the 

emergence of a wider social movernent. 

Chapter Two tackles the first of these tasks as the various ideological strands 

that inform the Pro-farnily movement in the United States and Canada are unknotted. 

What emerges is a movement whose belief in the sanctity of the traditional family has 

deep roots in the conservative tradition of Edmund Burke and a movement best 

characterized as Christian, cowervative and exhibiting issue heterodoxy. Since a range 

of terms from conservative to New Christian Right are often associated with the Pro- 

family movement, understanding their histoncal development and popular use will be 

helpful in properly understanding the movement's conservative tradition. Canadian 

consewatism has also been heavily influenced by the Amencan and British conservative 

traditions, so an appreciation of the trajectones of these relationships will provide a 

more solid foundation hom which to understand the Canadian Pro-family movement. 

American and Canadian Pro-family activism in the areas of abortion, euthanasia, 

reproductive technologies, gay rights, anti-feminism, and the public education system 

are then examined for the alleged influence of these 'progressive' stniggles on the 

weakening of the traditional family. Finally, the Pro-family arguments that  the 

traditional family is natural, universal, and in 'crisis' because of the rise of secular 

humanism are explored. 

From this base, Chapter Three details the history of the Family Coalition Party, 

from the genesis of an idea around a kitchen table in Victoria in 1991, through its two 

provincial election campaigns and various movement activities, to the crossroads at 



which it currently stands. Examining the party's poliaes and its members' beliefs, what 

becomes apparent is that the FCP is a Pro-farnily movement highly cornmensurate with 

the political, social and economic ideals of the US Pro-family movement and other 

sirnilar movements in Canada. Organizationally, however, the FCP remauis in a stage 

of infancy relative to the US movement. Scarce financial resources, limited party 

expertise, and difficulty mobilizing help between and during election years are al1 

restricting this party/movement from working effectively towards its goals. 

Chapter Four offers a critical evaluation of the FCP as a social movement. 

Although not imrnediately apparent because of its political party form, by separating its 

form from its function, the Family Coalition Party's efforts can be recognized as those of 

a social movement Specifically, it can be understood as a sub-type of the New Social 

Movements (NSM), a reszlrgmce niouenlent that is attempting to promote social change 

while at the same time resisting the changes being brought about by the efforts of 

NSM's such as the ecological, gay and feminist movements. The Pro-family rnovement 

industry in British Columbia is also described in this chapter, and the activities, roles 

and mobilization efforts of the various national and provincial organizations are 

examined. Particular attention is paid here to the relationships that exist between these 

organizations and the Family Coalition Party as well as the role these organizations see 

the FCP as playing for the Pro-family movement. Finally, the framing, mobilization, 

and political opportunity efforts of the Family Coalition Party are evaluated for their 

strengths and weaknesses. 

Chapter Five is concemed with the FCP as an institutionalized political party in 

British Columbia. Regardless of its functional activities as a social movement, the party 



form of the FCP imposes upon its executives al1 the cowtraints and challenges faced by 

other minor political parties in Canada. This diapter first explores the nature of 

representative politics in Canada and the chronic crisis of representation that besets 

typically large, mainstrearn political parties in the country. This failure of cadre parties 

to satisfactody represent the issues of Canadian citizew has given rise to the long 

history of rninor political party activism in Canada, from the federal Progressives of the 

1920s, through to provincial parties such as the Greens and the Family Coalition Party 

in British Columbia. The various types of minor parties are then examined with 

particular attention being paid to the problems they face operating under a Westminster 

parliamentary system. The Family Coalition Party is confronted with these problems 

because, like other minor parties, they have a small and scattered constituency, a lack of 

political expertise, a narrow issue focus, and must wage election campaigns under a 

majoritarian, first past-the-post election system that favours large parties or those with 

strongholds of regional support. 

After these independent analyses of the FCP as a social movement and a political 

party, the sixth chapter explores the organization as a party/rnovement in the tradition 

of the Cooperative Commonwealth Federation in Canada and the Green Parties in 

Canada and Gemany. Fusing party form with movement function presents the FCP 

with a series of tensions that they must resolve if they are to become politically 

sustainable. A set of unique problems that must be deftly managed are discussed, 

among them the fight to resist the forces of political institutionalizatio? m d  the manner 

in which the FCP's act of political tusion compounds and exacerbates difficulties faced 

by al1 small movement organizations and political parties. 



In the concluding chapter, an assessrnent of the Farnily Coalition Party's 

potential in the current sociopolitical and econornic climate of British Columbia is 

offered, relative to the expenences of other party/movements. Some directions for 

future research are also suggested that could M e r  clarify our understanding of the 

unique nature party/movements. To begin however, it is first necessary to untangle the 

vanous ideological and political beliefs that are commonly associated with the pro- 

family movement, so that the sociohistorical foundations of the Family Coalition Party 

can be properly understood. 



Chapter 2 

Making Sense of the Pro-Family Movement: 
Political Roots, Religious Ideals and Moral Issues 

The politics of British Columbia's Family Coalition Party is a historical amalgam 

resul ting from the confluence of vanous poli tical, na tionalis tic and ideological 

hajectories whose point of intersection has emerged under the banner of the pro-family 

movement Most readily identified with the activism of the Christian Coalition in the 

United States, the pro-farnily movement has nonetheless been manifest in Canada for 

some years. The roots of the Canadian pro-family are ernbedded in a political tradition 

of American and British conservative thought traceable back to the work of Edmund 

Burke. As can happen though, lineages of political and social ideologies which 

comprise the foundations of a movement often become tangled and at times lost with 

the passage of time as social and economic forces transfomi old political articulations 

into new ones. For instance, currently in liberal democracies such as Canada. the 

United States and Britain, the conservative tradition which informs the pro-farnily 

movement is typically referred to as a neoconservative or New Right ideology. 

Accurate or not, to describe the Family Coalition Party as an example of this pro-farnily 

political genre does little to capture the depth of its political foundations or the breadth 

of the sociocultural milieu from which it draws strength. 

The purpose of this chapter is to untangle the sociopolitical legacy of the pro- 

farnily movernent so that the FCPfs Canadian variant c m  be properly understood as a 

mix of British and Amencan conservative influence, traditional conservative concern for 

the farnily, Christian morality, and neoconservative economics. First, the historical 



roots of the Canadian conservative tradition of which the FCP is a part will be 

examùied. Beginning with the work of Edmund Burke, the first part of the chapter 

traces the development of American and British consemative thought to the emergence 

of neoconservatism in the United States. The differences between neoconservatism and 

New Right populism are then examined as are the various experiments with 

neoconservative politics in Canada. It is on the shoulders of this political s h a h  of 

conservatism (in particular New Right populism) that American pro-family forces built 

their movement, the rise and mobilization of which is examined in the second part of 

the chapter. Here, the pro-family political activism of the New Christian Right in 

America and the Canadian Christian Right are explored in relation to their positions on 

abortion, euthanasia, reproductive technologies, gay rights, feminism, and the public 

education system. The last part of the chapter examines criticaily the centrai claim of 

the movement - that modem families are in an economic and moral 'cnsis'. By laying 

this groundwork on which subsequent chapters can be built, the full sociohistoncal and 

political context of the Family Coalition Party of British Columbia c m  be appreciated. 

In this posmiodem era of identity politics and New Social Movementrs, the FCP is a 

party/movement that is carrying on a lengthy conservative tradition that regards 

protecting and promoting the sanctity of the traditional family as vital to adùeving a 

healthy, stable society. 



The "Stupid ParW': Old and New 

Whatever reasons prompted John Stuart Mill to regard the British Consewative 

Party as stupid (Krk, 1982), the charge of inflexibility could surely not have been among 

them. As a committed Liberal living today, even Mill would have to recognize 

conservative parties in liberal democratic societies for their ability to adapt and survive. 

The curent wave of conservatism in Western democracies is manifest under the banner 

of neoconservatism (with and without hyphenation) or modem conservatism or 

contemporary conservatism or the New Right or the New Christian Right or simply 

conservatism. ïh i s  multitude of descnptors presents a difficul ty in analyzing 

conservative politics because both popular and scholarly usage drift among these terms 

with some degree of acceptability. The immediate task at hand then is one of historical 

hacing and clarification because the interchangeability of these terms masks some 

important albeit at times subtle distinctions be tween these conserva tive referents. 

Finding a starting point is a simple rnatter. 

Consensus as to the ongins of modem conservative thought is so close to 

unanimous that the writings of Edmund Burke as its point of genesis is considered 

virtually axiomatic. With the publication in 1790 of Burke's Rejections on the Recent 

Rrvollltion in France, the foundations were in large part laid for al1 subsequent 

conservative thought in the Western world. The source of Burke's opposition to the 

French Revolution in this work lies in his convictions regarding the importance of social 

stability and continuity. Massive social upheaval and disruption unhuiged society from 

its history and tradition, which for Burke could only lead to its collapse. While he 



recognized the inevitability of alterations in the social and political fabnc of society, 

Burke endorsed the slow gentle processes of reform over the radical, nature altering 

idea of change: 

"change .. . alters the substance of the objects themselves, and gets rid of ail their 
essential good as well as the accidental evil annexed to them. Change is novelty ... 
Reform is not a change in the substance or primary modification of the objects, but a 
direct application of a remedy to the grievance complained of." (Burke, quoted in 
Honderich, 1990: 5). 

This opposition to diange stemmed from Burke's rather Hobbesian view of 

human nature and his accompanying lack of faith in human reason to improve social 

and political institutions which were the taboured products of past generations. Family, 

church, rnonarchy, social hierarchy, private property and representative rather than 

popular governrnent were for Burke the institutions cntical to the emergence of a 

citizenry's goodness and morality. Political rule founded on such institutions and 

authonties of tradition offered no place for equality of persow in Burke's mind, for 

there is a natural deference to those with social standing and breeding. The propertied 

aristocrats, Burke assumed, were the people vested with the wisdom and knowledge to 

govern and represent a society's citizens. This political representation was properly 

broad-rninded though, aimed at the general social good rather than the narrow interests 

of one's own constituency. 

Burke's is foremost a political philosophy of collective tradition which stresses 

institutional control and order over the individual: fadies ,  not individuals are the 

basic units of society; Nationalism presides over constituent interests; Continuity and 

social order are favoured over novel political experience and rampant individualism. 

That this philosophical orientation generates a natura1 tension between the individual 



and society is easily observed. The eminent Amencan conservative scholar Russell Kirk 

claimed the importance of Burke's work lay in just such an understanding, one that 

"understood a tension must be maintained between claims of freedom and claims of 

order" (Kirk, 1982:l). This tension is a natural essence of conservatisrn which 

characterizes its often conhadictory complexities. Kendall and Carey (1964) develop 

their concept of Burke's conservatism through an analysis of the variables which deny 

conservatism a homogeneous definition and offer a synopsis of six major issues affected 

by this tension. It is worth listing these issues because they, perhaps more than any 

O ther ma tters, besi demons traie the character of conserva tism: First, within poli tics 

exists the principle of consent and the principle of rnorality with the tension between 

popular agreement and objective standards of value. Second is the tension created 

between the principle of eqrrality and thaf of hierarchy in which the former distributes 

political power equally while the latter "assigns a greater share . . . to those who are rnost 

capable of providing wise and good govemment". Third, there is the principle of the 

"rights of nian" versus the principle of convention, or universal right of access versus 

socially and historically determined access to society's goods and opportunities. Fourth 

is the tension developed between the democracy of the living and the democracy of the dead a 

situation of conservation of a country's law-s and institutions versus their reconfiguring 

for the current generation. Fifth, the principle of redistribution opposes the principle of 

properfy or inherifance because as Burke remarked, "the characteristic essence of property 

... is to be unequal". Finally, there is the issue of atheism or relativisni and true religion, 

which demands that any person with political power recognize the accountability of 

their actions to a single God. Representation of the masses, equality and opporhinity, 



tradition, reform, the sanctity of private property, and faith in the divine are the core 

issues around which modem conservatism was born and despite varymg degrees of 

historical and cultural metamorphosis,  continue^.^ 

Two centuries later, the core remains solid. One of Britain's leading conservative 

scholars, Roger Sauton, rernarks in The Meaning of Consmatism that 

"Society exists through authority, and the recognition of this authority requires the 
allegiance to a bond that is not contractual but transcendent, in the manner of the famiiy 
tie. Such allegiance requires tradition and custom through which to find enactment. 
But tradition is no static thing. It is the active achievement of continuity; it can be 
restored, rescued and amended as grace and opportunity allow" (Su-uton, 1989: 45). 

Regarding property and also the individual's relationship to society's institutions, he 
says: 

"In politics, the conservative attitude seeks above al1 for govemment, and regards no 
citizen as possessed of a natural nght that hanscends his obligation to be ruled . . . [and] 
... any political view which regards the state as  protector of society must also demand 
the continuance of property. Moreover, a view which recogmzes a title in custom and 
usage will find nothing wrong with the inheritance and accumulation of wealth" 
(Scruton, 1989: 16). 

Noel O'Sullivan suggests that this, ultimately, is the politics of freedom, of compassion - 

a recipe for social and political order capable of maximizing individual liberty and 

potential. It is also a politics necessitated by the harsh, demanding nature of unbridled 

freedom, one that is willingly adopted by people for protection - one best described by 

Dostoevsky's parable of the Grand Inquisitor (O'Sullivan, 1989: 169). 

Having made safe passage into the modem democratic age, Burke's traditional 

conservative philosophy has nonetheless undergone refonnation of its outer shell. 

Conservative traditions exist throughout western Europe as well as North Amenca, 

each exhibithg their own cultural and histoncal peculiarities as they forge ahead 

through history and the process of reform. The modem conservative age of Britain and 



that of the United States, both which emerged after 1945 (Willetts, 1992; Girvin, 1988). 

do however, share some striking familiarities. Although it is American, Robert Nisbet's 

portrayal of conservatism can serve to characterize the ideal in both countries: 

"Belief in strong but unobtmsive govemment; an impliat decentralization of 
administration that directly followed a histoncally developed autonomy of al1 the major 
institutions - family, local cornmunity, church, school, business enterprise, and so on; an 
instinctive preference for the same institutions as the principal shelters of individuals in 
time of C ~ S ~ S  or need - these rather than offices of the central govemment; a strong 
conviction in the superiority of cornmon sense and experience in govemmental matters 
over the kind of rationalist intelligence favored by professors and bureaucrats; and 
finally, almost uppermost, a skeptiusm of al1 social reform and a positive hatred of 
redishibutionist schemes involving taxation, tanff, or currency manipulation, or, for 
that matter, anything in the way of mandated equality" (Nisbet, 1981: 129). 

Despite this corollary. it is nonetheless important to acknowiedge the different 

ideological meanings and usages that the terms conservative and liberal have in Bntain 

and the US. Their differing lineages arise from the discrepant social and economic 

developmental histories of the two countries. Lipset (1988) points out that the United 

States did not develop as a postfeudal society and as a result, has politically developed 

an antistatist. populist and meritocratic ideology that more closely resembles European 

liberalism than conservatism: 

"Liberalism in its original meaning involves an antistatist philosophy, opposition to 
mercantilism and the alliance of throne and altar, support for econornic and political 
freedom, laissez-faire and civil liberties ... equality of opportunity and respect. 
regardless of status ... Tories have stood for a strong state, an estabiished church, 
mercantilism, communitarianism, and noblesse oblige - the values of a hierarchical 
manonal society" (Lipset, 1988:29) 

Lipset argues that it is the strong antistatist sentiment in the US which has 

prevented the emergence of any senous form of socialism. This stands in opposition to 

Canada and Britain both of which have traditionaily maintained for the state a more 

prominent and valued role, and which have strong socialist political traditions. The 



closest the US has corne to a socialist platfomi was with Roosevelt's New Deal, which 

for a time limited and partly defined the American cowervative agenda. Through the 

1950s and a good part of the 1960s both Britain and the US were committed to an 

agenda of MI employrnent, Keynesian welfare policies, and an interventionist state. 

This political climate forced consewatives in both courttries to accept a definition of 

themselves constmcted largely by their opponents (Girvin, 1988). 

Conservatives during this penod found themselves seardung wuccessfully for 

solid issues upon which they could reconfigure their agendas to fit the changing 

political and economic culture. The Republican Eisenhower administration of 1952 and 

1956 f o n d  itself committed to the reduction of public debt and inflation, but unable to 

implement policies towards these goals because of the increasing support for liberalism 

among the electorate (Girvin, 1988). In Britain meanwhile, consensus politics 

domina ted the pos twar landscape, wi th both the Labour and Conserva tive parties 

committed to a "mixed econorny and welfare state" (Peele, 1988: 15). The 1951 

Conservative govemment was locked into a collectivist agenda left by the previous 

Atlee administration in the fonn of the National Health Service, nationalized industries, 

and full employment policies (Peele, 1988). 

Cracks in the social-democratic hegemon however, began to appear in the mid 

1960s, the beginning of a protracted economic and political crisis for the Left which has 

now lasted close to thirty years. Over the next fifteen years, growing government 

bureaucraties and intervention, inflation, national deficits, crime, unemployment, 

abortion, divorce rates, single parenthood and a host of other social problems generated 

a deep concem among people and provided conservative parties the opportunity they 



had been awaiting for over the past decade.2 In the US, consenratives were unwittingly 

abetted by domestic student protests over the Vietnam war, the gains made by a 

number of social movements, including gays, ferninists, environmentalists (al1 

popularized as radical leftists), concem over communism, and the Democratic party's 

embrace of the counter-culture politics of the New Left (Girvin, 1988). A longing for a 

return to the "good old days" began to emerge as conservative minded people grew 

dubious about the impact liberal values were having on their society and 

neighbourhoods. Consenrative politics became attractive both economically and 

soàally because its 

"greatest strength is its possession by historic right of such values as localism, 
decentralization, family, neighbourhood, mutual aid, and belief in growth of business 
on the one hand and of religion on the other" (Nisbet, 1981:140). 

Across the Atlantic, concem was developing over Bntain's increasingly fragile 

impression of itself as a political and economic world leader. Problems similar to those 

in the United States had befallen the Empire and blame was quickly attached to the 

power and privilege the trade unions enjoyed, Keynesianism and the "ratchet effect". 

Sir Keith Joseph, founder of the Centre for Policy Studies, identifi ed this "ratchet effect" 

by suggesting that "Labour governments advanced socialism each time they had the 

opportunity of office but Conservatives never really reversed Labour initiatives" (Peele, 

1988: 17). In a search for solutions to this crisis, attention was drawn to the intellectual 

revival of the Right in Amerka and the strategies being proffered as solutions to what 

were perceived as similar problems. What subsequently developed was a relationship 

that would closely link the political ideologies of Bx-itain and the Unites States as they 

ushered in a new dawn of conservative thought, neoconsematism. 



Muued  bv Realitv: Neoconservatism and the New Riaht 

ïhere are consenratives such as Roger Scruton and Michael Oakeshott who 

describe conservatism as a state of being or essence rather than concrete political 

doctrine. Scruton sees as many potential forms of conservatism as there are social 

orders (*ton, 1984). Oakeshott describes consenrative conduct as a disposition, one 

that centres upon 

"a propensity to use and enjoy what is available rather than to wish for or to look for 
somethuig else; to delight in what is present rather than what was or what may be . . . 
there is no mere idolizing of what is past and gone. What is esteemed is the present; 
and it is esteerned not on account of its connections with a remote antiquity . .. but on 
account of its familiarity" (Oakeshott, 1997: 87). 

The dramatic emergence of neoconsenrative thought and New Right populism 

since the late 1970s though, suggests an attitude far more invasive than Oakeshott's 

benign description. Neoconservative intellectuals and New Right activists are 

interested in change, in dramatic alteration to the econornic, state and civil makeup of 

liberal democracies through deliberate and substantive policy initiatives. As Ted 

Hondench correctly argues in his critique of consenratism, Margaret Thatcher's 

Conservative party in 1979 was vigorously pursuing a "politics of alteration", far more 

than the British Labour party (Honderich, 1990). First and foremost this "politics of 

alteration" was an exercise in economic pragmatics. To restore Britain to it former glory 

demanded a drastic shift away from fonns of Keynesianism and towards a new 

accumulation strategy based on classic liberal free market principles, in particular those 

of F. A. Hayek and of the Chicago School's Milton Friedman; Burke's ghost Iingered, he 



had been a follower of Adam Smith's belief in the überating potential of the market 

(Willetts, 1992). The British experience with neoconservativism was directly connected 

with the work of a group Midiael Harrington dubbed the "neoc~nservatives".~ This 

group of notable social scientists and intellectuals, including the likes of Robert Nisbet, 

Seymour Martin Lipset, Patrick Moyruhan, Jeanne Kirkpatrick, Lrving Knstol, Daniel 

Bell, Nathan Glazer and James Q. Wilson, had defected from their social democratic 

roots in a move that was to have profound implications for the politics of the Right. 

The neoconservatives gave the American Right what it had always lacked, 

intellectual credibility. As Seymour Martin Lipset describes it (1988), the 

neocornervative's split from the American Socialist party was due to the New Left's 

increasing radical poshiring over major social issues such as the Vietnam War. The 

neoconservatives, staunchly anti-Cornrnunist, ultimately found kindred spirits for their 

foreign policy with Republicans and haditional consematives. By most accounts, they 

continued to support Keynesian welfare policies and were on the liberal side of social 

issues (Lipset, 1988; Gottfried & Herning, 1988).4 The 'Godfather' of neoconservatism, 

Irving Knstol claimed that 

"neo-consenratism is not at  al1 hostile to the idea of a welfare state, but it is critical of the 
Great Society version of this welfare state ... it is opposed to the paternalistic state" 
(Kristol, quoted in Etzioni, 1977: 436). 

The neoconsematives were in a sense crusaders for policy, far more interested in 

being practitioners than acadernic ideologues (Domen, 1993; Diamond, 1995). The 

optimism and urgency they brought to their efforts was the result of the confluence of a 

number of issues confronthg American society. Secularization, inter-generational shifts 

in ideological beliefs, the student revolts of the sixties, the New Left critique of Amenca 



as a fascist state, the failure of the Great Society, and broadly speaking, modemization 

al1 proved sources of motivation for neoconse~atives.~ As Habermas points out, the 

neoconservatives were concemed more with the culturally determined, rather than 

economic, aetiologies to the problems of legitimation faced by the American political 

system (Habermas, 1989:25). The solution they promoted were however largely 

economic and based on a profound shift towards the principles of the free market. 

In an attempt to capture the disposition of neoconservatism, Domen has 

described it as 

"an intellectual movement originated by former leftists that promotes militant 
anticommunism, capitalist econornics, a minimal welfare state, the rule of traditional 
elites, and a return to traditional cultural values" (Dorrien, 1993: 8). 

It is a definition which arguably more properly suits the label neo-liberal, one which the 

neoconservatives themselves prefer (Ashford,l981). Embedded in the notion of 

"traditional cultural values" is the importance neoconservatives place on such 

mediating structures as  family, neighbourhood, diurch, voluntary association and a 

concem over their erosion at the hands of liberal social policy makers. It is these 

structures which, it is argued, properly anchor the individual in society, provide the 

innovative flexibility to respond to changing social dynamics in a way not possible via 

institutionai bureaucracies, and offer workable starting points for public policy 

(Ashford, 1981: 365). The social and economic salvation of Amenca depended as much 

on the restoration of these structures to their past prominence as it did on the 

revitaiization of a laissez-faire economy. 

What neoconservatisrn lacked in this pursuit was broad based mass appeal; it 

had never developed as a mass phenornenon (Lipset, 1988; Gottfried & Fleming, 1988; 



Habermas, 1989). It did however, share common stock with the emergent New Right 

populism. From the late 1970s onward, neoconservatisrn gradually becarne equated 

with the New Right, a perhaps inevitable trajectory given their s i d a r  ideological 

dispositions (Diamond, 1995; Domen, 1993). Lipset daims that neoconserva tism has 

ceased to exist, a defensible tmth if it is viewed as a historical fact, but like al1 political 

ideologies, neoconservatisrn is in perpetual flux and has underdone a degree of 

transformation. Neoconservative thought has left its past and is moving on. 

There is of course, no clear point in time indicating where the influence of the 

original neoconservatives began to wane and the popular activism of the new Right 

began to surge. The "ism" of Margaret Thatcher and Ronald Reagan have been 

identified as the high water marks for neoconservative influence (Girvin, 1988) while 

simultaneously being equated with projects of the New Right (Honderich, 1990); Both 

appear to be defensible positions given the prominence of the neoconservatives 

influence with both administration and the origins of the New Right traceable back to 

the rnid 1 9 7 0 ~ . ~  in attempting to constmct a profile of the New Right, scholars have 

created the image of a conservative political gumbo, with heterodoxy as a defining 

feature. Diamond sees the New Right as a fusion of "moral traditionalism, economic 

libertariankm and rnilitaristic anticommunism" (Diamond, 1995: 179). Gottfried and 

Fleming claim analysts view it as a "collection of general-purpose political 

organizations" like the Moral Majority, the Committee for the Survival of a Free 

Congress, the Heritage Foundation and the National Consenrative Political Action 

Committee (Gottfried & Fleming, 1988: 77). Eatwell (1989) has identified four strains of 

New Right politics: libertarian, laissez-faire, traditionalist and mythicaL7 



Emerging in the mid 1970s the New Right, led by Catholic activists such as Paul 

Wewdi  and Connaught Marshner and backed finanaaily by corporate magnates such 

as Joseph Coors" differed from the neoconservatives in that they 

"leamed how to ernphasize themes that are more populist than conservative: the fear 
and resentment of the Eastern "establishment," defense of family and conventional 
morals, popdar conbol over schools and churches. They also display a greater 
willingness to use single-issue campaigns such as the Panama Canal treaty or abortion, 
as the basis of extemal fund-raising" (Gottfried & Fleming, 1988: 78). 

This latest manifestation of conservative politics, while maintainhg the core ideals of 

the Burkean tradition, has become more interested in change than reform. T'hese 

conservatives are no longer being defined by their opponents, or setting a reactive 

agenda. They are deliberately activist, strategic and populist in an approach that 

defends individualism, the market, and meritocracy, and atternpts to tap into the mass 

support of what Girvin terms "lower status opinion" (1988: 10,177). Their opposition to 

the New Social Movements (NSM), including feminism, gay rights, environmentalism, 

as well as pro-choice and reproductive technology advocates entails a natural alliance 

with traditionalist movements that fa11 under such banners as pro-family and pro-life. 

Arguably though, the largest source of support and motivation has corne from the well- 

spring of Christian activism that has been spilling into the political realm for the last 

decade, although this is more evident in the Amencan context than it is in the British 

one (Gottfried & Fleming, 1988; Levitas. 1986). 

While its popular appeal is the New Right's greatest asset to political viability, it 

also renders it vulnerable to extremism. Alan Crawford, in his at tiines caustic critique 

of the New Right, describes it as an 



"institutiondized, disciplined, well organized, and well financed movement of loosely 
knit affiliates. Collecting millions of dollars in small contributions from biue-collar 
workers and house-wives, the New Right feeds on discontent, anger, Uisecurity, and 
resentment, and flourishes on baddash politics" (Crawford, 1980: 5). 

This imagery is one that more traditional conservatives fear and want to avoid because 

of the attraction it may hold for radical fringe groups, and the subsequent loss of 

rational legitirnacy it presents. Levitas (1986) is carefd to note that the British New 

Right deliberately attempts to distance itself from Britaîn's radical National Front 

organization. Indeed, it would be an error to characterize the growth of 

neoconservative and New Right activism as emerging from a radicalist coreS9 

While the neoconse~atives and the New Right may find their histoncal roots in 

the US, Canada. like Britain, has been camed along on this wave of neoconservative 

thought. Variaus analysts over the last decade have identified a strain of 

neoconservatism at federal and provincial levels shaped by Canada's unique histoncal. 

political and social structures (Hatt, et al., 1990; Havemann, 1986; Ratner & McMullan. 

1985). Like other western iiberal democracies, Canada has been increasingly feeling the 

pressure of a globalizing capitalist system with its attendant requisites of a rninimalist 

state, unfettered markets, and access to cheap mass labour. 

in response, federal and provincial govemments have adopted, to v a r p g  

degrees of success, neoconservative agendas. Since the late 1970s, Canada has been 

traveling down an uneven path to what has been descnbed as its "New Establishment 

Ideology" with its "New Economic Reality" and strategy of "managing consent" 

(Marchak, 1985; Havemann, 1986; Hatt et al, 1990).1* Examining the impact of this 

joumey on unemployment, McBride (1992) has identified a marked shift from 



Keynesianism to monetarism in matters of monetary policy, labour-market policy, 

unemployrnent insurance, and industrial relations. The result has been a weakened 

infrastructure of hegemonic le@ timation activities as the state has focused more intentl y 

upon improving mechanisms of capital accumulation (McBnde, 1992). To address the 

risks this presents for a consensus based Canadian hegemony, the state has sought to 

"manage consent," a strategy Hatt et al describe as 

"govemhg a country of diverse national and regional interests primarily through the 
&ansformation of controversy into technico-bureaucratie problems and the 
manipulation of complex federal/ provincial rela tiow" (Hatt et al, 1990:31). 

This last point equates to reducing the size of the federal government 

bureaucracy through a program of downloading previous federal responsibilities to the 

provinces via, among other things, constitutional change. Among its prescriptions, the 

Meech Lake accord called for a significant decentralization of federal power to the 

provinces, and while the accord itself failed, this aspect of it has not (McBride, 1992:218). 

This is an important componmt of the neoconservative agenda because of the 

constitutional principle of the supremacy of Parliament in Canada, which effectively 

limits the federal state from moving dramatically left or right in response to domestic or 

foreign econornic crises (McBride, 1992; Hatt et al, 1990). By offsetting responsibilities to 

the provinces, the latitude required for a neoconservative response to such crises is not 

only secured, but the agenda itself becomes hidden behind the complexities of 

federal/provincial relations. As Ratner and McMullan (1985) point out, the 

neoconservative agenda has a strong localized quality that allows it to operate behind 

the inevi table regional conflicts and peculiari ties tha t anse from Canadian 

federal /provincial policy relationships. 



The Free Trade Agreement (FTA) Canada signed with the US and Mexico stands 

as arguably the best national example of the new Establishment ideology and as 

potentially the most significant neocornervative threat to Canadian social democratic 

hegemony. Wolfe (1989) argues that while Canada has escaped the worst excesses of 

Thatcherism and Reaganism, the role of the s t ~ t e  in the management of the economy is 

being replaced by a belief in the primacy of the market, a strategic shift manifested in 

the details of the FTA. Wolfe's concem is that the agreement presents a backdoor 

opportunity for the dismantling of Canada's social safety net through daims of "unfair 

subsidies" (Wolfe, 1989: 120). It presents in other words, another oppomtnity to achieve 

indirectly what the capitalist class has been unable to adùeve, thus far, directly, and 

suggests once more the markings of the clandestine, surreptitious nature of Canadian 

neoconservatism. John Wamock observes fittingly that in the FTA 

"There was always a hidden agenda - the New Right program of solving the persistent 
economic crisis ... the reality is that support for free trade cornes almost exclusively 
from big business and its ideological supporters" (Wamock, 1988:22). 

Preston Manning's federal Reform Party best represents an institutionalized 

federal example of the new Establishment ideology. Its grassroots, common sense 

approach to govemment includes recognizing that Canada must be willing to take its 

place in the new global econornic order which is "dominated by the three huge trading 

blocs - the European community, the Asia-Pacific economic community, and the north 

Amencan free hade area" (Manning, 1992:336). Manning, in The New Canada, also c a k  

for a downsizing of the federal bureaucracy, elirnination of grants to special interest 

groups, "fiscal responsibility through constitutional reform," distribution of social 

goods and services through the provinces, and efforts to "develop transition programs 



to move public-sector workers to more productive employment in the non- 

govemrnental sector" (1992:342,344). 

Provincially, the Conservative government of Mike Harris in Ontario has been 

vigorously pursuing a neoconservative agenda since its election in 1995. The "Common 

Sense Revolution" which is underway in the province is one of deep budget cuts to the 

civil service, layoffs, privatization, workfare, and downloading of provincial 

responsibilities to municipal governmentsfl This intention to off-load previous 

provincial services such as welfare, housing, chüd care and policïng costs is the logical 

ex tension of neoconserva tive s ta te decentralization which began a t the level of federal 

government. It is, in the words of political scientist Andrew Sancton, a functional 

downloading in which "govemment simply quits its responsibility for a service and 

leaves it to other g~vernrnents".~~ The similarity with the federal Reform par. is so 

striking that Preston Manning has corne out in open support of Mike Harris's agenda? 

Ontario though, is only the most recent province to experience an attempt by 

neoconservatives to establish a political and econornic beach-head at the provincial 

level. Ralph Klein's Conservative govemment in Alberta undertook equally drastic 

measures in the early nineties to control the province's downward spiralling economy, 

and was applauded by his rural constituents for his "common sense."14 Manitoba's 

consenrative government appears to be following a similar path as it pnvatizes its 

telephone Company, implements legislation to lirnit the powers of unions and takes 

what Premier Filmon has called a "sharp tum to the right."15 This is reminiscent of 

Stirling Lyon's neoconservative agenda implemented in 1981 to deal with Manitoba's 

chronic stniggle to gain a system of stable economic development and roll back, like al1 



neocowervative projects, the size of the welfare state (Chomey & Hansen, 1985). Yet as 

Chomey and Hansen point out, the project that undertook a program of massive fiscal 

restraint on a faith in free market ideology did not have the economic and social benefits 

that were predicted. 

The Saskatchewan Cowervatives under Grant Devine experienced a sirnilar 

disappointment with their forays into neoconservative ideology in 1982. Pitsula and 

Rasmussen (1990) document Devine's failed attempt at revitalizing the province's 

economy with his devout belief in the power of the market. They write that 

"His views parallel those of the entire New Right coalition, whether it be the Chamber 
of Commerce, REAL Women, the institute for Saskatchewan Enterprise, or Campaign 
Life . . . Step-by-step the neo-conservative program unfolded: the promotion of Christian 
right moral values, the experiments with supply-side economics, the touting of free 
enterprise, the reining in of the Crown corporations, the attacks on the civil service, 
social prograrns and trade unions, and the massive push towards privatization" (Pitsula 
& Rasmussen, 1990:21). 

Despite Devine's convictions though, by 1986 the provincial debt had grown to over $5 

billion, ownership and control of large parts of the province's economy had moved to 

central Canada, and the need for social assistance among Saskatchewan's unemployed 

and underclass had grown (ibid., p. 283,285). 

It is the case of British Columbia however, which has been regarded and 

analyzed as arguably the most pure and austere example of neoconservatism in Canada 

(Havemann, 1986; Hatt et al, 1990; Carroll & Ratner, 1989; Shields, 1986; Marchak, 1986; 

Butcher, 1985). Bill B e ~ e t t ' s  Social Credit Govemment inhoduced twenty six pieces of 

legislation in the summer and autumn of 1983 that among other things gutted the rights 

of unionized public-sector employees, reworked the human rights code to narrow the 

definition of discrimination, eliminated rent controls, eliminated the human rights 



commission, stripped local school boards of budget authority by centralizing it in the 

Ministry of Education and provided the opporhuiity for doctors to opt out of Medicare 

(Palmer, 198722). As Carroll and Ratner point out, in response to BC's fiscal crisis, the 

Çocreds had 

"opted for a cyclical cnsis-management strategy, priontizing the "balanced budget" 
over demand management and necessi ta ting coercive interventions vis-à-vis i ts 
unionized employees" (l989:36). 

It was not however, an entirely reactive strategy. As Howlett and Brownsey 

indicate, the 1983 budget was a culmination of a continued "economic and 

administrative program pursued by the Social credit govemment since it had regained 

power in late 1975" (1988:142). Coincidentally, the Fraser Institute, now the country's 

leading neoconservative think tank, had been fomed a year earlier with sponsorship 

that included the province's forestry and mining sectors (Carroll & Ratner, 1989). It was 

this institute which lent the Socred legislation of 1983 its neoconservative purity. As the 

principal architects of the 1983 budget, the Fraser Institute had managed to achieve 

what American neoconservatives had with the Reagan administration: direct policy 

influence over a govemment. in its annual report, the Fraser Institute commented on 

the 1984 provincial budget: 

". . . the BC government's experiment with Fraser Institute type economic policies . . . the 
four objective of the B.C. govemment's budget: (1) fiscal restraint, (2) downsizing of 
govemment (3) deregdation, and (4) the beginning of a change in the philosophical 
orientation of govemment policy" (Fraser uistitute, 1984, quoted in Havemann, 
1986:19). 

Havemann goes on to note that 

"The Fraser hstitute's advocacy of self-reliance, church-based charity, voluntansm, and 
privatization was strikingly paralleled by govemment policy. The Fraser Institute 



argued that the welfare state has displaced the farnily and the churches whidi should be 
central in meeting the needs of the poor" (1986:20). 

Yet despite these measures, the British Columbia economy, like that of Saskatchewan 

and Manitoba, continued to worsen, rather than improve. Unemployrnent Yicreased, as 

did demands for social assistance, and the provincial debt escalated (Shields,1986). 

To date, the sum of Canada's experience with neoconservatism continues to be 

dramatic attempts by provincial, and to a lesser extent, federal governments, to 

implement draconian economic initiatives to remedy a protracted economic crises. Yet 

such attempts have ultimately failed to forge a new hegemonic project for the provinces 

or the country (Carroll & Ratner, 1989; McBnde & Shields, 1993; Pitsula & Rasmussen, 

1990). As McBnde and Shields put it 

"lt would seem that Canadian political culture is still inclined towards collective social 
provision and tolerates reasonable levels of governmental intervention in the economy 
to moderate the effect of market forces. The current Canadian government may have 
become "bue believers" in neo-conservative political economy, but in this respect their 
position is incongruent with the broader political culture." (McBride & Shields, 
1993:115). 

The altruism and compassion rooted in Canadian political culture stubbornly refuses to 

give way to the ascetic neoconservative social philosophy of self-reliance. This was 

reflected in the Canadian Conference of Canadian Bishop's 1982 condemnation of 

neoconservative economics and social policy as generating a "moral disorder" in the 

abandoning of the poor, the unemployed and the disenfranchised" (Havemann, 

1986:26-7). This is a position which exposes an apparent socio-political conundrurn - 

that is, how to promote economic and individual self-reliance while maintaining a 

Christian "duty of charity" to the underprivileged and socially powerless - resulting 



from the allegiance which has developed since the mid 1970s between neoconservative 

ideologues, New Right populists, and politically reinvigorated Christians. 

Culture Wars: The American Christian Riaht 

What emerged in Britain, Canada and the United States as neoconservative and 

New Right thought was a sornewhat secular phenomenon with a focused concem on 

the economic. Little direct attention was paid to sociomoral issues; the feeling was that 

a properly nurtured free market would take care of whatever social ills had befallen 

these countries and that their aetiologies could be traced back to an over-interfering 

state. Following thinking from the Fraser Institute "The market tests of profit and loss 

... tend to eliminate from the private sector those who indulge in discriminatory 

practices" (quoted in Marchak. 1985:B). It was also politically expedient to lean on the 

hidden pillar of social Darwinism. The Thatcher, Mulroney and Reagan administrations 

well understood the populist nature of modem electoral politics and the potential 

minefield that could result for a consemative government tackling such trigger issues as 

women's equality, abortion, and gay rights. This left those who cowidered themselves 

primady social or religious conservatives feeling alienated from the mainstream 

political process. Marginalized, Christians began to mobilize behind the organizers of 

the New Christian Right (NCR). 

While the Christian Right is active in al1 three countries, it is in the United States 

that its most mature and successful f o m  can be found. The NCR has appeared on the 

political landscape of Anerica withh the larger movement of the New Right (Liebman 

& Wuthnow, 1983), developing over the last fifteen years into a well-disciplined, 



organized and financed political force. Analysts were surprised by the movement's 

rapid ascendancy and influence in the 1976 Presidential campaign, but this mobilization 

was only a reiatively recent instance in a history of activism that spans over two 

hundred years (Liebman & Wuthnow, 1983; Lienesch, 1993). Lienesch (1993) has 

identified in the twentieth century a pattern which finds Christian activism emerging 

and then tailing into a prolonged periods of quietude: The 1920s, 1950s and 1980s are al1 

decades which exhibited intense activism over predorninantly single-issue concerns 

such as alcohol, the teaching of evolution in public schools, prayer in public schools, 

and the erosion of the traditional family. 

The New Christian Right is broadly understood as an Evangelical Christian 

movement, a loosely bound and very diverse collective of religious conservatives that 

have united around specifi c socio-moral problems. Unlike the sometimes commonly 

held belief that Christian activists are fervent Southem Baptists or geographically 

isolated pockets of staunch Evangelical Protestants, the NCR is a broad based national 

phenornenon. Within its fold are numerous religious groups opposing any number of 

issues that threaten traditional lifestyles (Liebman, 1983). Commenthg on Gallup's 

s w e y  findings, Lienesch wntes that the "millions of religious conservatives were a 

diverse and divided group," a product of innumerable interpretations of biblical 

scripture and political preferences (Lienesch, 1993:2). Such theological differences, 

coupled with the cultural growth of secular and liberal attitudes and the quasi-forma1 

belief in separation of church and state have al1 conhibuted to a general disaffection 

among Christians for the forma1 political process.16 The last point is particularly 

contentious for those of the NCR because of the original intention of such a separation, 



to limit state interference in religious practice rather than vice versa, as well as the long 

heritage that religion has in infîuencing Amencan politics. As Alex de Tocqueville 

remarked about American political culture, "religion should . . . be cowidered as the first 

of their political institutions" (Tocqueville, quoted in Hamrnond, 1983:208), and Lord 

Hailsham wrote conceming the basis of alI corservative thought 

"There can be no genuine conservatism which is not founded upon a reiigious view of 
the basis of civil obligation, and there can be no bue religion where the basis of civil 
obligation is treated as purely secular" (Hailsham, quoted in Scruton, 1984:170). 

For supporters of the NCR then, political activity independent of a belief in God 

becomes not only a philosophical and practical impossibility but counter to American 

political tradition. The church is necessarily a political institution which carries with it 

the legitimating power of historical precedent, heredity, priviiege and popular trust 

(Scruton, 1984). Separating the diurch from its political k c t i o n s  disempowers and 

marginalizes those Lienesch has descnbed as "traditional people struggling to maintain 

rüral religious values in an increasingly urban and secular society" (Lienesch, 1993:lO). 

A peculiar feature of this heritage is the simultaneous stress it places on 

cornmitment to the pursuit of individual interests as well as the elevation of concem for 

the collective good.17 This is the source of a cultural tension which generates a social 

conundrum for the NCR and the American right in general, which Platt and Williams 

see resolved in a combination of 

"Self-interested individualism with a dogmatic conception of doing good works by 
providing for, if hesitantly, begrudgingly, and patronizingly, the less fortunate of the 
cornmunity" (Platt & Williams, 1988:41). 

It is arguably this characteristic of the American cowervative religious tradition which 

has proved to be its ideological Achilles heel, presenting for the movement chronic 



problerns of legitimacy and opportunities of caricatures like that presented by cornedian 

George Carlin in his description of the conservative right and their opposition to 

abortion: 

"They're al1 in favor of the unbom ... but once you're born, you're on your own. pro- 
life conservatives are obsessed with the fetus hom conception 'til nine months. After 
that, they don? want to hear from you. No neo-natal care, no daycare, no Head Start, 
no school lunch. no food stamps, no welfare, no nothuig" (George Carlin, 1994). 

Such negative popular imagery, attributable to a preoccupation with economic 

crises at the expense of attention to the problems of social decay have led, at different 

periods of American history, to a religious variant of "status frustration" and its 

consequent "status p0iitics."~8 In two different books, Sara Diamond has docurnented 

the iwtitutionalized fonn of this frustrated Christian politics in which she baces the 

roots of the modem (1970s onward) era of the NCR back to the Church League of 

America. formed in 1937 to oppose Roosevelt's New Deal social econornics with a 

defence of social Dar~inism.~g Through to the 1970s, Diamond links American religious 

conservative activity with phenomena such as McCarthyism, anti-Communist foreign 

policy, Fundamentalist opposition to employment equity bills, the teaching of evolution 

in public schools and support for "trickle down economics."2~ Like Lienesch, she 

identifies periods of rigourous activism, followed by periods of relative quiescence such 

as the early 1960s, when there was little Evangelical opposition mounted to the Supreme 

Court's ruling that restricted praying in public schools (Diamond, 1995:105). 

The 1970s ushered in the era of the modem Christian right as religious 

conservatives found themelves faced with the four policies of the Apocalypse: the 1972 

passage of the Equal Rights Amendment (ERA), the Supreme Court's 1973 Rue v. Wnde 



decision which stmck down anti-abortion legislation, the IRSs 1978 attempt to invoke 

racial quotas in Christian schools and the ever progressive gains being made by gay 

rights movements (Diamond, 1995; Wuthnow, 1983; Lienesch, 1993). Religious 

conservatives identified these issues as examples of the ever inaeasing pervasiveness of 

the legal and legislative branches of the state into the private institutions of family and 

religious assemblies.21 As Diamond describes it 

"The major social issues of the 1970s caused right-wing evangelicals to feel threatened 
about their abilitv to promote the supremacy of the traditional nuclear family. Women8s 
equality, abortion, and gay rights were ail issues that crossed lines of economic dass, 
and even race ... Also at stake was the drive of evangelical activists to exert their 
dernocratic rights to participate in the political process and to assume some measure of 
political power. These highly charged social issues al1 involved questions of welfare 
state spending, law enforcement and business regdation in discrimination cases" 
(Diamond, 1995:161). 

The persona1 nature of these social issues fueled a Christian population with a 

strong sense of moral urgency which in h m  forged novel alliances and activities. The 

Roe v. Wnde decision brought evangelicals into the previously Catholic domain of the 

abortion fight by reconfiguring it into a public political issue from its previous private 

moral status (Gottfried & Fleming, 1988). Evangelical Christians also experienced a 

political "outing" in the 1976 presidential election when they voted in unusually high 

numbers for Jimmy Carter, a professed evangelical convert (Diamond, 1989,1995; 

Wuthnow, 1983). Disenchantment with public debacles like Watergate and Vietnam 

reinforced the Evangelical belief in the intimate co~ec t i on  between private morality 

and public office and hrther underscored the need for political involvement. As 

Liebman and Wuthnow (1983) observe, the increasingly blurred line between private 

morality and public policy coupled with the general increase in popular exposure that 



Evangelicals were receiving through the 1970s gave them a sense of motivation, 

legitimation and social connection to engage m masse with the political process. 

Carter, however, in the Evangelical eye, was an unmitigated faiiure. He 

"represented compromise, flexibility, pluralism, ecurnenicism and willingness to see 

that there is more than one moral position on a given issue" (Diamond, 1989:56). 

Consequently, a disenchanted grassroots electorate and a keen eye for strategic 

opportunism combined to give the modem Christian right its unique quality. Despite 

the overwhelmingly Evangelical character of the NCR, it is in actuality a movement 

constnicted by Catholic activists involved with the secular New Right movement. 

In their attempt to build a mass political movement, Paul Weyrich (Cornmittee 

for the Survival of a Free Congress), Richard Viguerie (founder of Conservative Digest), 

and Howard Phillips (Conservative Caucus), al1 Catholics, saw the tremendous 

mobilizing potential of the Evangelical community as invaluable to their quest for 

influence within the Republican party.22 With the help of Robert Billings (National 

Christian Action Coalition) and Ed McAteer (Christian Freedom Foundation), these 

professional activists approached televangelist Jerry Falwell and the NCR came to 

organizational life as the Moral Majority in 1979. It was a movement strategically 

designed around highly charged moral issues: abortion, gay rights, women's equality 

and the threats they posed to the very fondation of American society, the family. Not 

defensive or reactionary, 

"At its inception the New Christian Right, far from being a popdist uprising, was an 
army organized from the top down by those New Right shategists who set much of the 
early agenda for their politically less sophisticated recruits" (Lienesch, 1993:s) 



The product was a movement characterized by a high degree of organizational 

sophistication, fronûnen that were popular diarismatic preachers, and strategists 

capable of tuming single issue concems into general political activism. 

Following Diamond's argument, Richard Viguerie identified abortion as an issue 

capable of unifymg divided factions within the Evangelical and Catholic cornrnunities 

with the logic of a 

"hypothetical case of a man, never before politically active, who suddenly becomes 
disturbed by the image of dead babies. For the first tirne in his life, he joins a political 
group and believes naively that change wilI corne when a few Qtizens get angry. But 
once he realizes that the outlawing of abortion involves a prolonged struggle, he begins 
to take an avid interest in electoral politics and in a host of political issues related to his 
concern about abortion" (Diamond, 1989:58). 

It was a strategy that strengthened links between the nurnber of single issue groups in 

the country by highlighting the political and moral interconnectedness of concems over 

abortion, euthanasia, gay rights, the ERA, foreign policy and the deficit. Groups like 

Phyllis Sdilafly's Eagle Forum, which was instrumental in the defeat of the ERA 

amendment to the constitution, found kindred spirits with the likes of the Conservative 

Caucus, Christian Roundtable, Christian Voice and the host of other organizations that 

arose in the 1980~.~3 

Schlafly's Stop ERA organization (later renamed Eagle Forum) was an exercise in 

just this kind of sociomoral interconnectedness. Herself a Catholic, çdilafly opposed 

the ERA on legal and economic grounds, claiming it was a federal power grab that 

would "destroy the power of state legislatures to make laws on divorce, child custody, 

inhentance, welfare and labor" as well as threaten the economic security of women by 

removing their right for child support (Diamond, 1995:169). It would also grant, she 



argued, "legal sanction to homosexual mamages and make it impossibk for the 

Supreme Court to reverse its 1973 Roe v. Wade decision" (ibid., 170). It was an argument 

that aligned i tself na turally with econornic neoconserva tives, pro-life activists and 

opponents of the gay rights movement like Enrique Rueda of the Free Congress 

Cornmittee (founded by Paul Weyrich) who "cited evidence of govenunent support for 

the homosexual movement which he portrayed as a kind of conspiracy against 

conventional morality" (Gottfried & Fleming, 1988:84). 

The NCR's drive to restore a traditional moral order by cowtructing a broad 

sociomoral program around a single issue found favour with the Republican party 

through the 1980s because it presented what the GOP had always lacked, a grassroots 

constituency (Diamond, 1989). By backing Reagan in 1980, who claimed an Evangelical 

conversion experience in 1976, the NCR did something decidedly modemist, they 

compromised on a leader who was "viewed as too liberal and not enough of a leader by 

some of the clergyman" because "he was al1 that was left" (Guth, 1983:36). Reagan's 

hvo term presidency did prove a disappointment for the NCR, but their hopes were 

buoyed by televangelical magnate Pat Robertson's bid for the White House in 1988. 

Despite losing the nomination, most Robertson supporters viewed the 1988 campaign 

with optimism because of the gains they had made withiri state and local GOP 

apparatuses (Diamond, 1989). 

Political activism at state, local and schoolboard levels was one of the primary 

strategies adopted by Robertson's newly forned Christian Coalition in 1989. Replacing 

Falwell's Moral Majority, the Christian Coalition was built from the remnants of 

Robertson's 1988 campaign with the strategic intention of keeping "one figurative foot 



inside formal Republican Party tircles and another planted firmly within evangelical 

churches . . . [and embarking] . . . on a 1990s strategy combining issue-based and electoral 

activism" (Diamond, 1995:290-91). The success of the Christian Coalition within the 

Republican Party in 1992 was unparaileled in Christian activist politics: 

"An estimated 47 percent of the delegates at the 1992 party convention were self- 
described bom-again Christians, and the Christian Right had its way in cirafting the 
party platform ... a constitutional amendment to ban abortion (with no exceptions). 
Other planks included opposition to any civil rights laws for homosexuals, a cal1 for the 
govemment to ban the sale of pomography and for condernnation of public hnding for 
"obscene" art, endorsement of home schooling and school prayer, and opposition to 
contraception being made available in schools" (Diamond, 1995:296). 

The growing influence and power of the Christian Coalition was again 

demonstrated during the 1996 presidential campaign. During the pnmanes, potential 

presidential nominee Steve Forbes had his campaign severely damaged by the Coalition 

in a move described as "swift and coordinated": 

"The Chnstian Coalition and affiliated groups on the religious nght unleashed verbal 
attacks aimed at destroying Forbes' . . . campaign . . . The religious groups charged the 
publishing magnate with being "soft" on abortion and gay right and with trymg to 
''confuse pro-lifers" by fudging on the issues."*4 

The Coalition was also accused of "hijacking" control of the Republican National 

Convention with "intirnidating" tactics and platforms." Again, despite losing the 

White House, the NCR were satisfied with their growing influence and the deeper 

inroads made to al1 levels of govemment policy making. As Chnstian Coalition 

Executive Director Ralph Reed has comrnented 

"Instead of fucusing on winning the White House .. . we're developing a farm team of 
future officeholders by running people for school boards, city councils and state 
legislatures ... Now we're seeing those institutions that are dosest to people's lives and 
have the greatest impact on them in the hands of conservative people of faith" (Reed, 
quote in Diamond, 1995:301).26 



In a number of publications, Reed outlined the agenda of the Christian Coalition 

and its "religious" or "pro-family" conservative f0Uowers.2~ To revitalize an Amencan 

culture that has been tom apart by "the sexual revolution, Watergate, Vietnam, the rise 

of the dmg culture, and the explosive growth of the welfare state" family centred 

policies and govemment initiatives need to be instituted, it is argued, because "the 

family is the most efficient and effective Department of Health, Education, and Welfare 

ever conceived" (Reed, 1994:3,8). Worth quoting at length, this broad based platform 

aims at restoring 

"Much of what was good about America ... mamages that work and a far greater 
proportion of intact two-parent families. Lower taxes, less bureaucracy, leaner 
government. A thriving, expanding economy with less job-killing government 
regdation ... Greater empowerment of private citizens to free thernselves from 
dependency on government programs. Hardiore and child pornography illegal and 
socially stigrnatized. Abortion rare and largely restricted ... Voluntary, student- 
initiated school prayer and other public expressions of faith protected as free speech 
under the First Amendment. Television shows and movies that celebrate the family and 
elevate the human spirit and do not glorify violence, extramarital sex, vulgar language, 
and human cruelty ... A tougher criminal-justice system that puts violent offenders 
behind bars .. . Tax policy should reflect two family-friendly policies ... income 
dedicated to providing for the basic needs of children ... should be exempt from 
taxation . . . income dedicated to creating jobs should be exempt from taxation . . . the 
welfare system subsidizes family breakup ... it fails to address the root cause of 
government dependency: family breakup and iliegitimacy ... We must also provide 
greater stability for the most important conhact in civilized society: the marriage 
contract" (Reed, 1994:3,4,7,9f10).28 

In Active Faith, Reed describes thiç agenda as "bold and ambitious," one based 

on the "need to affirm the basic social and religious values upon whch the nation was 

built. Ours is largely a defewive movement. We are not revolutionaries but 

cor~nterreuohtionaries, seeking to resist the left's agenda and to keep them from imposing 

their values on our homes, diurches, and families" (Reed, 1996:203, 195; emphasis 

added). The political amalgam of neoconsenrative economics, Christian morality, 



diarismatic fervor and sophis ticated mobilizing infrastructure which constitutes this 

counterrevolution is proving to be a highly effective movement, one that like-minded 

Canadians are enviously peering at over the border. 

Christian Politics in Canada: The Canadian Christian Rinht 

Perhaps consistent with Canadian self-definitions, Canadian Evangelicals fi rst 

descnbe themselves in terms of difference from Americans. One thing they are not is 

equivalent to their American counterparts. in his history of Canadian evangelicalism, 

John Stackhouse points out that while it is a vain effort to fhd an adequate 

characterization of Canadian evangelicalism, one can be sure that "this kind of 

Chnstianity should not be dismksed as some hinge group or some bizarre American 

export" (Stackhouse, 1993:204). The closest Stackhouse himself cornes to defining 

Evangelicalism in Canada is the unexceptional description of its followers as "not al1 

that strange, not al1 that different from other Canadians" (ibid:204). He in fact 

challenges the view of Canadian Evangelicals as necessarily hdamentalist, 

conservative and having expenenced a conversion.29 This stands in partial opposition 

to Robert Burkinshaw's definition (1995) of Evangelicals as betievers in conversion, 

biblicism, activism and crucicentrism. Histoncally sectarian until the 1980s when they 

began to develop closer transdenominational ties, it is only in the last few years that 

Evangelicals in Canada have begun to emerge with a more popdar profile. At a time 

when Canadian culture is becoming l e s  infiuenced by Christian values, interest in the 

Evangelical movement is growing, particularly in British Columbia (BC).30 



Bibby (1993) has found a steady decline in Protestant and Catholic membership 

and church attendance through the latter half of the century. As he descnbes it "there's 

little doubt that organized religion is in very serious çhape, its golden years apparently 

relegated to history" (Bibby, 1993:115). An Angus Reid poll also found that only 19 

percent of Canadians let religious beliefs influence their political thinking, 18 percent 

support Christian right politics, 8 percent considered moral issues to be a primary 

electoral issue and believed BC had the highest rate of secularism in the country; these 

figures stand in sharp opposition to those in the US where strict belief in biblical 

doctrine, the importance of conversion, and the priority of promoting family values run 

much h i g h e ~ ~ '  The evangelical trend in BC however, seerns to run counter to the death 

knell being rung for organized religion by such statistics. 

The general religious profile of BC is handily reflected in the observation that 

"people don? seem to worry very much about churches out here" and Peter Newman's 

remark that British Columbians are "pioneers, not pilgrirns" (quoted in Burkinshaw, 

1995:4). Nonetheless, in Pilgrinis in Lotusland, Burkinshaw (1995) argues that while 

Catholicism never took hold in the transient non-native population of BC, 

Evangelicalism has grown steadily since 1921, opposing the trend Bibby has identified 

in the rest of Canada. Like their Amencan brethren, British Columbian Evangelicals 

have through the course of their hstory "very frequently felt alienated from the 

religious and social mainstream . . . [and] . . . did erect, with varying degrees of intensity, 

defensive walls to hold back the inroads of modernism and secularism" (Burkinshaw, 

1995:12,13). This trend towards isolation is one which by popular media accounts 

appears to be dirninishing. The import to the province of organizations like the 



Promisekeepers, the Christian Coalition, Focus on the Family, the Toronto Blessing (via 

the Vineyard congregatiow), and the continued growth of Evangelical denominations 

al1 indicate a pattern of increasing attempts to move in from the margins of society. 32 

The evangelical population in BC has nsen to 290,000, eight percent of the provincial 

population, 3.5 percent higher than the 1921 figures (Burkinshaw, 1995). 

In general, this small surge has not translated into a cohesive form of political 

activism like that seen in the US. Akin to their self-definition, Canadian evangelicals are 

not like their Amencan counterparts. There is none of the organizational sophistication 

and unity or fervent sense of urgency over the soàomoral issues that plague modem 

secular societies. With the exception of Grant Devine's conservatives, neoconservative 

and New Right agendas throughout the country have been secular and economic in 

focus, not moral. Religious activism is present in Canada, but it has tended to be buried 

deep within party politics or isolated around single sociomoral issues which have yet to 

be politically interconnected. Opposition to gay rights, abortion and feminism, support 

for traditional schools, smaller govemment, welfare reform are al1 vibrant issues for 

Canadian religious conservatives like evangelicals, but it is only the latter two issues 

that have been of any significant concem to mainstream conservative political parties in 

Canada. 

The potential political firestorm that could be triggered by directly confronting 

abortion or gay rights sends religious conservative politicians behind the protective 

curtain that says 'you can't legislate morality'. Similar to US religious cowenratives, 

frustration has increased for Canadian religious conservatives over the lack of political 

victories. The 1969 removal of abortion from the criminal code, the slow but steady 



recognition of homosexual couples as legal marital unions, and the apparent 

stranglehold of secular humanism on Canadian culture have al1 been fuel for a gradua1 

strengthening of political resolve among religious consematives in this country. 

Unlike the American state though, the Canadian party system does not afford 

organizations like REAL Women, Campaign Life, and the National Citizen's Coalition 

much lobbying power within particular parties. This has forced activism over 

sociomoral issues down one of three roads: influencing individual sympa the tic 

politicians within parties; forma1 legal intervention in particular court cases; or civil 

education campaigns. Each avenue has particular ment and importance to a cause, but 

none of them offers the necessary entrance into legislative power which is required to 

effect the kind of social change desired by the Canadian Christian Right (CCR). 

Certainly the odd exception exists - Devine's neoconsenrative experiment in 

Saskatchewan was largely cenhed around the promotion of Christian right moral 

values. His personal slogan of "Cod first, family second, and the NDP under my 

thumb" encapsulates his sociomoral positions on abortion and homosexuality: 

"1 think one of the biggest challenges we face in this country and North America is one 
of morals ... 1 would venture to Say that 98 percent of the women that you find out 
peace-marching or against nuclear energy are pro-choice. They haven't got their 
objectives straight. They are living in the T-centred egotistical society. They don? have 
God as their focus. Very selfish .. . [on homosexuality] .. . I don't want my children 
thinking that this is a reasonable, normal thing to do ... " (Devine, quoted in Pitsula & 
Rasmussen, 1990: 17). 

W.A.C. Bennett's Social Credit party in BC was also a Christian based party, but 

never advanced an agenda as overtly Christian as Devine's.33 The Socreds did however, 

enjoy tremendous support from the evangelical community in BC, indeed, one of its 



most flamboyant and popular ministers, "Flying Phil" Gaglardi, was a Pentecostal 

preacher. Burkinshaw remarks that the Socreds were 

"At least until the mid-1970s, ... composed largely of m a l  and smail-town 
people from the province's interior and the Fraser Valley, and it functioned as a populist 
protest movement against the urban elites in Vancouver and Victoria . . . While on a few 
Social Credit ministers . . . were self-declared evangelicals, as right-of-centre politicians 
they ideologically supported the concepts of private initiative" (Burkinshaw, 
1995:8,215). 

The Vander Zalm era of the Socreds in the late 1980s also exhibited strong Christian 

undertones. His failed 1988 attempt to remove abortion funding from the Medicare fee 

schedule was driven by his shong Catholic convictions over the issue, and in many 

ways characterized the rest of his turbulent time in office. 

Fnistrated attempts such as Vander Zalm's led many of the CCR to reconsider 

the utility of continuing to fight within a particular party for these contentious social 

issues. What took form as a result was the creation of a number of new political parties. 

Federally, the Christian Heritage Party (CHP) fomed in 1987 with the view that 

"The political task we in the CHP have perceived as our God-given duty is to cal1 fellow 
Canadians back to Bible-obedient lifestyles . . . the CHP brought a new perspective . . . of 
principled politics, policies which are rooted in Biblical ethics" (Van Woudenberg, 
1989:2O,Z). 

Founded by Ed Van Woudenberg, a member of the Canadian (Dutch) Reformed 

Church, the CHP has a mandate similar to that of the Christian Coalition in the US. 

Electorally, they have been most successful in rural Ontario. In the 1988 election the 

party gamered over 100, 000 votes nation wide, 64, 707 of them in Ontario (Hamson, 

The Reform Party of Canada was also founded in 1987 by Preston Manning, an 

evangelical whose father directed Canada's National Bible Hour for more than forty 



years. Manning insists that Reform is not a religious party, and actively distances his 

party from the CHP: 

"The Reform Party of Canada is not a religious party, nor does it have a hidden 
religious agenda . . . [the pro-life/pro-family agenda] . . . is being pursued by . . . a new 
political Party, the Christian Heritage Party. Although 1 do not deny Christians of the 
right or the left the right to develop such agendas and to pursue them through political 
action . .. this is not t!!e approach 1 have taken to politics, nor is the Reform Party of 
Canada a product of such an approach" (Manning, 1992:102,104) 

Yet he also contends that 

"There is a relatiowhip between private and public morality, between what one believes 
and how one responds to public policy issues . .. And these relationships should be 
openly explored ... A different approach to Christian involvement in politics, and the 
one that 1 personally favour, might be described as "working Christianly with the 
urgent or existing public agenda." This involves acceptuig the present political agenda 
as a legitimate starting point for one's involvement in politics . . . and trying to influence 
it from within by the application of one's most deeply held values" (Manning, 1992: 
103,104). 

The party has been plagued since its inception with not unfounded images of its 

supporters and members as religious and social int01erants.~~ MP Bob Ringma's now 

infamous "back of the shop" comment about the right of a store owner not to hire gay 

employees, Manning's well known evangelical background and anti-abortion stance, 

activities like MP Herb Grubel's attendance at the libertarian "International Society for 

individual Liberty 1996 World Conference," and MP Lee Morrison's opposition to 

subsidized day care al1 paint the Reform party uito the CCR corner, if only at its 

ecumenical edge.35 

Provincially, the Ontario (1987) and BC (1991) Family Coalition Parties are 

attempting to blend Reform's neocowervative economics and populism with the CHPfs 

heavy emphasis on moral fortitude. While neither party formally relies on biblical 

scripture for policy formation in the marner of the CHI?, their constitutions uphold 



similar doctrine: smctity of life from the moment of conception to natural death, 

recognition of the traditional nudear f a d y  as that of two mamed people of the 

opposite sex and those directly related by blood, support for "family-friendly" tax 

policies, reduction in govemment size, and parental choice in education. Like Reform, 

they adhere to the potential of 'doing the Christian thing without mentioning God'. The 

unique political feature of these parties, in particular the BC FCP, is their primary focus 

on the erosion of the traditional family and the concomitant social problems this has 

produced. Unlike the American New Right and NCR, their agenda appears to be 

founded on sociomoral issues for their own sake, not as an ideological screen behind 

which free market economism can be protected and advanced. Whatever the principal 

motivation however, these parties reflect a similar world view as the NCR, one of the 

Canadian Christian Right as anti-govemment, free market, pro-family and pro-life. 

With these parties, the CCR now has another important part of its infrastructure 

in place. The CHP, the FCP in Ontario and BC and to some degree the Reform Party of 

Canada are structurally capable of providing the necessary legislative inroads to 

political change. While not as large as the US network, the televangelism of such 

prograrns as David Mainse's "100 Huntley Street" and the growth of Christian literature 

in Canada have the same mass rnobilizing potential as the "700 Club" and Third 

Cenhiry Publishers.36 And organizations like Campaign Life, the National Citizen's 

Coalition, Focus on the Family, and REAL Women continue to perform extensive 

educational and lobbying functions for the movement. 

In BC, the CCR's situation is similar. The FCP and the provincial Reform party 

have survived two provincial elections, conversions continue to bolster evangelical 



nurnbers in the province, and a number of new organizations have formed in recent 

years to defend and promote traditional social and farnily ordea. US based Focus on 

the Family ninç a $6 million a year operation from Vancouver's downtown core, 

Christian Coalition Canada has emerged in BC, and the Catholic Civil Rights League 

has formed in an attempt to instill political vigour into the province's Catholic 

comrnunity. These are in addition to already existing provincial organizations that are 

at least sympathetic to a Christian right position: BC Pro-life, Citizen's Research 

Institute, REAL Women, Vancouver Right to Life, Euthanasia Prevention Coalition, 

Westcoast Women for Family Life, and Campaign Life Coalition. While differing in 

mandate and political involvement, these are the types of organizations from which a 

more cohesive, interconnected CCR could emerge in the province on a platform rooted 

in the po!itics of family and preservation of life. 

Familv Feud: The Politics of the Familv 

The centrality of the family in the politics of the New Christian Right in America 

and for Canadian Christian Right camot be overstated. From the writings of Edmund 

Burke through to the curent brand of Christian right conservatism, the family has been 

identified as one of, if not the, primary sociopolitical institutions required for a stable 

social order. For the Christian right, the farnily has become the main fulcrum for their 

broad, comprehensive program of social and economic reconstruction. It is a strategy 

that has ignited a fervent, tenacious and vicious battle over the ontoiogy, function and 

structure of the family as well as the construction and depioyrnent of "family values" as 

a primary source of cultural ideology. The adversarial relations of religious 



conservatives and those on the Left simply cannot be sketched in shades of grey." 

Those of the NCR and CCR view the gaiw of feminists and gays as a social plague 

which is destroying the family with deviant lifestyle proclamations and moral 

relativism. At the 1992 GOP convention, evangelist Pat Robertson commenteci that 

"ferninism encourages women to leave their husbands, kill their children, practice 

witchcraft, destroy capitalism and become lesbians." The Left takes an equally 

antagonist stand, interpreting the defence of the traditional family as one for the 

continuation and promotion of a patriarchal social order with its concomitant 

oppression of women, refutation of state sponsored social prograrns, advocacy for 

laissez-faire econornics, and stagnating, repressive impact on the general social order. 

In the Anti-Social Faniily,, Barrett and McIntosh write that "It is the over-valuation of 

family life that devalues these other Lives. The family sucks the juice out of everything 

around it, leaving other institutions shinted and distorted" (Barrett & Mdntosh, 1991: 

78). For present purposes, pushing the v i d e n t  rhetoric aside and better 

comprehending the political and social implications of this feud is a matter of exposing 

the political institutionalizing of the 'farnily' and then exploring why religious 

conservatives so staunchly defend traditional family, how they utilize it as a political 

symbol, and in what ways the Left opposes this use. 

Jeny Falwell has said the family is "the fundamental building block and basic 

unit of our society, and its continued health is a prerequisite for a healthy and 

prosperous nation" (Falwell, quoted in Lienesch, 1993:52). This political sentiment is an 

entrenched vision in the policies and dialogue of al1 Christian Right institutions. The 

Christian Coalition's "Contract with the Amencan Farnily" which among other 



provisions caiis for a "Mother's and Homemaker's Rights Act" is, as Ralph Reed states 

"not a Christian agenda. It is not a Republican agenda. It is not a speùal interest 

agenda. It is a pro-family agenda" (Reed, 1996:201-02; emphasis added).38 This 

document is in part a resolve to remedy the social pathologies brought on by the erosion 

of the family in Arnenca- "The crime problem can o d y  be solved by strengthening the 

two-parent, nuclear family" argues Reed, 

"No amount of money thrown at education can substitute for strong families and stable 
homes ... what religious conservatives want is to make the restoration of the two- 
parent, intact family with children the central and paramount public policy priority of 
the nation" (Reed, 1994:85,87,91). 

The avenues of dialogue necessary for promoting this pro-family ideology have been 

expanded through the growth of publications put out by NCR organizations. from Paul 

Weyrich's Consemative Digest, Family Protection Report, [oumal of Family and Cdture  and 

later, \oi~nral of Mnrriage and the Family to James Dobson's plethora of Fons on the Family 

publications. 

Ln Canada, the centricity of family issues to the politics of religious conservatives 

is threaded through conversations from the kitchen table through to policy statements 

of the Reform Party of Canada, the CHP, and the FCP. Like Falwell, William Gairdner, 

a chief ideologue of the Reform Party of Canada, sees the family as the foundational 

social unit: 

"If the first building block of democratic capitalism is the individual and his 
personhood, the second is the family, which nurtures and creates this reality. 
Practically speaking, however, we could reverse this order, and Say that the farnily is 
first, for it is in the bosom of the family that the crucial values, disciplines, and 
standards of individual behaviour are formed." (Gairdner, 1990:80).39 



This belief is demographically reflected in Trevor Harrison's analysis of polls which 

indicated that Reform is the only federal party which has greater support arnong 

mamed than non-married people, and that over eighty percent of Reform members are 

mamed (Hamson, 1995). It is also discreetly embedded in the Reform Party of 

Canada's Statement of Principles, in which the sixth prinaple states that 

"We affirm the value and dignity of the individual person and the importance of 
strengthening and protecting the family unit as essential to the well-being of individuals 
and society" (Prinaples and Policies, 1991). 

The Christian Heritage Party founds its sirnilar, albeit more biblically doctrinaire 

position, on the sentiment reflected in Psalm 32:12: "blessed is the nation whose family 

serve the Lord." The party's constitutional entrendunent of the family is bom of the 

fear that "knock the family off its God-ordained foundation, and al1 of society will suffer 

irreparable h a m  and damage" (Van Woudenberg, 1989:78): 

"We affirm that the family is a Cod-ordained institution and the fundamental 
indispensable basis of human society; that it consists of a man and woman lawfully 
wedded for the purpose of procreation; al1 in a secure family home. We affinn that 
heterosexual, monogamous mamage is God-ordained as  the foundation of the family, 
and that any other fonn of union whatsoever is biblically prohibited" (CHP Policy and 
Program, 06.4. Section 1). 

A shong pro-family stance was even to be found in Brian Mulroney's conservative 

government. Erwin (1993) points out that the 32 member "Farnily Caucus" would meet 

with pro-family leaders in an attempt to address what was being perceived among the 

movement as the dramatic failings of the Conservative majority to concretely deal with 

hmily and life issues. Erwin notes that 

"The Caucus quietly bills itself as a 'defender of Christian values' . . . it supports various 
pro-family positions, including the recriminalization of abortion, the elhination of tax 
breaks for common-law couples ... It has also been credited with preventing 



amendments to the Hzrrnan Rights Act that would recognize same-sex marriages" 
(Erwin, 1993:416). 

The Ontario and British Columbia FCP parties bring the pro-family concerns of 

religious conservatives to provincial politics with less stealth than the Family Caucus. 

Ln Ontario, the FCP is "a political party based on bmily values . .. the policies of the 

FCP are based on moral pMciples expressive of the JudaeaChristian tradition" and a 

recognition of 

"The family as the basic social cell. When family values are strong and promoted by the 
State, democracy and economic enterprise flourish. When family values falter, society 
becomes disordered and is in danger of collapse" (Ontario FCP Statement of Principles). 

The purposes meanwhile, of the BC FCP are stated as intentions 

"To enact laws and policies which recognize the right to life of every innocent human 
being from conception to natural death ... To enact social, educational and economic 
laws and policies which recognize the family as the basic unit of society" (BC FCP 
Constitution, purposes 2b & c). 

Family is accepted by its members to mean "TWO OR MORE INDIVIDUALS RELATED 

BY BLOOD, MARNAGE OR ADOPTION. The FCP recognizes the definition of 

marriage to mean THE LEGAL UNION OF TWO PEOPLE OF THE OPPOSITE SEX" 

(BC FCP Constitution, emphasis in original). 

This emphatic and ubiquitous presence of the family as the key feature of the 

religious conservative platform suggests an agenda driven by far more than concems 

over unemployment and rising deficits. Reinvigouration of the economy may well be 

aided by transfigurations within the sociocultural realm of civil society but it is not so 

closely linked that it is wholly dependent on such changes. 

conservatives over the present and future threats to the family 

and beneficial ally of the secular New Right's promotion of a 

The concern of religious 

makes them a convenient 

free market ideology, but 



there is also a specific independence to this concern over the family. The heavy 

emphasis which is at ümes placed on the economic nuis the risk of masking the reality 

that liberal attitudes and social policy have generated concrete changes in the makeup 

of the American and Canadian social landscape. The cultural hegemony of both nations 

is being altered through the hard fought battles by women, gays, immigrants, 

environrnentalists and other traditionally dispossessed citizens and groups. This social 

metamorphosis is occurring in large part independent of the economic forces which are 

restmcturing the labour and finanual markets. Were a close dependency between 

conservative economic and cultural imperatives to exist, Canada and the US, as they 

move more towards strategies of increasing globalized, free-trade accumulation, would 

be exhibithg sociocultural pattems and values more reflective of those desired by 

religious conservatives. Yet quite the opposite seems to be occurring. As the push to 

economic globalization continues, social patterns reflect an increasing, not decreasing, 

diversity of family structures, mamage pattems, and attitude towards gay and women's 

rights.40 

For religious conservatives, this diversity has brought with it an apparent social 

pestilence in the form of increasing crime by young men who have been shipped of 

their male authority and right to a job by the demands of the feminist movement; 

increasing teenage pregnancy, illiteracy, and promiscuity brought on by an failing 

education system which promotes liberal sexual attitudes and lifestyle choices while 

denying parental involvement in matters of educational policy; increasing social and 

familial deviancy with the promotion of gay lifestyles; and most serïously for hem, a 

growing disregard for the sanctity of life with the promotion of abortion, euthanasia 



and the various reproductive technologies of the day. Reiigious conservatives believe 

that social redemption and salvation can only be sought through a restoration of the 

haditional family and its values, in other words by an appeal to the divinely ordained. 

The importance of the family to religious conservative politics and their 

argument linking such social decay to the erosion of the family is found in their belief 

that the family is ultimately a transcendent institution because of its universality and 

naturalness. Divinely ordained, the family is a pre-social body upon which al1 fonns of 

social order and authority are based. Roger Scruton's (1984) explanation of this adopts a 

secular philosophical argument that the family, uniike society at large, is non- 

contractual, its bonds based not on choice but on natural necessity, giving it an 

indispensable and transcendent nature. The bonds between parent and &Id which 

flow from the family, Çcniton continues, are thernselves hanscendent. The obligation 

and responsibility a child feels towards its parents are founded not on any notions of 

socially derïved justice, but on a natural sense of honour and respect that is "simply dire 

to the parents as a recognition of the filial tie" (Scruton, 198432, emphasis in the 

original). As the child matures "it is this ability that is transferred by the citizen from 

hearth and home to place, people and country. The bond of society - as the conservative 

sees it - is just such a transcendent bond" (Çcniton, 19&1:33). The glue of Scruton's 

conservative social order then, is a transcendent authority based on the recognition and 

acceptance of traditions which command obligations and allegiances not reducible to 

contractual choice. m e n  this glue cornes w t u c k ,  it is the family which must be 

attended and repaired for as it goes, so goes soaety. 



Consenratives with skong religious beliefs tum to a second source of proof of 

the transcendent nature of the family, ecclesiastical doctrine. Very dose to the 

beginning, in the book of Genesis it is wntten: 

"So God created man in his own image, in the image of God created he him; male and 
female created he them. And God blessed hem, and God said unto them, Be fntitful, 
and multiply, and replenish the earth"(Genesis 1:26-28). 

John Paul 11 in his 1994 Letter tu Families uses thiç passage among others to "discem how 

the primordial mode1 of the family is to be sotight in Cod himself, in the Trinitarian mystery of 

his life" (John Paul II, 1994:13, emphasis in original). The genealogy of the family 

cannot only be haced directly back to God, but the family structure of Father, Mother 

and Child becomes in some manner a corporeal representation of the Holy Trinity. 

With such an understanding, the sacred and deep cornmitment religious conservatives, 

in particular Catholics, exhibit towards the sanctity of the farnily takes on a dimension 

greater than simply one of political expediency to achieve economic changes4' The Holy 

See's 1983 Charter of Rights of the Family translates the transcendent spirit of the family 

into a political language: 

"The family is based on mamage, that intirnate union of life in complentarity between a 
man and a woman ... and is open to the transmission of life ... the family, a natural 
society, exists pnor to the State or any other community, and possesses inherent rights 
which are inalienable . . . the family . . . is uniquely suited to teach and transmit cultural, 
ethical, social, spirihial and religious values, essential for the development and well- 
being of it own members and of society" (Holy See, 19835). 

It is in the last part of this passage that a final, and politically the most 

important, reason can be found for the family's centricity in the politics of the Christian 

Right. More than any other social institution, the family is a symbolic repository for a 

nation's cultural hegemony. As the Holy See's passage suggests, the family is the 



pnmary site of transmission for the cultural, economic, spiritual, and moral sdiemes of a 

society. It is viewed as the institutional protector and molder of innocents, a space 

where the knowledge and wisdom of a passing generation is passed ont0 the children of 

the next. As such, it is a politically vital piece of social terrain over which this feud is 

being fought, not so much for its institutional reality or form, but as symbolic ideology. 

When the monolithic image of the family as a static absolute is replaced by the 

understanding that the family is a porous construction of intersections and trajectories, 

its symbolic importance becomes even more accentuated. For example, the Christian 

Right's argument that rising rates of abortion, sexually transmissible diseases, divorce, 

shoplifting, car jacking, and high sdiool drop out rates are attributable to family 

dissolution becomes dissectable. As Crawford (1980) has suggested, the movement is a 

symbolic one as much as it is political. In an attempt to restore stasis to a system in flux, 

the strategists of the New Christian Right have appropriated the family as a catch basin 

for al1 the symbolic examples of a crumbling cowervative order. In his discussion of the 

NCR and symbolic production, Donald Heinz writes that 

"The New Christian Right finds in the family a means to recover a lost meaning as well 
as a lost past. It has become a primary symbol of the worldview, and the story they 
offer as a countermythology. The family is both a symbol for that mythology, and its 
primary and necessary socializer" (Heinz, 1983:142). 

The richly emotive images that the symbol of the 'familyf and its destruction 

evoke were not lost on Paul Weyrich as he and others attempted to forge mass support 

for the New Right agenda in the US. During the 1970s, after Richard Viguerie had 

identified abortion as the issue capable of mobilizing a previously apolitical mass, 

Weyrich suggested using the term "pro-farnily" rather than "pro-life," recognizing the 



potential of the term to capture a broader spectrum of social issues dear to the hearts of 

religious conservatives (Diamond, 1995). With this, the pro-farnily rnovement (PFM), 

was, if not bom, at least developing a morphologica! identity. The New Right 

ideologues and skategists had cowtructed a broad PFM agenda out of previously single 

issue concerns and identified a clear enemy: secular humanism. Like the 'family', 

secular humanism became a syrnbolic repository, but one that identified the enemy as 

those influences, groups and people who propagated godlessness, moral relativism, 

tolerance for pornography, gay lifestyles, the abortion culture and the dissolution of the 

tradi tional family. 

The PFM was the New Christian Right with a sharpened focus: to beat back 

legalized abortion, gay rights progress, permissive and liberal public education policies, 

and ferninism.Q Weyridi's Heritage Foundation, which by the 1980s had become very 

influential in US politics, saught to couch these initiatives in the narratives of 'tamily 

values' and 'conservatism'; but, in fact, he has "acknowledged that he does not truly 

intend to conseme anything [:] . . . "We are no longer working to preserve the status quo. 

We are radicals, working to overtum the present power structure of the country"" 

(Diamond, 1989:54, emphasis in original). The urgency and determination reflected in 

this statement are a product of understanding the function of family as ideology. 

Stripped to its core, it is a matter of socializing societyfs children and "the right to 

determine how and by whom the minds of children are molded is the most valued prize 

in the tug of war between the Christian Right and secular society" (Diamond, 1989:84). 

Two of the earliest PFM initiatives in this tug of war were the walkout staged by 

the Christian Right at Jimmy Carter's 1979 White House Conference on Families and the 



1981 cirafting of the Family Protection Act. Led by Comaught Marshner, a director of 

Weyrich's Free Congress Foundation, the walkout by pro-family supporters was in 

response to the perceived bias against Evangelical Christiaw at the conference and a 

definition of family which included unmamed and homosexual couples (Diamond, 

1995). Marshner was also instnimental in the creation of the Family Protection Act, a 

traditional farnily bill of some thirty five major provisions that was debated in Congress 

in 1981, but never passed. It included among other provisions, a restncting of abortion 

and gay rights, tax incentives to encourage mothers to stay home with their children, 

restrictions on the foodstamp program, a return of voluntary prayer to public schools, 

and a cal1 to end coeducational school sports programs (Diammd, 1995). With such 

provisions, the Family Protection Act stands as an exemplar of the PFM strategy. Under 

the cover of family syrnbolism, a spectrum of single sociomoral issues with deep 

ideological consequences are brought forward in an attempt to reinvigorate what is 

perceived to be a fading past.43 

Abortion, Euthanasia, Reproductive Technology 

The issue that breathed life into the pro-family movement still holds sway as the 

principal issue for PFM activists, but the growing debates over euthanasia, doctor 

assisted suicide and reproductive technologies are likely to take an equally important 

place on the agenda of pro-life activists.a The highly charged battle over abortion 

rights has been raging in Canada since the 1969 liberalizing of abortion in the crirninal 

code and in the US since 1973 when the Supreme Court legalized a woman's right to an 

abortion on pnvacy grounds in the Roe v. Wade decision. More than any other 



sociomoral issue, abortion has proven to be a stubbornly intractable debate. The 

crevasse that divides pro-life and pro-choice activists offers little hope of finding any 

ground on which to buiid a compromise. 

Traditionally, the abortion fight has been a Catholic one. The supreme value 

placed on the sanctity of life is so great that even the thought of an abortion may be 

considered a mortal sin. As with the protection of the family. a divine defence cari be 

found for protecting the unbom child: "Lo, diildren are an heritage of the Lord: and the 

fruit of the womb is his reward. As arrows are in the hand of a mighty man; so are 

children of the youth" (Psalms 127:3-4). As John Paul II writes in his encyclical, The 

Gospel of Lve, "the mere possibility of hanning, attacking , or actually denying life in 

these circumstances is completely foreign to the religious and cultural way of thinking 

of the People of God" (John Paul II, 199597). Divine ordinance aside. it m u t  also be 

recognized that the early church did not look favourably upon the institutions of 

mamage and family. Mamage was viewed not as natural, but as a vocation and as su& 

"Mamage was understood to have a peculiar service to the comrnunity - namely, it 
served a symbolic function denoting God's loyalty to his people and as such was the 
appropriate context for reception of new life ... Therefore, for Christians, having 
children or getting mamed is not a "nahiral" event but one freighted with the deepest 
moral and religious significance. Their attitude toward abortion is but an aspect of the 
conviction that they must be people who are ever ready to welcome children into the 
world" (Hauerwas, 1993:154-55). 

With a belief system so deeply rooted in religious conviction, the tenacity and 

durability of the pro-life movement is understandable. Although it is a sub-movement 

of pro-family activists, the pro-life movement is a well organized and operated 

movement in its own right. Support for the pro-life cause has expanded beyond the 

Catholic comrnunity in the US, especially after the 1973 Roe v. Wade deusion, which 



generated the greatest amount of support the movement has ever known (Luker, 

1984)."5 It also brought Catholics and Evangelicals together by transforming abortion 

into a public political matter from a private moral one. The pro-life community's 

opposition to abortion has taken a nurnber of strategic forms, including scholarly 

refutations in Hz~man Lifp Rmiew, the abortion dinic blockades by Operation Rescue, the 

militant tactics of Joe Sdiiedler's Pro-Life Action League, and the efforts of the National 

Right to Life Committee."6 Most troubling for the movement has been the violent tactic 

of c h i c  bombings which began in the mid-1980s and continues to date."' This full 

range of tactics has been coupled with the help of New Right strategists like Paul 

Weyrich and Richard Viguerie to mobilize Republican party support for the pro-life 

stance. At the 1984 Republican convention it was affirmed that 

"nie unbom child has a fundamental individual right to life which cannot be idringed 
upon ... [we therefore] support a human life amendment [which would define human 
life as beginning with conception]" (Platt and Wililarns, 1988:44). 

in 1995, the Republican dominated house began an attempt to restrict abortion by 

limiting federal funding and then in 1996 passing a bill which banned the controversial 

practice O t "partial-birth" a b o r t i o n ~ . ~ ~  

Canadian govemments have been far more reluctant in their willingness to tread 

into the explosive arena of abortion. Preston Manning's recent foray into the abortion 

debate and Bill Vander Zalm's failed attempt to restrict Medicare fmding for abortions 

stand as examples of the few partisan attempts to develop a legislative platform for a 

pro-life position. When the availability of abortions was liberalized under the Trudeau 

govemment in 1969, the pro-life movement initially mobilized under Alliance for Life, 

Canada's first national pro-life organization. Since then the movement has diversified 



nationally and provinually, into educational, political and couweling branches.49 

Membership patterns in the pro-life movement have been similar to that in the US. 

Initially Catholic, the movement has enjoyed inaeasing participation by Protestant 

Evangelicals, yet this has had the effect of splintering the movement into hard and soft 

factions, with Evangelicals being more iiberal in their views than Catholics (Herman, 

1994). Tactically, the Canadians have also followed the US pattern of increasing 

diversity and violence. The bombing of Henry Morgentaler's Toronto abortion c h i c  in 

1992 and the shooting in Vancouver of Dr. Garson Romalis in 1994 have pushed the 

Canadian pro-life movement to the terrorist end of its movement spectrum. Since 1989 

when the Supreme Court struck down the 1969 abortion law as unconstitutional under 

the Charter of Rights, Canada has been without any abortion law. One of the litigants in 

the case, Dr. Henry Morgentaler, is for the pro-life community, their archenemy, while 

Joe Borowski, who lost a Supreme Court case over fetal rights in part because of the 

Morgentaler decision, is their martyr.50 These clearly identifiable foes give the 

Canadian pro-life movement a dimension the American one lacks, adversarial 

personalities upon which to pin their hopes and horrors. 

in British Columbia, the pro-life movement is currently trying to revitalize itself 

in the wake of a nurnber of setbacks. After a protracted sû-uggle over picketing outside 

the Everpvoman's Health Clinic, the "Bubble Zone" decision, which prevented 

picketers from demonstrating within fifty metres of the dinic, was ~phe ld .~ '  The 

removal of elected health boards at BC hospitals also has the potential to limit avenues 

for pro-life activists. John Hof of Campaign Life has been quoted as saying this decision 

of the NDP's is because they would "like to see abortion in every h0spital."5~ Despite 



their trenchan t attitude, es tablished organiza tional structure, and commi tted activism, 

the pro-life comrnunity in BC, like others, is battling a global flood tide of pro-choice 

sentiment among the public that supports these type of "pro-choice" decisions. It is a 

trend that has seen abortion numbers continue to increase in Canada, the introduction 

to the US of different methods of abortion and even in the relaxation of abortion Iaws in 

staunchiy Roman Catholic Poland.S3 

The core of the abortion debate of course, revolves around the status of 

personhood and the concomitant rights which accompany that status. For pro-choice 

advocates it is the matter of a woman's right to control her own body and exercise her 

reproductive function as she deems fit. Her personhood established, these rights 

supersede those of the foetus which only enjoys the status of potentiality.54 For pro-life 

supporters, the right to life necessnrily extends eqrially to the fetus beca~rse of this 

potential, and the pregnant mother has an inviolable moral obligation to protect those 

rights due to her parental status. This debate over fetal rights has been highlighted 

lately by a number of legal cases in the US and Canada in which the state has attempted 

to protect the fetus from the actions of its mother. A Manitoba woman remanded to a 

drug rehabilitation centre to protect her fetus, the case of an Ontario woman who shot 

her near term fetus in the head, and identical cases in the US al1 raise the issues of fetal 

rights and the state's right to restrict an expectant mother's behaviour to protect a fetus. 

While the US decisions are pending, the Canadian courts found it unconstitutional to 

force a mother into heatrnent for drug addiction and charges were dropped against an 

Ontario mother because under Canadian law the fetus is not considered a p e r s ~ n . ~ ~  For 

the pro-life movement, such rulings are frustrating defeats, but they serve to not only 



fuel their cornmitment but redefine their movement away from abortion and towards a 

broader notion of what may be understood as 'life politics'. 

This augrnenting of their cause is fueled by the rapid expansion of reproductive 

technologies and the implications they have for fetal rights and family structure. Yet 

pro-life and pro-family advocates seem not to have fully recognized this area of medical 

technology as a dangerous Pandora's box for the hmily. It would seem that stories 

concerning surrogate grandmothers, test-tube babies for lesbians, "rent-a-womb" 

arrangements, destruction of frozen embryos and book deals based on the survival rate 

of eight fetuses being camed by a single woman could only strike horror into the heart 

of the movement.j6 Yet it appears that the capacity of reproductive technologies to 

redefine the traditional familial relationship, in particular the procreative aspect, has yet 

to be addressed by pro-life and pro-farnily activists. At best there appears to be a vague 

acknowledgment of the danger this technology represents to their cause, but Little 

strategic attention has been paid to it.9 It is a curious paradox. While there is currently 

no abortion law in Canada, and the pro-life movement is desperately seeking a highly 

restrictive one, they have engaged in little mobilization over attempts to restrict 

reproductive technologies; and yet while the federal govemment appears reticent to act 

on the abortion issue, it has called for a moratorium on reproductive technologies while 

legislation restricting their use can be p a s ~ e d . ~ ~  

Beyond the reproductive technologies of the womb however, the euthanasia and 

assisted suicide debate is being viewed as a cause that will re-invigorate the pro-life 

movement? Abortion, while becorning no less important to the movement, has become 

a stale mobilizing issue; little signifiant progress has been made in twenty five years of 



activism. Cases such as Sue Rodriguez's doctor assisted suicide and Robert Latimer's 

euthanizing of his severely handicapped twelve year old daughter offer the potential to 

broaden the support base for a pro-life movement concerned with more than abortion. 

In the Latimer case for instance, disability groups have opposed the Ieniency shown 

Latimer over the killing of his daughter. Hugh Scher of the Council of Canadians with 

Disabilities observed "We are talking a lot about Robert Latimer and a lot about mercy 

and compassion or what some perceive that to be, but what's getting 10sr is the fact that 

a little girl has been killed."60 For the pro-life and pro-family movements, this is a 

debate over the sanctity of life and familial responsibility to it. Anything less than a 

cornmitment to protecting life to its natural end iç a violation of that sanctity, and as 

Roger Scruton (1984) has argued, there exists a transcendent obligation within the 

family to respect and care for its members. It is these life politics, abortion, euthanasia 

and reproductive technology, that are at the core of the pro-family movement in the US 

and Canada. With the rapid expansion of euthanasia and reproductive technology, the 

pro-life movement has new battles to wage and the pro-family movement more threats 

from which the traditional farnily structure must be protected. 

Gay Rights 

Where abortion is the shame of modem society for the Christian Right, 

homosexuality is the scourge. For the PFM, banishing it from mainstream society is the 

second most important cause on their agenda for with its disappearance they believe 

that a prime source of social deviance, violence, pomography, promiscuity, family 

disintegration and disease will be eliminated. Jerry Falwell's almost comic remark that 



'Cod created Adam and Eve, not Adam and Steve" reflects the Christian Right's biblical 

opposition to homosemaiity but also disguises what may sometimes be desdbed as an 

attitude of violent moral revulsion. Texas evangelist James Robison, well known for his 

anti-gay position has stated that 

"It is perversion of the highest order. It is against God, against God's Word, against 
society, against nature, It is almost too repulsive to imagine and describe. It is filth." 
(Lienesch, 1993:U). 

Other comments have been similar, with one PFM supporter describing homosexualiCy 

as "sodomy, that's it. Where they put their cock is the dirtiest place in a human being," 

and a supporter of Oregon's attempt to limit gay rights commenthg that "if someone 

tells my son its okay to su& cock, 1'11 kill the son of a b i t d P 1  This is in some respects 

an inflammatory description, but nonetheless these sentiments provide a shong 

undercurrent, if not a majority opinion of the Christian Right's anti-gay attitude. 

Biblical doctrine again provides the source of the Christian Rights opposition to 

homosexuality. Ralph Reed writes that 

"The Christian view of homosexual practices derives from a belief in the moral 
principles of human sexuality found in the Bible. From descriptions in the Book of 
Genesis of the desmiction of Sodom and Gomorrah and the injunctions against sexual 
misconduct in Leviticus to the apostle Paul's letter to the Romans, in both the Old 
Testament and the New Testament, the Bible makes it clear that homosexuality is a 
deviation from normative sexual conduct and God's laws" (Reed, 1996:264-5). 

Moral justification in hand, the Christian Right in the US have actively opposed gay 

rights throughout the country for the past twenty five years, enjoying a degree of 

success not to be found with the abortion cause. 

Anita Bryant's "Save Our Children" campaign was one of the first and rnost 

prominent of the Christian Right's crusade against homosexuality. In 1977 she 



successfully managed to overturn a Miami-Dade county ordinance including 

homosexuals in local anti-discrimination laws (Adam, 1995). Bryant explained ber 

opposition to the ordinance by saying that 

"Homosexuals do not suffer discrimination when they keep their perversions in the 
privacy of their homes ... so long as they do not flaunt their homosexuality and try to 
establish role models for impressionable young people - our children" (Lienesch, 
1993:85). 

Barry Adam's (1995) analysis of Bryant's organization identify its supporters as the 

National Association of Evangelicals, Jerry Falwell, the direct-mail lobby group 

Christian Cause, and the archbishop of Miami. Bryant also toured nationally, 

promoting her opposition to gay rights, and helped organize California's Proposition 6, 

a defeated bill that would have banned homosexuals from teaching in public schools 

(Adam, 1995; Diamond 1995). 

The 1990s have brought a continued assault by pro-family forces on gay nghts. 

h Oregon, a 1992 bill which would have restricted gay rights was narrowly defeated, 

while in Colorado, the group Colorado for Family Values ran a successful ballot that 

was later ovemirned preventing local jurisdictions from enacting civil rights ordinances 

(Diamond, 1995).62 Federally, President Clinton agreed in 1996 to sign a bill reshicting 

same-sex mamages, and the Senate passed bills which would deny the recognition of 

same-sex mamages under the Defence of Mamage Act and deny gays protection 

against job discrimination. In Mississippi, a bill was signed banning the recognition of 

same-sex mamages and Washington state currently has a similar bill under discussion 

which appears as if it may p a d 3  



Canadian pro-farnily forces appear to be confronted with a culture more 

resistant to anti-gay sentiments than that of the US. Although not overwhelming in 

majority, two different news polls showed Canadians support the protection of gays 

and lesbians under the Human Rights Act (fifty nine percent in favour) and the 

recognition of gay marriages (forty nine percent)9 Some significant poiicy decisions 

and legislation also have the potential to advance gay rights in the country. 

Corporations, including the federal government, have begun to extend same sex 

benefi ts to their employees, the BC government has legislated the right of homosexuals 

to adopt children, and the federal government is attempting to pass legislation 

protecting gays from discrimination.65 Didi Herman (1994) also doubts the efficacy of 

Christian Right forces in their various attempts to lobby against gay rights throughout 

the country. 

Nonetheless, the PFM in Canada does mobilize against gay nghts initiatives. in 

1986 a campaign in Ontario opposing a "sexual orientation" amendment to the 

province's Human Rights code was mounted by REAL Women, the Evangelical 

Fellowship, the Conference of Catholic Bishops and the National Citizen's Coalition 

under the banner, Coalition for Family Values (Herman, 1994). REAL Women has also 

opposed the proposed protection of hornosexuals from discrimination under the federal 

Human Rights Act. As national vice-president Gwen Landolt argued, changing the act 

would open the door to homosexual mamages and job quotas.66 In Ottawa, Catholic 

Bishops have opposed a section of Bill C-41 which would invoke harsher penalties for 

those convicted of crimes based on bias towards race, gender or sexual orientation." 

And in British Columbia, the changes allowing gays to adopt have been opposed by the 



Family Coalition Party. The ideology behind this opposition to homosexuality can be 

found in the writing of such people as Reform ideologue William Gairdner. On the 

issue of gay rights he argues that 

"Canada . . . promotes the idea of " families," while providing funds to special- interest 
groups that promote perverse anti-family sexual "orientations' (Canada has mshed to 
embrace the entire homosexual agenda, thus weakening the privileges and protections 
of the natural family) . . . Cultures that want to guard against the threat of homosexuality 
must therefore drive a cultural wedge down hard between maleness and femaleness, for 
it is no simple coincidence that homosexuality is f lourishg in a time of ferninism ... 
they are winning the right to al1 the privileges of social group membership, but without 
fulfilling any of the requirements ... young male and female homosexuals demand the 
legal, tax, and even commeraal advantages and pnvileges of married couples, without 
submitting to the procreative order of society" (Gairdner, 1990:81,281,447). 

More than the free rider problem Gairdner alludes to, for pro-family supporters 

the threat homosexual couples pose to the traditional family is similar to the one posed 

by the advent of reproductive technologies - they undermine the procreative 

comerstone of the Christian family. Once this foundation is eroded it is argued, the 

family moves ont0 a slippery slope which sees mamage devalued, the socialization and 

education of children turned over to public institutions, and Judeo-Christian morality 

discarded. For pro-farnily supporters avoiding this requires re-centering the traditional 

family through social and economic policy and buttressing it with Christian values. A 

well-balanced nuclear farnily it is believed, with clearly defined roles for its members 

would help abate not only the general cultural and moral decay of modem society, but 

homosexuality itself. Gairdner cites statistics that suggest a diild raised in a non- 

religious home has a four hundred and fifty percent greater chance of "choosing the 

homosexual lifestyle," and pro-family activists Tim and Beverley LaHaye have observed 

that, "homosexuals are being created a11 the time, the product of failed families, of 



weak-willed fathers and overly dominant mothers" (Gairdner, 1992:366; Lienesch, 

1993:85).68 

The Public Education System 

Public schools to the Christian Right are the secular institutions of a morally 

bankrupt liberal society which have usurped the natural function and right of the family 

to educa te diildren. Bans on school prayer, sexual educa tion curriculums tha t allegedly 

promote prorniscuity and homosexuality, condom dispensers in school washroorns, 

youth violence, and an oppressive bureaucratie structure that 1iMt.s parental input are 

al1 issues which have mobilized pro-family forces. This sub-movement of the PFM is far 

more diverse and amorphous than the pro-life movement. Its range of concems which 

include home schooling, traditional schooling, private schooling, busing, textbook 

selection, funding and prayer defy categorizing it with a single name, although in the 

US Paul Weyrich's Heritage Foundation tried to gather them al1 under the National 

Congress for Educational Excellence (Crawford, 1980). Ruiming through al1 these issues 

are two consistent themes: lack of parental control over the education of children and 

the general moral decay that presides over the current public school system. 

in the US, Christian Right activist Beverly LaHaye believes that "the public 

school has himed into a zoo today. Dmgs, irnmorality, pomography, violence, and in 

some places witchcraft, have replaced what once was a great educational system" 

(Lienesch, 1993:82). Miriam David points out that for the Christian Right, a partial 

antidote for this situation is returning to public schoois a strong sense of Christian 

morality which will help "reassert parental infIuence over children and to ewure 



instruction in right and proper sex roles in the family as well as the wider soàety" 

(David, 1986:157). This faith extended as far as the White House, when Ronald Reagan 

stated that "If our opponents were as vigourous in supporting our voluntary prayer 

amendment as they are in raising taxes, maybe we could get the Lord back in our 

schoolrooms and the drugs and violence out" (quoted in Platt and Wiliams, 1988:42). 

Efforts to inject moral fibre badc into public education have been focused on 

school textbook selection, sex education curricula, and voluntary prayer. Since the mid- 

1970s, the textbook selection issue has been Iargely directed by Me1 and Norma Gables 

(Diamond, 1989). Removing school library and textbooks that promote secular 

humanism, occultisrn, promiscuity, alternative lifestyles and violence, and introducing 

morally wholesome texts in their place, is viewed as a major step to reversing the moral 

erosion in schools. The Gables, working from their Texas home, have helped numerous 

parent groups nationwide in having books banned from their local schools, as well as 

from school libraries in Tennessee, Alabama and West Virginia (Diamond, 1989; 

Crawford, 1980). Alice Moore, the protagonist in a West Virginia banning succinctly 

placed the issue in its broader agenda: 

"What we are fighting for is simply who is going to have control over the schools, the 
parents and the taxpayers and the people who live here or the educational specialists, 
the administrators, the people from other places who have been hying to tell us what is 
best for Our children" (quoted in Crawford, 1980:156). 

The issue of school prayer has been delicately framed as a matter of 

discrimination against Christi-. Ralph Reed has stated the Christian Coalition 

position as one that supports "the right of children to bow their heads in prayer in our 

public schools" but in an effort to calm the furor over Newt Gingrich's 1994 plan to hold 



a vote on a school prayer amendment deftly took a position that "stressed we were less 

interested in mandated school prayer than we were in prohibiting religious 

discrimination" (Reed, 1994251; Reed, 1996:197). It is argued that this is ultimately a 

matter of morally shaping children, teaching them right from wrong and instilling a 

proper value system in hem, which means "the Bible should not be banned and the 

rights of parents to mold and shape the souk of their children should be respected" 

(Reed. 1994257). Little progress appears to have been made on this issue, but it is one 

that the Christian Right keeps on the boil and seems likely to continue pursuing. 

Sex education programs are the most reviled of the liberal education curriculum 

for the Christian Right. The inclusion of birth control methods, condom machines, 

descriptions of gay and lesbian sex have, says Tim LaHaye, created a "moral holacaust, 

a wave of promiscuity, teenage pregnancies, and venereal disease" (quoted in Lienesch, 

1993:83). For the Christian Right, sex is a subject properly taught in the home but any 

public education program should be abstinence-based: "abstinence-based cunicula that 

encourage young people to resist peer pressure in the area of drugs, alcohol, and sex 

will greatly reduce the social pathologies that have transformed too many schools into 

war zones. The prophets of permissiveness have done tremendous harm to our 

children" (Reed, 1994257). 

For pro-family advocates, regaining parental control over the educational system 

has come via the home, haditional and private school movements, as well as through 

opposing state directed initiatives such as busing. Like the IRS attempt to force 

Christian schools to accept raaal quotas in 1978, the busïng issue has been seized by the 

pro-family movement as another example of state interference and "social engineering" 



by govemment bureaucrats, which denies parents the right to educate their children in 

an environment they deem fit (Crawford, 1980). The home, traditional and private 

school movernent is perhaps the most vital effort of pro-family parents to gain control of 

the education system. Susan Rose (1989) points out that the Christian school movement 

is the most rapidly expanding sector of pnvate education as the Christian Right 

attempts to develop a curriculum Miriam David (1986) has called "teaching family 

matters." Central to these alternatives is the notion of the "teacher centred" classroom 

and the discipline of children rather than the liberally permissive and self-absorbing 

focus of the "child cenhed" class. It is believed that this is a necessary shift if children 

are to be properly trained and taught respect for authority and tradition. Ln specifically 

Christian schools, there is an "authoritative, disciplined and God-centred education that 

emphasizes character development and spintual training" (Rose, 1989:60). For the pro- 

family movement to achieve the power necessary to achieve these goals in the public 

system however requires more than just CO-optation to the private sector. A 

restructuring of educational funding to a voucher system which gives parents the 

opportunity to choose where and how to educate their children, and aggressive activism 

at the level of local school boards, are imperative, as the Christian Coalition argues, to 

the pro-family cause in education (Reed, 1996). The Coalition's three point plan for 

public education is an amalgamation of al1 these concerns, with its emphasis on a 

learning environment free of current social pathologies, a "back to basics" curriculum, 

and greater parental conhol over school board decisiors (Reed, 1994). 

The Canadian Christian Right is strikingly similar to their US counterparts with 

their views on the current public education system and the required remedial measures 



which need to be taken. Overly graphic and promiscuous sex education program, 

"child centred" classrooms, heavy handed govemmental interference, and text and 

library books whidi promote sex, violence and alternative lifestyles have catalyzed pro- 

family activists over dùldren's education. As Gairdner puts it "the people have allowed 

the State to take out of their hands the most important task of any nation: the nurturing 

of the quality of the minds, spirits, and bodies of the young" (Gairdner, 1992277). In 

British Columbia, parental reclamation of this task has included a caU by the pro-family 

movement for a voucher system in education funding, a growing pursuit of home, 

charter and traditional schooling, challenges to the sex education program and careful 

watch over school literary material. 

There is a general agreement among pro-family activists in BC that a voucher 

system would provide parents with greater choice and control over the education of 

their children. Ln 1992, the Family Coalition Party submitted a bnef to the provincial 

govemment over education h d h g  in which they recornmended 

"The govemment of British Columbia establish a pilot program in several BC school 
districts where the Voucher/Choice system can be evaluated ... each school would 
become autonomous and the Department of Education would be required to provide 
ody the fund required by the student enrollment to each school in the district. The 
problem of balancing a budget would become local and much more manageable 
through the CO-operation of a responsible teaching staff and concemed parents" (FCP, 
1992:2). 

Such a system would it is believed, facilitate the growing vanety of school movements 

in the province and across the country.69 Gairdner, who sees an inherent superiority in 

private and denominational schools, contends that the retention of public education on 

a voucher system like this will 



"Create cornpetition for educational excellence in al1 schools. (A parent receives one 
voucher for each child equal in value to the perstudent cost of a year's education, and 
can "spend" it at any qualified school he wishes, public or private - if he gets there 
quickly enough!). This makes the producers of education responsive to the consumers 
of it, uistead of to the govemment and its rninistries" (1990:244). 

The benefits and shortcomings of this fmding structure has recently been 

debated in the province over the idea of charter schools. as private schools in the 

province are gaining in popdanty among parents." Those favouring charter schools 

view their "back to basics" and "teacher centred" classrooms as offering greater 

discipline and tradition, while opponents fear the creation of a two-tiered education 

systern.'' This trend towards alternative schooling appears not to be restricted to o d y  

supporters of the pro-family movement, a situation which may provide the movement 

with an opportunity to increase i ts  popular appeal. 

The pro-family agenda continues with supporters challenging sex education 

programs and the appropriateness of reading matenal available to students in schools. 

Heather Stilwell, leader of the FCP and member of the Surrey schoolboard, has been 

involved with screening reading material deemed inappropriate by parents. The 

importance of this to the pro-family movement revolves around regaining social and 

moral control h m  the secular humanists, "collectivists in the West [who] have long 

since captured the prime means of media communications, plus the vast majority of 

schools and universities, which they ail but control with "politically correct" textbooks" 

(Gairdner, 1990:53). This control. it is argued, has left public schools and school boards 

without any sense of need to instill moral values in students. Nowhere for the PFM is 

this more observable than in the teadllng of sex education. Since 1966, Gairdner states, 



"Sex education in the schools became unrestricted, and it now includes the full range of 
psycho-social deviations. Special attention is given to the "restructuring" of student 
attitudes for eager acceptance of masturbation, oral-genital sex, homosexuality, sodomy, 
and even animal sex, with abortion-on-demand taught as a basic right" (Gairdner, 
1992:249). 

The fear of pro-family activists over sudi liberal sex education programs is their 

capacity to redefine social and moral normalcy, thereby displacing traditional family 

values and leaving diildren at risk for the number of social pathologies secular 

humanism has supposedly wrought. To combat this trend, pro-farnily activists have 

engaged local school boards and the provincial and federal governments in an attempt 

to restrict and modify a program that undermines parental control, traditional farnily 

authority and basic Christian morality? 

The visceral dislike the Christian Right has for feminism is neither masked nor 

difficult to understand since feminism, as an ideology, tends to occupy a position 

diamehically opposed to that of the pro-family movement. Feminism's critique of the 

traditional farnily as oppressive and patriarchal, as well as socially and psychologically 

repressive for women and children make it the ideological antichrist to the Christian 

right. Phyllis Schlafly has described feminists as psychologically unstable, alleging 

"oppression that exists only in their distorted minds," and even as responsible for 

bringing sin into the world: 

"The woman in the Garden of Eden freely deuded to tamper with God's order and 
ignore His d e s .  She sought her own self-Mfillment. She deuded to do thuigs her 
way, independent of God's commandment. She even persuaded the man to join her in 
'liberation" from God's law. She thus entered the world, bringing fear, sidcness, pain, 
anger, hatred, danger, violence, and ail varieties of ugliness" (Sdilafly, ). 



Jerry Falwell considers feminists to be "prohomosexual and lesbian. In k t ,  it is 

shodcing how many ferninise are lesbians," and Beverly LaHaye views feminism as a 

"philosophy of death. At its core in modem times there is a stridently anti-life 

motivation. Radical feminists are self-destructive and are trying to bring about the 

death of an entire civilization as well" (quoted in Lienesch, 1993:72). William Gairdner 

opines that 

"Every age seems to have its pecdiar intellectual cancers . . . Like so many, 1 find myself 
increasingly surrounded by strident, petty, whuiing feminist arguments that have by 
now nibbled their way into every organ of our society . . . M e n  studied carefully . . . 
their arguments, taken as a whole, amount to a virulent, cultish, man-hating, and 
hrnily-hating program that threatens the fundamental health of our society' 
(1992:296).73 

The root of these sentiments is what Berger and Berger (1983) have categorized 

as "acute value conflicts" between feminists and the pro-family movement. More 

specifically, there exists acutely disparate opinions about the ontology of the family 

function in Western society. The pro-family perspective is wrapped in stability, 

warmth, security and freedom in following a biblically prescnbed natural order. 

Feminists however, have challenged that vision with a critical deconstruction of the 

family that leaves its daims of universality and naturainess on shaky ground. 

With analytic views like Donzelot's (1979) conception of the family as a site of 

innumerable intersections, iemùiists have pulled apart the traditional idea of the nuclear 

farnily into a complex series of meanings and moral sanctions. In the case of abortion, 

pro-life activism is interpreted as a social control mechanism aimed at reshicting a 

woman's sexual life. As Rosalind Petchesky argues, "if a woman can control her 

pregnancies, there is no built-in sanction against her having sex when, how and with 



whom she pleases - and this, for the "prefamily"/"pro-life" movement, is the heart of 

the rnatter." She continues that 

"Over and over again in antiabortion and "profamily" literature, one is struck with a 
defiantly traditional middle-class morality regarding sexual behavior and an 
undisguised antipathy toward al1 forms of sexuality outside the marital, procreative 
sphere" (1981229-30) 

Restricting women's sexual behaviour to the realm of heterosexual mamage and 

child bearing not only eliminates for the Christian Right the tembly upsetting vision of 

a woman 'enjoying her clitoris' but helps restore the 'proper' psychodynarnics of the 

familial relationship and thus the greater social order. Lienesch (1993) in his analysis of 

the Christian Right family has explored the psychosocial roles of man. woman and child 

in the family, concluding that for the PFM, the solution to familial problems is for men 

to adopt their natural position at the head of the household. and for women to submit. 

It is this structural situation which has led feminists to the conclusion that "the family is 

a factory for producing submissive people" and to expose women's feelings of 

undervaluation, exploitation and oppression (Segal, 1983:12; Nava, 1983). 

Direct frontal assaults on the traditional family and the political manipulation of 

it by the Christian and New Right have further fueled the antipathy of the PFM towards 

feminists. Works like Barrett and Mchtosh's, The Anfi-Social Family, and Abbott and 

Wallace's (1992), The Family and the New Right, have called for the complete destruction 

of the nuclear family and questioned the hue motivations behind the PFM. For Barrett 

and McIntosh, the traditional farnily is characterized and dnven by relations of 

patrïarchal domination and "the principles of selfishness, exclusion, and pursuit of 

pnvate interest and contravenes those of altruism, community and pursuit of the public 



good" (Barrett and Mdntosh. 1991:47). Familialism they argue, is a cloak for the 

individualist ideology that accompanies capitalist consumption and production patterns 

as well as the reproduction of ohronic dass and gender inequalities: "the family remains 

a vigourous agency of class placement and an efficient mechanism for the creation and 

transmission of gender inequality" (ibid. p. 29). Once it is understood that the family as a 

pnvate institution is a consmicted social process, they argue its essentialist nature can 

be discarded and it becomes possible to entertain social arrangements that promote a 

more equitable social collective. In this pursuit, Barrett and Mdntosh recommend 

experimentation with household and persona1 arrangements, the avoidance of 

oppressive ads  like heterosexual mamage with traditional roles, and a cautionary 

attitude towards the idea of 'domestic blissf. Wary of the damage the family as an 

economic and social institution has done throughout history, Barrett and Mdntosh have 

no wish to see any type of replacement because "as a bastion against a bleak society it 

has made that society bleak" (ibid., p. 80). 

Abbott and Wallace pursue a more political angle in their analysis of the 

motivations behind the New Right's attempt to Save the traditional family. For them, 

the entire pro-farnily agenda is one the New Right has used to politically manipulate 

popular support for a neoconservative economic plan in the US and Britain. Their 

exposé of this shategy mounted by conservative ideologues such as Roger Scruton and 

Ferdinand Mount in Britain and Charles Murray in the United States challenges the 

moral convictions and honest motives the Christian Right put forward as justifications 

for their agenda. It also casts doubt on a fundamental pro-family argument that sees the 

secular hwnanist bias of society as a product of state interference in family life. The 



Thatcher and Reagan administrations, Abbott and Wallace argue, were strongly pro- 

hmily in their policy directions, to the point that intemal party groups like the 

Conservative Family Campaign of the British Corservatives arose to blatantly 

promulgate "remoralising the nation's life through the restoration of the traditional 

pahiarchal family and a revival of fundamental Christian values" (Abbott and Wallace, 

1992:48). The Reagan administration, heavily influenced by neoconservative and New 

Right advisors, followed a similar path, and the current Republican dominated Senate 

with its "Contract with America" is doing the same, with the blessing of the Christian 

Coalition. As Williams (1984) duly notes, the state has a long history of policy 

involvement with the family, and Abbott and Wallace's analysis support Elshtain's 

observation that 

"Today state intervention is being used for the purpose of smoothing out the conflicts 
between the ideology of liberal individualism and the ideology and reality of male 
dominance. Factions within the state are trying to reassert pahiarchal control by 
challenging existing abortion d ings ,  publicly funded daycare, the ratification of ERA, 
and homosexual rights" (El~htain,1983:53).~~ 

The error of the Christian Right argument has been to presume that policy 

irnplementation supporting altemate lifestyles and familial forms has been sbictly the 

product of an over-interfering liberal-minded state. Over at least the last twenty years, 

the pro-family ideology has been an agenda of limited policy success, as liberal social 

legislation has increasingly corne to reflect the character of Canadian, American, and 

British cultural hegemony. However, this is likely more (or at least equally) a product 

of successfd mobilization by the Left and a shift in general attitudes and sociomoral 

n o m ,  than simply ipsofacfo state interference. As well, observations such as Elshtain's 

point to continued conservative sentiments within the state and as su& crack the edifice 



of the Christian Right argument, leaving its ideological core assailable to critics such as 

Abbott and Wallace: 

"The 'pro-family' movement is concemed with sustainhg the patriarchal nudear family 
as the n o m  and it is vigourous in its attadc on welfarism, divorce, abortion and sexual 
deviancy. It is also anti-feminist and racist. The key areas in which it advocates 
political refonn arise from these issues" (Abbott and Wallace, 1992:49). 

Su& assessments evoke infuriated reactions from the Christian Right towards 

t ferni-nazis,' whom they view as attempting to cornipi al1 that is good and wholesome 

in society with their toxic blend of lesbianism, availability of abortion services, universal 

daycare and equal opportunity employment. In the end, there is littie hope for 

conciliation between these two groups. The vastly different 'stocks of knowledge' that 

constnict their understanding of the function of the traditional family obviates any 

bridging of the ideological chasm that separates them. 

About the 'Crisisf of the Universal, Natural Family 

The linchpin of the pro-family movement argument is the status of the 

haditional family as a natural and universal institution. As a divine creation, its 

existence is omnipresent, from human families to those of beasts and birds. Its assumed 

wversality and naturalness is said to stand as proof that it is the best social institution 

in which to develop children into mode1 citizens. When femuiists, sociologists and 

anthropologists challenge this claim, pro-family advocates often respond with 

bewilderment. To them, validation of their position is as simple as looking out a 

window, but this evidentiary act also shows them that the family is in crisis. Escalating 

divorce rates, double income families, single parent families, gay families and common 



law families confirm the PFM fear about the erosion of the traditional familial form of a 

working father, domestic mother and their children. 

It is a partially defensible argument since divorce rates have risen over the years 

as the dissolution of mamage has become simpler, family structure is changing with the 

growth of these vanous familial f o m ,  and there are studies that suggest two parent 

families are healthier for children.75 Yet at the sarne tirne, statistics suggest that the 

traditional nuclear family is overwhelmingly the dominant familial form. A recent 

Canadian survey on families found eighty-three percent of dùldren under twelve live in 

a household with two heterosexual parents and are growing up healthy, emotionally 

well adjusted and well educated.'6 There also seem to be no diminishment in popular 

interest or faith in mamage as a positive social institution. As E i d e r  (1988) argues, 

despite rising divorce rates, marriage rates remain remarkably stable and high, due 

largely to remamage. The pursuit of marital rights by homosexuals, in the face of at 

times stubbom opposition. further suggests that legal mamage has broad popular 

appeal and support. Any search for the 'cnsis' of the family then, must move beyond 

statistical and popular reality, neither of which seem to support the claims of 'crisis' put 

forward by the pro-family movement. 

Margrit Eidiler and others have suggested that the root of this 'crisis' is 

embedded in the normative monolithic vision of 'The Family' (Eider ,  1988; Diamond, 

1983; Flax, 1983). If family structure is legitimated and operationalized as only that 

consisting of the 'tradi tional form,' then the formative transitions which are occurring 

today rnay justifiably be viewed as hurling the family into 'crisis.' Yet this 'death of 

the family' thesis rernains problematic for a nurnber of reasons, one of which is that the 



observation itself enjoys no novelty. As scholars like Christopher Lasch have obsewed, 

The Family has been in crisis since the mid nineteenth century (Lasch, 1977; Casey, 

1989). Lasch cautions that 

"The first thing to understand about the present crisis of the family is that it did not 
materialize ovemight ... the family has been slowly corning apart for more than a 
hundred years. The divorce crisis, feminism, and the revolt of youth originated in the 
nineteenth century, and they have been the subject of controversy ever since" (Lasch, 
1977:~~) .  

Another cautionary note regarding The Family concems its purportedly 

universal stahis. The findings of anthropologists have cast a shadow over this claim. 

Malinowski's original thesis of The Family as a universal human institution was 

founded on the three functions of nurturing the Young, providing a bounded domicile 

for raising children and pursuing the daily tasks of living, and offering affective psycho- 

social conditioning and support (Collier et al., 1992). Yet as Collier et al. observe, 

Malinowski's conclusions are mistaken because he cornmits the error cornrnon to most 

functional analysis: 

"Because a social institution is observed to perform a necessary function does not mean 
either that the function would not be performed if the institution did not exist or that 
the function is responsible for the existence of the institution" (Collier, et al., 1992:34). 

As the authors note, the work of later anthropologists have refuted Malinowski's thesis 

of familial universality. Among the supporting evidence cited are examples of the 

variability of the presence and importance of the father in different cultural households, 

the absence of the word 'family' in certain languages to descnbe the familial 

relationship, the lack of a singular place used to raise children, and the absence of an 

expectation of developing affective bonds, or "love" between family members. 



For example, Claude Levi-Strauss (1956) denied the existence of any natural law 

supporting The Family as universal. Examining the family from its procreative 

standpoint Levi-Strauss pointed out that while monogamous unions are the most 

widely prevalent form in the world, polygamous marriages in a variety of forrns do 

exist, which denies the possibility of claiming universality for The Family on the basis of 

sexual order. Further, he identified this conjugal family as properly comprised of a 

mother and dUld only, not a father. This is a familial form which is "practically 

universal, since it is based on the physiological and psychological dependency which 

exists between them at least for a certain tirne" (Levis-Strauss, 1956:60). While the 

introduction of the father into the conjugal family is a widespread phenornenon, it is not 

a natural necessity, but one that is a social function of complex economic, sexual, 

psychological and legal recognitions. Levi-Strauss further contended that it is overall 

functionali ty tha t de termines the prevalence of the family in society: 

"When the family is given a small functional value, it tends to disappear even below the 
level of the conjugal type. On the contrary, when the farnily has a great functional 
value, it becomes actualized much above that level" (ibid., p. 61). 

The Christian world view has bestowed on The Family the latter. It enjoys paramount 

functional value in western society, but again, this does not extend globally: 

"During the course of centuries we have become accustomed to Christian morality, 
which considers marriage and setting up a farnily as the o d y  way to prevent sexual 
gratification from being sinful. That connection has been shown to exist elsewhere in a 
few scattered instances; but it is by no means frequent" (ibid.,, p.62). 

As the form of The Family thus becomes a product of social, cultural, religious 

and econornic considerations, it also becomes a mistake to conceptualize it as universal 

or natural, because "what makes man really different from the animal is that, in 



mankind, a family could not edst if there were no society" (ibid., p. 65). This is an 

argument which does not simply challenge the Christian notion of The Family, but 

clemly stands the Christian relation of society and famiiy on its head; rather than being 

the basis of soaety, it becomes the product. 

If understood this way, the family becomes a product of numerous trajectories 

intersemg to form a familial structure which can meet various economic, reproductive, 

and socialization requirements for a society. This view makes possible an 

understanding of the family not as a static and passive monolithic institution, but as a 

vibrant interactive social constmct that is in constant flux and capable of great 

adaptability. Ln tum this allows the opporhinity to make sense of anthropological and 

historical research which has demonstrated the viability of different global familial 

forms as well as the changing forms of the family in Westem society. Michael Anderson 

identifies this as the "problem of diversity": 

"The one unambiguous fact which has emerged in the last twenty years is that there c m  
be no simple history of the Westem family since the sixteenth century because there is 
not. nor ever has there been, a single family system. The West has always been 
characterized by diversity of family forms, by diversity of family functions and by 
diversity in attitudes to farnily relationships not only over time but at any one point in 
time. There is, except at the most trivial level, no Western family type" (Anderson, 
1980:14). 

The use of different units of familial analysis, be it kinship, household or family, 

or different methodological approaches like demographic, household economic or 

psychohistory al1 produce results that support Anderson's thesis. Scholars studying the 

family using these different approaches al1 corne to the general conclusion that the 

family is an institution with multiple forms and functions and is constantly changing to 

meet the political and economic demands of Westem society (Stone, 1975; Zaretsky, 



1976; Flax, 1983; Eisenstein, 1983; Conway, 1990). Even Talcott Parson's (1956) analysis, 

despite its hinctional defence of universaüty, demonstrates the social plasticity of the 

f a r n i l ~ . ~  Parson's suggests that the extensive degree of structural and functional 

differentiation that the family has undergone throughout history has specialized its role 

in Westem society as the primary site of personality development. The primary 

function of the family, he argues, is no longer that of an econornic unit or political 

power group, but rather the primary socializer of dUldren and stabilizer for adult 

personalities. Bert Adams' (1970) functionalist analysis of the Amencan farnily exhibits 

a similar acknowledgment that the family's function and fonn changes: 

"The family ... is likely to persist over the next generation, making concessions (once 
thought to be signs of disintegration) here and there to new definitions of individual 
and societal need - in pre-marital sex, divorce law, even in the areas of abortion and 
extra-marital sex. Yet most readers will enter mamage, with all of its intensity, choices 
and uncertainties" (Adams, 1970:359). 

A final point emerges from Adams's conclusion that weighs heavily on the idea 

of The Family as natural. In noting that people enter mamage, Adams is recognizing the 

contractual basis of the mamage. The Christian ideal does the same. 'The Family' is 

based on heterosexual mamage - the legal and religious union of two people of the 

opposite sex. Without the social ntds that accompany these ceremonies, Christians do 

not recognize the union as legitimate. If this is the case, then there is no foundation 

from which a legitimate family can anse and consequently the Christian argument of 

The Family as natural collapses under the weight of its own logic and codified rituals. 

Refutation of The Family as natural and universal however, ieaves in doubt the 

reasons for the prevalence of this form in Westem societies. There is still that view from 

the window that shows it to be the most popular and dominant fonn in capitalist 



societies such as Canada. As Conway notes "by the mid-nineteenth centwy the 

industrial nuclear farnily had become the n o m  for vimially al1 Canadians, regardless of 

class" (Conway, 1990:13). To understand this phenomenon, Eli Zaretsky and others 

have explored the early periods of Western European industrial development and 

brought The Family forward through a series of cultural and industrial dianges that 

have influenced the evolution of its form and function (Zaretsky, 1976; Eisenstein, 1983; 

Casey, 1989; Rosenberg, 1975; Stone, 1975). 

Ln looking at the family from the sixteenth to eighteenth centuries. Lawrence 

Stone (1975) identified two evolutionary features of the family form. One was the 

diminishing importance of kinship with the nse in focus on the nucléar family core, 

while the other was the growing importance of the affective function of the farnily as a 

private domestic unit as its economic function dedined. Stone attributes these shifting 

values to the slow rise of the modem state which dernanded the subordination of 

kinship ties to an obedient sovereign, the missionary success of bringing Christian 

morality to the farnily, and the increasing strength of pahiarchal power within the 

family. Zaretsky (1976) describes a similar set of processes occurring as he traces the 

family from the early bourgeois farnily to the Victorian ideal of the nineteenth century. 

The early bourgeois family which arose roughly in the fifteenth century between the 

disintegration of feudalism and rise of capitalism, provided the core for the bourgeois 

ideal of the sixteenth to eighteenth century family. Its economically self-producing 

character led the bourgeois to be more accepting towards an institution which in 

medieval society had been scomed: "The Catholic church, anti-sexual and savagely 



anti-lemale, had sanctioned famiiy iife ordy reluctantly, as the alternative to damnation, 

and had forbidden it to the dergy" (Zaretsky, 1976:40). ' 8  

Through the seventeenth and most of the eighteenth century, this 'paûiarchal' 

family hct ioned as a complex economic and social unit, fostering a belief in 

individualism and becoming a principal site of religious instruction and prayer. As 

Zaretsky explains, English Puritans during this time came to accept the matenal 

necessity of life, as well as mamage for its capacity to restnct sexual expression and also 

"exalted the family as part of the natural (i.e. God-given) order of productive and 

spiritual activity" (ibid., p. 41). It was a situation that brought the economic and 

spiritual together and also provided an opportunity for the indochination of religious 

beliefs and lifestyles. Gottlieb points out that unlike the twentieth century mantra - 'the 

family that prays together stays together' - during this penod, "prayer was not an 

instrument for holding families together. The farnily was an instrument for promoting 

prayer" (Go ttlieb, 1993:254). 

In addition to these changes, Philippe Aries' (1962) work on the historical 

construction of childhood highlights an emerging concept of childhood dunng this 

period that had not existed previously. As he argues, dUldhood did not exist as a 

concept in medieval society. It was only beginning in the sixteenth century that a form 

of childhood recognizable to the modem eye became visible. This 'coddling' phase in 

which children were protected because of their innocent sweetness and amusing 

behaviour gave way to the ascetic, disciplinary visions of the moralists of the late 

seventeenth century. These were predominantly clergymen who understood diildren 

to be a gift from God and requiring both safety and reformation. The issue of safety fell 



to the farnily, but reforming behaviour became a matter of prayer within the family 

accompanied by external clerical guidance. The implication of course, is that the history 

of fonnal extemal interference in the family has a direct ecdesiastical component, not 

simply a sovereign or secular state one. 

With the rise of industrial capitalism in the eighteenth and nineteenth century 

came a further reconfiguration of childhood and the family. Factory and rnanufacturing 

systems of production ïeplaced the bourgeois farnily as a site of economic production 

and relegated it to the sphere of private social reproduction. Zaretsky argues that 

Methodism became the dominant religion of the time, espousing the spiritual necessity 

of this separation and displacing the Puritan idea of unity. Slowly, with this growth of 

industrial capitalism, the family came to be viewed increasingly as an emotional and 

spiritual shelter from the cruel realities of commerce and i n d u ~ t r y . ~ ~  It became a pnvate 

domain, safe (or so it seemed) from the vulgarities of public life. This quality of a 

sanctuary made the farnily the ideal place for the socialization of dùldren, a place to 

prepare them slowly for the role of worker and citizen, and childhood became "exalted 

as the tirne of life untainted by the roughness of material necessity" (Zaretsky, 1976:52). 

It also sheared off the domestic labour of the household from the openly productive 

sphere of the public realm. This had the effect of devaluing "women's work" by 

isolating and hiding it from the economic marketplace. It also cast women further into 

the dark shadows of a patriarchal social order, giving h e m  even less power and status 

than they had in medieval society (Zaretsky, 1976). The sharpness of this distinction 

between pnvate and public life in early capitalist society was novel, if not original. 



Anes points out that until the seventeenth century, life had been, for the most part, lived 

in public: "the density of society left no room for the family" (Aries, 1962:405). 

As capitalism matured through the nineteenth and into the twentieth century, 

the contradictions which had slowly been emerging for the past hundred years grew 

ever more apparent and menacing to the idea of The Family. Eisenstein has identified 

two of theçe as particularly threatening to the existence of the pahiarchal farnily which 

had become the ideal of bourgeois soàety. The first was the conflict between liberal 

individualism and the continued oppression and structural dependence of women in 

the family. She points out that both exist antagonistically within the family itself: 

"To the extent women have taken senously and intemalized the individualist values of 
bourgeois society for themselves, they are in conflict with the pahiarchal relations of the 
family that define females as dependent rather than independent being. This 
antagonism becomes amplified when women seek jobs and are still faced with the 
responsibilities of a farnily and household organized in ternis of a system of male 
privilege" (Eisenstein, l983:48). 

The second stems from the demands of capital for a continual source of labour 

and its unquenchable systernic thirst for ever greater production, consumption and 

profit. This has forced an increasing number of women to enter the workforce and is 

redefining the public/private distinction that came to define the traditional farnily. 

"Today," Eisenstein wntes, "the rigid pahiarchal division of public and private, home 

and work life, is being challenged by advanced capitalism's need for working mothen. 

Hence, the ar,ments of the New Right that the (patriarchal) family is in crisis" (ibid., p. 

46). What emerges here is an understanding that the prevalence and persistence of The 

Family is a result of two forces: the smictural requirements of capitalism and the shong 

emotional belief of people in the ideology of the family as, to use Chnstopher Lasch's 



term, a "haven in a heartless world." Also himbling out is the opportunity to 

understand with greater precision what 'crisis' the 'death of The Family' thesis is really 

about. 

Similar to most periods of history, the present postmodem age of popular belief 

tends to rely on folklore, myth, and memory more than historical fact in constmcting 

visions of 'the way it was'. In thinking about the family this way today, memory is 

pushed back to the 1950s and is confimed with television reruns of Father Knows Besf, 

Lenve it to Benver, and Hnppy Days.S0 Ln Canada, as John Conway (1990) points out, this 

was the time when the indushial nuclear family reached its modem apotheosis. ln 

1951, ninety percent of Canada's 3.3 million families had a married couple with a 

working husband and domestic wife. The average family had two dUldren and 

"divorce was so unusual that there were a scant 32,000 divorced people at the time the 

Census was taken" (Conway, 1990:16). However, this statistical picture of the 

traditional family was sfill patriarchal and oppressive to women: 

"For women who wanted a choice, there was none, and the socialization process 
ensured that few wanted to be anything other than wives and mothers. Low wages, 
restricted jobs, no career future, hostile attitudes, and blatant sexual discrimination 
made the paid labour force an option of only very last resort ... Ln other words, this 
traditional farnily was premised on the oppression and exploitation of women" 
(Conway, 1990:17). 

Conway emphasizes that the pnce paid by women for this stability was twelve 

hour days of hard, unrecognized labour doing laundry, cooking, comforting, placating 

and serving. Poignantly he recalls his own mother: "Juxtaposed with the smell of 

freshly baked bread in my memory is my motherfs quiet weeping some nights after she 

thought we were long asleep" (ibid., p. 17). 



Stephanie Coontz's 1992 analysis of the American family in, The Way We Never 

Were: Ammican Families and the Nostalgia Trap, identifies a similar trend in the US during 

the 1950s. Yet she argues that in fact this period was a social and demographic 

anathema, reversing trends which had been consistent up to the end of the 1940s: 

"The "traditional" family of the 1950s was a qualitatively new phenornenon .. . for the 
first time in more than one hundred years, the age for mamage and motherhood fell, 
fertility increased, divorce rates declined, and women's degree of educational parity 
with men dropped sharply" (Coonh, 1992:27). 

Despite Coontz's and Conway's valid qualifiers though, the idea of The Family was 

supported statistically and in popular reality. Around the corner however, Lay a series 

of social and economic events that would directly challenge the primacy of this familial 

In Canada, the 1960s brought a new Divorce Act (1968), the liberalizing of 

abortion (1969), and the Royal Commission on the Status of Women (1967), it was a 

period of "coming together of a set of material and ideological circumstances that made 

women's emancipation increasingly possible" (Conway, 1990:19). Coupled with a 

protracted economic crisis tha t continues today, such social transformations forced 

structural changes to The Family of the 1950s, which resulted in the proliferation of a 

number of different family f o m .  Conway has identified four main types of family 

f o m  and seven different sub-types. In 1986, 80 percent of families were those of a 

mamed husband and wife with children. But the dominant subtype was no longer that 

of the single male breadwinner and domestic mother (which now constitutes oniy 27 

percent of these families). Instead, the most typical family was, and continues to be, 

that of the dual-income form, constituting 62 percent of this family type. Similarly, 



there have been steady increases in the number of single parent families, particularly 

those headed by women (13 percent of the 1986 family total, making it the third largest 

family type), comrnon-law f a d e s  (7 percent of total families and one of the most 

rapidly growing f a d y  fonns), blended families and transitional families. 

A key feature of this pattern of expanding family f o m  has been the necessity of 

families to increase their eaming potential because of the economic climate and 

systemic demands of capitalist production. Families are increasingly concemed about 

the state of the economy and their capacity as a household to maintain their standard of 

living and care for their children.gl This is particularly hue for single parent families 

and working poor farnilie~!~ One divorced mother commented, "being divorced is not 

so hard in itself, it's being poor which is" (quoted in Ambert, 1990:209). Conway notes 

that in 1985, sixty percent of female single parent families lived below the poverty line, a 

trend confirmed by Coonh in the US and one that supports the "feminization of 

poverty" thesis. Coontz notes though, that this is not a product of diversified farnily 

forrns, citing studies by economists which have shown there is "77 percent of poverty 

that is not associated with familial hansformations" (Coontz, 1992:258). 

What remains at this juncture is to understand that two crises exist today for the 

farnily in Western societies like Canada. The first affects not solely The Family in its 

haditional forrn, but al1 families as they attempt to grapple with the challenges 

presented by an ever-expanding and consumerist capitalist economy. The second is the 

cnsis the pro-family movement has focused upon. It is a crisis that sees the "death of 

The Farnily" in the rapid social and economic changes modernity has brought with it. It 

does appear that the 'idyllic' fom of the 1950s traditional nuclear family is declining; 



certainly statistics seem to suggest that, but this foxm was in many respects illusory and 

deceptive, and as Levi-Strauss observed, while "the assertion that the nuclear family 

successfdly fdfills certain functiow is perfectly valid . . . the reverse assertion that other 

social foorms can never suitably fulfill these h c t i o n s  is both empirically and 

theoretically invalid" (Levi-Strauss, 1956:82). One other point needs stressing. It is 

clear that the dominant farnily type in Canada is that of a mamed heterosexual couple 

with duldren, so the significant change to The F a d y  has been the emergence of dual- 

income subtypes. This suggests that the 'death of The Family' has an economic more 

than socially driven aetiology. But regardless of economic or social onslaughts, the 

family does not appear to be dying, one particular type may be diminishing, but the 

idea of the family remains strong. As Berger and Berger (1983) have observed in their 

defense of the traditional farnily, the family is a remarkably adaptable institution and 

will likely continue, if for no other reason than Aries observation that "men and women 

will always go on loving one another, will always go on having children .. . and will 

always go on guiding the first steps of those diüdren" (Anes, 1962:9). 

This is the hope behind the mission of the pro-family movement and the 

Christian Right in Canada, that there is enough sentimental support for the nuclear 

family that it can provide a foundation upon which to reconstmct the 'idyllic' f o m  of 

the 1950s traditional family. Pro-family forces believe that to achieve this requires a 

profound change in social and moral attitudes in Canada which must take the form a 

decisive shift away from the allegedly destructive forces of secular humanism and 

towards the safety and û-uth of biblical scripture. The institution of heterosexual 

marriage they argue, must be strengthened by dissuading divorce and homosexual 



marnages. Further, they contend that mothers staying at home to raise duldren should 

be recognized as a legitimate career choice and one that should be actively promoted. 

Abortion and euthanasia they coniinue, must be severely restricted or ideally banned, 

and health care support systems must be struchired more towards helping women with 

crisis pregnancies and people needing palliative care. Also, changes in the economy 

and size of government must also accompany this. Freeing up the capitalist 

marketplace and getting the government 'off the back of families and on their side' 

must be a priority if the tax burden on families is to be alleviated. Finally, they believe 

that public education policy shouid be driven more by parental opinion and less by 

heavy-handed bureaucracies. These are the issues of the pro-family movement in 

Canada. These are also the issues of the Farnily Coalition Party of BC (FCF) and the 

need for their legistative implementation was the driving force behind its creation. Its 

fowiders and supporters s tubbody cling to a vision of The Family as it fades into the 

past of this postmodem age, determined to resurrect it through a strategy that combines 

social movement activism with institutionalized political action. 

The next chapter documents the history of the Family Coalition Party of British 

Columbia as a party/movement, from its genesis in 1991 through the provincial general 

election of 1996 to its curent political and organizational state in 1997. What becomes 

evident is ihat the FCP arose because of several shifts in constitutional and policy 

directions that occurred within the Social Credit party of BC and that like other minor 

political parties, it is struggling in its attempt to develop into a viable political and social 

movement force. Perhaps more importantly at this point however, it also becomes 

obvious that the Farnily Coalition party shares a political, moral, religious and economic 



ideology highly resonant with that of the pro-family forces examined in this first 

chapter. FCP attitudes and policy positions on issues such as abortion, public 

education, gay rights, and the role of govemment and family in society, make it  

apparent that, like the pro-farnily movement in the United States and the 

neoconsenrative agendas of various govermnents in Canada, theirs is a political 

philosophy deeply rooted in the traditional tenets and tensions of Burkean 

conserva tism. 



Chapter 3 

The Family Coalition Party of British Columbia: 
A Party of Last Resort 

Nineteen ninety one was a year of some remark for consewative politics in 

British Columbia. Easter brought the resignation of Social Credit Premier William 

Vander Zalm as he faced codict  of interest charges surrounding his sale of Fantasy 

Gardens. As well, the autumn provincial election foreshadowed the erosion and 

splintering of the solid conservative bloc known as Social Credit that had largely 

dominated BC politics for the past forty years. Hugely dissatisfied with Vander Zalm's 

administration, the electorate had not only brought the NDP, this time under Mike 

Harcourt, back to power after more than fifteen years, they had also reintroduced the 

Liberal party, under Gordon Wilson, to the BC political landscape. For religious 

conservatives in the province, these political developments were a sword with two 

particularly sharp edges. On one side, the province had taken a decided shift to the left 

with the NDP victory and growth of the Liberal party which threatened to create a more 

difficult political climate in which to foster conservative social and economic policies. 

On the other side, they had lost both a Premier and a political party syrnpathetic to their 

concerns over pro-life and pro-family issues. Politically homeless, the staunchest 

conservatives of these Socred refugees sat down at a kitchen table in Victoria and 

created BC's first pro-life and pro-farnily political party, the Family Coalition Party of 

British Columbia (FCP). 

Registered in June 1991, the FCP is a socially conservative free enterprise party 

founded on two unconditional principles. The first of these is the recognition of life 



from the moment of conception to the point of natural death. Next is the recognition 

and acceptance of the famiiy as a legally married man and woman with natural or 

adopted children. Al1 of the party's policies and mandates are directed towards the 

legislative support of these principles, which indudes removing abortion funding from 

the Medicare fee schedule and having "family friendly" legislation passed that would 

among other things ease the tax burden on families and grant greater parental control 

over a child's education. It is a platform that has attracted a small but extremely 

dedicated core membership of long time pro-life and pro-family activists. The founders 

of the party, Kathleen and Mark Toth have been active in the pro-life movement for 

over twenty five years. The current leader of the party, Heather Stilwell, also has a long 

history of pro-life activism as well as being the past deputy leader and leader of the 

Christian Heritage Party. The executive board members of the party bring equally long 

records of involvement in the movement and the majority of the general membership 

are active or at the very least hold mernberships in pro-life or pro-family organizations. 

in its six years of existence the FCP has run candidates in two general elections 

and two by-elections, has presented a number of policy briefs to provincial commissions 

and has eamed the respect and admiration, if not the electoral support, of the pro-life 

and pro-family community in BC. The party currently finds itself at a crossroads after 

their modest achievements of these six years. General membership hovers at just under 

the one thousand mark, and while they did run almost twice as many candidates in the 

1996 election as the 1991 election, results were nonetheless disappointing for the party 

executive. They are faced with a number of challenges if they are to expand themselves 

into a more viable political force, induding expanding their membership base, 

recruiting or developing expertise in the areas of policy development and media 
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management, and managirtg the problems associated with being a mainstream political 

party founded on issues more cnmmonly arising in the realm of social movement 

activism. 

It is this last point that gives the FCP its unique charactenstic among the 

province's political parties. Their aim is to raise awareness among Bntish Colurnbians 

about legislation they view as harmful to the traditional family and which denigrates 

respect for human life and, in hmf replace it with more favourable legislation. 

However, the party does not consider the winning of political power as prirnary to 

achieving such awareness. Bill Vander Zalm, who was instrumental in developing the 

initial membership base for the party, commented that 

"They are very different from any other political party that I know, in the sense that 
they are not running to win an election, but rather see it as an opportunity to obtain the 
best possible platform for the purpose of debating their beliefs and their views of what 
is needed in this particular society, meaning BC." 

They are a party seeking change, not power. Indeed, Mrs. Toth has remarked that it 

"would be nice if we didn't even have to be here" but years of hstrat ing work withn 

other political parties and in the general movement produced few tangible victories and 

have led ultimately to the Iast resort of forming a political party. This chapter focuses 

on the history of that formation to date, the policies of the FCP as a pro-life/pro-farnily 

party, and the challenges the party faces at the beginning of its seventh year. 

Put Out on the Street: Social Credit Goes Secular 

When Bill Vander Zalm took over the leadership of the Social Credit Party in 

1986 and then subsequently became Premier, a wave of hope and optimism must have 

run through the province's pro-life and pro-family ranks. Here was a Catholic Premier 

not afraid to take a stand openly opposing abortion leading a free enterprise party 
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founded on Christian prinuples.* Having known Vander Zalm for over fifteen years, 

the Toths had in fact offered their support to hirn should he pursue the Socred 

leadership, and joined the Party as a result of his acclamation as leader? Heather 

Stilwell and her husband, along with many other now FCP members had also been 

active within the Social Credit Party before and during Vander Zalm's time with the 

party. Two FCP executive board members had been cowtituency association presidents 

and had camed on with these positions for a time even after Vander Zalm had resigned 

as Premier and the FCP had been formed. What initial optimism existed though, likely 

tumed to frustration for these religious conservatives as they witnessed Vander Zalm 

politically pilloried over his attempts to remove abortion from the medicare fee 

schedule, and the eventual dismantling of the Christian philosophy of the Social Credit 

Party. 

As the Toths describe it, several pro-life lobbyists attended the 1986 Socred 

leadership convention in Whistler, BC and backed Mr. Vander Zalm because of the 

forthright position he took in opposing abortion in general and specifically the use of 

public funds to pay for the procedure. In 1988 Vander Zalm attempted to tum this 

position into Social Credit Party policy by making a proclamation in the provincial 

legislature that the govemment would no longer h d  abortions on demand. In a 

lengthy ministenal statement, the Premier made his govemment's position clear: 

"The Supreme Court in its judgment made a serious statement of concem when it 
acknowledged that a fetus - Latin for "baby" - at some point was no longer a part of a 
woman, but rather an individual human being with its own right to protection. At what 
point they didn't, couldn't or wouldn't Say, but rather said legislators would need to 
decide this very quickly. . . . My govemment takes the position that we can in no way be 
a party to open abortion on demand. The court has spoken. We cannot stop abortions, 
but we can speak out on behalf of humanity, on behalf of those babies and in support of 
morality. Our action is not simply an issue of public moneys used for the funding of a 
cause but rather one where in a forthright way we also Say that society c m o t  be 



expected to rectify whatever some individuals may be unhappy with in their Lives. .. . 
The senseless termination of human life at the slightest whim or notion is simply 
removing yet another stone from the wall of an already crumbling society. . . . As far as 
one's moral values influencing govemment's deasions, I could never support 
legislation which 1 would consider to be immoral . .. 1 c m o t  be a bar or a hyp~crite."~ 

The proclamation was subsequently overtumed by the courts because no statute 

had been passed by the govemment on which to found the removal of abortion funding 

frorn the fee schedule. For Vander Zalm and many of his supporters, this political 

debacle alluded to a growing conspiras. within the Socred party to undermine the 

Premier's credibility as well as pointing to an emergent secular humanist philosophy 

inside the party.-' Ln a 1994 British Coltrmbia Report article, Vander Zalm describes it this 

way: 

"Ln 1988 the tables tumed and the knives came out. .. . Suffice it to Say that leaks from 
confidential cabinet meetings started to undermine the government's efforts. Only that 
which some wanted to see in public debate was leaked in distorted fashion. . . . There 
was the cabinet decision not to fund abortions through the health plan - which soon 
turned into a pro-life/pro-&oice debate? 

This adversarial climate within the Social Credit Party came to charactenze the 

next three years of Vander Zalm's Premiership as the rift between the conservative and 

liberal elements within the party continued to grow. The rift was not a product of 

Vander Zalm taking over leadership of the Socreds however, but rather the result of a 

change in the ideological support base of the party that had begun years before. 

Burkinshaw observes that when Bill Bennett won the 1975 provincial election 

"Social Credit was not entirely the same party it had once been. It had added to its 
former populist constituency (which had largely been centred in the intenor and the 
Fraser Valley) mu& of the sophisticated urban constituency in the upper-rniddle class 
areas of Vancouver, which in the past had usually supported the provincial Liberal 
party" (Burkinshaw, 1995:199). 

Vander Zalm believes that the resulting tension created by this change fully emerged 

only after Bennett stepped down: 
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"It started 1 guess at the leadership convention at Whistler, where the initial rift between 
the more liberal and conservative element [sic] came to the forth, it existed during Bill 
Bennett's time and WAC Bennett's t h e ,  but because it was viewed by many long time 
Socreds as a sort of Bennett party, no one really dared or bothered to challenge much. 
That changed following Whistler in 1986, and I guess immediately after the leadership 
convention the more liberal element began to organize and they became more daring 
during the heated debated over abortion hinding in 1988." 

This increased activity by the liberal element of the Socreds was forcing the 

religious conservatives of the party to its fringes as they found maintaining their 

ideological presence a progressively difficdt task. In an attempt to counter this growing 

influence, Kathleen Toth ran for the 1990 by-election Socred candidacy in Oak Bay - 

Gordon Head to at least give some profile to the pro-life religious conservatives in the 

party.6 After losing the nomination to Susan Brice, Mrs. Toth Med again by ninning for 

the nomination in the Victoria-Beacon Hill by-eiection of the same year. In this 

nomination race, Toth "ran into a party machine, like the Republican convention. We 

ran into balloons, bands, and several ministers there, it was obvious overkill and that 

they didn't want me to  in."^ She lost the nomination to Suzanne Hansen, a Beacon 

Hill Aldeman, who quit after winning the nomination Toth says because "my people 

wouldn't help her in an election and so she believed she couldn't  in."^ In the general 

election of 1991, Toth returned to the Oak Bay-Gordon Head nding and again faced off 

against Susan Brice, but this time as an FCP candidate taking on a Socred. 

The ebbing security that religious conservatives within the Socred party had felt 

was further accelerated by a challenge to the Christianity clause within the Social Credit 

constitution in 1990. This proved to be the cnppling blow for Socreds like the Toths, 

who viewed the removal of the clause as the final surrender to the secular and liberal 

forces within the party. Vander Zalm's view of this was that 



"It was a real struggle to keep peace between the liberal and conservative elements 
within Social Credit. That was my challenge, and 1 found it to be an impossible one, but 
for many of the conservative elements with Social Credit, that related particularly to its 
rather proChristian image, because basically Social Credit was bom out of the Christian 
movement many years back [sic]. And many that related to its pro-Christian image, 
they suffered great disappointments during that struggle . . . because the more liberal 
element's first achievement was to, in the name of political correctness, destroy the 
appearance of the pro-Christian image." 

The issue of the Christianity Clause came forward at the party's 1989 annual 

convention, when Midiael Levy, an orthodox Jewish member from Vancouver - Little 

Mountain, walked out of the convention in opposition to the clause and the executive's 

refusal to withdraw it forthwith. Viewing it as exclusionary to anyone other than 

Christians, Levy was quoted as saying 

"Let the right wingers go because you're opening up the party to the mainstream, 
liberals and conservatives. Let's make it what it's supposed to be, a mainsîream party. 
That's what Grace McCarthy envisions. ... There's room for all. It's time the 
fundamentalists took the blinders off. The constitution should be changed to meet the 
1990~."~ 

After a year long review, a constitutional amendment convention was held and 

the Christianity clause was replaced by one that referred to God, but mentioned nothing 

about Christian pr inc ip le~.~~ Some members, like the Toths, viewed this as a deliberate 

political strategy by Grace McCarthy to wrestle control of the party away from 

conservatives in the party and hrther undermine Premier Vander Zalm's credibi1ity.l' 

According to Mrs. Toth, when the initial vote for the change was brought to the floor, 

the change was defeated but McCarthy quickiy stood up and claimed her vote had not 

been counted. During the delay, a number of her supporters were brought in from the 

hallway outside and in a second vote, the change was approved.12 This proved to be a 

definhg moment for religious conservative politics in the province because it led 



directly to the formation of the FCP. As Mrs. Toth remarked, "the FCP woddn't have 

happened if this hadn't happened." 

Vander Zalm's staunchest supporters had felt his leadership had been 

continually sabotaged by these kinds of tactics from the moment of his surprise victory 

at the 1986 Whistler leadership convention. Vander Zalm had entered the race at its 

mid-point after meeting with McCarthy, who was hoping he would draw enough votes 

away from Bud and Brian Smith to allow her victory. His unexpected victory in the 

race, pleasant for religious conservatives like the Tooths, nonetheless left several high 

profile Socreds disappointed. In an article written for British Colimbia Report, Vander 

Zalm says that 

"Grace and her advisers were tembly embittered and refused to follow through on the 
commitrnent of support; the knives were quiddy drawn by a number of losers. ... 1 
believed that for the sake of party unity and the good of our province. 1 should trust the 
defeated leadership candidates and some of their handlers or advisers and bring them 
on side by offering them good, high-profile positions. ... These appointees were 
standing behind me from the first day of pichire-taking - a most uncornfortable position, 
1 was to leam shortly after."') 

The Toths and several FCP members who were Vander Zalm supporters cited 

this chronic "back stabbing" treahnent of Vander Zalm by his cabinet as part of their 

reason for leaving the Socreds and a source of their disillusionment over party politics 

in general. Asked about this being a motivation for his supporters leaving the Socreds 

and joining the FCP, Vander Zalm replied that 

"Anyone that sees people in politics to be nice people is probably very far off base. 
They are not the nicest people in society that find their place in politics. They are often 
people that are seeking power, innuence, position, stature, recognition, al1 the sorts of 
qualities that don't necessarily make the type of person one would seek out to be a loyal. 
true and good friend. So for people to view what happened to me as back stabbing, 
they are losing sight of the fact that it is not really a nice business with nice people." 



Of course, the ultimate sabotage of Vander Zalm's leadership proved to be self- 

inflicted. On April 2,1991, conflict of interest commissioner Ted Hughes found Vander 

Zalm guilty of ushg his position as a public offiaal for personal benefit during his sale 

of Fantasy Gardens. Less than an hour after these findings were released. Vander Zalm 

stepped down as Prernier.14 For the Toths, this was one more nail in the Socred party 

coffin. but their loyalty to Vander Zalm remained firm. In a show of support, they 

wrote letters to the editor defending the disgraced Premier and organized an 800 person 

rally on the lawn of the legislature just days after Ted Hughes' findings.15 

The proverbial straw for the Toths came in the subsequent leadership 

convention when Rita Johnston took over the party and declared it to be pro-choice with 

regards to the abortion issue. This left the Toths not simply without a party in which to 

be politically active. but without one for which they could even vote. Mrs. Toth 

describes it this way: 

"Rita Johnston, who became the leader, informed everybody the Social Credit Party was 
now pro-choice, and so we realized we didn't have a party anymore, because it is a 
position of conscience, itfs a disqualifymg issue for us, if someone doesn't think there is 
anything wrong with abortion, then we can't vote for hem, and we knew we had no 
one we could vote for, since the other parties had stated their party positions on the 
abortion issue and they al1 had the sarne position." 

The risk alienating Socred religious conservatives posed for the party was not 

lost on the new Socred leadership, nor was their importance to the party. Rita Johnston 

and former Socred caucus chair Nick Loenen both appealed to Socreds like the Toths to 

stay the course with the party because they recognized that 

"Under Vander Zalm, the Socreds rallied strong Christian support for the party 
the likes of which had not been seen since the early 1970s, when WAC Bennett invoked 
higher powers in the battle against the godless socialists. Pnor to the 1986 election, 
Vander Zalm's proud declaration of faith drew no fewer than 11 potential Socred 
candidates from the ranks of serious Christian~."~~ 



For the Toths however, it was a hollow appeal. The party which they had actively 

supported for more than five years had betrayed their friend, denied its Christian 

foundations and abandoned any moral concem for pre-natal life; it had becorne secular, 

humanist, and vulgarly opportunistic. For the true religious conservatives of the 

province the road to Damascus no longer wound through the Social Credit Party of BC. 

In fact, Mrs. Toth may have made a prophetic comment during the debate over 

the Chnstianity clause when she said that "the roots of the Social Credit party are 

Christian. . . . [when she and her family iived in Alberta] . . . we saw the Social Credit 

party die in one election, and it was after they removed the Christianity clause."17 This 

is a position the Toths hold today regarding the disintegration of the BC Socred party, 

although it is a matter of sorne speculation as to whether the collapse of the Socreds was 

primarily a result of the party losing the support of its Christian constituency. Some 

members concur with the Toths: "The rock solid base of the party was the Christian 

element and when that left ... there was nothing left for the party. That is why the 

Social Credit Party collapsed." However, there are those, like Mr. Vander Zalm who 

remain doubtful about such a unilateral explanation: 

"1 think that Social Credit did not have an exposé [sic] on Christian members, but many 
of the more consenrative Christians probably felt more at home with Social Credit 
where they couid mix and mingle with people of sirnilar minds, than they would with 
another party. If that one issue alone, because it became so controversial towards the 
end within Social Credit, had turned off al1 Christianç and caused the collapse of Social 
Credit and the formation and growth of other parties, then the FCP first of all, and 
Reform secondly should have been much more the beneficiary of that than they were. 1 
don't think the Christian comrnunity is nearly as cohesive as some of the other 
identifiable comrnunities within society as it affects politics." 

Nonetheless, the 1991 general election relegated the Socreds to third party 

standing as they won just seven legislative seats, and in 1996 they were vimtally wiped 

off the political map in BC as they failed to win a single seat and received less than two 
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percent of the popular vote.18 Unlike previous conventions that were heavily attended, 

the 1994 convention was attended by only 254 delegates and only 1,919 of 36 000 

members cast a ballot as Lany Cillanders became the new leader of the nearly defunct 

party. Ironically, a Socred Women's Auxiliary luncheon honouring Mr. Vander Zalm 

drew more attention than the actual convention. Concerning the lack of interest in the 

convention, Vander Zalm said that 

"There are still an awful lot of people out there that would like to support Social Credit. 
But they might feel more at home with Reform or Family Coalition, now that the 
Socreds want to become more like where the Liberals are a t 3 9  

Currentl y Social Credi t executives are attemp ting to revi talize the party through 

participation in the newly fomed Enterprise League of British Columbia, which is 

attempting to rebuild the province's once solid right-wing bloc by bringing together the 

numerous conservative parties which emerged after the collapse of Social Credit. The 

newest Socred leader, Ken Endean, has also entertained changing the name of the party 

in an attempt to remedy the splintered right-wing vote which many conservatives feel 

allowed the NDP to win the 1996 general election.20 Grace McCarthy is another 

supporter of forming such a bloc: "If that doesn't happen in the next three or four years 

... we could repeat history" and Liberal and Reform party executives have once again 

begun discussions on a merging of the parties? As for the FCP, Mrs. Toth was invited 

and attended the initial meeting of the Enterprise League. The party she says is not 

opposed to such a coalition, but for the FCP to join, any new party must accept their two 

founding principles, something she feels at this point is most unlikely. 



"What the heck, whv don't we iust do it": A New PoIitical Pa& is Born 

There is a certain odd symmetry between celebrations surrounding Easter and 

the rise of the FCP. Christian, pro-life sentiments had been killed off in the Social Credit 

Party once Vander Zalm had stepped down and Rita Johnston had become interim 

Premier, but they were resurrected soon after Easter 1991 when Kathleen and Mark Toth 

first sat down at a kitchen table with two other relatives and one friend to discuss the 

potential of f o d n g  their own political party. The initial discussion was largely the 

product of the frustration the Toths felt over the tumultuous year they had just 

experïenced with the Socreds and a casual remark made by a relative that they should 

consider torming their own party. The Toths had heard that a pro-life/pro-family party 

had formed in Ontario several years earlier for reasons identical to their own plight - 

with no party supporting a position guaranteeing the inalienable right to life there was 

no place to cast their vote. Mrs. Toth remembers that 

"Mark and 1 discussed forming another Party, well we have to have ten thousand 
signatures, that lets us off the hook, we had no responsibility to do that, because 
although there may be other people who feel like we do, we felt if we could do 
something that was within o u  expertise, we wodd but we didn't feel obliged to go to 
those lengths. When we inquired with BC Elections and found out they only needed 
five signatures, a non-profit society needed five directors and that would be the 
beginning of the political party, we felt we didn't have an excuse not to try and the FCP 
was fomed." 

After several initial meetings, making inquiries to the Ontario Family Coalition Party, 

and working out the specific details required to register and operate a political party in 

BC, the Toths tumed in their Socred memberships and prepared to launch the FCP in 

British Columbia. 

The Toths acknowledge that the sanctity of life issue was the paramount impetus 

for the party's formation, but certainly the removal of the Christianity clause from the 
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Socred constitution was nearly as significant. Alec Marshall, one of the original five and 

the party's first treasurer observed that "Midiael Levy, he was the impetus for the FCP 

because Mark and Kathleen felt so fmstrated about the issue of Christian values. 

Without him there wouldn't be an FCP." For the Toths, there was an inevitable 

connectedness between the two, because as Mrs. Toth puts it, with the removal of the 

Christianity clause "we codd see it beginning to disintegrate, we felt if the Christian 

principles were gone then it wouldn't be long before the rest of it fell." Mr. Toth views 

these events more as a catalyst, given their long activist history for the pro-iife cause. 

Having run in Edmonton as a pro-life Liberal during the 1979 federal election and 

having been active trying to pass pro-life legislation within the Alberta Social Credit 

Party, Mr. Toth believes that their "impetus to form this party was forming al1 the time, 

maybe unconsciously." After finding out that the BC Electiow Act only required five 

signatures to establish a board of directors for a political party, they decided "what the 

heck, why don't we just do it?" 

Having no expenence in the development and workings of a political party 

constitution, the Toths approached the executive of the Ontario FCP about the 

possibility of using theirs as the foundation for their party. The Ontario party executive 

agreed on the condition that the Toths use the name "Family Coalition Party." The 

Toths did not care for the name, but needing the constitution, agreed and after some 

rninor modifications to it, had the FCP's first constitution." To acquire the necessary 

five signatures to register the party, the Toths attended a pro-life convention and 

gathered twenty-one signatures for the party's first board of directors. Among this 

pioneering group were Dr. Walter Kazun, who had served as President of the Canadian 

Physicians for Life, Cecilia Von Dehn, a prominent pro-life activist who owns the 
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private residence known as Gianna house beside the Everywoman's Health Chic, and 

Paul Formby, the lawyer who recently defended Vancouver abortion protester Maurice 

Lewis. On June 25, 1991 the party was officiaily registered with BC Electiow as the 

soaety known as the Family Coalition Party of British Columbia. 

In British Columbia, the FCP is as Mr. Toth describes it "a new kind of party 

because of strong pro-life, pro-family principles. . . . to my knowledge . . . there has never 

been a party whose main principles are pro-life, pro-farnily. That may be unpopular but 

1 believe it will be a torch." Despite the recognition of the unpopularity or political 

incorrectness of taking an inviolable pro-life stand, the Toths drew a hard line: 

"There is always someone within the group who would Say 'maybe we should 
downgrade the abortion issue' so we could get elected. But the basis of our party was 
the sanctity of life. We wanted that up  front, even if not politically wise (sic]. We also 
felt strongly that family was suffering and we wanted to have that up front as well. ... 
We have to protect the traditional family, male and female. Sometimes families have 
problems but the family is the source of humanity and that is where our greatest 
problem was derived from, the breakdown of the famüy." 

The Toths did however, deliberately steer the party away from one potentially 

contentious issue. There is no mention of Christianity, God, or Christian principles in 

the party's constitution. As Mr. Toth describes it, they spoke to a number of their 

friends and advisors, including Mr. Vander Zalm and a number of clergy about this 

issue but were strongly advised not to "even mention the God thing, just do the 

Christian thing. Therefore we didn't mention God in our constitution but based the 

principles on Judeao-Christian principles." It is a strategy however, which has been 

only marginally successfui. While most of the membership agree that it is not overtly 

Christian like the Christian Heritage Party, they do view it as religious in its guiding 

principles and membership makeup. The most cornmon response among the 

membership is that 'itfs not a religious party per se but a moral party, and religious 
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people tend to join it.' Although the party has been stnictured to deflect the image of 

being part of the Christian Right and there are deliberate attempts by the executive to 

downplay this ideological character, their policy positions and political rhetonc make 

one conclusion inescapable: The FCP is a religious conservative party whose policies 

resonate strongly with the pro-farnily, Christian Right movements in the US and other 

parts of Canada. Keynote speakers for the party's h u a 1  General Meetings stand as 

testament to an ideological intimacy. Among them have been Don PenneIl, Leader of 

the FCP in Ontario, federal Reform Party ideologue William Gairdner, and ex-Premier 

of Saskatchewan Grant Devine. 

Abortion, Euthanasia, Reproductive Technology 

The importance of the pro-life position to the FCP membership has become self- 

evident to this point. As far as the Toths and the FCP membership are concerned, when 

the sanctity of life is defended, it becomes the comerstone upon which every other 

social issue and government policy naturally builds. Mrs. Toth remarked that when you 

have addressed the pro-life issue and "when that one is right, the other ones fa11 into 

place." Another long time executive member put it like this: "number one is to defend 

the sanctity and right to life. Without life, nothing else matters, it doesn't matter if you 

get an education, if we deny life we deny everything." For the FCP, the sociomoral 

issues facing modem society must be given prionty over econornic considerations. Bill 

Çtilwell, another long time FCP member believes that 

"We can address economic issues just as well as anybody else c m  but it is the moral 
issues that have to be addressed. The fundamental underlying causes of what is 
happening to our society today and we try to address those issues and direct them from 
the perspective of the farnily. So it started from the pro-life thing and becomes more 
encompassing ." 



It becomes unremarkable then, that the second stated purpose of the FCP in their 

constitution, after holding political office, is "2(b) To enact laws and policies which 

recognize the right to life of every innocent human being from conception to natural 

death." 

For the general membership, this clause is what makes the FCP a safehaven for 

their vote. A great many of the membership have admitted to spoiling their ballot or 

simply not voting during provincial elections because there was no pro-life party which 

they could support. Deeply committed to their pro-life beliefs, members have said 

things like, "yeah, I wasted my vote, I admit it. 1 feel consaence bound not to vote for 

someone 1 cannot respect morally or ethically and so I go in there and I spoil my ballot." 

It has also resulted in a membership concentrated with long time pro-life activists. 

Apart from the notable activists on the initial board of directors, Mrs. Toth herself was 

national president of Campaign Life Canada for four years in the late 1970s and early 

1980s, Heather Stilwell has been national president for Alliance for Life, Gerhard 

Herwig, a long serving FCP executive member and election candidate, has been heavily 

involved with pro-life activities in the province, and past presidents of Birthright are 

also members of the party. The single biggest disappointment for the party though, is 

that more pro-life supporters have not joined the party. Estimates put the pro-life 

community at roughly 20,000 in the province, but with a membership of less than one 

thousand clearly this community has not fully embraced the FCP. 

Politically, the FCP have constructed their policies and activities to reflect their 

staunch pro-life position. Their health care policy states that the party would 

"Discontinue government funding of abortions, gants to abortion clinics, condoms and 
syringe programs, invitro fertilization, sterilization, fetal transplants, fetal 
expenmentation programs and euthanasia. Support grants for needy pregnant mothers 



and their babies, early pre-natal counseling about alcohol, dmgs and poor nutrition so 
as to decrease the number of premature births and low birth-weight babies." 

They also hold an "opposition to the replacement of elected hospital boards by 

government appointed regional community heal th boards. "23 Additionally, they 

support the implementation of a conscience clause for health care workers which would 

protect them from penalty should they refuse to perform or assist with a procedure they 

may h d  "morally rep~gnant."2~ The party has also publidy opposed the availability of 

the 'moming after pill' at regional health units, and Bill 48, the so-called 'bubble zone' 

legislation, which prevents pro-life protesters from coming within fifty metres of what 

they have termed the "Everywoman's Abor t~ary ."~~ 

The most significant activism the FCP has engaged in conceming abortion came 

in the spnng of 1992 when the party opposed the $1 million dollars allotted to twenty 

eight women's centres in the province by the N D F 6  It took the form of the party 

collecting 6,100 signatures in an attempt to force the government to hold a referendum 

on the public funding of abortion under the new Initiative, Referendum and Recall 

Act.27 Despite being unsuccessful, the party continued to collect upwards of 10,000 

signatures from which they could mount another attempt in the future? 

During the 1996 provincial election, candidates campaigned on the pro-life issue 

and in two instances highlighted the pro-life position of the party in potentially 

confrontational fashion. In the Vancouver-Kensington riding Mark Toth placed a sign 

on the lawn of Gianna House which read "Your taxes pay for killing unbom babies next 

door. The Family Coalition Party would stop such funding. In Vancouver-Kensington 

vote for Mark T~th ."*~ In the nding of Nelson-Creston, candidate Brian Zachanas had a 

4x8 foot sign made for the back of his pickup truck which read "Elect Brian Zacharias. 



The Family Coalition Party of B.C. Homosexuality and Abortion are agaiwt God and 

Nature. Take a Stand. Love Tells the Truth." In general tenw though, the abortion 

issue rarely emerged as controversial during campaign activities and all-candidates 

meetings. For the most part, the FCP appeared to be naturally recognized as the pro-life 

party in the province but were not attacked or supported for that position. During an 

al1 candidates meeting in the West Vancouver - Capilano riding for instance, candidate 

Jim Kelly fielded a question from the floor trom a lady who identified him as the "Right 

to Life Party," despite abortion not once being mentioned during the debate, and 

proceeded to ask a question about educati0n.3~ 

Similar to the pro-life movement in general, the FCP recognizes the pro-life issue 

as including euthanasia and matters concerning reproductive technology, but have not 

been particularly active in opposing them or promoting the party along this expanded 

platform. in identifymg respect for life as the ovemding principle of the FCP, Mrs. Toth 

comrnented that "its not only abortion but euthanasia, bioengineering, experïmental 

embryology and that" and on the party's Intemet website it is stated that "the Farnily 

Coalition Party opposes in-vitro fertilization, artificial insemination, fetal transplants, 

cloning and other ktal experiment programs, embryo and gamete cryogenesis, 

surrogate motherhood and abortion." Yet in the last eighteen months between 

executive meetings, annual general meetings and all-candidate meetings, the topic of 

euthanasia has not once arisen. niere has recently been some preliminary contact 

between the FCP and the newly formed Euthanasia Prevention Coalition, but at this 

point it appears cursory and informational rather than associative. 

The membership does appear to u n i f o d y  oppose euthanasia as it does 

abortion, but this does not extend to matters of reproductive technology. There is a 
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certain moral horror reflected in members comments about some of the more extreme of 

these technologies, but there does exist a range of opinions regarding its acceptability: 

'Tm not quite sure of the full impact of it. ... frozen embryos in Britain, frozen and 
destroyed, don't like that and manipulating genes is no good but using an artificial way 
for a man and wife to conceive is good. God has given us the technology to use but we 
have to use it well and not abuse it." 

"1 thùik any of that meddling in procreation is absolutely agaùlst God's will and anyone 
who promotes it or does it, well, unless they change their ways will be condernned to 
hell. It's just not an acceptable part of Our society." 

"Bad, bad, it's caused more trouble than anything else." 

"1 know there are many pro-lifers who feel invitro's okay to help a couple conceive but 1 
feel medical science has used experimentation in the stream of Life to the point that it is 
creating some kind of monster. Its like some things you think are good because this 
couple wanted a baby so badly, so it must be good, but at the same time they're doing 
al1 that experimenting, treating Life as if it were a toy." 

These statements betray a conflict for the pro-family membership of the FCP. 

While such technologies could be used to strengthen the traditional farnily, they teeter 

on a humanist slippery slope which could be, and will likely be, they believe, 

devastating to the family. Like al1 the concerns of pro-family activists, reproductive 

technologies do not exist in isolation from other sociomoral problems that are viewed as 

destructive to the family. There is an intercoiutectedness between al1 of them. The FCP 

believe for instance, that resticting abortions and promoting opportunities for mothers 

to carry to term for instance, would diminish adoption waiting lists and reduce the 

demand for such technologies. Conversely, expanding reproductive technologies such 

as the birth control pi11 can have damaging social and familial effects. As one member 

put it, when the pi11 was "one of the up and corning things, STD's spread like wildfire 

and when women went on the pi11 they becarne promiscuousf what feminists called 

sexually active." Another member commented that these technologies allow 



"unrnamed woman or lesbian couples to have artifiaal insemination, whidi is 

appalling because you are deliberately denying that child a bther." More than any 

other concern about this issue for FCP members however, is that artificial methods of 

procreation prornote the idea of children being a right and a commodity rather than a 

gift, which in tum cheapens life and devalues the role of the haditional family. 

Gay Rights 

A more serious and irnrnediate threat to the devaluation and destruction of the 

farnily is, for the FCP, to be found in the arena of gay rights. The prospect of gay 

couples adopting diildren and demanding equal status with mamed heterosexual 

couples is viewed with egregious and moral disdain. One member sees it as an 

"illogical statement that you c m  have gay mamage. They can't produce offspring, it is 

a falsehood, it is a sham." Such opinions are heavily in the majority among FCP 

members and bom out of a position that homosexuality is unnatural, unhealthy, against 

God's will and detrimental to the general social well being: 

"If you're going to accept God's laws which I feel a civilization that will prosper will do, 
then homosexuality is against the laws of God and nature and when we ignore those 
laws it is to our detriment . . . when the govemment makes a day of it and fusses over it, 
gives it special status, then the govemment is going along a Sodom and Gomorra path." 

"We're al1 fallen creatures ... we inhented certain tendencies and faults or evil 
inclinations if you like and each of us is saddled with those imperfections and one of 
these is homosexual tendenues, so it's a cross, an imperfection that becomes so 
powerful and they don? necessarily see what they're doing is wrong. So first of al1 its 
spiritually destructive, then physically destructive, obviously it's Aids which is killing 
the homosexuals." 

"1 don? see why they should have more rights . . . They're not producing any kids, quite 
the opposite, they contribute nothing to the family. I can't think of sodomy doing one 
bit of good for anyone except satisfymg someone's pleasure ... If they contributed 
something it would be different but they contribute nothing." 



Characteristic of social  conservative thought though, is the presence of a tension 

between such vehement opposition to homosexuality and the recognition that the gay 

community may indeed require some kind of assistance or protection. One member 

captures this tension by reflecting that the mention of gay rights 

"Brings up antagonistic, hostile thoughts that are wrong and judgmental. For example, 
when 1 W of homosexuals as teachers, dentists, doctors and preparing food I get 
upset. But they're God's diildren just like yourself and deserve support, but 1 don? 
think they should be singled out for speaal rightç. But 1 do think they need protection 
from people like me who may be hostile or judgmental." 

There are also those within the party who take a far more liberal tack towards gay rights 

although they correctly observe that they are in the rninority: 

"1 think the party sees them as helping to destroy the family, but I'm not opposed to gay 
rights. I t  is an issue that should be Ieft up to the courts to decide. There's no excuse for 
violence, for prohibition from teaching and things like that. 1 don? know if kids should 
be taught those lifestyles in the school though. Probably I'm the odd one out here." 

Politically, these opinions highlight the two particular oppositions that the FCP 

holds regarding homosexuality. The first is their status as a special interest group which 

grants them apparent preferential heatment under the Human Rights Act as well as 

providing them with government funding to promote their cause. This is broadly 

reflected in one of the party's finance policies which states that "the Family Coalition 

Party opposes grants to special interest groups." Members tend to see no reason why 

this group should receive any social right or privilege beyond the average citizen. One 

member commented that "when it boils down to it, one percent, although they'd Say 

more, are homosexual and that blows me away because for one percent the amolrnt of 

rights and privileges is amazing." Another said "gay rights, they're damaging. It's 

ridiculous to talk about them because they have the same rights as anyone else." 



In 1994, the party presented a bnef to the BC Human Rights Review opposing 

the NDP government's proposal to recognize same sex unions as legally equivalent to 

heterosexual The opposition was based on the infertility of the same sex 

mion and the party's position that mamage, the legal union between a man and 

woman, has as its pnmary purpose the procreating and raising of children. From this 

position, granting legal status to same sex couples becomes a special right because 

"homosexual and lesbian couples do not suffer discrimination when society niles they 

are ineligible to adopt children. They have chosen a lifestyle which makes h e m  

ineligible."32 The party is also opposed to Human Rights Amendment Acts Bill 32 and 

33 because it is believed that these Acts will unduly restrict freedom of speech and thus 

the party's opportunity to voice a dissenthg view about homosexuality, particularly 

during election times.33 In this instance, there is a general sentiment within the party 

that the govemment has elevated, through such protective measures, the rights of 

certain special interest groups over those of others, particularly religious 

conserva tives.34 

The second opposition carries more weight with the members because of the 

grave implications they see it having for haditional families. The right of gays to be 

parents, be it  through lesbians becoming artificially inseminated or gays adopting, is 

stridently reviled by the party. in the party's 1996 election brochures, it was stated that 

"we oppose: the adoption of infants and children by homosexuals" and in one 

constituency a newsletter was distributed which included excerpts from William 

Gairdner's War Agninst the Family under the heading "The Radical Homosexuals 

Agenda," which was used to buttress the party's opposition to adoption by gays. The 

party took an active role in attempüng to prevent the change to the adoption act which 
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would permit gays to adopt by circulating a petition againçt it throughout churches in 

the pr0vince.~5 Nonetheless, the Act passed and was reported in an FCP newsletter: 

"The worst has happened by Order in Council! On Feb. 1T" we leamed that the NDP 
govemment has secretly changed the Adoption Act to allow same sex couples the same 
opportunity as heterosexual couples to adopt ~h i id ren . "~~  

Management of the party's position against homosexuality was handled in a 

number of ways by FCP candidates during the last provincial election. Most made Little 

or no reference to gay rights although one candidate did, in their opening comments 

during a Rogers Cable all-candidates meeting, Say that 

"Govemment increasingly is undermining traditional values. They redefined the family 
and extended same sex spousal benefits to al1 prov. Gov. [sic] employees and the NDP 
also amended the adoption-act to allow Homosexuals to adopt infants and children 
[sic]. ... The traditional mamage based family is under attack to a large extent through 
Gov. policies [sic] ." (emphasis in original). 

Two candidates however, chose a shategy which deliberately highlighted the party's 

position. Brian Zacharias, the Nelson-Creston candidate, had the earlier mentioned 4x8 

foot sign proclaiming "Homosexuality and Abortion are against God and Nature." The 

sign, which he acknowledged was a "very bold statement to make," resulted in a visit 

from Alan Dutton, director of the Canadian Anti-Racist Education and Research society. 

Unsure as to whether the visit was official (the two have h o w n  each other for many 

years), Mr. Zacharias nonetheless assumed someone had registered a cornplaint against 

the sign3' John Krell meanwhile, running in Comox Valley, created a political firestorm 

and ended up on the front page of the local paper by claiming during an al1 candidates 

meeting at the local high sdiool that homosexuals should be discriminated against.38 

He was quoted in the paper as saying that 

"Homosexuality should still be discriminated agaiwt, the homosexuals need help. You 
do not help a person by affinning h e m  in their lifestyle. You need to help them get out 
and there are ways out. Their lifestyle choice is wrong, has always been wrong, will 
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always be wrong. Theyfre not foilowing what The Designer says, and they'll suffer for 
it. So will we if we legitimize it."" 

The comment resulted in a scathing local editonal which said Krell's statement 

was "nothing less than promotion of hate" and apparently a sound booing of the 

candidate by students in the audience? There was also the threat of legal action under 

Bill 33 by a local gay rights group, but this was never pursued. Despite this fervent 

response, Dr. Krell remains unrepentant, believing that the only way to restore 

traditional values in society is to "get the truth out and give them an honest choice."41 

This is a position reflective of the FCP's stalwart cornmitment to restoration of 

traditional sociomoral values that support the traditional family regardless of how they 

are labeled or viewed by secular rnainstream society. 

The Public Educa tion System 

The FCP regard the public schools in BC as one of the prime institutions which 

have been utilized by the state and special interest groups to promote a secular 

humanist agenda for society. Traditional family values and parental authority, they 

believe, are undennuied and slowly destroyed by a humanist curriculum that 

indochinates students with visions of altemate lifestyles, medical freedom of choice and 

selfish liberal attitudes. Spawned from this program is a generation of young people 

with no respect for authority or tradition, pursuing a hedonistic path of immediate 

gratification, who will ultimately become lost souk, spiritually and morally bankrup t. 

A typical membership view of the problem with education today contends that 

"we can see today the deterioration of the family. Through the education system its 
underrnined, the increase in homosexuality, condom machines in the high schools and 
most of al1 the trust between the children and the parents. It's very subtle. 1 had never 
heard of a counselor when I was in school. How did we manage without hem? The 
school and cowelors  are taking over the role of the family." 



This usurpation of familial and parental authority by a public body is what most 

concerns the FCP because they view it as stripping away a parent's ability and right to 

raise their child according to their moral code of choice. Some members blame this 

trend not only on the Ministry of Education, but also on the British Columbia Teacher's 

Federation (BCTF): 

"1 guess in my opinion one of the biggest things wrong with education in BC is the 
Teacher's Federation has got so powerful the tail is wagging the dog. Instead of us 
telling them what we want, it's the other way round. It's time we got them back into the 
position of servant, not master." 

"One of the foulest and most corrupt unions we have is the KTF, not teachers, but the 
BCTF because they are totally run by radical people, the radical element of the teaching 
profession . .. 1 know they have taken a leading role in promoting the destruction of 
education in BC." 

The party's educational policies indicate that they believe the remedy for this eroding 

educational system lies pnmarily in returning control to parents by abandoning the 

practice of block funding and adopting a voucher system: 

"Support for education voucher; . . . require accountability of trustees, teachers and 
bureaucrats to taxpayers and parents; funding for Independent schools be increased to 
meet public levels without any m e r  government control being imposed. (1992) ... 
Encourage the establishment of parental choice schools (1994)." 

In 1992, the party submitted a position paper to the government supporthg a 

voucher system for education funding and recommending the "govemment of British 

Columbia establish a pilot program in several B.C. school districts where the 

Voucher/Choice system c m  be evaluated."* A voucher system, the party believes, 

would achieve the objectives of giving parents increased control over their duldren's 

education by allowing them to apportion the voucher at a school or in a district of their 

choice. At one executive meeting it was noted that the "whole concept of block hinding 

is wrong because it sends the message that someone else is paying the bill and it's left so 
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no one is accountable. We need smailer districts and more [school] board 

accountability." The necessity of increasing control through such decentralization was 

remarked on by Heather Stilwell during an all-candidates meeting last year: 

"1 think that we have to take a really big step badcwards and ask ourselves what we're 
doing with education hinding in the whole province . . . 1 find as a parent the big brother 
attitude [of the government] so distressing. They're going to detide how schoolboards 
are going to be nui, whose going to be allowed to go on strike, and they're going to 
make massive sweeping changes through the curriculum and none of the other party's 
care about curriculum. They'll talk about econoMcs but not curriculum. There's just 
been some mammoth dianges taking place in the Career and Persona1 Planning 
program that are invasive to the family and damaging to our children. This govemment 
has done no consulting on it. They've rammed it through without consulting the 
teachers or the parents. 1 think it's a disgrace."43 

A voucher system would not only aid in diminishing this centralized control and 

retum it to the local level, but would also achieve a second objective. It wouid introduce 

a market dynamic to the system, thereby, it is argued, increasing the quality of public 

education in BC. One mernber commented that "it's an oxymoron to Say you must 

protect quality education when there's no quality to protect." Jim Kelly, the candidate 

in West Vancouver - Capilano, gave a synopsis of the party's overall view on educa tion 

hinding during an al1 candidates meeting when he said "throwing money at the system 

won't help, we need to give parents choice and we need to increase competition in the 

schools to increase quality . "4 

The second major element of the FCP's education policy is equally important to 

its membership. As it is written in the partyfs Intemet website, the FCP supports 

"vouchers, Charter schools or other parental choices for educating their diildren within 

the public school system [and] should be available to parents who are taxpayers." 

Support among the membership for this position on the home and traditional school 

movement is strong and active. As early as the 1970s the Toths were involved with the 



attempt to gain funding for independent schools in the province from WAC Bennett's 

government.45 More recently, Heather Stilwell was the driving force behind the 

founding of the haditional elementary school in Surrey which opened in 1994 and has 

been playing a supportive role in the atternpts to get a traditional high school approved 

for the district.46 She has also just won her second term on the Surrey schoolboard. 

Running on a platform of parental choice and fiscal responsibility she took the second 

highest vote total on a conservative dorninated boards4' Mrs. Stilwell considers this 

type of local involvement and activism as crucial to the overall pro-family movement 

because it provides activists with a direct avenue to the decision making processes that 

affect what goes on in the schools. She also sees it as 

"An absolutely perfect way to politicize parents. At the Surrey Electors Team meeting 
there were a hundred pro-lifers, about twenty-five from the traditional school, parents 
who have never done anything politically before but they see now how the schoolboard 
affects their life." 

Arguably the prime target for the political ire of FCP parents who become 

involved this way is the Career and Persona1 Planning program (CAPP) component of 

the education cumculum. It is considered by pro-family activists as a program that 

injects into students an ideology espousing familial structure plurality and relativist 

ideas of sexual orientation and moral conduct. One FCP member comrnented that with 

CAPP 

"you have al1 kinds of sex related programs being introduced which are very anti- 
traditional family. They are very promiscuous, encouragirtg programs that don? 
support the idea of chastity. That a child can have an abortion without parental 
knowledge, it's unbelievable the state wouid deprive the family of that right." 

The concerns about the program begin with what is taught as early as 

Kindergarten. In the Family Life Education component, one of the desired learning 

outcomes for Kindergarten and Grade 1 students is the ability to "identify a variety of 
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rnodels for family organization," an objective viewed by the FCP as tacitly underminhg 

the rightful supremacy of the traditional family structure.* There is also strong 

opposition to what the FCP view as an unrightful intrusion into familial pnvacy under 

the Collecting Information component of the program. Here, students are to compile 

persona1 information including parent's names, incornes, occupations, and the family's 

religion and beliefs. This falls under evaluating and teaching the Grade 11/12 student 

on how to "use their Student Learning Plans as tools to record, analyze, and evaluate 

their short-term and long-term education, career, and persona1 goals."49 Particdarly 

objectionable to FCP parents is that this information is restricted from parent's scrutiny 

because the Education Ministry considers it privileged and to be shared only between 

the student and the school. Additionally, this component supplies senior students with 

information on how to "access and use resources than cm support their efforts to cany 

out their plans [and] access services and technologica1 resources that can help them 

carry out their plans."50 To the fury of the FCP, this includes access to information 

about abortion and related services which students can pursue without parental 

knowledge or per~nission.~* 

Perhaps the most morally objectionable part of CAPP for the FCP is its teachùigs 

on sexuality. In Grades 11 and 12 students are to "examine the impact of lifestyle 

choices on the social, physical, and environmental aspects of their persona1 lives [and] 

demonstrate a knowledge of key lifestyle practices associated with the prevention of 

EUV/AIDS, sexually transmitted diseases, and other communicable diseases."52 In order 

to make such an informed evaluation, students are presented with information on 

homosexuality, use of birth control and safe sex practices. One member's view of this is 

that 
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"A certain amount [of sex education] is necessary but there is a lot of it that is going 
beyond what is necessary to know about sex. They go completely overboard in what 
they teach. For example, that there are different lifestyles, like man/man and 
woman/woman relations and this sort of stupidity. in other words the school has lost 
its sense of morality." 

An FCP newsletter distributed during the 1996 provinaal election highlighted some 

specific objections the party has regarding the program when it reported that 

"The students in the Grade 10 CAPP (career and persona1 planning) class at Trail's 
Lloyd Crowe Secondary School is composed of 15-year olds. A representative of the 
Aids network asked the students to tell hm as many vulgarities for sex that they codd 
think of. These he listed on the blackboard. Later he would hand out a multiple choice 
questionnaire [sic] called '20 questions about life or death ... "What kind of lubricants 
are OK to use with condoms? .. - " As class ended, he handed out condoms to al1 the 
students and a toll-free number for the Vancouver Gay and Lesbian Centre. What 
happened at Trail is part of a province-wide trend. In Courtenay, the Aids Coalition 
hands out matenal at Vanier Senior Secondary, that included a pamphlet called "a 
brochure on young men questioning their sexuality" . . . and a condo& fact sheet that 
included tips to help the sensation during sex."53 

It is the graphic nature of these types of discussions, accompanied by what is 

viewed as the active promotion of homosexuality in the schools that so disturbs the FCP 

because as one member commented, "the homosexual movernent is very hateful. They 

are not really willing to be like you, they want the regular folk to Say it's OK, and they 

want Our children, and as the state gets more and more interfenng it becomes more and 

more easy to get our children." Officially, the party has stated that 

"It is understandable that there are parents who object to schools promoting 
homosexuality simply as an altemate life-style ... These parents feel that sexual 
orientation protected by Law infringes upon their innate human right to teach their 
children how to live moral lives within the framework of their value system. Schools 
which teach that homosexuality is equally acceptable as heterosexuality are 
contradicting the lessow taught in the home. This is indeed a violation of parental 
responsibili ty."" 

The gravity with which the party and its members view the implications of the 

CAPP program on parental authority is evidenced by one member's launchhg of a 

class-action suit against the govemment over the mandatory nature of the program. 
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Cheryl Howard, an FCP member in Courtenay, had her daughter withdrawn from the 

CAPP program after disagreeing with its components. This resulted in the local school 

board informirtg the family that their daughter would not graduate because she had not 

completed the program. Unsuccessful with attempts to have the board reverse its 

decision, the family has taken legal action against the board and formed "The B.C. 

Parent Coalition" in an attempt to have the CAPP program stripped of its mandatory 

status.55 In a letter tc the Howards, the party has expressed full support and 

endorsement of their actions. 

Two imrnediate issues facing the public education system in BC are also matters 

of concem to the FCP. The increasing pressure English as Second Language (ESL) 

students are placing on the resources of the education system has led the party to 

oppose public h d i n g  of ESL classes.56 There is general consensus among the 

membership that the poorest immigrants should receive free ESL training but that the 

majority of new Canadians are well able to afford the costs associated with language 

training and as such should bear this burden and not simply expect state support. 

Moreover, in the supporting statement to the 1995 resolution on this issue, the party 

s ta ted tha t 

"In Vancouver, ESL students make up 48% of the school population, in Richmond 39% 
of students need ESL. Of the 52.Soh of kindergarten students who require ESL help, 78% 
were born in Canada" (emphasis in the origina1).57 

The inference that the existence of the program itself contributes to a laziness among 

first generation immigrants in teadiing their children English leads to a general 

conclusion among the membership that people have abrogated persona1 responsibility 

for themselves to the state. With fewer govemment posts to lean on, it is argued that 

people will become more self-reliant and assume a more independent posture. 



There is also the BCTF's confrontational Resolution 102 which has just passed 

with a mandate to "create a program to eliminate homophobia and heterosexism within 

the B.C. public school system."58 Beyond the FCP's opposition, there is also a strong 

groundswell of opposition by parents because as one teadier who opposes the 

resolution said, "What we are doing here is teaching that homosexuality is normal, 

nahiral and acceptable ... The difficulty in that is that we are teaching a value."59 After 

opposing the Resolution in a local Coquitlam paper, the party sent an official letter of 

dissent to the Coquitlam School Board at the request of several local parenk60 For the 

FCP, this is another example of the overwhelming influence secular hurnanisrn is 

having on the public education system and the destructive forces it promotes to ruin the 

traditional family. 

Feminism 

Whereas the danger of a proliferating homosexual agenda in BC schools and 

popular society lies in a discursive psycho-sexual shift towards accepting aberrant 

lifestyles and farnily structures, ferninism stalks the family's psycho-cultural character. 

The FCP membership can find very little of value in feminism other than the partial 

remedying of wage inequities and blatant workplace discrimination. By and large they 

argue that feminists have denied the natural capacity and role of women as caregivers 

and nurturers in their attempts to strip away the cultural differences between men and 

women. The result has been the devaluation and delegitimation of the roles of mother 

and homemaker. Members argue that motherhood, like any other job, is a legitimate 

professional choice for women, and one far more noble and self-sacrificing than 

entering the general workforce. By denigrating women's natural role in this career, 



feminists have hurt not only themselves, but in general, ail women and families by 

creating a culture that frowns in disappointment at the stay-at-home mother and 

valorizes the working woman and alternate family stnictures. 

Feminism has "done a great deal of harm to the farniiy" says one member, 

"lt has denigrated the influence of fathers. Children need fathers and mothers and by 
their movement towards empowering themselves, to have power over themselves and 
over the male hierarchy they have damaged the influence of men and women. They 
have promoted the idea that there is no difference between men and women, and there 
is a difference between the male and female. When you try and combine those two and 
Say that they are exactly equal they can do what the other one does, 1 think it wreaks 
havoc to the onginal intent of the creator." 

Another member concurs with this view that feminists have "done a lot of harm. They 

didn't mean to do it, but they did. Basically what they did to the wornan who decided 

to stay home and be a wife and mother, they looked down on her - she was nothing and 

that's what upset me more than anything." Others have said that "if you are a mother, 

stay at home and raise kids, it's not viewed as positive." Like their views on gay rights, 

the membership's opinion of feminism travels a spectrum from this kind of soft 

negativism to a more malignant view where ferninism has created for the farnily 

"absolute devastation because they have denied the reality of the role of the nature of 
women. They want to make men out of women. . . . 1 think in that regard they have been 
totally destructive to the family and destructive to children. This is another cause of the 
destruction of the family and leading to divorces as well [sic]. 1 know men at work 
whose wives have got up and out to discover themselves, ... have a big career, 
absolutely and totally destructive to the family and rather than one of sacrifice and 
work to raise a family it becomes one of self centredness, selfishness, pride and wanting 
to reverse the roles." 

At the darkest end, there is a sentiment reminiscent of some in the American Christian 

Right. A element in the FCP believes that feminism has "four stages: first is the 

women's liberation, then there is radical feminism, then lesbianism and then h a l l y  

witchcraft" and as another member pondered, "lesbiaw and feminism, I'm sure there's 



a comection there." Most members compartmentalize their views about feminism. 

separating its few positive aspects from the predominantly negative effects that "radical 

feminism" has had on the family. Yet such attempts at nomalizing their views fail to 

cast a large enough shadow to cloak the strong anti-feminist sentiment among FCP 

members. 

Politically, the FCP view feminists as another special interest group which feeds 

off govemment subsidies and grants to promote an anti-family agenda. Comments 

from members reflect a resentment that "they [feminist groups] get govemment money. 

our tax rnoney, sixty-five million dollars a year, . .. to spread their propaganda." The 

party has as a stated policy a goal to eliminate the Women's Equality Ministry: 

"Among ministries to be definitely dissolved would be the WOMEN'S EQUALITY 
MINISTRY and THE MINISTRY OF HUMAN RIGHTS AND 
MULTICULTURALISM."61 (emphasis in the onginai). 

Replacing the Women's Equality Ministry wodd be a Ministry of Families which would 

oversee and promote iegislation specific to the promotion of the traditional family. If 

the party met with opposition to the formation of this Ministry or development of such 

legislation. it "would not hesitate to invoke Çection #33 (the Ovemde Clause) of the 

Charter of Rights and Freedoms should a Charter challenge be initiated to prevent the 

enactrnent of legislation to protect the mamage-based. two parent fa mil^."^^ The party 

has taken the stance that abating the decay of the family in the face of these humanist 

movements demands these kind of strong legislative actions; actions that wouid 

assuredly result in vigourous opposition from gays and feminists. The likelihood of this 

reaction is anticipated by the membership with their suspicion that probably, as one 

member noted, "the feminists are very angry with us." 



The 'Crisis' of the Family 

It is the opinion of the FCP membership that somewhere along the path to 

material prosperity the farnily becarne subject to a process of social erosion that has left 

it teetering on the precipice of relativist oblivion. Members of the FCP are unsure 

precisely when or how this dismantling of society's institutional comerstone began, but 

they share a unanimous voice of concem for the future of society if The Family does not 

have its proper apical status restored. The displacement of The Farnily and its 

subsequent ideological dismantling is a product, or as a good number argue, the cause, 

of a sociomoral crisis in modem society. It is for some FCP members a crisis of faith, of 

"people trying to [ive without God" or "ladcing a sense of the belief in a creator, it is the 

position of a society that there is no such thing as right or wrong." For others it is the 

gradua1 dernise of concem for moral behaviour in a culture that covets monetary 

wealth: "The sense of being, the purpose to life is gone except to succeed financially" 

laments one member, while another thinks "we are wifhout morals, there is no right and 

wrong, and I blame a geai  deal of it on the education system." There is a sewe also 

that this is a global rather than localized problem of liberal attitudes sweeping 

democratic societies like BC, and that this is but the latest in a lineage of social crises for 

nations with a Christian heritage: 

"Everythingfs kind of global, it's not BC or Canada. A euthanasia law was passed in 
Australia last week. We have this decline of moral values, the attack on the family, its 
al1 wound together. We can't Say the government caused al1 this, there seems to be a 
worldwide agenda to destroy moral values with the family under attack. The Humanist 
and Materialist philosophy which has slowly taken hold of society, well, since the 
Second World War material things have become more important than values." 

"The state is taking over from the family. The family is losing its place. The state is 
pitting lamilies against each other, giving rights to one family over another. Its 
happening a11 over the world, do  everything for people and collect taxes to do it." 



"1 think its just a gradua1 change from one kind of mixed society to another kind of 
mixed society ... Believing in a faii, as Chrïstians do, we tend to sin and it manifests 
itself in different ways at different points in history. The issues c m  Vary between 
societies but they are only manifestations of the age old battle between God and the 
Devil." 

Many simply believe "the crisis is a complete and absolute fundamental 

breakdown of the farnily." Regardless though, of whether it is the cause or effect of the 

crisis, unanirnity exists among the FCP that The Family is in crisis and that this has 

genera ted the numerous social pathologies wi tnessed in society toda y. Ci ting rising 

rates of divorce, youth crime, single parenthood, poverty, abortions and high school 

dropouts, party members believe deeply in a healing process for soàety that centres on 

r e s t o ~ g  a sociomoral order that celebrates the power of The Family rather than the 

state. Members see a necessary and intimate relation between the roles of these two 

institutions, a relation that has corne to be disproportionately dominated by govemment 

in the past twenty-five years. In reflecting on this, one member said that "society is 

shaped by the two, a dynamic between families and the power structure, govemment 

and what not, and when the family is strong we need little govemment and get 

maximum freedom. " Another member sees tha t 

"there's a problem with families that we're û-ying to solve with govemment social 
programs. Once upon a time our society was stnictured on the presumption that people 
had a family to sustain them and the govemment would sustain widows and orphans 
or those who through tragedy had been left without family support. But implicit in this 
was that the farnily would sustain them and now that social contract isn't being 
executed. People are being taught to look for govemment social programs for their 
security and they're not being rewarded for their actions in their families." 

The challenge, believes the FCP, is to battie the social and psychoiogical forces 

which have created this crisis of state dependency and to beat back the creeping 

hurnanist and secular value system which underpins it. To adiieve this and restore to 

The Family its past social valor demands a committed effort to a process of long term 
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change along a number of persona1 and political paths. Individually, people must begin 

trying to "abide by some morals and spirituality and do good things for people and not 

be so swayed by the selfishness that seerns to be portrayed by soàety today." This 

includes restoring a faith in God such that Christian principles can guide not only 

persona1 and family lives, but the life of the public body as a whole. Socially, purveyors 

of popular culture must begin to reel in the violence, profanity and promiscuity which 

they have distributed with such wild abandon through the television and movie theatre. 

inventions like the V-chip and implementation of rating systems for televisions 

programs and music need to be expanded in order to increase the capacity for a parent 

to control the extemal influences which can undennine familial moraiity. Politically, 

the government must be forced to relinquish mu& of its power over families and 

education and return it to parents and the local community. Government policy must 

also corne to reflect the proper understanding that The Farnily is the most important 

social unit in society and that it, not the state, is the proper repository for primary 

controi over the education and socialization of children. Commenthg on the solution to 

the crisis families are facing, Heather Stilwell sees that 

"It is really very simple - to just get back where the family is the ovemding unit. Where 
the state only interferes minimally, and then we get back to you don't get mamed 
without a mamage preparation course and you don't get divorced this week because 
you decided you might like to, and men have to support their children and work 
towards getting the corporations to pay them a little more so the mom's can be home." 

Al1 of the policies developed by the FCP, well beyond those discussed, are 

founded on this vision of promoting The Family and muUmizing state interference. 

Entrenched in its constitution is the party's intent "to enact social, educational and 

economic laws which recognize the family as the basic unit of ~oc ie ty . "~~  To recall from 

Chapter Two, the party defines family and marriage as: 



"THE FAMILY IS TWO OR MORE INDWIDUALS RELATED BY BLOOD, MARNAGE 
OR ADOPTION. The FCP recognizes the definition of MARRLAGE to mean THE 
LEGAL WION OF TWO PEOPLE OF THE OPPOSlTE SEX." (emphasis in ~ r i g i n a l ) . ~  

To help ease the hancial burdens on this traditional ideal, the party's housing 

and tax policies are structured to be 'family friendly.' The FCP housing policy supports 

the concept of homesteading and lower mortgage rates for young families trying to 

acquire property. Their tax policy proposes to "design a provincial tax system to sustain 

the traditional family as the fundamental unit of society and to sustain good 

govemment." The party has also committed to lobbying "the federal govemrnent to 

permit the spouses in single-incorne families to file separate tax returns (incorne- 

splitting) to benefit from the lower tax rate" as well as support for "giving the same 

child-care subsidies to al1 farnilies with ~hildren."~5 The latter policy would also increase 

parents' choice in diild-care by providing the opportunity to use extended family or 

friends for this purpose, rather than being restricted to iicensed child care centres. The 

area of child care is one which the FCP feels has been particularly intruded upon by the 

state. Parents, they contend, are better able than the govemment to determine 

appropriate child care for their children and should be given this control. Ln 1992 the 

party made a presentation to the B.C. Child Care Regdation Review cornmittee 

recommending that 

"Parents be allowed to choose the child-care facility which best reflects the 
requirements they decide are important to them when judging quality care. ... Some 
parents prefer to have their diildren cared for in govemment licewed and regulated 
facilities, however there are other parents who prefer more informal arrangements with 
relatives, friends or nannies caring for their diildren. Qualify child care is not 
synonyrnous with care in govemment licensed facilities"" (emphasis in the original). 

Section 16 of the Infants Act, which provides minors with the opportunity to seek 

medical treatment without parental knowledge or consent, is also opposed by the party 



because of its diluting effect on parental authority. On their Intemet website, the party 

states its support "for the right and responsibility of parents to decide what health care 

their minor diildren should receive." Of particular abhorrence to members is the hct 

that their children can solicit information about abortion through their school and then 

because of this section, legally consent to the procedure without their parents 

knowledge. Officially, the health care policy of the party states that "FCP B.C. opposes 

the recent amendmens to Section #16 of the Infants' Act," and it is agreed among the 

executive that given the opportunity, they would remove it frorn the Act.67 

The party has also presented the government with its views on the Child 

Protection Act, with recommendatiow that wherever possible, the integrity of the 

family structure be maintained by using extended family as caregivers for abused 

children rather than using government foster care.6"eir social services policy 

"supports legislation . . . which recognizes the need to protect the integrity of the family. 

... Child-care givers should first be sought among immediate family mernbers." The 

party would also pursue a policy where "the rights of parents to care for their own 

children and the rights of children to be cared for hy members of their immediate or 

extended family be protected by legislation" (emphasis in original). 69 The newly 

formed Minishy for Children and Farnilies is particularly womsome for the FCP and 

other Pro-family organizations in the province because it is viewed as having "sweeping 

powers to intervene in the home and a mandate to screen al1 parents and farnilies for 

risk of potential child abuse."" The fear is that this bureaucratie monster is a 

consolidated effort by the state to intrude upon and direct farnily Iife while usurping 

parental rights and respowibilities. 



To reduce this type of massive goverrunent interference in the iives of families 

and the economy, the party "recommends cutting the number of govemment ministries 

by at least one third along with their respective bureaucracies. ... The remaining 

minishies would reduce their staff by at least one-third over 18 r n ~ n t h s . " ~ ~  There is also 

suppoa for an efficient Lnitiative, Referendum and Recall Act. By sirnplifylng these 

processes, the FCP believes the govemment would become more responsive to the 

citizens of the province and less heavy-handed in the impiementation of legislation. 

Finally, the party is a champion of injecting democratic freedom into an increasingly 

dictatorial parliamentary system through electoral reform. In 1994 the party passed a 

resolution supporting the replacement of the current system with one of mixed member 

proportional representa t i ~ n . ~ ~  

Accompanying this support for a minimalist state is the party's free enterprise 

economic policy. Although this is one of the least developed aspects of the FCP 

platform, there is full consensus that the party is virtually identical to the Reform Party 

of British Columbia with regards to economic initiatives and support of the free market. 

The party supports "a Constitutional Amendment that would mandate a balanced 

provincial budget" and the membership would support an economic strategy similar to 

the ones being pursued by Ralph Klein in Alberta and Mike Hams in Ontario. In 

discussing the economic imperatives the province must follow if it is to balance its 

budget, members' comments support a platform of neoconservative economics: 

"We need a substantial break from what has been going on in the past. 1 thhk you see 
that in a certain degree with the consenratives in Alberta and Ontario. They made a 
substantial break, they said we have to get this thing back in order, and despite how the 
press tries to report it, they seem to be increasing in popularity all the time because they 
are making substantial changes that people deep down know have to be made and 1 
think it will start taking over more and more across the country." 



"We're really going to have to go by the New Zealand example and Say we don't want 
your interference. Drop taxes by 75%, cut out welfare, cut out UI [unemployment 
insurance] after three months and any grants to big corporations and special interest 
groups. Forget them, we've got to get the govemment, the bureauaats out of Our Lives." 

Such draconian positions are however. articulated with a certain wariness. The 

religious conservative nature of the FCP membership urges them to help the less 

privileged and thus traps them in the dassic tension created by the contradictory 

conservative tenets of self-reliance and cornmunity obligation. 

Frorn Conception to Adolescence: Six Years of Buildina a Partv Base 

From its registration in June of 1991, the FCP executive had only four months to 

make their fledgling party battle-ready for a provincial election. With less than a 

hundred registered members and an executive that had extremely limited knowledge of 

ninning a political party, let alone preparing one for a provincial election, the FCP 

found itself on a steeply graded route to Victoria. After running eight candidates who 

gathered a collective total of 1, 200 votes in the auturnn election of 1991, the party 

barely survived an executive vote to disband.73 Since that time the party has run in two 

by-elections and one more provincial election. Its membership has grown marginally in 

this time, with its most significant growth period coming in the Spring of 1993 when 

Mr. Vander Zalm was the keynote speaker for the party at a series of membership 

forums. The FCP continues to smiggle with low membership numbers, limited 

financial and personnel resources and other associated growing pains. 

After the 1996 provincial election, the party finds itself once again at a 

crossroads. While there seems to be no immediate danger of the party coilapsing, the 

executive has recognized that it must confront the critical question of strategic direction. 

Born out of a desire to provide a haven for the pro-life vote in the province, the party 
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has not attracted what it perceives to be its natural cowtituency. in many respects a 

protest party, it is battling the image of being fringe and single issue and as such unable 

to provide well rounded governmental representation for the people of BC. Ideally not 

wishing to exist, executives in the party, to a degree, celebrate this image and herein lies 

the party's conflict over its future. Viewing it as part of the pro-farnily/pro-life 

movement in the province, the executive consider the party's mandate to be the 

promotion of these concerns through public awareness via the electoral process and 

political pressure on the govemment and other political parties. This is a goal which 

requires no electoral success to be adueved. Concomitantly however, the executive 

recognize the need to sit in Victoria in order to be truiy effective at implementing 

'family friendly' legislation and the necessity of becoming more populist and broad 

based in their appeal if such a goal is to be achieved. While this question is grappled 

with though, there is a common understanding that either of these directions will 

require a larger membership base if the FCP is to effect the types of social change its 

activists seek. 

Party Membership 

Current FCP membership stands at roughly 900 and exhibits the continuing 

pattern of marginal growth that has been characteristic over the past six years. The 

majority of memberships are the product of individual conversations between friends or 

people who attend the same churches, comrnunity functiow or became acquainted 

through their involvement with pro-life or pro-family organizatiow. The 1991 and 1996 

provincial elections both boosted the membership total by about a hundred and the 

speaking engagements of Mr. Vander Zalm netted roughly 250 new memberships for 



the party. Activism by the party over particdar issues has also had the effect of raising 

the profiie of the party which in turn has resulted in inquiries about the FCP and some 
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'Note: data for aii tables in this chapter was compiled from the party's archives. 

282 
519 

March 1994 
lune 1994 

582 
598 

July 1994 
December 1994 

new memberships. The recent debate for example, over the BCTF's Resolution 102 and 

608 
637 

July 1996 
Aumst 1996 

the FCPfs letter of opposition to it in a local Coquitlam paper resulted in more than a 

838 
853 

dozen phone calls to party headquarters and two new memberships. As Table 3.1 

indicates, there has never been a drop in party membership, but 1997 is the renewal year 

for those taken out in 1993 during the peak of Mr. Vander Zalm's involvement with the 

party. A membership cornmittee has been struck to actively pursue renewals from these 

members as well as to formulate a strategy for a general membership drive. This must 

be treated as the paramount initiative of the party believes Mr. Toth, who sees that 



"There has to be a 
hold the same view 
mernbers so we can 

membership drive. There are thousands of people out there who 
and its a matter of convincing them. Its a matter of having more 

accomplish the changes we want in society." 

The executive as a whole share this view, that by increasing the parfy's membership, its 

profile, financial situation and political fortunes will follow. 

OriginalIy, the Toths sought out people in the pro-life community for the seed 

memberships of the party. Mr. Toth acknowledges they "were quite well known in the 

pro-life area, so we got as many as we know from the pro-life arena to join as we could. 

Kathleen and 1 also publish a small Catholic paper called The Tnrrnpet. We got a lot of 

rnembers as well from those that subscribe." Mrs. Toth remembers that they "would 

attend right-to-life conventions and REAL Women conventions, wherever people would 

be of like mind, so we could set up an information table with literature." It has become 

frushatingiy apparent to the party though, that ideological aligrunent does not 

automatically convert into political party support. Govemmental viability, vote 

splitting, vote wasting, and movement strategy differences have al1 combined to 

suppress forma1 membership endorsement for the FCP by the pro-Me community. 

Nom Hemott, a long time FCP executive member, believes pro-Iife supporters see the 

"FCP as just splitnng the vote, taking the vote away from people who know how to run 

the place" and another executive member cornmented that the pro-life community 

"treated us like we had leprosy. They've stayed far away, afraid that if they associate 

with a political party in any way, they will lose their charitable status." The Toths recall 

one FCP member asking a pro-life priest for permission to distribute some FCP flyers 

and being told that "we can't split the vote, we al1 have to vote Liberal." By far the most 

comrnon response the party has heard regarding not being supported however, has 

been that to do so would be to waste a vote because the party has no chance of victory. 
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In a mildly deprecatory tone Mr. Toth sees this la& of support as "apathy, passivity, 

and then there is the feeling of the wasted vote syndrome. People use their votes also 

against some parties." For some or ail of these reasons, the pro-life community has yet 

to throw its support behind the FCP. 

Neither was there an immediate, or subsequently huge, benefit to the FCP from 

the disaffected religious conservative faction of the Social Credit Party. Mrs. Toth 

commented that 

"It was a real revelation. Some of them were not prepared to leave the Social Credit 
Party no matter what. Although they were very vocal about the removal of the 
Christianity Clause, they just couldn't bring themselves to leave the party." 

In fact, several of today's key FCP personnel remained Socreds for a substantial period 

after the Christianity Clause was removed, still apparently h o p e u  that they could effect 

change from within a well established ~ar ty . '~  The migration finally began when "it 

became obvious it was never going to succeed" as Bill Stilwell put it about working 

within Social Credit, "we were never going to succeed in b ~ g i n g  in farnily values, it 

was getting to be more and more a non-entity." Socred refugees have wandered over 

and found a political home with the FCP, but more shiking is the large number of 

members who have never before taken out membership in a political party. This 

element of the FCP membership has in past soothed their pro-life conscience by either 

not voting, or casting a vote for a pro-life candidate, often regardless of the candidate's 

affiliated party. 

Typically, FCP members have voted conservatively. Federally they have voted 

for Reform, Christian Heritage, and the Progressive Conservatives. Provincidly they 

have usually supported the Social Credit Party. Their social and political concems are 

founded on a pro-life and pro-family ideology which they see as being strengthened 
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through a reduction in the size of government and the promotion of free enterprise. 

There is no difference to them between the politics of Life and the politics of family; they 

are one and the same. One member put it this way: 

"It's a necessary and natural relation. I don't thhk you can be pro-life and not pro- 
family and visa versa. Family is basicaily children, they make the family, and mamage 
is between a man and woman and life is what you get from that relationship and 
children are that life." 

It is overwhelmingly a white, Anglo-saxon and Catholic membership of Western 

European, in particular British, descent.75 Ninety-five per cent of the 56 interviewees 

are mamed, with those who reported being single intending to marry and start families. 

Eighty-six per cent reported having children, with al1 but one respondent indicating an 

intention to have children in the future. As a whole, there is an average of 3.63 children 

per household in the sample, with that average jumping to 4.22 when those without 

children are excluded. Fifteen respondents indicated having five or more children, eight 

reported having none. The average age of a party member is 55, with only 17"/0 of 

respondents being bom after 1960. The average household income is $40, 000 per 

annum eamed through a distribution of occupations in the public, private, trade, and 

small business domains. 

Forty-six per cent of the respondents work (or did before retirement) as 

professionals in the private or public sector (a roughly even distribution). This included 

occupations such as accounting, teadiing, medical service technologists, engineers, 

cornputer systems analyst, and banking executives. Of those who identified themselvea 

as self-employed (Il%), most were tradespeople, including carpentry, plumbing, 

heating systems contracting, and general construction. Of the 21% of respondents who 

reported being homemakers, ail were female (44% of total female respondents). The 



remaining respondents induded a physician, lawyer, dentist, and vanous semi- 

professional occupations. In terms of education, 56% of the respondents indicated they 

either held a university degree (29%) or had some post-secondary education (27°K-O). Six 

per cent of the interviewees had not completed high school mahiculation and 5% were 

high school graduates without M e r  post-secondary education. Eighteen per cent of 

those intewiewed had taken some additional vocational training in addition to their 

other educational efforts. Those holding Master's or law degrees constituted 12Y0 of the 

interview sample. 33% of respondents reported being retired. 

In describing their upbringing, 80% descnbed it as haditional, with two parents 

of the opposite sex, one or more siblings, and a suffiùent rnodicurn of love and 

discipline (Seventy-five per cent of this group considered their upbringing to be 

excellent, while 25% reported it as good but with the occasional difficulty). Eight per 

cent of total respondents indicated a dysfunctional upbringing, characterized by a 

chronic problem which beset the family while they were growing up. The majority of 

those intewiewed (59%) indicated growing up in a Roman Catholic household while 

12% reported that their parents followed no organized religion. Seven per cent of those 

asked said they grew up in a non-denominational but Christian home and the 

remainder identified sorne Christian denornination. In tenns of the education of their 

parents, 39% of those asked stated that their mothers held only an elementary school 

education. 12% had some high school education and 33% had graduated from high 

school. Twelve per cent of the respondents indicated their mothers held a university 

degree, while the same percentage indicated their fathers were University graduates. 

Thirty-one per cent of respondents indicated that their fathers had only an elementary 

school education, 11% had some high sdiool education and 22% had graduated from 
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high school. The occupations of respondents fathers were broad and induded farmers, 

publicans, steam engineers, landlords, teachers, shoemaker, f- m2Ch.h and heavy 

equïpment sales, interior decorator, electnaan, janitors, millworkers, longshoremen, 

accountants, carpenters, coal miner, musiaan and an architecte Forty-nine per cent of 

those interviewed stated their mother's occupation as a homemaker, whiie others 

indicated their mothers to be nurses, teachers, secretanes, cooks, farmers, bookkeepers, 

dressmakers, musicians and telegraph operators. 

Geographically, the FCP is at present a predorninantly Lower Mainland party, 

with 50% of its membership residing in Lower Mainland electoral ridings (Table 3.2). 

Only 10°h of its membership live in ndings traditionally associated with the Fraser 

Valley bible belt? The heaviest concentrations of memberships are to be found in the 

three Prince George ridings, the four Okanagan ridings, the Surrey ridings and those of 

North and West Vancouver. The latter are vimially al1 new memberships, the resdt of 

some vigourous recruitment by a core of North Vancouver members just pnor to the 

1996 provincial election. The memberships in Prince George and the Okanagan were a 

direct result of Mr. Vander Zalm's speaking engagements in 1993. The Surrey 

memberships also reflect the impact of Mr. Vander Zalm's involvement, as weil as the 

name recognition enjoyed by Heather Sti1well.n As mentioned, the party is currently 

developing a two part strategy for increasing overall party membership. Their first 

priority is to secure the renewals of those 250 odd memberships that were taken out in 

1993. Second, the party intends to target speafic ridings and r e d t  new members by 

advertising, and using fnends, farnilies or associates in those areas to solicit 

mernber~hips.~8 



Famiiy Coalition Party of BC - Provinaal Membership 

1 1 BC EIectoral District 1 XFCP II 1 BC Electod District 1 #FCP i 
(In numerical order) Mernbenr 1 (In numerical order) Members 

Abbotsford 16 1 39 Parksville - Quaücum 9 
Alberni 5 1 40 Peace River North O 
Bddey Vaiiey - Stikine 7 1 41 Peace River South O 
Burnaby Edmonds 6 1 42 Port Coquitlam 1 O 
Burnaby North 6 1 43 Port Moody - Bumaby Mountain 5 

Bumaby - Wiilingdon 8 1 44 Powell River - S w h i n e  Coast 13 
Canboo North 5 1 45 Prince George - Mount Robson 27 
Cariboo South O 11 46 Prince George - North 18 
Chilliwack 16 11 47 Prince George - Omineca 29 

Columbia River - Reveistoke O 11 48 Richmond East O 
Comox Vallev 15 11 49 Richmond Centre 4 

4 

Coquitlarn - Maiilardviile 18 50 Richmond - Steveston 5 
Malahat - f uan De Fuca 7 51 Rossland - Trail 8 

14 Cowichan - Ladysmith 6 52 Saanich North & The Islands 11 
15 Esauimalt - Metchosin 6 53 Saanich South 7 
16 
17 

1 

Fort Langiey - Aldergrove 
Kamloops 

! 1 

20 
21 

O 
20 

18 
19 

22 
23 

- .- . - - - - - - -- - - - 

Table 3.2: Distribution of FCP membership in BC's 75 electorai districts (1997). 
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12 
O 

Kamloops - North Thompson 
Okanagan East 
Okanagan West 
Kootenay 

24 
25 
36 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 

L 

Delta South 
Lan~ley 

54 
55 

43 [ 
O 1 

Maple Ridge - Pitt Meadows 
Matsqui 
Mission - Kent 
Nanairno 
Nelson - Creston 
New Westminster 
North Coast 
Delta North 
North Island 
North Vancouver - Lonsdale 
North Vancouver - Seymour 
Oak Bay - Gordon Head 
Okanagan - Boundary 
Okanagan - Penticton 
Okananan - Vernon 

56 
57 

12 
17 

Shuswap 
Skeena 

58 
59 

6 

42 
5 
20 
40 
5 

O 

8 

Surrey - Cloverdale 
Surrey - Green Timbers 

60 
61 

44 
2 

17 
Surrey - Newton 
Surrey - Whaiiey 

62 
63 
64 

65 
66 
67 

24 

3 1 
Surrey - White Rock 
Vancouver - Burrard 

O 1 
2 8 
1 
16 
25 
19 
8 
8 

4 1 

23 
4 

Vancouver - Fraserview 
Vancouver - Hastings 
Vancouver - Kensington 
Vancouver - Kingsway 
Vancouver - Langara 
Vancouver - Little Mountain 

68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 

15 
9 
15 
7 
13 
7 

Vancouver - Mount Pleasant 
Vancouver - Point Grey 
Vancouver - Quilchena 
Victoria - Beacon Hiil 
Victoria - Hillside 
West Vancouver - Capfiano 
West Vancouver - Garibaldi 
Yale - Liilooet 

Total: 

9 
6 
2 2 
8 
3 
45 
3 
3 

894 



Party Finance 

Financial resources for the party are scarce. The $2,500 bank balance at the end 

of 1996 is the most the party has ever been able to carry over into a new year and they 

have at times had as little as $150. The buik of the party's funds corne from their 

Annual General Meetings with its associated luncheon and dinner banquet with guest 

speakers and silent auction. The remainder of party funds are derived from 

membership dues and general donations. Mrs. Toth sums up the FCPJs hancial 

shategy and position by saying that 

"Every time we send out a newsletter, we send out an appeal for funds. Its amazing 
that people send money and we've s w i v e d  from these donations. Usually it's not 
more than $100, some people send $100 once a year, some people only send $20. It's 
been just enough to keep us alive. We certainly don't have any extra money, but we 
have been able to pay our telephone bills and hold our conventions. Conventions bring 
in money, because we have auctions and fundraisers at the sarne time. We do renew 
our coffers a t the conventions." 

The party has benefited from some donations in kind, including help to set up their 

hternet website, discounts on printing costs, and donated election signs, but this for the 

most part has been a limited form of financial relief for the party. 

I I 1 

Table 3.3: Family Coalition Party of BC - Fiscal yez 

Year 
L 

1991 

u end balances 

Balance 
$260 

To get the party off the ground Mr. Toth remembers, a "few people put in a few 

dollars to start the organization, the cost of registration we funded ourselves." Gary 



Thomas, another of the founding five, recalls that the "party never had money, it just 

came in dribs and drabs, people would just give $50 or $60 dollars." The shortage of 

party funds was such that the executive were forced in 1992 to amend their constitution 

which called for an independent chartered accountant to annually audit the books. 

Unable to afford the fees for this service, the constitution was changed to allow "two 

members at large selected by the Management Cornmittee" who will "provide the AGM 

with a report"79 Two fundraising dinners were held in the first year, one of which 

featured Mr. Vander Zalm as a guest speaker that, as Mrs. Toth recorded, "have helped 

keep us afloat financially, but ody  barely."sO 

Relief for the party came in the form of a benefactor from Prince George who in 

1992 first donated $75 with the proviso that Mr. Vander Zalm become the leader of the 

party. The Toths initially rehimed the cheque, unwilling to accept conditional 

donations, but la ter accep ted Louis Malte's help with organizing three speaking 

engagements featuring Mr. Vander Zalm. To this end, Mr. Matte contributed over 

$4,000 to the party and bore al1 the costs of this tour. He also funded the party's 

constituency office in Matsqui in the hopes that Vander Zalm would run as an FCP 

candidate against Grace McCarthy and take over leadership of the party. After this did 

not transpire, Mr. Matte left the party to become active in the Reform Party of BC. 

Although parting on less than amicable ternis, the Toths acknowledge that without Mr. 

Matte's help, it is unlikely that the party would exist today. 

Nonetheless, aside from and despite this one party-saving injection, the 

executive realize they are severely hamshung by their Iirnited financial resources. 

N o m  Herriott stated the situation with succinct urgency in saying that "the pressing 

issue right now is finances [sic], we've got to have money or we won't go anywhere. 
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You can taik about grassroots al1 you want but you've still got to have money." There is 

currently a sense of confusion among the executive about how to generate enough 

money to push them beyond their hand-to-mouth existence and provide the party with 

a stable finanaal foundation. Haphazard was the word offered most frequently by 

executive members in describing the party's financial resource shategy between 

conventions, a situation recognized as demanding serious attention if the party is to 

progress. 

Party Personnel 

The lack of any paid personnel within the party is indicative of the FCP's austere 

financial position and present restricted capacity for development. Membership 

recruihnent, financial management, policy development, media relations and 

administrative duties al1 require dedicated personnel with some degree of expertise. 

The limited financial resources of the party prevents the hiring of any sympathetic 

professionals to meet these needs and forces the party to draw upon its shallow 

rnembership base for interested volunteers. It is a situation that severely tnincates the 

search for political expertise and places a heavy emphasis on the dedicated aspect of 

voluntarism. Without even a srnall stipend to offer as remuneration, the FCP must take 

what help its membership is able to offer within their hectic lives of raising farnilies and 

earning livings. It is a common and frustrating observation among members that 

comparatively, their lack of political progress to those on the Left is a product of having 

families and prioritizing them over politics. 

Among the executive, while there exists what may be thought of as "heart", 

there is a lack of cornmitment to the serious pursuit of political legitimation for the 



party. Only the Toths, Gerhard He rwig, and most recently new party President Darren 

Lowe demonstrate a consistent dedication to the long term developrnent of the party 

and its objectives. Other executive members, for reasons that take various fonns, are 

unable to move beyond the point of interest and intermittent contribution. Time, 

energy, hstration, familial obligations, professional responsibilities, and eaming a 

living are al1 identified by the executive as limiting factors in the levels of executive 

activism on behalf of the party. Long term dedication and interest exists, but does not 

translate into a consistent pattern of productive involvement. With few tangible 

successes to identify, the arduous process of building a poiitical party weighs down 

those involved and seems to generate individual Levels of involvement over time that 

reflect the pattern of a sine curve. Members with assigned tasks usually complete hem, 

but often long after the timelines set at executive meetings. It is not unusual for items to 

be pushed fonvard two or three meetings because work has not been completed or 

members have not attended a particular meeting to present their work. Executive 

meetings also often veer from a set agenda to become a forum for venting frustrations 

about general social disorder. At one meeting, Mr. Lowe asked for input regarding 

developmental directions for the party and one member commented exclusively on 

Singapore's practice of caning and their low crime rate. 

This is perceived by the executive as a critical situation for the party. Past- 

president John O'Flynnfs comment that there was "no money, you get the same old 

people, the same numbers. You have meetings but you start realizing who your core 

people are," more importantly reflects a mild sense of resignation rather than general 

frustration. It is the risk of such resignation creeping into its core activists that the party 



recognizes it must vigourously defend against. One core executive member remains 

more frustrated than resigned at this point, but nonetheless says 

"Well, 1'11 tell you, I'm just about at the end of my leash and if I don't get them to agree 
to some serious fundraising I may just clrop out of it because we're not putting our heart 
in it. We're not giving it al1 and if we hope to do anything in four years we've got to get 
going right now and put it in high gear." 

There is also a small but growing sentiment that this lack of dedicated involvement 

extends to their party leader, Heather Stilwell. As one member put it, "we have a 

Leader now who has no d a m  time for anything. She's nuuiing for schoolboard which 

is good because she'll get her face out there, but she doesn't have time to be a leader 

while she's doing that." It is not a situation Mrs. Stilwell denies: 

"1'11 be busy for the next three years [with the School Board]. 1 would rather not have 
the responsibility of the FCP right now, but if they're willing to have me in a holding 
position right now, I'm okay with that Even though there's not a lot going on right 
now there shouid be - meetings for policy development every two weeks, public 
relations, finding out what the govemment is up to -but I'rn not doing any of that." 

Combatting this splitting of allegiances and focus, some executives believe, is a matter 

of finding the money to salary positions for a leader and an administrative assistant. 

Others fear that even this will not help, and that when the Toths are no longer able to 

continue, the party will collapse because like Mrs. Stilwell, others will not give it the 

serious attention it demands. Mrs. Toth surnmarizes her concem over this last point this 

way: 

"As long as we stay well, if someone gets ill. 1 am just womed about al1 that stuff on the 
computer. 1 have to find someone who c m  duplicate what 1 do. .. . But to get people to 
admit they have computer skills and that they are willing to do it, it's just another job. 
Most of us are involved in other things. Everyone can honestly Say I am so busy 1 
haven't got another minute to do anything more. It's bue. Somehow we have to find 
time, because we've put so much work into it now that we have to spread the jobs a 
li ttle more." 



Yet tempering this pessimistic outlook is the recent involvement of new 

members to the party and the continued involvement and support of those long term. 

intermittent activists. The 1996 FCP Board of Directors has 22 members, more than any 

other time in its history and there is a renewed vigour within the executive conceming 

the preparatory work leading up to the next provincial election. Sub-cornmittees for 

membership, policy, and fundraising have been struck, something that has not 

happened since 1993. There has also been a shift in the age of some key personnel in the 

party. Darren Lowe and Jim Hessels, respectively the new party President and Deputy 

Leader, were bom after 1955 and Heather Stilwell bnngs to the party the important 

image of a mature youthfulness that reflects experiential and political wisdom. Of the 

fourteen candidates who ran in the last election, only three were past retirement and 

four were younger than 45. 

Asked how active members are recruited to the party, long-term executives 

emphasized the important role word-of-mouth plays and the enthusiasm new members 

bring to the party. As Mrs. Toth remarks, 

"Some people discover the party, and if they have never heard of it before, they become 
very enthusiastic and we hook them right away, and keep them involved. You can't 
know who is going to stay and who is going to go." 

The executive tap into this initial enthusiasm and gain as much ground with it as they 

can until the enthusiasm and energy of the individuals involved wanes. This repeated 

pattern has the net effect of increasing the membership and party profile slightly, and 

committing at least one person to more prolonged activity within the party. Mrs. Toth 

appears to accept this as a fact of membership activism within the party because as she 

says 



"1 have seen it in the Pro-life movement. The people become very enthusiastic, they 
hear the issues and they think, üke wow, they become very enthusiastic. When they m 
up against people who have other causes they are interested in, it discourages them to 
the point of no longer continuing. 1 beiieve every person you give information to, a little 
bit remains behind, therefore 1 don't think it's wasted. It's early burnout that has an 
effect on the party." 

One riding on the North Shore in the last election is particularly characteristic of 

what Mrs. Toth has descnbed as these "flurries of activity." After hearing about the 

party, several North Shore members quickly formed a constituency for West Vancouver- 

Capilano, generated at least 50 new memberships for the party, nominated a highly 

personable 35 year old candidate, and received the most unconhoversial media 

attention of the party's campaign. Typical of activism within the party however, was 

the dejected respowe to having their candidate receive only 174 votes. Dissatisfied, one 

of the key organizers in the riding said he would probably have been wiser to support 

the pro-life Reform candidate and the constituency association was to be disbanded 

until the Toths and Mrs. Stilwell attended the dissolution meeting and convinced riding 

members to retain it. At the meeting, one member wanted an answer to a single 

question: "What we want is a reason as to why we should be involved." 

Stripped, this question asks about motivation. Electoral success, favourable 

public response, large outpourings of membership support; none of these exist to give 

the party an inspirational boost motivating them to carry on. For the party executive, 

tangible victones like broadening the party's resource base cannot be relied upon as a 

source of motivation for continuing. In discussing the results of the 1996 election, 

Gerhard Herwig evaluated vidory this way: 

"How do you measure success? I wouldn't want to Say we weren't successfd. We 
weren't for the average politician, but 1 think we could say we were successful. We had 
several thousand people in fourteen ridings vote for us and we got the message out. 
And you don't know what the long term effects will be. We don't know what al1 our 



successes are, if you look at Our numbers we weren't successful but success isn't just 
about getting elected." 

For the core activists within the party, such an evaluation is the product of a deep 

religious and moral conuniûnent to the traditional family and protecting the sanctity of 

life. Mr. Herwig thinks "most people are motivated by their beliefs, especially when a 

party like ours has little chance of success at this point you must have motivation not 

linked to success." For Mr. Toth and the rest of the executive, this motivation is "the 

strong belief in Judeao-Christian principles" which in turn constituted the core of the 

answer the Toths offered to the question of involvement. At its foundations, the party 

exists and cames on because of its members faith and the executive's commitment, 

however inconsistent, to politicizing their beliefs through the FCP. 

This transformation however, requires a collage of political expertise that at 

present is largely rnissing from the FCP. Certainiy there is a quantity of journeyman 

expenence within the executive, but lacking is the sophisticated knowledge of experts 

regarding the critical processes required for a party to mature. From their activism in 

the pro-life movement and their involvement with Social Credit. the Toths bring to the 

party a wealth of practical knowledge, perhaps none more important than the 

understanding that a project like the FCP is one of long term commitment requiring 

patience and quiet tenacity. The Stilwells bnng an equally substantial body of 

experience to the party with their involvement as founders of the Chnstian Heritage 

Party, and their experience in the Social Credit Party, and with Pro-life. Gerhard 

Herwig, after years with Social Credit as a constituency association president, as well as 

active in the Pro-life movement, is another knowledgeable resource. Other executives 

bring similar, if not as extensive, portfolios of activism to the party as well as at least a 



superficial knowledge regarding matters of govemment policy development. This 

knowiedge of policy tends to be iinked to member's occupations and, like that of party 

structure and mobilization, is practical in nature. Deputy Leader Jim Hessels for 

instance, owns and operates a dairy farm and so is the party's expert on agriculhiral 

matters, while N o m  Hemott is knowledgeable about provincial infrastructure through 

his work. 

Besides handiing the media and increasing the membership base, policy 

development has been identified by the party as critical if the FCP is to present itself as a 

maturing and capable party to the electorate. In the past, individuals have been 

assigned to hack a rninistry of their interest with the purpose of cnticizing govemment 

policy and slowly developing FCP policy in that area. Cornmittees have also been 

formed to address party policy, but to date these efforts have produced only enough 

information to enable the party to form only a superficial position on any particular 

issue. The party lacks the personnel capable of formulating detailed policies over 

matters of the economy, labour, heal th, education, taxation, federal / provincial relations, 

the environment and other issues of concem to the people of BC. Mrs. Toth 

acknowledges that policy development is a project that evolves over time, and as Past- 

president John OrFlynn remarked, "Very few people have a taste for that and you have 

to have a gift for it." This reality is bom out by the inconsistency with which party 

executive have attended to senous policy development. One executive member, in 

discussing their role in policy formation remarked that "with policy development, yeah, 

1 think 1 got assigned with something, I've forgotten now; shows you how much I've 

done with it." 



The executive recognize that if they are content to foster the image of the FCP as  

a minor protest party with the goal of merging or Uifluencing other political parties over 

pro-family and pro-life legislation, then such admissions become less consequential to 

the party's future. However, they know that if they decide to continue along the route 

of developing the FCP into a party capable of electoral success, they will have to address 

these personnel deficiencies. As Mrs. Toth realizes, "we need a thousand more 

members - a pool of resources - people from which to draw. We need people with skills, 

political skills." To that end, they understand that cornmitment from the current 

executive will have to be elevated to a consistent level and expertise will have to be 

developed or imported to manage the party's resource development, media 

management, image, election shategies and policy formation. Moreover, they recognize 

that the core activist base must be broadened to prevent burnout and allow progress in 

preparation for the next provincial election. Past circumstance where people have 

multiple responsibilities it is agreed, must be avoided. In cornmenting on the time 

when Mrs. Toth was party President, Leader and Secretary N o m  Hemott said "that 

was absolutely too rnuch for her to handle and that slowed us down." 

Board members al1 acknowledge these realities in one way or another, but also 

admit to a sense of loss as to how to elevate the party to this next stage of development, 

beyond identifymg one important goal. Attracting charismatic people with some public 

name recognition to the party it is believed, will draw the attention of the media. 

increase the public awareness of the party and, in turn, increase its membership, 

financial stability and political viability. To that end, the party has in the past sent 

letters of recruitment to such notable Socreds as Peter Dueck and Cliff Serwa. Heather 

Stilwell's name currently offers a small modicum of name recognition for the party, 
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particularly in Surrey, but it was during Bill Vander Zalm's involvement with the party 

that the FCP enjoyed it greatest penod of public profile and membership growth. 

Bill Vander Zalm, FCP member and spokesman 

After fading to gain the immediate support of the Pro-life and Pro-family 

communities in the 1991 election and witnessing months of slow membership growth 

for the party, the founding members recognized the need to generate profile for the 

party. It was decided that a series of fundraising rallies should be held to promote the 

party and increase its membership. In discussing keynote speakers who would draw a 

crowd, Mr. Vander Zalrn's name came naturally to mind. Mrs. Toth recalls that 

"We reasoned the people who would corne out to hear Mr. Vander Zalm would be 
sympathetic to the FCP, and he made no hesitation about talking about this during his 
speeches, that this was a very worthwhile cause, that it was badly overdue and we 
needed to get back to family values. It was a way of getting these people in one place 
and we could reach them." 

The ex-Premier agreed to speak on behalf of the party with the provision that he also be 

permi tted to discuss ma tiers of taxation, initiative, referendum and recall. Orïginally 

ten rallies were to be planned, but due to scheduling difficulties this was reduced to 

three. 

The rallies were plamed for late April and early May 1993 in Prince George, 

Kelowna and Surrey. They attracted 250,300 and 356 people respectively and from that 

over 250 people took out FCP memberships. Constituency associations were 

subsequently formed in Prince George and Kelowna. The FCP also began to enjoy 

increased media attention, particularly with the speculation that Mr. Vander Zalm 

might formally retum to politics as an FCP candidate.81 Alec Marshall remembers 

receiving a phone cal1 from a well known BCTV reporter within hours of the rallies 



being tentatively scheduled, wanting infomation about the ex-Premier's involvement 

with a group the reporter described as Vander Zalm's "natural constituency." 

This was not an incorrect observation. h discussing his motivation for 

becoming involved with the FCP Vander Zahn said, 

"1 could feel at ease and receive some gratification in promoting values and principles 
not with a view of wuuùng a political election, but just as someone helping to raise the 
voice about those issues that FCP was associated with and strong on. . . . I met many of 
my staunchest supporters, those that rallied behind , particularly in tirnes of trouble .. . 
so that in itself for me was gratifymg." 

His speech in Prince George, although beginning with a commentary on taxation, 

shifted focus to the dangerous erosion of the traditional family by liberal attitudes and 

government interference: 

"There is however, an even more dangerous, though very, very subtle and persistent 
attack on the haditional farnily . . . we must al1 assume some blarne for this .. . we're too 
busy to protest or we're afraid to offend, neighbour or Mend or we fear the threat of 
being categorized as bigots or "intolerates" [sic]. The attacks are usually first brought on 
by a special interest group ... then encouraged by the Left in government ... and the 
Left in media ... it's a subtle persistent attack - which, if allowed to continue will 
destroy the strongest unit of traditional society . . . the farnily." 

The sociomoral and economic affinity between the FCP and its most celebrated 

member nearly resulted in the ex-Premier retuming to mainstream politics via the 1994 

Matsqui by-election, the result of Socred Hamy de Jong stepping down to provide a seat 

for the newly appointed Leader of Social Credit, Grace McCarthy. At the urging of the 

FCP and in particular the financier of the FCP rallies, Louis Matte, Mr. Vander Zalm 

gave serious consideration to accepting the party's candidacy before fhally declining. 

Again, the associated media speculation over a battle between Vander Zalm and 

McCarthy brought the FCP into the political spotlight. 



Çuch benefits to the FCP because of Vander Zalm's involvement with party came 

to an end when he left to join the Reform Party? Mr. Vander Zalm remembers his 

involvement with the FCP and the switch to Reforrn this way: 

"I attended several of their [FCPJ conventions to help debate some of the issues, and to 
give my views as to what direction they shodd take and in what manner in order to be 
a greater influence in the political community, so 1 stuck with it for several years. But 
when the provincial election appeared closer, 1 felt 1 shodd at least for a time associate 
myself with a political party that would be a greater influence. Even though they didn't 
have al1 of that whidi the FCP stood for, they were a part step and that of course was 
the Reform Party." 

in actuality, the motivation for this switch appears to have been a drive by Louis 

Matte and several other Pro-life supporters to nominate Vander Zalm for the Reform 

Leadership. Discouraged by the FCP results in the Matsqui by-election, the party's 

major benefactor left the FCP to join Reform and convinced Mr. Vander Zalm that he 

had equal, if not greater support there Lhan irt the FCP. This support however, did not 

materialize and Mr. Vander Zalm has since dropped his Reform Party membership. 

Since this time in 1995, Vander Zalm has kept in persona1 contact with some of the FCP 

executive, but has declined to become involved politically with the party. 

Evaluating Mr. Vander Zalm's involvement with the FCP, the benefits are ciear, 

but it was an association not free of cost. Two of the party's founding five were 

opposed to the ex-Premier's involvement because of his politically tainted image, one to 

such an extent that he left the party. The loss of Alec Marshall's knowledge and support 

the Toths have identified as one of the two major setbacks the party has suffered in its 

six year history. The other came as a result of Louis Matte leaving to join the Reform 

Party. In doing so he wrote to al1 of the FCP members that had joined because of the 

FCP rally in Prince George, encouraging them to join Reforrn and offering to pay their 

new membership fees. While no FCP memberships were tumed in as a result of this 
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action, the three constituency associations in Prince George have since been de- 

registered and there has been no activism from the area's membership in two years. 

Electoral History 

By October 1991 the party had managed to register nine constituency 

associations and eight candidates to run in the autumn election. In total, a little over 

1,200 people voted for the FCP in this election, with Mrs. Toth's 249 votes the highest 

collected by any of the party's candidates (Table 3.4). Despite the party being only four 

months old, the results were discouraging enough for the executive to hold a meeting to 

vote on the FCP's dissolution. Those in favour of dissolving the party harboured a 

continued belief that their efforts would be more fruitful if they attempted to work 

within more established parties to promote "family friendly" legislation. The work 

required to maintain a political party structure was felt to be too great a burden for the 

meager rewards that could be obtained under the FCP banner. Those opposed, like the 

Toths, had abandoned any hope for this form of activism. Pro-farnily and Pro-life issues 

were being deliberately suppressed because of their controversial nature and politically 

incorrect language and the only avenue left to allow free speech on these matters was 

the continuation of the party. By a narrow margin, the 6-4 vote favoured keeping th is  

avenue of free speech open. This vote was a product of an unrequited desire for 

imrnediate gratification by some members for their efforts over the months leading up 

to election. There had been no expectation of electoral victory, but far greater support 

from the Pro-life comrnunity had been anticipated. The Toths too, were disappointed 

with the results, but their years of activism had given them an understanding of the 

need to define success in small incremental terms. That the party existed and had 



engaged in a provincial election was heralded in its own right as a success for Pro- 

family forces in the province. After six years this continues to be a strongly held 

opinion throughout the membership. 

h May 1994, the party ran candidates in two by-elections and enjoyed what 

continues to be their greatest "çuccess." In her 1993 Leader's Report, Mrs. Toth stressed 

that "we must run a candidate in Quilchena because it will bring issues before the 

public that are not being discussed by the other parties. It will give the FCP exposure 

which it needs to become better known. Although our candidate won't win, it will be 

worthwhile." The campaign by Darren Lowe was a small one which was reflected in the 

scant 89 votes he received, but from the party's viewpoint, it did at least place the 

Family Coalition Party name on the ballot. 

It was in the Matsqui by-election however that the FCP's first significant piece of 

political folklore was created. Leading up to the by-election, there had been rampant 

media speculation about the return of Mr. Vander Zalm to politics as an FCP 

candidate.83 This was of particular interest because it would have created a scenano 

whereby Mr. Vander Zalm would have squared off against Grace McCarthy, who was 

running in order to gain a seat after winning the Leadership of the Social Credit Party in 

late 1993." After Mr. Vander Zalm declined to run, Mrs. Toth accepted the nomination 

and while filing her nomination papers at the BC elections office ran into Mrs. 

McCarthy. After introducing herself, Mrs. Toth remembers Mrs. McCarthy accusing her 

of 'telling lies' about her role in the removal of the Chnstianity Clause from the Social 

Credit constitution. Mrs. Toth reminded McCarthy of her presence a t the meeting and 

the issue was dropped. Although an isolated incident, it reflected the antagonistic 



relationship between McCarthy and religious consenratives who had left the Socred 

Party 

In a press release before the election, it was reported that: "Social Credit Leader 

Grace McCarthy admitted Thursday it would be a "political disaster" if she loses an 

upcoming byelection."85 For religious conservative Socreds who joined the FCP, there 

was tremendous satisfaction when McCarthy lost the byelection by less than 50 votes, 

and Mrs. Toth collected 275 for the FCP (Table 3.6). After the election, Mrs. McCarthyfs 

campaign manager made a passing remark to Mr. Toth saying, "1 hope you're happy 

now." Despite the satisfaction this small victory brought however, Mrs. Toths focus had 

been FCP exposure: "we were ninning to have a presence more than anything else. We 

felt we had to run to maintain aedibility." Nonetheless, there appears to be an 

inescapable tmth to John O'Flynnls comment that 

"The FCP in a way contributed to the final nail in the Socred coffin because of the 
Matsqui by-election where Grace McCarthy lost by 30 or 40 votes. I d o  believe the party 
was insrnimental in sealing the fate of the Soaeds." 

For a short time later that year, it appeared as if this may have been the FCP's 

last political campaign. With Grace McCarthy's defeat, hope for a Social Credit 

resurgence was lost and the Reform Party of BC (RPBC) began to aggressively recruit 

Socred supporters in an attempt to become the new right wing party in the province. 

Part of this strategy included a forma1 offer to the FCP from Reform leadership 

candidate Ron Gamble to merge with RPBC. uiitially Mr. Gamble had approached Mrs. 

Toth at a conservative forum with an informa1 suggestion that a merger would be 

beneficial to both parties. Later, during the RPBC Leadership convention, Mr. Gamble 

again contacted Mrs. Toth and asked if the FCP executive would meet to formally 
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discuss a merger. With FCP members seeing no difference between the two parties 

other than the FCP's two core principles and RPBC's reliance on referendum to 

determine party policy on social issues, the offer was eagerly accepted. In fact, in 

anticipation of a merger with another free enterprise party, the party had passed a 

special policy resolution calling for a mandate to pursue the possibility of formhg a 

coalition with another right wing party?6 

Initially Mrs. Toth recalls, the possibility of a coalition seemed to exist with 

RPBC's prelirninary agreement to include the FCP's clauses protecting the sanctity of 

life and the traditional family. However, Mr. Gamble later withdrew the sanctity of Iife 

clause and Jack Weisgerber, who took over the RPBC leadership, removed the operative 

phrase "to enact social, educational and economic laws and policies" from the 

haditional family clause. Since that tirne, while the FCP executive continues to support 

a merger, they remain doubtful about such a possibility. After this failed attempt to 

merge with the RPBC, the executive returned to the slow development of the party's 

public profile and Mn. Toth ran in the FCP's ody  other by-election, a 1995 campaign in 

Abbotsford in which she collected 194 votes (Table 3.7) 

In preparing the party for its second provincial election, Mrs. Toth sent out a 

letter to FCP constituency executives that laid out the platform on which the FCP would 

run: 

"There will be a provincial election in the Spring of 1996. Between now and then, we 
must find the best candidates to speak for the values that mamage-based families 
believe need protection, values like lower taxes for families with children, parental 
choice schools, rernoval of Medicare funded abortiow and governent support for 
abortion clinics, repeal of the 'bubble-zone' legislation and the Human Rights Act, 
abolish the Women's Equality Ministry and replace it with a Ministry for the Family, 
changes to the Adoption Act to prevent same-sex couples from adopting infants and 
children . . . These are only a few issues which the Opposition parties are not anxious to 
support. Unless our candidates are there to introduce conhoversial issues like this, they 



will be deliberately left out of the election campaign. . . .We must see our participation as 
a diance to show the voters of B.C. that retuming to traditional family values is the only 
solution to the chaos and disorder in society." 

In the May 1996 election, fourteen candidates ran on this platform. collecting 

over 4,000 votes throughout the province (Table 3.5). Heather Stilwell's 709 votes was 

the highest total of any FCP candidate, whiie Alan Idler's 56 was the lowest. Bill 

Stilwell's 577 votes was the second highest total, and as Mr. Çtilwell and other members 

noted, likely a resuit of name recognition because of Mrs. Stilwell's community profile. 

The most pleasant surprise for the party was John Krell's Comox Valley campaign. 

Registering as a candidate at the last minute, Dr. Krell had only nine days to campaign 

but with 398 votes, provided the FCP with its third highest total. The conhoversy he 

created over his remarks that homosexuals should be discrirninated against during an 

all-candidates meeting may have bolstered his support, but this is ~ n c l e a r . ~ ~  Mark 

Toth's Vancouver-Kensington campaign, included the deliberately controversial sign 

beside the Everywoman's Health C h i c  reading: "Your Taxes Pay for Killing Unbom 

Babies Next Door. The Family Coalition Party would stop su& funding. In 

Vancouver /Kensington vote for Mark Toth," resulted in only 119 votes. Meanwhile 

Brian Zacharias, in Nelson-Creston, received 360 votes on a campaign in which he 

parked his pickup mick on Nelson's main street with a 4X8 foot sign reading "The 

Family Coalition Party. Homosexuality and Abortion are Against God and Nature. 

Take a Stand. Love will tell the Truth." 

Beyond these incidents. candidates ran small, quiet campaigns in which were 

spent a low of $250 (Alan Idler) to a high of $3,000 (Heather Stilwell). Candidates 

reported funding most of their campaigns thernselves, with supplemental money being 

donated by individual members to the candidates. No finanual help was given by the 
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party. Candidates reported that most of the help they received to run the campaigns 

came from their immediate farnily or friends. Oniy four candidates identified 

volunteers as people who were supporthg the party without personally knowing the 

candidate. Campaign strategies pnmarily revolved around the distribution of party 

flyers, the use of a small number of party signs and attending all-candidate meetings. 

Ed Van Woudenberg, the Yale-Lillooet candidate and past-President of the Christian 

Heritage Party, remarked that he and his wife incorporated the distribution of his fIyers 

into their evening walks. 

This was an image characteristic of the FCP campaign, one in which only 

Heather Stilwell reported haïing a genuine interest in r i g  for political office. The 

other candidates ran out of a sense of obligation or necessity. Some, like Jim Kelly who 

ran in West Vancouver-Capilano for his father, did so out of a sense of obligation. 

Others, like Gerhard Herwig and Lila Stanford, admitted to not having the time or 

career interest in being a candidate but entered the election because the party needed 

the exposure and no other viable candidates could be found. Beyond the Toths, 

Stilwells, Mr. Herwig, and Mr. Van Woudenberg, the candidates were for the most part 

political neophytes. Six had never before run for any type of political office or been 

seriously involved with the political process. 

Similar to the 1991 election, there was an overall sense of disappointment with 

the results of the election, but unlike the case in 1991 candidates and executives have 

maintained a sense of optimism. In a post-election debriefing meeting, only the vote 

totals and lack of media attention were commonly identified as points of frustration. 

Recognizing their political handicaps, candidates ovenvhelmingly believed that the 

process was a valuable learning experience and that gtven more expertise, money and 
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practical experience their results could improve dramatically for the next election. 

Agreement was also unanimous that the presence of the party brought at least some 

attention to Pro-iife and Pro-family causes during the election and for that reason, it was 

vital that the party continue. Despite what Heather Stilwell describes as the "doglike 

determination" effort required at tirnes to maintain it, she echoes the current feelings of 

the FCP membership in saying that it is "absolutely essential for the political history of 

this province that we maintain the party, that we maintain a right to speak out." 

Csrrrtm t Status 

Maintenance of the FCP in its present form does not seem to be a difficult 

proposition. It seerns îhe party will always be able to find enough people to corne to 

meetings and discuss the problems facing traditional families and the erosion of 

Christian morality in Canadian society, and there is enough interest in it that there will 

always be a few supportive enough of the cause to let their names stand as candidates 

during an election. But to develop into a political organization capable of wielding 

social and political influence in the province, the executive know they must address 

their shortcornings and this will be predicated upon one important question: "Where is 

the party going?" It is a question that Darren Lowe posed to the board members at a 

recent executive meeting, and one that wiil shape the party's future. 

The executive are well aware that party membership growth has stagnated at 

just under the one thousand mark, the party has a tenuous financial base, its core 

activists are dedicated but showing s i p  of tiredness and that ih electoral record has 

been "very dismal and depressing" as one member descnbed it. To move beyond this 

monbund evaluation, the executive know they must establish the party's pnmary goal. 



Unanimity exists around the necessity of the organization's political party structure, but 

two strains of thought exist regarding its principal function. First is the role the party 

c m  play in bringuig awareness and information to the public about Pro-life and Pro- 

family matters particuiarly during election times; it fosters the image of the party as an 

educator and haven for free speech on these politically incorrect issues. Additionally, 

this role includes using the tactics of persuasion on other political parties in order to 

have them adopt the FCP's two core prinaples and support the enactment of "farnily 

hiendly" legislation. In discussing the goal of electoral success, Mrs. Toth reflects this 

stra tegy: 

"That is the first thing in our constitution, to elect people to the B.C. legislature. In order 
to carry out al1 these things we need to elect people, but there are other ways to skin a 
cat. If we can get other parties to see the good things we stand for and we can get it in 
that way, that's fine." 

Yet others shift emphasis about the party's function more exclusively to the goal 

of electoral success. Mrs. Stilwell sees the FCP "at that point where we are party 

oriented. 1 think the people who are really active right now are really focused on it 

being a political party" with the goal of electing someone. Because of the growing 

frustration some executive feel over the party's inability to influence other parties, this 

has by exclusion become for them its proper function. One board member commenting 

on the educational aspect of the party said 

"That's about al1 we're up to right now, but we have to get serious and do whatever is 
necessary to get someone elected in the next election. Until we do that we can't have 
any effect. 1 know some of the parties are talking about what we are because of the 
noise we are making but it's not enough because they'll never do anything about it." 

Reflected in these remarks is the dual nature of the FCP. Part social movement, 

part political party, its members are in pursuit of social change along both avenues and 

have yet to decide upon which they will concentrate. Mr. Toth sees this duality in as 
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much as the FCP is a "a political party stmcturally, it is also a movernent because of our 

main concem." Mrs. Stilwell sees it as "a political party that is part of a social 

movement." This duality to date has prevented party executives from establishing a 

dearly defined goal for the party, something they understand must be done if it is to be 

an effective educative voice for the family or an avenue of political power for those in 

other pro-family movement organizations. 

The party's ideological trajectory is another concem for the executive. Two 

dominant factions have emerged within the FCP over the last several years surrounding 

its Christian roots. While not denying a JudeoShristian foundation, the Toths have 

deliberately avoided any open Christian references in the party's constitution or policies 

for fear of appearing dogrnatic and sectarian. About the C m ,  Mrs. Toth said "Christian 

Heritage is a religious movement, they have a very strict code of conduct 1 am nervous 

about." Another board member said the "CHP, some people felt it was too much and 

we should leave it out of the constitution." A majority of the membership currently 

support this position of leaving out any constitutional reference to Christianity, 

believing that the principles of the party, if presented properly could be attractive to a 

broad range of the population, including Sikhs, Muslims, Hindhus and Asians, al1 of 

whom it is pointed out, have shong family traditions. 

Nonetheless, it is recognized that the FCP is walking a thin line. In describing 

the situation member John OfFlynn said 

"The party has ûied to stay away from parties like the CHP which are more openly 
religious. There is intertwining, but the party has been successful in not following what 
the CHP does. The FCP has from the beginning ûied to keep a distance from that but 
not always successfully because the FCP has been bmshed by the media with CHP." 

Another supporting board member, in describing what the FCP stands for has said 



"1 hate to Say it in this manner but reaiiy i fs  high moral ground, having strong moral 
fibre . . . and hopehilly that wodd be Christian or JudeoChristian principles. Everyone 
want to steer it away from calling it Christian but sometimes 1 think we should just put 
it out front. There are a lot of Christians out there and we may gain a lot of support" 

This ambivalence is given strength by those within the party that feel it should pursue 

precisely such a tactic. Presently a minority of the membership hold this position, but 

among them are Heather and Bill StiIwell respectively: 

"1 still think we are going to get down to a disagreement about foundational principles 
which in my mind are religious and the party is trymg very hard not to be religious. 1 
don't mean religious in the sense of talking d o p a ,  or offiaal religions but the bottom 
line statement is that these policies have been developed because of this basic kind of 
understanding that comes from, for example, the Christian religion. When the time 
comes there wili be a battle and there will be fallout because of it." 

"The people who have started the party here have tried to stay away from it and this is 
going to become a dividing line 1 think. They are going to come to the realization that it 
is going to have to become to a greater degree more like the CHP. That is where my 
sympathies Lie." 

Party executives know that this issue, and the challenge of escaping the public 

perception of the FCP being solely the 'right to life' party, will have to be met and 

handled with dispatch if they are to establish a solid image upon which to prepare the 

party for the next election. 

Arguably, these matters point to an identity denial by party executive. Their 

sociomoral positions parallel the Christian Right in the US. There is often admiration 

and reverence articulated for Alan Keyes, Pat Buchanan, and the Christian Coalition. 

Econornically they look favourably upon the work of Ralph Klein in Alberta and Mike 

Hams in Ontario. They are religious conservatives, part of the Canadian Christian 

Right, yet they deliberately attempt to distance themselves from that political, social and 

ideological image. One founding member said they "fear the media will label us the 

religious Right." Mrs. Stilwell commented that the party should attract "a great mass of 



folks, ordinary Canadians because we are taiking about the kind of things that ordinary 

people talk about over the coffee table." The party is grappling with this issue as they 

try to decide what image the party will have its future foundation built on. 

Party executives recognize that strategies for resource accumulation are linked to 

these preparations. Once the party is able to identify itself, they believe it c m  begin to 

properly target and recruit potential adherents. They know membership and financial 

support will have to be improved dramatically for the party to become innuential 

socially or politically and that the party will have to pursue this support vigorously. 

The executive are also aware that the process of acquiring support is presently a largely 

passive enterprise. One executive says the party gets new memberships slowly and 

there were "Thirteen last month, but 1 think it's just the fact that people are so fed up 

with politics that they hear there's an alternative but I don? think it's the result of any 

great effort on our part- Our effort isn't anywhere near good enough." 

By addressing this recruihnent situation the executive believe that the party 

should be able to begin building a resource base that would provide it with the 

influence it seeks, whether that be in Victoria, within a consewative party coalition, or 

increasing people's awareness about the social importance of preserving life and the 

traditional farnily. 

in the language of social movement theory, these are matters of political process, 

of frarning, and of resource mobilization for the Family Coalition Party. The FCP may 

be a political party, but its origins are in the activisrn of the Pro-life movement and its 

existence depends on the laboured efforts of committed activists who have exhausted a11 

other routes that held out the opportunity for change. The FCP is a core of activists, not 

politicians, and their goal is change, not power. Their fmstration and determination 
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have brought them reluctantly to this point. The FCP is a movement in party clothes, 

but this political garb has burdened these activists with the realities of party politics as 

they try to resurrect ideological support for the traditional farnily. They acknowledge 

that theirs is certainly not the path of least resistance. As Gerhard Herwig pointed out, 

"preferably the route would not be to have to go and form your own party. It's a last 

resort," 

The social and political history of the FCP which has been presented in this 

chapter lays the foundation upon which the analytical focus of this dissertation cm rest. 

Having a thorough understanding of the party's ongins, its electoral and movement 

records, as well as the motivations, perceptions and efforts of its members is critical to 

analyzing its party/movement nature. While the first chapter laid the broad 

sociohistoncal milieu in which the FCP is embedded, this chapter has demonstrated that 

the FCP is British Columbia's political manifestation of that milieu. What has emerged 

over the course of this sociomoral and political exposition of the Family Coalition Party 

is that the FCP and the Pro-familv movement in general are firmly entrenched in a 

modernist, conservative, free market and quasi-religious ideology. It might at first, 

given the predominance of a capitalist hegemonic order in Canada, be tempting to 

simply assume that an organization Iike the Family Coalition Party would face fewer 

obstacles in pursuit of its goals than a more social democratic movement The 

upcoming chapters address this possibility in three ways. The next chapter analyzes the 

FCP as a social movement, arguing that it can be undentood as such because of its 

educative and mobilizing objectives, regardless of its party form. FolIowing that, the 

party is analyzed as such: a minor political party engaging in institutional politics. 

Particular attention is paid to the systemic and cultural challenges that small parties 
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such as the FCP face. FinaUy, the FCP will be examined in ternis of its tnie 

party/movement nature, and the unique difficulties this presents for h e m  will be 

discussed. The first step however, is to unlink form from h c t i o n  and recognize the 

movement character of the FCP. 



Chapter 4 

The Function of Form: 
The Family Coalition Party as Movement 

As a collective action form, the Family Coalition Party is the historical product of 

frustration and disaffection amongst its adherents towards not only maiwtream 

political parties and processes but also the ineffectiveness of other movement fonw in 

the pro-life and pro-family industries. Since the decrirninalization of abortion in 1969, 

the pro-life movement, and now more recentiy the pro-family movement, have been 

confronted with ever diminishing political opportunities which can be exploited to re- 

affirm the haditional life and family values its activists hold sacrosanct. They have also 

been confronted with a social milieu resistant to the messages the movements carry. 

The cultural beliefs and sociopolitical policies of Canadian hegemony in the past twenty 

five years have shifted continually, albeit slowly, towards the integration of previously 

marginalized citizens. The movement activism of women, gays and lesbians. racial and 

ethnic minonties as well as other histoncally disenfranchised groups have broadened 

and diversified the popular image of the Canadian cultural landscape to the point 

where tangible gains have been achieved by these movements. This progress can be 

identified in the two spaces critical to achieving social change: the legisla tive / juridical 

and the popular consciousness of daily life. As the first two chapters have shown 

through profiling PFM activism, in BC this progress has included among other things 

the legal right of gays to adopt children, the broad availability of safe, legal abortion 

services for women, and the ernerging acceptance of familial structures other than what 

is understood as f f  traditional."' 



For the Canadian Christian Right, the witnessing and subsequent opposition to 

this continuhg cultural shift has been an extended penod of frustrated attempts to 

mobilize active support from their seemingly natural cowtituency of Christian 

communities and to influence party and legislative policy through federal and 

provincial state mechanisms and parties. The FCP, like their namesake in Ontario, and 

the Christian Hentage Party federaily, is an attempt by pro-farnily activists to create a 

political space using a party form to gain access to the polity for the purpose of 

achieving their rnovement goals: the legislative and cultural re-establishment of a pro- 

life and pro-farnily ideology for Canadian society.2 It is this tactic that gives the FCP its 

party / movement character and highiights an intima te yet highly viscous rela tionship 

between the forrn/function of an organization like the FCP. Its party f o m  is the result 

of a tactical decision, a movernent strategy to deliberately and overtly engage the 

political system in order to provide the pro-life and pro-family movements another 

avenue for activism. in this sense its form becomes a tool, an organizational crowbar 

with which to pry open a political access point for entrance into the mechanisms of 

legislative power. It also implicitly acknowledges the premise that every movement is 

ultimately political, and that at some point in their life cycle, movements, to attain their 

goals, must in some way engage the state. 

More specifically, within the pro-family movement industry, the FCP can be 

understood as a specific and unique social movement organization (SMO) that has 

emerged at a particular historical moment of the current protest cyde, now 

characterized by a slow but progressive reversal of the movement-countennovement 

roles previously played by the New Social Movements (NSMs) and their conservative 

opponents. The legalization and popular support for the availability of safe abortion 
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services in Canada for instance, signals a victory for Pro-choice forces in the country and 

casts them now in the role of a counter-rnovment, defending these changes against Pro- 

life attempts to limit the availability of abortions. On the other hand, the Pro-life 

movement, with this shift in sociocultural attitudes and politico-legal safeguards, has 

become the movement rather than the counter-movement in this battle, as they attempt 

io prornote acceptance of their desire to restnct these sevices. 

Using the analytical concepts made available by social movement theonsts in the 

areas of fraaming (Snow and Benford, 1988; Snow et al., 1986), resource mobilization 

theory (McCarthy and Zald, 1973, 1977), and political opportunity (McAdam, 1982; 

Tilly, 1978; Eisinger, 1973; Tarrow, 1994), this chapter will establish the FCP as an S M 0  

and evaluate the problem it confronts as such. Beyond appreciating the movement 

hnction and character of the FCP, this chapter will also argue that conservative 

movements have, to date, been under attended to by social movement researchers, 

which has limited the capacity of social movement theory to fully reflect the temporal 

dynamic that mediates the interactive relationship between opposing movements and 

the state during cycles of protest. 

From Counter to Resurgence: The FCP as an NSM sub-tvpe 

For understandable reasons, the bulk of social movernent research over the last 

thirty years and before has focused primarily on the collective action attempts of 

disenfranchised groups to improve their social, political and economic standing within 

democratic polities. To this end and their great credit, social movement theorists have 

developed an impressive body of work capable of analyzing and understanding various 

facets of a movement's life cycle: its emergence, the social psychological requirements of 



its supporters and mobilizers, its structural requisites and strategies for survival and 

success, and to a lesser extent their outcomes and the end of their life cycle. Since the 

early 1960s, when research of this kind tended to depend primarily on social 

psychological explanations of collective behaviour (Smelser, 1962; Gurr, 1970) social 

movement theory has gone through a period of emphasis on macro and meso-structural 

factors such as that found in the work of McCarthy and Zald (1977) on resource 

mobilization and McAdam's (1982) political process approach, and currently finds itself 

in a time of theoretical convergence. Movement scholan have recognized the great 

utility of a multivalent approach to the shidy of social movements and consequently 

there has been a recent surge of work attempting to bring together micro and macro 

perspectives as well as European New Social Movement theory with the Arnerican 

dominated resource mobilization approach (McAdam. McCarthy and Zald, 1988, 1996; 

Moms and McClurg-Mueller, 1992; Buechler, 1993; Jenkins, 1983; Klandermans and 

Tarrow, 1988; Canel, 1992). 

This theoretical trend is in no small part likely a result of the changing character 

of the social movements themselves and the sociopolitical culture in which they do 

battle. As capitalist accumulation strategies continue to adapt and defy Marx's 

prognostications, cultural hegemonic program have concurrently broadened, 

providing ideological space for previously suppressed systerns of belief and providing 

opportunicies for groups to challenge the histoncally dominant Western patriarchal 

Christian e thos. Ln the post-industrial age, "classic" protes t movements typicall y 

associated with class stmggle and attempts at structural socioeconomic transformations 

in the base of the hegemonic order, have largely been supplanted by the "new" social 

movements, with their reformist, anti-institutional and particdaristic focus on a variety 
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of single issues that find more prominent articulation in the upper hegemonic domain of 

culture, lifestyle, ideological belief and consciousness. 

Regardless of the histoncal form or focus, definitions of what cowtitutes a social 

movement tend to reflect consensus about them being a form of collective action by a 

group of like-rninded people that exhibit a degree of organizational formality while 

operating in an uniwtitutionalized context to promote or resist social diange. 

Definitions like this abound in the literature (Heberle, 1968; Wilkinson, 1971; Zurcher 

and Snow, 1981; Scott, 1990; Marx and McAdam, 1994; Tarrow, 1994), but for the present 

purpose, Alan Scott's (1990) defïnition has been chosen for reasons that will emerge 

throughout the chapter. Çcott writes that 

"A social movement is a collective actor constituted by individuals who understand 
themeIves to have common interests and , for at least some significant part of their 
social existence, a common identity. Social movements are distinguished from other 
collective actors, such as political parties and pressure groups, in that they have mass 
mobilization, or the threat of mobilization, as their prime source of social sanction, and 
hence of power. They are further distinguished from other collectivities, such as 
voluntary associations or clubs, in being chiefly concemed to defend or change society, 
or the relative position of the group in society" (Scott, 1990:6). 

For most movement scholars, this satisfies a s  a description of what West German 

sociologists dubbed Neue soziale Bezuegilngen (Dalton, 1990:4), the New Social 

Movements, the study of which has largely dominated the field for the past twenty 

years. The claimed novelty of these movements has been their charactensüc tum away 

from institutionalized and representative politics, their attention to a diverse range of 

individual issues, their emphasis on localism and extraparliamentary action, and their 

predorninant concem for culture and lifestyle over the economic (Boggs, 1986; Macionis, 

1994; Scott, 1990). 



The NSMs are Iargely a form of citizen poiitics concemed with the expression 

and validation of identity. With these movements, as Alberto Meiuca has observed, 

"what individuals are daiming collectively is the right to realize their own identity: the 

possibility of disposing of their persona1 ueativity, their affective life, and their 

biological and interpersonal existence" "(Melucci, 1980:218). This means these are 

stniggles not simply about gender and sexuality, but the M l  spectrum of cultural forces 

that mold, mitigate and manage the daily Iives and identities of people. Ecological 

concems, the peace movement, anti-consumensm, tax revolts, student protests, and 

opposition to television al1 share the common feature of trying to reconfigure popular 

culture in such a way as to free the individual from the workaday corporatist ideology 

of capi talis t social relations. The celebra tion of personal autonorny, increasing 

individual control over one's existence, and improving the quality of persona1 and 

collective life are the cultural goals of these movements. These movements are about 

breaking out of a narrow sociocultural and political rnold that valorizes above al1 else 

the relations of production and offers the paycheque as its highest reward. 

In rebuking the homogenizing effects of capitalism on social identities, NSMs 

have taken up an operational locale in civil society, focusing on local issues and forrns of 

mobilization. This emphasis on direct action and participatory styles of engagement 

reflects an inherent distmst among NSMs for the corporatist practices of the modem 

state. The outgrowth of state involvement in the everyday lives of citizens has blurred 

or, as some argue, eliminated (Melucci, 1980) the line separating the spheres of public 

and private, resulting in a creeping stranguiation of democratic autonomies and 

freedoms. Car1 Boggs points out that this state expansion is demanded by the 



"structural transformation of capitalism - the collapse of market mechanisms giving rise 
to monopoly control, extensive planning networks. and socialization of production - 
requires massive state initiative, even where (as in the United States) the myths of free 
enterprise remain" (1986:24). 

Regardless of arguments concerning autonomy and whether the state operates on behalf 

or at the behest of capital, corporatist practices of social conhol mediation are rebuffed 

by NSM activists because the goal of such processes remains the maintenance of 

systemic conditions favourable to fostering new or continuing patterns of accumulation, 

not the retreat of state mechanisms Çrom p ~ v a t e  life or the democratization of society in 

general. 

In a recent article, Boggs argues that the dominant and common theme arnong 

al1 NSMs has been "the cornmitment to participatory democracy. What galvanized al1 

social forces was a passionately anti-authoritarian ethos, a preoccupation with direct 

action, comrnunity and self-activity that camed into virtually every arena of struggle" 

(Boggs, 1995:333). This has necessitated a disavowal of haditional political party 

systerns of representation. "Essentially" writes Melucci. "they [NSMs] are not oriented 

toward the conquest of political power or of the state apparatus, but rather toward the 

control of a field of autonomy or of independence vis-à-vis the system" (Melucci, 

1980220). The goal of direct action and full political participation cannot be met if the 

locus of power is transferred from the individual to a representative of conglomerated 

interests, so NSMs have deliberately stressed the interdependence of the persona1 and 

political (Scott, 1990) and the importance of understanding civil society as a politically 

engaged space. 

For the categories of NSMs that have been generally identified, those being 

concemed with issues of gender, sexuality, race, youth, peace, and ecology (Boggs, 1986; 



Miliband, 1989; Johnston, et. al, 1994), these attitudes and tactical traits c m  be accepted 

as readily applicable. However, the important question at hand is whether an 

organization like the Family Coalition Party, decidedly consemative and seerningly 

accepting of traditional protocols of political engagement, can be understood and 

accepted in similar hshion. Certainly the FCP is working to resist social change which 

squeezes them into the definitional end of a social movement, but they are also directed 

to promoting social change. Cultural and political gains made by various NSMs have 

corne at the expense of the FCP's belief system and political security. For example, the 

FCP is notfighting to prevent the passage of legislation legalizing abortion or adoption by 

gays; they are jghting tu promote support for changing extant laws they view as 

inherently wrong and unjust. What they are seeking in other words, is the re- 

establishment of the ideological and political supremacy of the Western patriarchal 

Christian ethos which the NSMs have been slowly and successfully eradicating. That 

the FCP is attempting to "return to the past" with this goal may be, but this is a political 

and ideological judgrnent and not the point of concem here. Attempting to change 

cultural beliefs and influence legislative decisions are goals of any movement, 

regardless of form or ideology. 

As Chapter 2 made clear, the FCP's traditional family value platforrn is not that 

similar to the type of complete political package cornmonly associated with 

institutionalized parties. Their mandate is driven by a narrow, particular set of issues 

that constitutes a specific politics of identity. Presewing and restoring the traditional 

family identity within BC's cultural hegemony is the goal of the FCP and attempting to 

acquire parliamentary standing through the electoral process is considered by its 

executive as only a method by which to achieve this goal. Apart from Heather Stilwell, 
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none of the executive or the candidates in the 1996 provinaal election expressed any 

interest a political career or even the opportunity to wield political power beyond that 

needed to adiieve the goals of their movement. Indeed, the entire membership 

considers the role of the FCP at this point in its Life cycle to be more that of a movement 

focused on increasing awareness and educating the general public about the benefits of 

haditional family values and the dangers of secular humanist forces in society. Election 

periods are viewed only as additional opportunities to raise these issues and the FCP is 

considered to be a specialized vehicle within the pro-family movement for that purpose, 

but also as a potentially effective educative body in off-election years. Like the NSMs, 

the FCP executive operates under the belief that successful social change will come 

about through the process of value identification by people, and this will prirnarily be 

achieved through the institutions and daily life of civil society. T'ose in the pro-family 

movement and the FCP believe that only when this shift in values has occurred, only 

when people have become "cognitively liberated" to use Doug McAdam's term (1982)' 

will the party have the potential to become a viable political force in the province. 

Despite their structural form, the FCP as a collective group harbours a deep 

disaffection for representative politics. Years of broken promises, slammed doors of 

political opportunity, and backroom party dealings have left the membership with a 

jaundiced view of the political process. While FCP executives and supporters believe 

that politicians and their parties should work to represent the wishes of their 

constituents, they share a strong sentiment that in practice the case is quite the opposite. 

It is believed that the parliamentary system under which Canadian govemments 

operate provides little opportunity for accurate or free representation. The Toths and 

Stilwell's experiences working within political parties, the examples of pro-life 
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politicians Like federal Liberal's Tom Wappel and Roseanne Skokes and provincial 

Liberal Mike de Jong being consistently silenced by party whips, are regularly used to 

demonstrate the dangers and ineffectiveness of representative politics. On the other 

hand, PFM activists and FCP members view the Family Coalition as a party capable of 

providing the oppominity for direct, open and prinapled political participation for pro- 

family supporters. 

With their reformist goals, distrust of representative politics, concem for 

traditional family issues and identity, and belief in direct political participation, it 

would seem the FCP should fall somewhere in the rubric of the New Social Movements. 

The danger lies in overstating their fit. The FCP is still the ideological antithesis of what 

are commonly understood to be NSMs. They embody a form rejected in principle by 

most NSMs, they are not pursuing the goal of radically restnicturing the democratic 

process, and they have taken a strategically deliberate tum towards the political. 

Part of the solution to appreciating the New Social Movernent qualities of the 

FCP is to first recognize the anti-political idealism of the NSMs as rather illusory. The 

NSM's "flight from politics" as Boggs (1986) describes it, may be an act of self- 

distancing from traditional political institutions, but it is equally as much an expansion 

of what constitutes political terrain and as such an ontological denial. Identity and issue 

politics of these modem movements politicize what were previously non-political 

spaces by mobilizing around issues of sexuality, gender and culture. L. A. k ~ f n m m  

wntes that "the overall effect of this new identity politics was a major shift in political 

&huiking, deemphasizing the role of institutions in perpetuating discrimination and 

exploitation and highlighting the role of extra-insti tutional culture" (Kaufmann, 

1990:71). This shift in turn, Kaufmann argues, has resulted in the NSMs pursuing a 
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number of "disturbing directions: away from engagement with institutionalized 

structures of power, toward a kind of apolitical introspection, and into a cycle of 

hagmentation and diffusion of political energies" (ibid., 68). What emerges is an 

interpretation of 'the political is personal' that equates consciousness-raising and self- 

hansformation with political engagement and therefore "the tendency to daim political 

content for changes in lifestyle encourages the view that politics need not necessariiy 

involve engagement with external structures of power" (ibid., 77).3 Ço deluded, NSM 

activists risk falling into the trap of denying what they are - political movements. This 

denial is what David Plotke considers the most serious problem NSMs confront because 

it prevents them from effectively pursuing their goals of social diange. He writes that 

"movements are thoroughly political, concerned not only with winning reforms but also 
with gaining and employing power. . . . concemed with shaping social relations - at the 
level of the state and elsewhere. They politicize previously uncontested relations, or 
repoliticize previously settled relations. In doing so, they become involved with the 
national and loca! state, with legislatues and courts, with al1 the routine f o m  of 
political decision making" (Plotke, 1990:lOO-101). 

For al1 their anti-political idealism, this is precisely what the NSMs do. For al1 

their novelty, NSMs share the same goals and problems as traditional working class 

movements, whose "aim was not to refuse power, much less destroy it, but to take and 

reshape i t  The problem of identity was in theory already settled . . . What remained was 

the problem of enhancing and guarding identities in practice" (Plotke, 1990:92). This is 

the junchire at which the NSMs find themselves. Identity established, they are now 

searching for avenues to secure political power and unifymg themes that may allow a 

corning together of disparate interests, what Boggs (1986) has termed a "conversion 

project." That the New Social Movements represent a thematic shift rather than an 

ontological break from traditional class-based movements has been well argued (Plotke, 



1990; Miliband, 1989; Cohen, 1983; Tucker, 1991; Calhoun, 1993). In the end both types 

of movements are concemed with issues of atizenship, social distribution of power and 

resources, and the opportunity for political participation. The pursuit of a radical 

democratic politics by the NSMs (Ladau and Mouffe, 1985; Sandilands, 1992), the 

enbance of the Greens into the political mainstream (Boggs, 1986; Kitschelt, 1989; 

Sandilands, 1992) and the general pursuit of rights through the legislative and juridical 

spheres, are al1 deliberately political acts engaging the state. Indeed, in their 

examination of the NSM's principled rejection of the state as a locus of power, Mooers 

and Sears conclude that 

"The radical democrats' bold claim to have theoretically hanscended the crude Marxist 
preoccupation with the centrality of state power masks the peace they have made with 
the state at the level of practical politics. To the extent that much of the baggage of 
traditional liberalism is smuggled back into radical democratic discourse, its political 
prescriptions begin to sound like rninor variations on an old theme- ... This type of 
politics represents a new form of reformism ... al1 social movements corne up against 
the state" (Mooers and Sears, 1992:60,68). 

Like the FCP then, the NSMs, despite the illusion, have not simply taken a deuded turn 

towards the political in their pursuit of social change, they may in fact have never really 

turned away. 

For present purposes, it is with the Canadian Greens that this similarity of 

engaging the political can be most readily observed. in Ontario, the Green Party is 

pursuing a goal of introducing a form of radical democracy through its tactical entrance 

into provincial politics (Sandilands, 1989), but it is in BC that poiitics is making the 

strangest bedfellows. In the pursuit of electoral reform for the province the Green Party 

and the FCP (along with other small parties) have joined forces under the "Coalition for 

Electoral Reform" label in an attempt to press for a system of proportional 

representaüon within the provirtce.4 Dissatisfied with the current form of 
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representation, these parties are pressing for this more directly representative type of 

electoral system, the likes of which has not been seen since WAC Bennett's S d a l  Credit 

Party came to power in British Columbia as a protest party in 1952 under a proportional 

representation type of electoral system. Despite occupying opposite ends of an 

ideological continuum, this pursuit of electoral reform and participatory democracy vis- 

a-vis a structural f o m  brings the environmental and pro-lady movements ont0 

common tactical ground and closes the taxonornic gap between the NSMs and the FCP. 

What remains however, is the ideological orientation of the FCP. In certain 

respects, it would be inaccurate to describe them as a New Social Movement. Iii their 

analysis of modem movements, scholars have tacitly (albeit accurately) accepted NSMs 

as ideologically and politically left wing, something the FCP most assuredly cannot 

claim. in analyzing the use of the term New Social Movement, it has been pointed out 

that a tendency has ansen to ontologize the characteristics of these collective action 

f o m  (Johnston, et. al, 1994; MeIucci, 1989); that is, the nature of these movements is 

exclusively embedded in these descriptive characteristics. Beyond the traits described 

above, this argument can also be extended to their political orientation. Through years 

of analytical focus and discussion, popular use of the term now cames with it an 

implied and accepted understanding that to speak of New Social Movements is to speak 

of a leftist political ideology. This is not necessanly an analytical fault, although it 

needs to be recognized more overtly than the current literature does, but it does little to 

properly situate a conservative movement like the FCP in this theoretical frarne. 

Typically, when an organization like the FCP is encountered or analyzed, it is 

labelled as a countermovement and situated somewhere on the perimeter of serious 

social movement research. As Meyer and Staggenborg (1994) point out, there is a 
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paucity of theoretical work available on countermovements, something which can also 

be said of empincal research on such movements.5 This ciraunstance is an 

understandable product of movernent history over the last three decades, a penod 

which has seen remarkable mobilization by forces on the lei? and lesser, but growing 

resistance or counter-mobilization from the right. To use Tarrow's (1994) observation, 

the social movements that arose in the 1960s in North Amenca constituted a third cycle 

of protest for the modem age and these movements, the NSMs, have resulted in a 

nurnber of manifest gains in the Canadian and American polities. Cultural attitudes 

and acceptance of altemate lifestyles, minority rights, abortion, and the need to protect 

the environment have grown and this has been reflected in various legislated bills and 

applications of law. History in other words, is not the present. Time haç passed and 

social norms have altered as fhis cycle of protest has marched on; the sociomoral and 

juridico-political stattis quos in 1997 are not what they were in 1967, or even 1987. These 

changes have in many regards reversed the roles of left wing movements and their 

adversarial conservative countermovements, making the past practice ûf automatically 

labelling right wing movements "counter" outdated. 

McAdam, McCarthy and Zald (1988) have pointed out the Lirnited utility of this 

traditional labelling practice and the importance of timing on the targets of 

countermovement action, but did not stress the importance of the histoncal moment in 

situating a collective action form as movement or countermovement. Like other 

descriptions of countermovements (Heberle, 1968; Benford, 1992; Macionis, 1994), theirs 

highlights the fact that any movement will invite opposition (countermovement), they 

will interact with one another, and that countermovements attempt to defend the status 

quo or existing social order. To their credit and unlike these other descriptions, they did 
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not include the inference of inherent conservatism in a countermovement. Mottl's 

(1980) forma1 definition of a countermovement avoids the same pitfall: "It is useful to 

define a coitntmovemmt as a conscious, collective, organized attempt to resist or to 

reverse social change" (Mottl, 1980:620, emphasis in the original). Lo (1982) correctly 

identifies this definition as "opposing not another movement, but rather social change" 

and suggests instead that a "countermovement may be defined as a movement 

mobilized against another social movement" (Lo, 1982:118). Both these definitions have 

analytic utility for the field, Motti's because it emphasizes the countennovement's 

relation to the broader social and historico-temporal context and Lo's because it allows 

one to sort out the players depending on which side you find yourself. Yet neither of 

them is adequate to fully reflect the temporal dynamic that cornes into play as gains are 

made by any particular movement during the increasing interplay between opposing 

movements and the s tak6 What is needed is a point of reference from which the 

determination of whether a movement is "counter" can be made. Such apt criteria can 

be found in Gale's work (1986) on state-movement interactions because it provides an 

opportunity to use the state's actions in respowe to a movement's success (the passage 

of favourable laws, the increase of social sanction against the movement, etc.) as a crude 

indicator of the historical and cultural moment in which opposing movements find 

themselves. Zald and Useem's (1987) work on movement/countermovement 

interaction provides the same opportunity, as well as stressing the importance of 

recognizing that "mobilization and interaction of M/CM must be nested in a historical 

context" (Zald and Useem, 1987254). Nonetheless, their starting supposition that 

"movements of any visibility and impact create the conditions for the rnobilization of 

counterrnovements," while true enough, makes the labelling process a product of 
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something akin to 'who threw the first punch' and does not account for actual changes 

that have occurred in the everyday world. For instance, the current historical moment 

in BC is one that has seen the legislative expansion and cultural acceptance of gays 

increase, while popular tolerance for the beliefs of the pro-family movement has 

diminished. Thirty years ago, the reverse would have been tnie and the FCP would 

have huly been a countermovement, attempting to resist change, but today, their 

situation has reversed because of the successes of the gay movement and so in the 

current moment they find themselves in the role of the movement. In comparing the 

mobilization capacities of the pro-life and pro-choice movement McCarthy alludes to 

this type of role reversal, and the mediating function of the state in this process when he 

writes "When pro-choice was the movement, rather than the countermovement, before 

the 1973 Supreme Court decision, it was not, with the exception of a few areas ... a 

grass-roots movement" (McCarthy, 1987:64). Of course, these roles could change again 

(and in fact for the PFM they have not entirely changed now) as the next historical 

moment is approached and entered. The implication is that the use of the term 

countermovement is moment and standpoint specific. It can apply to left or right wing 

movements (Lo, 1982) and can be used by one movement to describe its opponent; but 

ultimately the determinhg labelling factor must be the historico-cultural moment in 

which the opposing movements find themselves. To use the term across historical time 

and through varying cultural and social n o m  c m  only result in a situation that calls 

forth unwieldy terms such as "counter-counterm~vement".~ 

While the most popular, countermovement is not the only label that has been 

used to describe conservative movements Iike the FCP. Habermas (1981) has called 

them "resistance" movements for their attempts to defend traditional conceptions of the 
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social order, and Eder (1985) has called them a middle class form of political protest 

guided by the "petit bourgeois consaousness" that supports "the orthodoxy of the 

dassical ideal of the family, of deterrence and econornic growth" (Eder, 1985:877-78); in 

other words, "moral cmsades". The difficulties with this term are that it is more an 

ideological description than theoreticai definition, and with it Eder denies they are 

social movements: 

"The NSMs manifest a form of middle-class protest which oscillates from moral crusade 
to political pressure group to social movement. ... The moral cmsade is the form most 
favored by the petite bourgeoisie. Petit bourgeois radicalism is of a primarily moral 
nature. The petit bourgeoisie are predestined by their social situation to be protesting 
moralists. .. . The point of reference of this protest is the set of moral principles which 
have become the basis of modernity. The moral cnwdes of the NSMs are collective 
reactions to the cultural modemization which has increasingly widened the gap 
behveen morality and the lifeworld" (ibid.: 888-89). 

Habermas' "resistance movement" cornes closer to the mark, but is not inclusive 

enough. The FCP is certainiy attempting to resist change, but it c m  be seen that they 

are also attempting to promote change as do other movements of its type (Lo, 1982). 

The question here becomes why they are trying to effect social change. It may be more 

than the fear of losing s t a tu  privilege or experiencing "stahis frustration," since these 

motives might only lead to attempts to prevent social change. To pursue the promotion 

of social change, the group must be seeking the acquisition of something it perceives as 

socially good or beneficial - something not currently reflected in the social and political 

milieu. In the case of the FCP, this is the pursuit of a value system it is losing and in 

some instances has nlready lost. The FCP, in fact the entire pro-family movement, is 

engaged in a kind of cultural reclamation project as they attempt to forestall any further 

losses and regain lost ground by trymg to generate a surge of support among Eder's 

"petit bourgeois". in this sense, the FCP and the pro-family movement can be 



understood as a sub-type of the New Social Movements, specificaily a Restrrgence 

Movonmt: a modem movement attempting to resist social change while simultaneously 

promoting social change by working towards the re-establishment of lost, but 

previously dominant and popularized cultural beliefs. 

Introducing this term into the Iexicon of social movement taxonomy creates a 

theoretical space for an organization like the FCP. By extension, the entire pro-family 

movement c m  also now be conceptualized and subsequently analyzed as a modem 

movement, independent of its ideology but not stripped of its privileged social history. 

So conceived, a movement like the PFM can more accurately be assessed not in an 

absolutist, ahistorical frame that dichotomizes its position into one of either simple 

dominance or marginalization, but in one that avoids reification by acknowledging that 

su& clearly demarcated battle lines cannot exist in the dynamic arena of modem social 

struggle. 

A Sketch of the Pro-Familv Movement in British Columbia 

Before assessing the FCP for its framing, mobilization, and political process 

efforts, it will be helpful to situate it as an S M 0  within the broader pro-farnily 

movement industry. To date, the limited work available on the pro-family movement in 

Canada (Eichler, 1985; Steuter, 1992; Erwin, 1993) has used REAL (Rzalistic Equal and 

Active for Life) Women as the dominant example of the movement. Other 

organizations in the industry have tended to be mentioned only briefly in the main text, 

or documented in a foo tn~ te .~  In order to build on this valuable work and better 

understand the movement's full spectrum, these organization's need to be brought from 

the foohiotes fully into the main text in order that the functional relationships and 



operative dynarnics of this neophyte Canadian movement cm  be identified for future 

exploration. 

in Bntish Columbia, similar to the rest of Canada (Steuter, 1992), the pro-life 

movement currentiy cowtitutes the core of the pro-family movement. Of fourteen 

organizations identified as "pro-family," in this project, six of them are also, and 

primarily, part of the pro-life movement. This is unsurprising in Light of the fact that 

among supporters and activists of the two movements. there is an overwhelmingly 

dominant view that the relatiowhip between being pro-family and pro-life is natural 

and inevitable. Interview respondents consistently descnbed life as emerging from 

family and the function of family as being the source and protector of that life. 

Consequently it was argued. those who hold a pro-life position naturally extend that to 

include support for the pro-family rn~vernent.~ Also, and of particular note. 

respondents had consistent difficulty identifymg specific organizations that they 

considered "pro-family." While pro-life organizations were immediately and accurately 

identified, pro-family organizations were described in vague terms like "anyone who 

supports pro-life," church groups, supporters of home and traditional schooling, groups 

seeking tax relief for families and "anyone but the NDP."'O One activist said of this 

trend that "pro-life is an important issue and it can be even with pro-family but pro- 

family requires al1 kinds of definitions which can be hard to articulate, so defining what 

is the pro-farnily movement is more difficult to tackle, but being pro-life is a subset of 

pro-family." Perhaps surprisingly, this trend held even with those interviews done 

with directors of provincial pro-life and pro-family groups. The only exceptions to this 

general pattern were the consistent identification of Focus on the Family Canada as a 

PFM group, and the occasional reference to REAL Women. Nonetheless, when 
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prompted, respondents did agree that the following organizations do work towards the 

promotion of the pro-family agenda in the province: Focus on the Family Canada, 

REAL Women, Christian Coalition of British Columbia, Westcoast Women for Family 

Life, Catholic Civil Rights League, Citizen's Research institute, Compassionate Health 

Care Network, Euthanasia Prevention Coalition BC, Respect for Life, Campaign Life 

Coalition Canada, BC Prolife, local right to life associations, Birthright and Vancouver 

Right to Life.li 

Excluding the pro-life organizations, the PFM in British Columbia is a relatively 

young movement. Focus on the Family, Citizen Research institute (CRI) and REAL 

Women have existed since the mid-1980s, but the Christian Coalition, Catholic Civil 

Rights League, Euthanasia Prevention Coalition are less than hvo years old in the 

province. Most are affiliated with extra-provincial, national, or international parent 

organizations. This is the case for Focus (an outgrowth of James Dobson's US based 

Focus on the Family), REAL Women, Westcoast Women for Family Life (started by 

those involved with the Alberta Federation of Women United for Families), the Catholic 

Civil Rights League (operative since 1985 in Ontario), and al1 the pro-life organizations. 

The Christian Coalition, the Compassionate Health Care Network, the Euthanasia 

Prevention Coalition and CRI al1 claim organizational independence at present. Respect 

for Life is attached to the Vancouver Archdiocese and through that, other Catholic 

organizations throughout the country. 

As a movement industry composed of these organizations, the PFM is best 

characterized as one that is underdeveloped. Overall there is a strong emphasis placed 

on organizational autonomy. A general beiief exists that the movement is best served 

by each organization maintaining its independent focus and that aggregating into a 
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more hctionally interdependent organism would not only be strategically damaging 

but a practical impossibility. The tendency for PFM activists to be independent and 

strong minded and the issue of charitable status are uted as the primary reasons for this 

irnpo~sibility.~~ The connections between these organizations is best thought of as a 

pattem of loose informational relatiowhips with a small degree of board membership 

crossover and a high degree of persona1 association or knowledge between organization 

directors and activists. At times, the organizations do work together or draw on each 

other's strengths when dealing with particular issues. CRI for instance, is 

acknowledged to have a good working relationship with the mainstream media and as 

such, its director, Kan Simpson, sits on the board of the Christian Coalition as  its 

communications director. Also, the appellate case last autumn in which the province 

sought to have the ruling which had gutted its "bubble zone" legislation overtumed, 

saw Respect for Life, BC Pro-Life, Campaign Life Coalition, Feminists for Life and 

Physicians for Life al1 act a s  legal intervenors on behalf of the original defendant, 

Maurice Lewis. 

A similar pattern prevails between provincial and national organizations. While 

provincial representatives do attend annual general meetings and other special 

gathering of the national organizations, for the most part there is a high degree of 

organizational autonomy and independence. REAL Women, Campaign Life Coalition, 

and the Catholic Civil Rights League for instance, receive little top down direction other 

than the requisite maintenance of the organization's principles. Issues of importance are 

identified and acted upon with local initiative and with little interference from national 

boards. inter and intra-organizational channels of communication seem strong 

although there is an underlying opinion that information exchange at this level could be 
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strengthened. As with the prorinaal situation, interpersonal knowledge of, and 

connections behveen activists throughout the country appear to provide a strong 

element of cohesion for the movement. 

Cross-nationally with the United States, there exists no forma1 organizational 

associations at this time.13 Directors descnbed relatiowhips as friendly but restricted to 

the informal exchange of information, general developments within the movement and 

the occasional use of guest speakers from the US. Jim Sclater, VicePresident of Public 

Policy for Focus on the Family Canada, perhaps best described the overall nature of 

intra-provincial, national and cross-national relationships between pro-family 

organizations when he cornmented that 

"We have informal networkùig with hem, we are on the phone with them, and talking 
about vanous issues. We often show up at the same meetings or public forums together 
and we network with other groups in regards to court intervention, in coalition with 
three or four of hem, or alongside them. We caii them together in Ottawa and have a 
conference on these concems. Send each other briefs, that sort of thhg." 

In calculating their support base PFM organizations in the province use either 

direct membership totals or mailing list size. Focus on the Family and CRI for instance, 

daim mailing list sizes throughout Canada of 145,000 and 80,000 respectively (with 40, 

000 of CRI'S total in BC). Respect for Life's director Peter Ryan said there is no 

solicitation of members for his organization but the assump tion is made that "everyone 

who is Roman Catholic and goes to church is our membership." Campaign Life 

Coalition of BC has a mailing list of 2,200 but this indudes churches and other religious 

organizations that have their own membership base. The Euthanasia Prevention 

Coalition of BC organizes exclusively around this concept of member organizations. Dr. 

Will J o b t o n ,  an EPC CO-director, believes there to be "twenty-nine member 

organizations who could be said to represent maybe 300, 000 in BC." Membership 
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groups were identified as ranging from vanous religious groups, the Roman Catholic 

Church, and several secular groups, to pro-life organizations such as Nurses for Life. 

The Pro-life movernent as a whole (BC Pro-life, Vancouver Right to Life, etc.) has a 

membership of over 20, 000 province wide. As a confidential cowelling service, 

Birthright keeps no records of its clients which would conçtitute its membership, but the 

organizations does boast a total of 600 centres throughout North America, with 16 of 

those in BC. 

REAL Women's current BC president, Dons Darvasi believes their national 

membership total stands ai 50, 000 and the provincial total runs at roughly 3, ûûO. She 

pointed out that their membership totals 

"fluctuate quite a bit - it seems that when issues come up that people are shocked by, 
then they join, but then they let their memberships l ape  after two years. It's not so 
much lack of support, but people not remernbering to renew. If you phone them they 
remember." 

The Christian Coalition's membership stands presently at only 300, but being a new 

organization, current Chairman Clyde Vint says they have only just begun a serious 

membership drive in the last several months. Westcoast Women for Family Life's 

membership total also stands only in the hundreds, as does the Catholic Civil Rights 

League (CCRL). Michael Markwick, a CO-director of the CCRL in BC, admitted that the 

organization's membership records are poorly kept at present, but thought there was a 

total of about 500 members across the country. In terms of tracking memberships and 

generating new support, John Hof, president of Campaign Life Coalition BC also 

larnented that " We're a very disorganized group ." 

The mobilizing resources of money and personnel come virtually exclusively 

from this constituent pool for the pro-family movement. Financial resources are 



claimed to be entirely by individual or organizational donation, membership dues, and 

the occasional large anonyrnous donation.14 Partidarly important to the movement as 

a whole is that each organization operates without any government funding.15 This is a 

source of both pride and strategy for the PFM. Strategically, it is generaily felt that to 

receive such funding would tether the movement to the state, Limiting its freedom of 

activity. As John Hof of Campaign Life puts it "we receive no govemment funding. 

Some Say it would be nice, but I'd Say it would be a millstone around our ne&. 1 think 

when you're independent you don't have anyone telling you what you can or can't 

say."16 It is also a generally held belief that their opponents (feminist, pro-choice and 

gay rights groups, etc.) would be unable to sustain themelves as rnovement 

organizations if it were not for the large amount of state funding they receive. One 

director commented on their years of involvement, "It's cost me, we sacrifice a lot in this 

movement. It's cost me money, if the other side didn't get their funding from the 

government, they'd soon go away." PFM organizations take pnde in their financial self- 

reliance, believing that if the playing field were level, their corservative combination of 

self-reliance and community focus would prevail over the socialist forces of secular 

humanism. Most of the organizations operate on per m u m  budgets ninning from 

$3,500 for the Euthanasia Prevention Coalition to Respect for Life's $80, 000 which is 

supplied by the Vancouver Archdiocese. The Archdiocese also donates collections from 

one day during the year to the Pro-life movement, the proceeds of whidi are divided 

between the various provincial organizations. CRI'S budget has drarnatically increased 

from less than $10,000 per annum in past years to over $200,000 this year, while Focus 

on the Family's budget stands at $6 million per annum. Although some donations in 



kind are made on occasion to these various organizations, this is acknowledged as a 

rninor, sporadic and therefore unreliable type of support.17 

These organizations are predominantly headed by directors and board members 

who work on a voluntary basis except for some who receive the odd smaii stipend. 

Only Focus on the Family, Carnpaign Life Coalition, and Respect for Life have paid 

directors and/or staff. Organization workers and personnel are also volunteers and are 

recruited primarily through word of mouth, which is overwhelrningly felt to be the 

most effective form of recmitment. There exists a chronic shortage of manpower within 

the entire movement and a pattern of consistently calling upon the same people during 

times when an organization is recruiting help to work on a particular issue. Directors 

asked about volunteer recruitment consistently cited a rough figure of ten percent when 

iden t iwg  the percentage of their çonstituents who are regularly active in the 

movement. Volunteer recruitment seems best described as haphazard and most 

concenhated when an organization is actively engaged in promoting/resisting a issue 

that has arisen. Only three organizations said they try to recruit help on a regular basis 

while four said they did no active recruiting whatsoever, preferring to let "people corne 

to us." Expertise in a specific area of activism is accepted when offered, otherwise it has 

been developed by individuals within organizations through years of trial and error. 

One long time organizer in the movement summed up !he hurnan resource situation of 

the PFM like this: 

"We smiggle. There's only so many sources for most of these movements and we find 
that al1 these groups are going to be going to the same well for water aLl the time and 
therefs a limitation on how many people are willing to participate in this even if they're 
sympathetic to the movement. 1 think for those who consider thernselves pro-life you're 
lucky to get 5% of them active in any way. You might get 15% out to meetings once in a 
while, 35-50% of them willing to contribute now and then in some financial way or 
another, either buying an xmas cake or whatever, but its because most groups count on 



the same general population, whether ih FCP, Campaign Life, Pro-iife or Citizen's 
Researdi. . . . you do struggle, it's a constant battle." 

The goal of al1 these efforts is similar to that of other pro-family movements in 

Canada and the US: the promotion and reestablishment of an ideology valorizing the 

traditional family and defending an unmitigated respect for hurnan Life from conception 

to natural death. Jim Sclater says that Focus on the Family is "primarily concerned with 

the whole definition of the family, and we see this eroding by various initiatives, or 

threatened by various initiatives that have corne down the legislative road the last few 

years." Kan Simpson sees the "feminist movement as destructive, it's robbed the nation 

of a very important arena, the family. It's robbed women of the right to be women." 

One of the Catholic Civil Rights League's objectives is to "continue to defend the 

traditional family as the basic unit of society" and "make Canadians aware of what is 

going on" in response to the fact that "the Canadian delegation to United Nations 

Conferences actively promoted pro-homosexuality and pro-abortion policies and is 

implementing them with taxpayer's money and without the knowledge or consent of 

the Canadian public or Parliament."18 The Christian Coalition seeks to "affirm the 

value of protecting the sanctity of al1 human life, from the point of conception to the 

point of natural death [and to] represent the pro-family, pro-community point of view 

before local, provincial and federal government~."~~ 

For BC Pro-life and its forty-five provincial affiliates, Vancouver Right to Life, 

Birthright and Campaign Life Coalition, the first of the Christian Coalition's objectives is 

their prime concem.20 The pro-life movement has been described as a "spider web with 

ten a m  on it," and as a "body" with BC Pro-life being the head, Campaign Life the 

legs and Birthright the heart. Functionally, they each work towards their goal via 



different avenues: Birthright provides counselling services for expectant mothers and 

remains staunchly apolitical, maintaining such a low profile that other pro-life activists 

commented that they often "don't know what Bùthright is up to most of the time"; BC 

Pro-life, its affiliates, and Vancouver Right to Life also maintain an apolitical focus with 

emphasis on serving as educative bodies that act as information resources; Campaign 

Life Coalition is designated as the offiaal non-partisan political body of the pro-life 

movement and as such acts at different times as a direct political lobby group, legal 

intervenor, evaluator of political candidates, and dishibutor of political matenal 

conceming the pro-life issues. Respect for Life rneanwhile, pursues a six point mandate 

(education, non-partisan political activity, working with social services, engaging with 

the broader pro-life movement, working with other churches and dealing with spiritual 

activity) towards the pro-life goal in a strategy described as pro-active because it is not 

about "waiting for things to happen but rather getting out and getting members 

involved in the pro-life movement on a regular basis" as director Peter Ryan says. The 

Euthanasia Prevention Coalition works to oppose the promotion and legislation of 

euthanasia and assisted suicide as well as to prornote palliative care for the dying. Ln 

their quest, this fledgling organization is also educational and politically non-partisan. 

Cornmensurate with these concems however, is an actively sympathetic standing 

among these organizations for those that are pursuing the broader pro-family agenda. 

This includes the Citizen's Research Institute, the Christian Coalition, REAL 

Women, Focus on the Family, Westcoast Women for Farnily Life, and the Catholic Civil 

Rights League, al1 of which refer to the defence of the traditional farnily as one of their 

organizational p ~ r p o s e s . ~ ~  Directors of al1 these organizations cited education as their 

primary strategic initiative, followed by some type of formal or informa1 political 
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lobbying. Consensus existç among pro-family activists that the most important step for 

this resurgence movement is to disseminate information and educate the public thereby 

empowering the average citizen to make informed political and social decisions. 

hcreashg awareness among adherents and by-stander publics through educational 

means and extra-parliamentary avenues was identified as the primary h c t i o n  of a 

social movement and the most critical to generating soc ia l  change. Kari Simpson for 

instance, sees CRI'S mandate as one of 

"making sure people have factual information and giving them a license to use their 
voices to allow healthy debate to take place. Canadians have to be uiformed with 
factual information to make informed decisions rather than just casting ballots. . .. Bad 
politiaans only occur when good ~ e o p l e  don't cast ballots. There's more to voting than 
going to the polls and this is a new realization in our psyche." 

Michael Markwick of CCRL argues that before direct political engagement can occur, a 

base in civil society must be solidified through increasing people's awareness of pro- 

bmily issues and so 

"In ternis of a specific agenda [for CCRL] it is to build bridges within the community 
and also with like-minded organizations and religions Itfs sort of a strengthening of 
the flock and then when we're secure in our faith and identity, then to get out there and 
bring the faith out into public affairs." 

Politically, al1 the organizations have adopted a non-partisan stance, believing 

that working within existing parties at the level of the individual politician, and 

concentrating on changing the attitudes of the general voter, will prove to be more 

effective in the long tenn than backing a single political Party. This is despite a belief 

that mainstream parties and their politicians consistently exhibit opportunism and 

careerism, and pursue the adoption of social policy by "sniffing the wind" as one pro- 

family activist put it. This trend of power maintenance through populism among 

mainstream parties leaves pro-family advocates feeling that they are without a 



representative voice that will maintain an uncompromised position on social issues. 

Clyde Vint of the Christian Coalition for instance, believes "there are a lot of good 

Christians in al1 parties, but unfortunately the mandate of the party doesn't give them a 

mandate to speak. If the party as a whole doesn't embrace their ideas, then they have 

no voice." In part, this seemingly paradoxical situation may be explained by an 

underlying belief that despite any legislative victories that may be won, there is an 

intrinsic impermanence to the political, so significant and durable social change can 

only corne about with an ideological transformation at the level of the individual. 

Midiael Markwick points out that in Ontario, Bob Rae's NDP party came to power and 

"got loose in the candy store, brought in labour laws and al1 sorts of things and in the 

space of four years it's been dismantled. So that indicates to me it's just not a 

permanent fix, political alignment is not a panacea." Nonetheless, as an entire 

movement, the organizations do believe that forma1 political representation is 

imperative to achieving their goals. Years of experience working on the pro-life cause 

has taught John Hof that 

"There has to be a law. Education in the schools is only a part of it. . . . one reason they 
haven't been [politically] activated is because they haven't caught the vision of how 
effective they can be. in an election, 20% of the population votes, so Christians only 
need to increase their numbers by 5% and we could swing an election. They have to be 
shown that vision." 

Articulating the paradoxical relationship resurgence and new social movements have 

with the state Kari Simpson states that: 

"Certainly there has to be [formal political representation] because there is stül respect 
for authority in this country, which is good but not necessarily deserving because 
government has gotten into areas where it has no business. The only way to get out is 
through the political process. Eecause these issues have become political it's been 
necessq  to use the arena to curb them, so it's necessary to have political 
representa tion." 



It was the hope of the FCP that they would be the manifest vehide for this vision 

of necessary political representation and that they would gain the unilateral support of 

al1 those in the pro-family movement. By its electoral results, this dearly has not been 

the case. While the presence of the FCP on the provinaal political landscape is regarded 

as beneficial or potentially beneficial to the movement, its utility at present is reserved 

for its movement rather than party function. Unanimity exists wiîhin the movement 

that the FCP offers a unique opportunity during election times to bring up pro-family 

issues in a fonun where they would otherwise not be, and most feel that the party can 

be another pro-farnily voice during non-election times. At present the party is generally 

regarded within the rnovement as having no more or Less potential institutional 

influence than any other politically focused pro-family group, but nonetheless as a 

potentially valuable movement organization working for the pro-family cause in BC. 

Regarding its potential for effecting change through the legislative and electoral 

process as a political party, opinions range from that of hope to irnmediate rejection. 

The most optimistic see the FCP as an opportunity lying in wait for the moment of 

critical awareness or "cognitive Iiberation" among pro-family supporters. Should that 

moment arrive - the realization that other parties will not attend to pro-farnily demands 

- and people look to cast their ballot for a party of pro-family principles, the FCP will be 

ready. One long time activist said the FCP "represents our political aspirations . .. we 

have to have a presence, a state of readiness, we have to have that." Another said they 

would "love to see them become the political a m  of a bunch of groups, but pro-life and 

pro-family groups would have to realize what you can do fmm a political view versus a 

societal view." Still another sees their "primary function is one of having faith; the 

candidates, the issues and their time will corne." This support cornes from within the 
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membership of the party, which by virtue of their membership, acknowledges the value 

of the party's presence and the potential benefit it could have for the movement. 

Beyond the membership however, a more critical view of the party's potential 

can be found. Directors of other pro-family organizations offer some immediate and 

pragrnatic assessments of the FCP's party potential that highlight the dangers of having 

a "single issue" image and the importance of presenting themselves as a party capable 

of running the province. Clyde Vint observed that the "FCP needs to educate its people 

and the people of BC that they can govem the province" and another director expressed 

concern that "they might be going the wrong way. 1 question the effectiveness of their 

strategy. With a pro-life party you're really developing an isolationist mentality 

because you put yourself in a corner." There are also those in the movement who 

extend this doubt to full rejection. One activist simply stated that the best the FCP could 

do was to "Stop being itself - it's just not the way to go. ... If 1 was them I'd have one 

last pancake breakfast and then take them swimrning." Another critic of the FCP 

approach said of them "It's an issue of tactics ... but they can't appoint themselves as 

the only pro-life, pro-family party in the province. You can't self-appoint yourself and 

then expect people to vote for you - it's not a moral issue, it's about political heedom." 

What is implied with these observations is that as an organization within the pro-family 

movement, the FCP's function as part of the overall movement has been tentatively 

accepted, but the utility of its fonn for opening M e r  political spaces for promoting 

awareness of pro-family issues has yet to be acknowledged or fully appreciated. 

This sketch of the pro-farnily movement in the province, rudimentary as it is and 

by no means presented as comprehensive, nonetheless exposes several characteristics of 

the movement which are limiting its vision in this regard. These indude a tactic of 
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maintaining political non-partisançhip, an embedded disaffection with mainstream 

politics, an emphasis on generating awareness within civil society while maintaining a 

distance from institutionalized politics, and a focus on specific social issues rather than 

general political economic concerns. In other words, the very characteristics of this 

resurgence movement, like those of NSMs in general, prevent a ready acceptance of 

mobilizing political power through institutionalized forms. As a pro-farnily 

organization with a movement function however, the FCP must not only address these 

hurdles on their way to gaining party legitirnacy for the PFM, they must also attend to 

matters of framing, mobilizing resources, and creating political opporhinities as a 

resurgence movement organization. 

Selline the form: Framinp: Issues of the FCP 

Beginning this look at issues concerning the FCP as a movement by focusing on 

framing is perhaps to choose an arguable starting point but presumes that framing is 

crucial in mobilization initiatives which in tum benefits the FCP's political process 

efforts. Since David Snow, et. al. (1986) adopted and extended Goffman's (1974) work 

on frame analysis, framing has emerged as a critical aspect of analyzing and 

understanding the mobilizing potential of social movements. Work in this area (Snow 

et. al., 1986; Snow and Benford, 1988, 1992; Klandermans, 1984; Benford, 1993) has 

produced a conceptual lexicon pexmitting study of a movement's efficacy at 

constructing the meaning of a social grievance in such a way as to gamer support for its 

cause. Originally conceived as sudi, framing refers to the "conscious strategic efforts by 

g-roups of people to fashion shared understandings of the world and of themselves that 

legitimate and motivate collec~ve action" (McAdam, et. al, 1996:6). 



At the core of the framing concept is an appreciation that ideas, meanings, and 

ideology are not passive or impermeable entities sui generis, but dynamic constructions 

constantly being reconfigured in an effort to maintain art understanding of the social 

world favourable to the experiences and cognitions of a potentiaily sympathetic target 

population. Snow and Benford for instance 

"Do not view social movements merely as camers of extant ideas and meanings that 
stand in isomorphic relationship to structural arrangements or unanticipated events. 
Rather, we see movement organizations and actors as actively engaged in the 
production and maintenance of meaning for constituents, antagonists and bystanders or 
observers" (Snow and Benford, 1992:136). 

Understood this way, master frames, collective action frames, frame alignment 

processes, vocabularies of motive and other associated ways of conceptualizing aspects 

of collective belief systems of protest "are constructed and reconstructed over and over: 

in public discourse, during the mobilization of consensus, and in the process of 

consciousness raising during episodes of collective action" and the "interpersonal 

networks submerged in multiorganizational fields are the conduits of this process of 

meaning construction" (Klandennans, 1992:99). Implicit in this conception is that 

nothing can be taken for granted by movement activists. Meanings and values are 

never static and are constantly vulnerable to the interpretive character of interpersonal 

communication. This means cognitive terrains must be battled over and actively 

pursued through the construction of collective action hames that generate a reality that 

makes enough sense to people that they will in some way corne to actively participate in 

the movement. Snow, et. al. wam that "initial frame alignment cannot be assumed, 

given the existence of either fievances or SMOs. ... Frame al ignent ,  once adiieved 

camot be taken for granted because it is temporally variable and subject to reassessment 

and renegotiation" (Snow, et. al., 1986:476). By applying these concepts to the 
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expericnces of the Family Coalition Party, the value and applicability of such karning 

analysis can be seen to be particularly helpful in identifymg and understanding any 

movement organization's mobilizing weaknesses. 

Taking frame alignment for granted was, and continues to be, one of the most 

significant errors committed by the FCP. As was pointed out in Chapter 2, it was 

assumed by the party executive that the existence of the party would be enough to gain 

the electoral support of the pro-family and pro-life constituency in the province. Party 

membership and electoral results however, have demonstrated otherwise to the 

executive. Simply laying out the welcome mat and waiting for people to knock on the 

party's door seems to have stunted not only the FCP's political potential, but also its 

movement potential. It became apparent, as reported in the last chapter that the party 

has yet to develop a clear vision of who it is and where it wants to go. The executive's 

denial of the party's ideoiogical identity and their failure to Lay out a specific course of 

action has it seems, left the party unable to properly develop a collective action frame 

that rnight appeal to supporters of the pro-family ideal. In a less conceptualized 

fashion, party executives know al1 of this: that ody  by coming to te- with their 

party's identity (that is, resolving the debate over being an overtly Christian party), can 

the party hope to proceed with a frarning process that might increase its mobilizing and 

party /movement potential. 

Master and Collective Action Frames 

The FCP draws its specific collective action hame from a broader master frame 

guided by a Judeo-Christian hentage that valorizes traditional family and social orders 

and above al1 else the creation and prese~ation of hurnan life. As conceived by Snow 



and Benford (1992) the genenc function of master frames is to provide a broad 

orientation of perspective analogous to "linguistic codes in that they provide a grammar 

that punctuates and syntactically comects patterns or happening in the world" (Snow 

and Benford, 1992:138). For the FCP and the rest of the pro-family movement, it is this 

Westem Christian ethos that provides these M a g e s  and provides its movement 

organizations with a common source to blame for the problems that beset modem 

society. This "attribution function," as Snow and Benford call it provides the 

"interpretive medium through which collective actors associated with different 

movements within a cycle assign blame for the problem they are attempting to 

ameliorate" (ibid., p.138-9). In the case of the FCP, the breakdown of the traditional 

family and the diminishing belief in God which have been brought on by gays, 

feminists and the general rise of secular humanisrn are the causes of the social 

pathologies they see as so prevalent in modem society. It wodd seem that this ethos 

should provide the movement with an "elaborated master frame" that would permit the 

movement to incorporate a broad range of interests and groups given the dominance of 

Christian beliefs in Westem society. However, the FCP (and to a lesser degree the entire 

movement), with its narrow definition of farnily and protection/valuation of life, has, 

according to Snow and Benford's scheme, created a "restricted master frame." 

The final feature that Snow and Benford identify as impacting a master frame's 

efficacy is its "mobilizing potency." Affected by the master frame's restrictive or 

elaborative status and its resonance, they argue that "hypothetically, the greater the 

resonance, the more potent the master frame" (ibid., p.140). Evaluating potency is a 

matter of determining the frame's empincal credibility, expenential commensurability, 

and its narrative fidelity. As a whole, the PFMrs empirical credibility, "the apparent 
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evidential basis for a master frame's diagnostic daims" appears high (ibid., p.140). 

Interview respondents pointed to the breakdown of the family as the cause of the 

current social 'crisis' and believed the messages that organizations like the FCP spread 

were important to remedying this crisis. "Experiential credibility" also luns high for the 

movement and the FCP, particularly around issues like taxation, universal daycare, and 

the Infants Act. Respondents repeatedly àted these as examples of state interference 

into their daily lives. Finally, the movement's "narrative fidelity, " the way the frame 

"strikes a responsive chord in that it rings tnie with extant beliefs, myths, folktales and 

the like," also nins high for the rnovement and the FCP (ibid., p.141). Respondents point 

to their families and communities as examples of the benefits to following a Christian 

lifestyle and have by and large made folk devils out of ferninists, gays, and smialists. 

Consequently, the PFM master frame can be seen to exhibit a high degree of resonance 

giving it a good mobilizing potency which is diminished only by its restrictive 

character. This assessrnent holds also for the FCP. Its executive and candidates, as was 

noted in the last chapter, have been told innumerable times "1 agree with everything 

you stand for, but 1 can't vote for you." 

Continuhg to follow Snow and Benford's logic, specific collective action frames 

of an SM0 derive from these larger master frames. They have the purpose of generating 

mobilization for a particular organization within a movement and are the product of 

three core frarning tasks undertaken by the SMO: Diagnostic framhg, prognostic 

framing and motivational framing (Snow and Benford, 1988). it is at  this point that the 

FCP's mobilizing difficulties with its collective action frame can be dearly understood 

using these concepts. Its diagnostic frame, whidi "involves identification of a problem 

and the attribution of blame or causality" is largely satisfactory (ibid., p. 200). Identical 
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to the attribution assessrnent of the PFM master frame, the FCP's diagnostic frame 

enjoys a high degree of resonance with other movement organizations; there is 

agreement on what the problem is and who is to blame. 

It is by using the idea of a prognostic frame that the disagreements between PFM 

organizations and the FCP c m  be identified. This frame "is not only to suggest 

solutions to the problem but also to identify strategies, tactics and targets. What is to 

be done is thereby specified" (ibid., p. 201). It became clear in what was reported in 

Chapter 2 that the FCP is a product of frustration and disaffection amongst this small 

group of PFM activists. After exhausting al1 other avenues and fonns of collective 

action, the party structure was adopted to pursue social change through the direct path 

of electoral politics. For the FCP, what is to be done is to use this forxn to educate, agitate, 

cajole, and lobby the public, the government and other political parties into adopting 

pro-farnily ideology and legislation. At the same time, the party believes pro-family 

forces should cast ballots during elections in their favour in an attempt to elect an MLA 

or at least to send up a political flare by collecting a large number of province wide 

votes. The pro-family movement in BC however, utilizes a prognostic frame that 

advocates an educational and distinctly non-partisan, multi-party approach. This lack 

of alignment behveen the FCP and other organizations likely carries down to rank and 

file pro-family supporters, a situation the FCP definitely believes to exist. Joining the 

FCP as a member and/or working/supporting them in some capacity (not simply 

voting for them during an election) may not be considered a productive use of scarce 

manpower resources by activists who believe success will be achieved by maintainhg a 

broad based approadi. 



Finally using these concepts of framing, the FCP's motivational framing efforts, 

which aim to transform consensus into action mobilization (Klandennans, 19%) can 

also be evaluated. Snow and Benford point out that this is in effect a frame constructed 

by Mills' concept of a vocabulary of motives that often constitute moral rationales for 

action (Snow and Benford, 1988). The principai decision confronthg the FCP in this 

regard is whether or not to Invoke an overtly Christian vocabulary in the efforts to 

mobilize support. Some, like the Stilwells feel such a move could only benefit the party, 

while others, like the Toths, believe it would severely restrict the FCP's capacity to 

attract movement and electoral support. It is a situation charactenzed by Snow and 

Benford's observation that "in some instances these components unwittingly render 

existing frames impotent or the development of new ones particularly difficult" (ibid., p. 

203). This is the fear of the The Toths as they and the rest of the executive search to 

improve this frame and avoid the dangers of such "framing hazards" (Benforil, 1993). 

Frame Alignment Processes and Framing Baitles 

To construct an effective collective action frame along these three indices is to 

ensure that they exhibit an ideological and structural congruence with the extant beliefs 

of as wide ranging a potentiai adherent pool as possible. Snow and his colleagues have 

called this a matter of frame alignment, "the linkage of individual and SM0 

interpretative orientations, such that some set of individual interests, values and beliefs 

and SM0 activities, goals, and ideology are congruent and complementary" (Snow, et. 

al., 1986:464). Of the four processes they identify as cntical to frame alignment 

(bridging, amplification, extension and transformation), the first three hold some 

relevance for the FCP. 



Frame bridging, "the linkage of two or more ideologically congruent but 

smicturally unconnected frames regarding a particular issue or problem," is something 

the FCP c m  be seen to have engaged in minimally. By using this concept, it can be 

shown that the error they have committed thus far is the assumption that ideological 

and attributional congruence, ceteris paribus, is suffiüent to mobilize support for their 

action form. Their bndging efforts in other words, have largely been a passive 

enterprise, except during election penods. Snow. et. al. identify the targets of frame 

bndging as those "aggregates of individuals who share cornmon grievances and 

attributional orientations, but who lack the organizational base for expressing their 

discontents and for acting in pursuit of their interests" (ibid., p. 467). At present, the 

potential PFM adherent pool do not regard the FCP's form as a legitimate vehicle to 

perform this latter function. As party activists realize in this regard, what confronts the 

FCP in its bridging activities then, is to not simply use bndging tediniques to increase 

their profile by reaching out to potential adherents, but to also convince them that their 

form is as valid and effective (if not more so) for perforrning movement functiow as any 

other organization's structure. This of course, as the executive well understand, is 

contingent on the executive first coming to a decision as to whether their prima. 

function will be that of an SM0 or a party seeking electoral success. 

With the matter of frame amplification, however, the FCP is confronted with a 

large bamer to developing an appealing PFM colIective action frame. Frame 

amplification, "the clarification and invigoration of an interpretive frame that bears on a 

particular issue, problem or set of events," Snow et. al. identify as important because 

"support for and participation in movement activities is frequently contingent on the 

clarification and reinvigoration of an interpretive frame" (ibid., p. 468). At present, the 
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FCP is predominantiy associated with the pro-life cause. Media, the general public and 

other political parties al1 initially identify the FCP as the 'rïght to Life' party. The value 

and belief components of this amplification process have over-identified the party with 

the pro-life movement which has concomitantly diminished their broader pro-family 

agenda. In order to shift the FCP's collective action frame into closer alignment with the 

pro-family adherents, the party executive are aware that they need to not only amplify 

the fame's pro-family character but also actively engage in a process of frarne dr- 

ampl@cation, whereby its pro-life character enjoys less frame dominance. While this 

strategy has been discussed by the executive, it remains a highly contentious issue for 

the party. Some members feel this is a strategically necessary step, while others, 

including the Toths, feel this would dilute the ideological purity of the party. 

These acts of amplification and de-amplification could be assisted by a frame 

extension effort, in which "an SM0 may have to extend the boundaries of its primary 

framework so as to encompass interests or points of view that are incidental to its 

pnmary objective" (ibid., p. 472). It may well be that the FCP's pnmary goal is the 

legislated protection of life from conception to natural death, but as the Toths and others 

in the party have pointed out, this is proving to be insufficient in mobilizing support. 

Their suspicion is that by actively extending its frame and amplifying its pro-family 

concerns, the party could broaden its base of potential adherents and improve its overall 

frame alignment with the PFM. For instance, several PFM activists and FCP members 

pointed to euthanasia as the next pro-life issue likely to concem the general public. 

Unlike the abortion issue, which they suspect the general public has tired of, euthanasia 

they believe has the potential to directly touch the life experiences of people in an ever 

hcreasing way, thereby having the capacity to reinvigorate support for the movement 
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as a whole. Like the Christian Right in the US, it is dear the FCP has a range of issues to 

which it could extend its frame: M d  care, family taxation laws, parental control over 

education, traditional and home schooling, euthanasia and palliative care, electoral 

reform, homesteading oppominities for young couples, etc. W l e  ail of these are pro- 

family concerns, none is inherently linked to a staunch pro-life position like the FCP's 

and any one of them has the potential to increase the FCP's adherent pool. Al1 of this 

framing work is something the FCP knows it must undertake aggressively, rather than 

simply assuming, as they have thus far, that individuals will make these connections 

and efforts themelves. The importance of this task is underscored by Philip Converse's 

observation that: 

"For the huly involved citizen, the development of political sophistication means the 
absorption of contextual information that makes clear to him the connections of the 
policy area of his initial interest with policy differences in other areas; and that these 
broader configurations of policy positions are describable quite economically in the 
basic abstraction of ideology. Most members of the mass public however, fail to 
proceed so far" (Converse, 1964246). 

Of course, al1 of these frarning efforts are focused on intemal considerations and 

presumed to be socially free standing, unaffected by extemal contingencies. Obviously 

ths  is not the case. Movement interactions within the broader social context with 

countermovement, the s ta te, the media, other opposi tional groups or individuals crea tes 

an environment where "framing contests" occu (McAdam, et. al., 1996; Zald, 1996). 

McAdam and his colleagues point out that these contests emerge during later framing 

stages because at the outset the "political establishment is apt to be either unaware or 

amused and unconcemed by initial framing efforts, their reaction is expected to change 

if and when the movement is able to establish itself as a serious force for social change" 

(McAdam, et. al., 1996:17). 



This is the situation the FCP currently perceives itself as in. Executives and 

members hold the opinion that at present they are so small and ineffective that potential 

opponents are dismissive of the organization and this is why to date they have faced no 

active resistance to their activities. Nonetheless, should they grow into more of a 

political force, it is likely they will have to engage in these framing contests. These are 

not so much contests however, as they arefiamhg baffles. They are tactical maneouvers 

by adversaries, not friendly rivals; the goal is conclusive domination of one opponent 

over another rather than just efforts of casual one-up-man-ship. This requires 

developing the skills to manage a dynarnic interactive process in which the FCP's 

ofènsiuefrarne (essentially its collective action f ame) is co~mterfrarned by its opponents 

in an attempt to generally discredit its message and dissuade potential adherents and 

bystander publics from action mobilization on behalf of the FCP. (At the same tirne, 

these efforts will in part constitute attempts to gain active support by this oppositional 

movement for its own cause.) This counter framing in turn necessitates a defensive 

fiaaniing effort by the FCP in which it attempts to deflect and resist the labels its 

opponents hope to affix to its public image. 

This is the framing battle that has been underway for years between the pro-life 

and pro-choice movements. Both groups counter frame the other as an "anti" group, 

refusing to acknowledge any merit to the other's position in an effort to diminish the 

potency of their respective offensive frames. Both groups also attempt to resist this label 

by presenting a defensive frame that broadens the issue from simply foetal status and 

rights to ones including individual rights w i t h  a democratic polity and sociomoral 

concerns for the common good of such a society. These acts help diffuse the impact of 

the counter hame by exposing the connections of the primary framing concem to other 
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less amplified issues which are nonetheless salient and c m  positively contribute to the 

public image of the movement. The pro-family movement in BC appears to be only at 

the cusp of this kind of framing battle. Still in a predominantly emergent state, the 

movement has yet to encounter much publiazed resistance other than some scattered 

gnimblings about their stands on various issues. However, the m e n t  conflict over the 

Surrey schoolboard's banning of several primary aged books that depict gay family 

structures does appear to have the makings of a framing batt1e.z The Citizen's Research 

institute has been labeled "anti-gay" in the local media and by Education Minister Paul 

Ramsey as a resuit of Schoolboard Chair Robert Pickering's involvement with the 

institute.23 It seems a defensive frame has yet to be developed by CRI other than what 

could be considered an attempt by Director Kan Simpson to normalize the Institute's 

views. After speaking with Simpson, a Vancotlver Sun  article reported that "her group 

would help any gay student who was facing discrimination in school."24 

The impact of such framing battles is not limited to a speufic organization. in 

this instance, the counter-frarning of CRI as anti-gay, coupled with Heather Stilwell's 

vote as a trustee to ban the books, could easily have a negative impact on the FCP. The 

web of interpersonal connections, cross board directorships, and communication 

nehvorks that provides a movement with much of its infrastructural cohesiveness and 

micromobilization potential can also act as the conduit through which counter-framing 

efforts against one organization can spread to impact the entire movement. 

MobilizingResources and Lookine for Political Ovvominities 

It is recognized by the FCP executive that the most formidable mobilizing 

challenge they face is to demonstrate to its potential adherents and the bystander public 



in general that its politicai form can provide a unique and effective movement function 

for the pro-family cause. As Mrs. Toth pointed out, the FCP's fonn allows it political 

access not granted other PFM organizations. The most prominent example of this 

cornes during election periods, but less obvious opportunities also present thernselves. 

The FCP's recent presence at meetings of the Enterprise League of British Columbia, 

whidi aims to unify nght wing parties in the province, provided the party an 

oppominity to lobby for the adoption of its core principles, and stands as an ideal 

example of such access. 

The importance to any social movernent organization of meeting this challenge 

for rnobilizing resources lies with the link that exists between the legitimacy of an 

organiza tion's structure and goals and i ts rnobilizing or r e c d  tment oppominities 

(Snow, et. al., 1980; Klandemans and Tarrow, 1988) . As McAdam et. al. (1996) point 

out, an SM0 relies heavily on its goals for a healthy interactive relationship with its 

broader movement environment. This in turn is vital to resource mobilization activities. 

There appears to be no lack of what have been called rnicromobilization contexts, 

mesomobilization actors or recruitment networks within the PFM (McAdam, 1988; 

EUandermans and Tarrow, 1988; Gerhards and Rucht, 1992; McAdam, et. al., 1996) 

which the FCP could exploit for recruitment purposes, but what has yet to develop fully 

is the recognition of Zald and Ash's (1966) observation that the viability of a movement 

increases as different organizations wi th different functions and stra tegic initiatives 

arise. This argument suggests that were the necessary microstructures in place, and if 

the FCP could hrther expand this latter realization through its frarning activities and 

thus legitimate its form as congruent with movement functions, its mobilizing efforts 

might at least be partially rewarded. It is a situation consistent with Tilly's (1975) 
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observation that the mobilizing potential of a movement organization is limited by its 

structural features. 

It has been noted that mobilizing efforts are in effect attempts at generating 

solidarity and commitment to the means and goals of the organization (Zurcher and 

Snow, 1981; Jenkins, 1983; Bagatta and Bagatta, 1992). Assurning this to be hue, and 

continuhg to borrow hom the resource mobilization lexicon developed by McCarthy 

and Zald (1987)' the FCP cadre's cornmitment to the organization's structure and 

strategy should be absolute. Zurcher and Snow point out that 

"To be cornmitted in this sense is not only to follow a line of action consistent with the 
expectations of the movement, but it is to follow a line that rigidly circumscribes or cuts 
off other possible lines of action" (Zurcher and Snow, 1981:458). 

The Tothshs, the Stilwells and other long time executives and supporters of the party 

constitute the moral core of the organization to which Zurcher and Snow refer when 

they state that "within most movements there is usually a corps of participants who are 

devoted to advancing the cause on purely "moral" grounds. Simply put, they think it is 

right. They see it as the "one way"" (ibid., p. 460). This does in fact describe the FCP 

cadre's cornmitment, a cornmi tment of resolute dedica tion tha t drives their donation of 

time, money, energy and other valuable personal resources to the organization's goals. 

Time, rnoney and family cornmitrnents were al1 cited among this group as the primary 

costs to them for their deep involvernent with the FCP and the PFM. As Heather 

Stilwell puts it, "when I'm an old woman, I want to be able to Say 1 did what I could. 

Truthfully, it's not very practical with the family, but the job needs to be done and 1 can 

do some of those things." 

Yet this kind of dedicated commitment does not extend beyond this core group. 

While it has been enough to have kept the organization alive to this point, the last 
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chapter exposed the executive's awareness that the FCP needs to improve its 

recruihnent efforts, not oniy for the purpose of organizational growth, but also to 

rejuvenate the spirits of these core constituents. Like others, Mrs. Stilwell points out 

that "there's not much recruitment. We really need to get into a whole different level of 

activity, people to do phoning get out and bang on doors, that sort of thuig. It requires a 

concerted effort and we don't have that level of work available." To reach this next 

level, this group knows it must develop a mobilizing strategy that makes it clear to 

potential constituents that "commitment is not dedication. Cornmitment is the 

willingness to take risk or entertain inconvenience," though not necessarily to the 

extent of the core constituents (Freeman, 1979:173). 

That is, the party knows it needs people to do things for it: take out a 

membership, donate some money, make some phone calls to promote its objectives, 

bnng its name up in casual conversations, promote it to supporters duruig events like 

the Surrey Schoolboard's decision to ban books portraying gay families, organize a bake 

or rummage sale, etc. Using JO Freeman's (1979) division of resources into tangible and 

intangible, al1 of these activities require people, the primary intangible resource 

available to a movement, for the generation of tangible resources such as money, space, 

office equiprnent and the like. According to Freeman, there are two types of intangible 

resources people can conhibute, specialized and unspecialized, and the FCP is keenly 

aware it needs both. 

By "specialized" resources, Freeman is referring to those skills which activists 

bring to the movement and help it in specific areas which may include media relations, 

fundraising, accessing politicians, and intermovement nehvorking. Of particular note, 

included in this category is status. The FCP cadre's activist and political past gives the 
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group a wealth of collective action experience in most of these areas, but as noted in the 

last chapter, they know they desperately need expertise in the area of govemmental 

poücy development because of their form. The thin policies they have on matters of 

health, labour, econornics, and other areas are proving unsatisfactory for mobilizing 

pro-family political support under the FCP banner and there is no one within the party 

with the necessary skills to guide and develop this area. The executive have also 

identified their own limitations with regard to media relations, advertising, and 

membership recruitment, and the need they have to cowult with experts on how to 

ef fectively pursue these activities. 

The importance of status to a movementfs mobilizing potential could be 

emphasized in no better manner than with Bill Vander Zalm's involvement with the 

FCP. During his tirne with the party, it enjoyed not only its greatest period of 

membership growth, but public profite and media coverage. The party also benefited 

from hs political expertise and advice on policy development. Although his 

involvement may overshadow Mrs. Toth's status within the pro-family movement, it 

must not lead to underestimating it. The immense respect and admiration the pro- 

family community have for the FCPfs founder provides a great, if not greater, source of 

mobilization potential than did Mr. Vander Zalm's. Pro-family directors and FCP 

members constantly cited Mrs. Toth as a source of inspiration for their continued 

involvernent with the movement and/or reason for joining the FCP. These 

contributions suggest stahis as a valuable specialized resource can take on different 

forms and hinctions. Mrs. Toth provides the organization with its principled 

foundation, everyday work ethic, and long tenn vision, al1 of which help the FCP 



project the image cf serious organization which would not squander any resources 

potential constituents may wish to provide. 

Mr. Vander Zalm on the other hand, provided the organization with a 

charismatic and populist presence as well as linking its political roots with the history of 

the Social Credit Party in BC. Validating Weber's (1946; c f .  Zurcher and Snow, 1981) 

work stressing the importance of chansma to organizational fortunes, Vander Zalm's 

involvernent demonstrated the mobilizing power charismatic leadership can bring to a 

movement. A legitimate authority figure within the pro-family work because of his 

extensive political background, in 1993 Vander Zalm was able to mobilize more support 

for the FCP in a few weeks than the party had been able to secure over the previous two 

years. However, this support or consensus mobilization did not translate uito any 

significant action mobilization. Prince George and Kelowna, two areas in which the 

Vander Zalm rallies were held and the bulk of 250 membenhips taken out, have been 

dormant since 1993. The support attributable to Mrs. Toth on the other hand, seems to 

generate a consistent level of action mobilization. These different effects point to a need 

to distinguish between the different mobilizing functiow status types perform for an 

Also, Vander Zalm's involvement confirmed Oliver and Maxwell's waming that 

"dependence on large donors usually forces activists to change strategies as elite 

concerns and resources shift" (Oliver and Maxwell, 1992:260). As the last chapter 

showed, Vander Zalm's involvement was intimately linked to a large donation to the 

FCP from a pro-Vander Zalm supporter. Originally, this donation was contingent on 

Mr. Vander Zalm taking over the leadership of the party and as such rejected by the 

party. When this condition was dropped, the rnoney was accepted, but the ewuing 
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relationship between the donor and the party was characterized by the party receiving 

constant demands from the donor regarding strategy on how best to proceed with their 

goals. When Mr. Vander Zalm declined to run as a candidate in the 1994 Matsqui by- 

election against Grace McCarthy, the donor left the FCP to join the Reform Party and 

actively encouraged other FCP members to do the same. While no memberships were 

tumed in as a result of this tactic, neither have any renewals been received from the 

targetted region. Mr. Vander Zalm's subsequent departure from the party also lends 

support to the general criticism that resource mobilization theory "overstates the extent 

to which powerful people are willing to challenge the status quo" (Macio~s,  et. al., 

1994:633). While willing to speak on behalf of the organization at membership rallies, 

Mr. Vander Zalm agreed with a proviso: that he would also have the opporîunity to 

'tell his side of the story' regarding his leaving the Social Credit Party. And when the 

possibility of pursuhg the leadership of the Reform Party of BC alose, the social issues 

that concem the FCP fell victim to political opporhinity. 

Moving to the other source of intangible resources, those that are 

"unspecialized," Freeman considers them to be time and commitment because "any 

participant could contibute them if so indined" (Freeman, 1979:173). These are the 

resources that the FCP have identified as needing in particular, and whch they must 

develop a strategy for acquiring. Generating cornmitnient through the development of 

its collective action frame has been dealt with, but tirne is a different matter. As Oliver 

and Marwell (1992) point out, time is the most precious of resource comrnodities, "the 

ultimate resource for collective action. The entire collective action sector is labor- 

intensive . . . the basic production activities always involve people doing things" (Oliver 

and Marwell, 1992:257). The basic tension for potential constituents however, is that the 
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"demands of being a movement participant and the demands of being a parent or 

employee may at times be incompatible" (Bagatta and Baga tta, 1992: 1883). Certainly 

limited time due to family responsibilities was the most frequently cited reasons for 

respondents' limitations on becoming involved, or more involved, with the FCP. 

To help ease this inevitable tension for potential constituents, and in order to 

more effectively engage in what Oliver and Marwell cal1 "mobilizing technologies," the 

FCF is aware that it must develop active networks of communication and some kind of 

forma1 action schedule. The former already exists with the PFM micromobilization 

contexts and the FCP's list of some 10, 000 who wish to see a referendum held on 

abortion h d i n g  in the province. This list, with its names, addresses and phone 

numbers is what McCarthy (1987) has called a "thin structure," a list that has "been 

gathered initially for other purposes" (McCarthy, 1987:59). But to effectively utilize 

these rnicrostnictures, the party cadre knows it rnust develop the latter, a çpecific 

schedule of activities, jobs and duties that need to be done on behalf of the party during 

a specified penod (including, but not exclusive to election times), along with the 

demands each task requires. Party cadre recognize that "a lot of technological 

knowledge about mobilizing volunteer time is about organizing and dividing labor and 

stnicturing events and jobs so that people can be invited to participate in well-defined 

and limited ways" (Oliver and Marwell, 1992:266). Darren Lowe is one executive 

member that is stressing the importance of having such an understanding. In 

cornmenting on how to get people involved he stated that, "1 think its helps to have 

specific jobs for people to do. . . . You give people small manageable projects to work on. 

If you have someone who wants to be an activist and there is nothing to do, they will 

drift off into something else." This is the type of specialized knowledge that years of 
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activism shouid have allowed the cadre to gain. What is involved, for instance, in 

phoning to solicit new memberships or renew old ones, or the time necessary to 

organize an information campaign on a particular pro-family issue, are vital ingredients 

this group should already know from past experience and what they are trying to pass 

on through strategies like Mt. Lowe's. 

The actual mobilizing technologies currently utiiized by the FCP are 

unremarkable and fa11 within the types described by Oliver and Marwell. Annual 

General Meetings, auctions, calls for donations through newsletters, requests for 

assistance on special projects, small social gatherings to generate h d s  and other 

sirnilar activities constitute these efforts by the FCP. Most donations of time or money 

outside such activities tend to be small in nature, most of the people that tum up or help 

out at FCP events tend to be the same ones, and most of these events are similar to those 

held by other movements. It is a situation surnrned up by Oliver and Marwell this way: 

"Volunteer activists try to think up new attractive events or execute the ritualized ones 

well. They mobilize through the people they know: the same people go to the same 

events, and they exchange the currency of mutual obligation - 1 went to your event, so 

you come to mine . . . This is not the stuff of transcendent social change . . . This is the 

world as it looks most of the time" (ibid., p. 270). In this regard, the FCP is no different 

from any other pro-family movement organization, or any other organization in the 

entire social movement sector. The difficulties of mobilizing resources is ubiquitous and 

the work mundane and the FCP have compounded this challenge by choosing a form 

they hope will provide the entire pro-farnily movement with a legitimate political access 

point. 



Creat ing a Political Opportunity 

The deliberate adoption of an institutional form for the FCP is an attempt by its 

founders to establish a political beachhead which they hope will provide the pro-family 

movement an altemate form of political opportunity to those already available. It is a 

tactical decision which implies these other f o m  of political access have proven 

inadequate in the eyes of the FCP membership for effecting the social change they are 

pursuing. The unresponsiveness of the govemment and other provincial political 

parties to the pro-family concems of the FCP, as the last chapter made dear, is the very 

reason for the party's existence. Although British Columbia's parliamentary system has 

vanous rnechanisrns in place whi& movement organization's may use to access the 

policy making process - legal intervention opportmities, presentations at standing 

committee and policy review boards for instance - supporters of the FCP have found 

these avenues to be largely dead ends. Working from within other political parties has 

also proven to be hstrating and fruitless. The structural dynamics of the current party 

system in BC makes it virtually impossible for ô cause to be promoted and supported 

within that party without the support of the party leader and executive board. As 

indicated in the preceding chapter, this became obvious to the Toths, the Stilwells and 

others as changes within the Social Credit Party took place, as Jack Weisgerber vetoed 

their core pruiciples in the failed attempt to merge with the Reform Party of BC, and as 

pro-life M U S  and MPs were routinely silenced when attempting to take a pro-life 

position within their parties. It is a situation that has been described elsewhere, one in 

which formai policy access has not translated into substantive policy gains for the 

movernent in question (Jenkins, 1983; Rochon and Mazmanian, 1993). The political 

structure and climate of BC is hence perceived by the FCP as one offering no substantial 
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political opportunities for collective action that can actually bring about social change. 

This perception was most recentiy stimulated by the NDPfs replacement of elected 

hospital board offinals with government appointed ones? In pursuing this action, 

Health Minister Joy MacPhail was quoted as saying 

"In the communities where certain special-interest groups have made it their goal to 
impose an anti-choice point of view, those communities' activists were not put forward 
to be appointed to the board. Basically, everybody on the board was required to 
support our govemment's view that al1 legitimate health-care services, including 
therapeutic abortion, be provided."26 

To this point, elected hospital boards had been a prime political opportunity site for the 

pro-life movement in BC, but now, one less leverage point exists for the movement. 

Freeman argues that this is not an unusual situation: 'hot infrequently, the structure of 

available opportunities for action presents no feasible alternatives. This may be because 

a particular SM0 constituency is too alienated, or too ignorant to take advantage of 

what is available" (Freeman, 1979:186). The latter point does not apply to the FCP, they 

are well schooied in the extant opportunities, although the former is doubtless a 

contnbuting factor to their plight; they are not a popular bunch, even with 

conservatives. What the FCP's experience points to however, is another reason for 

failure: exhaustive use of available opportunities without achieving goal attainment. 

Regardless of the cause though, the problem remains the same, the lack of an effective 

political opportunity structure which cm be exploited to promote pro-family policy in 

BC. 

Since Eisinger (1973) operationalized the term "structure of political 

opportunities" to emphasize the impact of political climates and structures on 

rnovement development and mobilization, the bulk of this type of macrostructural 

analysis has focused on systernic facilitation. McAdam, McCarthy and Zald's definition 
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reflects this analytical trend when they write that '%y structure of political opportunities 

we refer to the receptivity or vulnerability of the political system to organized protest by 

a given chdenging group" (McAdam, et. al., 1988:699). The important work that has 

followed this path includes that by Eisinger (1973), Garnson (1975), Jenkins and Perrow 

(1977), and Piven and Cloward (1977). Their commonality lies in the ernphasis they 

place on the importance of recognizing the influence poütical and state variables can 

have on the ernergence and potential success of a movement. Using Tarrow's (1988) 

analysis of these works, this can be seen to be true for Gamson's focus on political 

alliances, Jenkins and Perrow's focus on shifting political trends and economic 

alignments, Piven and Cloward's view of resources as being political as much as 

organizational, and Eisinger's emphasis on the importance of the perrneability of the 

general polity. What is problematic about this approach however, is that it hides the 

dialectical reiatiowhip that exists between a movement and the state, risking a view of 

the movement as a strictly passive actor in this process. Consequently, the possibility 

that a movement rnight be able to create its own political opportunity also tends to 

remain hidden. Yet this work makes the cntical point that social movements are 

erninently political regardless of their daims and as Tarrow points out "what has been 

leamed about the importance of political opportunities and the links between the social 

movement sector and politics suggests that both individuals and organizational choices 

are conditioned by the political process" (Tarrow, 1988:435). 

Political process theorists (Tilly, 1978; McAdam, 1982; Kitsdielt, 1986; Tarrow, 

1983) have built on this tradition but expanded it to include a sensitivity to the histoncal 

moment and the structural opposition that movements generally face. McAdam's 



description of political opportunity structures broadens to accommodate these 

recognitions: 

"By "structure of political opportunities" we mean the distribution of member support 
and opposition to the political aims of a given chailenging group. Charactensticaiiy, 
challengers are excluded from any real participation in institutionalized politics because 
of strong opposition on the part of most polity members. This unfavourable structure of 
political opportunities is hardly immutable, however . . . Challenging groups can count 
on facing very different levels of support and opposition over tirne" (McAdam, 
l988:128). 

Certainly this reflects the experiences of those involved with the FCP. Political 

opportunity existed within Social Credit under Bill Vander Zalm for pro-family activists 

to at least have some institutionalized representation for their concems, but with the 

elimination of the Christianity clause, the announcement by then Premier Rita Johnston 

that the party was 'pro-choice', and then the ascension of the NDP to power, this 

political access point disappeared. It is a scenario similar to McAdam's description of 

the reverse impact the Nixon presidency had on the political oppominities the gay 

rights movement had enjoyed to that point in the US. He writes that the rnovement was 

"preceded by a highly significant electoral realignment that can only be seen as 

disadvantageous to gays. . . . If anything, then, it would appear as if the movement arose 

in a context of contrncting political opportunities" (McAdam, 1996:32). 

The permeability of the state in tenns of political opportunities for collective 

action by movements has been described as a cyde of thawing and contraction (Tarrow, 

1983) and the opening and closing of political space (Gamson and Meyer, 1996), but as 

Gamson and Meyer point out, these historical patterns are more dependent on the 

volatile (rather than stable) aspects of political opportunity. These volatile elements, 

"shifting with events, policies, and political actors . . . are at the heart of explmations of 
mobilization and demobilization that emphasize the interaction between movement 



strategy and the opening and closing of those oft Qted windows of opportunity" 
(Gamson and Meyer, 1996:277). 

Again, the diminishing opportunities of those who founded the FCP are well caphired. 

Micro events such as these were responsible for closing 'this window of opportunity, but 

it is at the macro level, the "stable elements" of political opportunity a s  Gamson and 

Meyer cail them, that the reason for the FCP's form can be found. 

Cross-national observations and studies have highlighted the important role a 

nation's political structure plays in the development of movement activistfs attitudes, 

and strategies as well as an organization's political opportunities (Nelkin and Pollak, 

1981; Kitschelt, 1986; Klandermans and Tarrow, 1988; Kriesi, 1996; McAdam, McCarthy 

and Zald, 1996). in his study of the anti-nuclear movement in four countnes, Kitschelt 

concluded that "the mobilization strategies and impacts of social movements c m ,  to a 

significant degree, be explained by the general characteristics of domestic political 

opportunity structures" (Ki tschelt, 1986:84). 

Christopher Soper's (1994) comparative study of the pro-life movement in 

Bntain and the US amply demonstrates this point. He notes that while "the market for 

conservative morality" was virtually identical in the two countries, the New Christian 

Right in America has enjoyed far greater success at influencing policy than Evangelicals 

in Britain because of differing state systerns. The British organizations, he notes 

"were frustrated in their efforts less by their lack of size than by the absence of support 
from key political elites and the paucity of opportunities for meaningful activism which 
their political system afforded them. The British state domhate the policymaking 
process on abortion, which meant that pro-life groups could not succeed against state 
resistance and without state support. With its concentration of power in the hands of 
the Prime Minister and Cabinet, Britain's parliamentary regime placed few obstacles to 
abortion reform if the Conservative Party leadership had political or ideological reasow 
to support them" (Soper, 1994:130). 



Conversely, 

"America's weak state allowed them [the NCR] direct access to the policymaking 
process at local, state and national levels. It became apparent in the aftemath of the Roe 
deusion that the national state did not have the capacity to impose policy coherence on 
abortion, a sign of state weakness which provided pro-life groups the oppominity to 
organize their efforts against a number of state officiais and institutions" (ibid., p. 130). 

Canada and British Columbia's parliamentary systerns, bom of the British empire as 

they are, present the same obstacles to the pro-family movement that are experienced by 

the pro-life movement in Britain. 

As discussed in the first chapter, the American pro-family movement, because of 

the permeable nature of the American state and the good political opportunities it 

provides, has been able to mobilize within the Republican Party with striking 

effectiveness. The structure of the Amencan political system is such that PFM forces are 

able to develop mobilizing strategies that utilize various lobby groups and Political 

Action Cornmittees and target the GOP as their sole point of political access and 

influence. Meanwhile, the PFM in British Columbia continues to face a political 

structure that concentrates state power to such a degree that any political opportunities 

which are available turn into mirages of political access. Yet the predominant shategy 

continues to be a rnulti-party non-partisan approach to gaining political access and 

influence. In response to this dironic situation, the founders of the FCP, after being 

confronted with the "suddenly imposed grievance" (Walsh, 1981) wrought by changes 

within Social Credit, decided to create their own political opportunity by taking on the 

institutionalized form of a political party. What they hope is that, to use Tarrow's 

words, they have pried "open institutional bamers through which new demands c m  

pour" (Tarrow, 1996:58). 



The challenge now facing the FCP is one of convincing others in the PFM that its 

party form is a legitimate vehide for pursuing these demands. It is an effort 

characteristic of what Rochon and Mazmanian suggest when they wnte that the "task of 

any social movernent rnay be that it takes an unlikely idea, makes it seem feasible, and 

then puts it into practice" (1993237). This implies that the FCP, and the entire movement 

must acknowledge three requirements in particular. First, pro-family activists must 

corne to recognize the benefits of institutional form for creating political oppominity, 

and that "protesting groups can increase their opportunities by expanding the repertoire 

of collective action into new fonns" (Tarrow, 1996:58). Second, the tendency of 

movements in general to overestimate the degree of political opportunity available to 

them (Gamson and Meyer, 1996) must be incorporated into their mobilizing strategies. 

For instance, despite pointing to and supporting pro-life and pro-family politicians in 

vanous parties, the movement as a whole appears to have placed too much faith in the 

power of these politicians to achieve any real change from within these existing parties. 

Third, the FCP itself must detemiine its pnmary function, movement or electoral party, 

independent of its form. At various levels of awareness, those in the FCP and the 

broader pro-farnily movement seem to have an understanding of al1 these points. That 

is, they know that certain decisions rnay help develop within the movement an 

appreciation for the importance of keeping form and function separate, thereby 

improving the mobilizing potential of the FCP and possibly the entire movernent. 

Rehvning to Alan Scott's definition of a social movement that was offered at the 

beginning of this chapter, by separating fom and function this way, an organization 

like the FCP, despite both its position on the formal end of Scott's movement continuum 

and its party form, c m  legitimately be understood as a social movement. It must also be 
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remembered that this is a resurgence movement reluctantly curn political party. Scott's 

definition of a successful movement is that it disappears having achieved its goals. 

Should the FCP achieve its goals, disappearing is preasely what the FCP promises to 

do. Until such time however, it is clear that this organization faces the same problem 

that any movement faces in terms of developing an effective collective action frame, 

mobilizing resources, and finding political opportunities to exploit as it pursues its 

goals. Additionally, in taking the bold step to create its own political opportunity 

through adopting an inçtitutionalized party form, the FCP has compounded the 

challenges and obstacles it faces. The party knows it must now manage not only the 

difficulties associated with functioning as a social movement, but the challenges of 

convincing pro-family activists that its form offers legitimate opportunities of political 

access for the entire movement and that as a whole the movement's interests would be 

well served by adopting a more partisan approach in its political strategies. 

Finally, the FCP is becoming aware that they must attend to the popular 

expectations which accompany its form. Despite its function as a rnovement, the FCP is 

a formal provincial political party in British Columbia. When it became registered as 

. such in june 1991, the FCP became a potential representative body for those who would 

cast a vote in its favour, and for the voter govemmental representation includes far 

more than support for pro-life and pro-family issues. Like the many rninor parties that 

have preceded it, the FCP is faced with some formidable obstacles if it is to be accepted 

as a legitimate political entity within the institutionalized realm of provincial politics. 

Understanding the FCP as a minor political party in British Columbia and these 

challenges it must confront within the confines of the Canadian political system and the 

expectations of Canadian political culture are the focus of the next chapter. 



Chapter 5 

The Potential of Form: 
Family Coalition as a Political Party 

When the founders of the Family Coalition Party chose to constnict a political 

party in their attempt to create a political access point for the Pro-hrnily movernent in 

British Columbia, they also brought upon thernselves the popular and systemic 

expectations that accompany such an institutional form. Most importantly, there is the 

reasonable assumption that registered political parties set as one of their primas, goals 

the attainrnent of legislative office for the purpose of representing the broad s p e c t m  of 

political wishes held by those who voted for the party during an election. Systemically, 

political parties, unlike social movement organizations, are required to abide by a 

rigourous set of mandates and formal procedures, usually set out in some type of 

legally binding Elections Act. For a small party with a narrow issue focus like the FCP, 

the cultural and structural challenges these expectations present can be formidable. 

With limited resources and political expertise at their disposal, as well as  a questionable 

cornmitment to the ultimate goal of actually attaining poiitical power, small political 

parties in Canada generally find it difficult to gain not only electoral support from their 

supposed 'nafxral constituencies,' but political legitimacy for their cause in general. 

Despite these obstacles, in 1991 the Family Coalition Party, in their effort to 

provide more effective representation for the Pro-family movement in BC. became part 

of the long political bloodline of minor political parties in Canada. At both the federal 

and provincial levels, Canadian political culture has been charactenzed by the presence 

of minor or protest political parties. Federally this has existed from the tirne of the 



Progressives in 1921 and continues most recently with the emergence in the 1990s of the 

Bloc Quebeçois and the Reform Party of Canada. ProvuiQally, William Aberhart's 

Social Credit Party of the 1930s in Alberta represents one of the most successhil efforts 

by a minor party to succeed politically, while the Toth's Family Coalition Party in B.C. 

represents one of the most recent efforts. The focus of this chapter is to explore the 

challenges confkonted, and benefits to be derived, by a party/movement such as the 

FCP joining the ranks of the Cooperative Commonwealth Federation (CCF), the Social 

Credit Party, the Green Party and other rninor political parties in Canada. 

in liberal democracïes like Canada, the issue of representation is paramount to 

understanding the nature and role of any political party and the challenges it faces in 

establishing or maintainhg its political viability and efficacy. Beginning with some of 

the views Edmund Burke had on the subject of political representation, this chapter 

inquires into the strengths and weaknesses mainstream political parties exhibit in terms 

of their capacity for effective representation the constraints Canada's Westminster style 

electoral system places on representative politics, and the crisis of representation and 

legitimacy that mainstream parties currently find themselves facing. This crisis, 

political scientists argue (Covell, 1991; Phillips, 1996; Tanguay and Gagnon, 1996), has 

led to a rise in altemate forms of representation, including New Social Movements, 

interest groups and minor political parties like the FCP. The nature and history of these 

minor political parties in Canada will be discussed, with particular attention paid to the 

challenges they face, operating in a first-past-the-post electoral system. The 1997 federal 

election once again brought forth opposition to this electoral system, based on concems 

similar to those that brought about the 1992 Royal Commission on electoral refond 

With major parties being seen as increasingly dysfunctional and unable to satisfactorily 
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aggregate and represent an ever-increasing number of interests, there is growing 

support for the abandoning of this electoral system in favour of some type of 

proportional representation format, similar to that found in Germany or, for a short time 

in the 1950s, British Columbia.2 Specific to the concerns of the Farnily Coalition Party, it 

will become apparent that in BC a comparable political situation can be found - hom 

calls for electoral reform to an unrepresentative political system to the experiences of the 

FCP as a minor political party in the pr~vince.~ 

The Political Revresentation of Issues: 1s the Partv at Westminster Over? 

Use of the term dernocracy often evokes the ideal vision of full citizen 

participation in the political process. images of the Greek polis alive with debate over 

the daily concerns of ancient city-states corne to mind as thoughts conceming the 

democratic process are pondered. Yet in modem liberal democracies like Canada, sheer 

geographic mass and population size prevent the practical implernentation of any such 

kind of direct democracy. David Elkins points out that there is an "impossibility, on 

practical grounds, of direct democracy in countries ... Hence, one has to delegate 

authority to representatives who can, for a period of time, speak on behalf of those too 

nurnerous to attend the place where decisions are made" (1991:16). It is this delegation 

of political authority that is the comerstone of what is comrnonly understood in Canada 

as representative democracy. As Elkins (1991) goes on to point out, this issue of political 

representation is fraught with argumentative questions surrounding who should 

qualify as a representative, on what basis of authority is this role bestowed, and what 

types of issues should be represented. 



With a pnmary aim of liberal democracies such as Canada and Britain being the 

maintenance of social stability and order, there is an inherent conservatism to the 

political systerns of both countries and so to grasp the historical depths of this still 

pervasive character, it is once again useful to return to the work of Edmund Burke. 

Sitting as a Member of Parliament in the House of Commons for close to thirty years, 

Burke opportuned to not only comment on the issue of political representation, but act 

upon those belief~.~ As becarne clear in the second chapter, Burke fully supported 

political and social orders based on traditional hierarchies. Not surprisingly then, he 

viewed classical democracy as an anathema and opposed any notions of political 

representa tion based on direct citizen participation (Komberg et. al., 1982). According 

to Canavan, political authority was for Burke, correctly understood as a delegated 

authority "set in the framework of the Christian dochine of creation," for despite the 

social contract basiç of govemment, "God, as the Creator of human nature, is also the 

ultimate author of the state" (Canavan, 1987:117). The proper recipients for this mantle 

of divinely ordained authority Burke believed, were those demonstrating a strong 

capacity for exercising solid reasoning and good judgements that would benefit the 

whole of society. Michael Freeman (1980) argues that Burke had in mind here citizens 

of high social status, education levels and occupations that promoted the development 

of leadership qualities, such as landowners, merchants, professors and clergy. 

What emerges in Burke's prescription for the exercise of good govemment with 

these points is a belief that political inequdity is a natural and desirable feature for 

democra tic societies and tha t there also exists a na tural and traditional d i n g  class 

(Komberg et. al., 1982; Freeman, 1980). Burke's advocacy for this type of elite 

democracy, as Komberg and his associates (1980) refer to it, is an approach to politics 
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that Eulau desaibes as "a kind of pragmatic aristocratism" and has as its root a deep 

commitment to the belief that only the virtuous and wise members of the aristocratic 

dass have a true understanding of the function of govemment and its relation to those it 

represents (Eulau, 1978:45). In his oft quoted passage from a speech in 1774, Burke 

commented that the function of Parliament 

"1s not a congress of ambassadors from different and hostile interests; which interests 
each must maintain, as an agent and advocate, against other agents and advocates; but 
parliament is deliberative assembly of one nation [sic], with one interest, that of the 
whole; where, not local purposes, not local prejudices ought to guide, but the general 
good, resulting from the general reason of the whole" (Burke, 1774; quoted in Eulau, 
1978:113). 

This vision demanded, Burke believed, that reason triumph over will in matters of 

political decision making and that representatives, although acting as instructed 

delegates of their constituencies, be nonetheless free to act upon their judgements 

regardless of constituency opinion (so long as the representative acts in good faith for 

what they believe are in the best interests of the constituency and the nation as a whole). 

"This right and duty of the Member of Parliament," Michael Freeman observes, "to 

follow his independent judgement agaiwt the wishes or instructions of his constituents 

is one of Burke's most famous doctrines . . . [and] . . . it is often cited today, typically with 

approval, when similar problems of the relation between M.P. and his constituents 

arise" (1980: 1%). 

To effectively pursue these duties and to protect "honest men" from potentially 

corrupting extra-parliamentary influences, Burke became a reticent supporter of the 

political party.5 Burke thought of a political party as "a body of men united, for 

promoting by their joint endeavours the national interest, upon some particular 

principle in which they are al1 agreed" (Burke, 1770; quoted in Macpherson, 1980:23). 



This was a definition based upon Burke's faith in the ability of each socially qualified 

politician to exercise reason in combination with their individual judgement to arrive at 

a commonly deduced principle which would guide the poliaes of the particular party; 

reason, in other words, would produce unanimity over collective decisions (Amyot, 

1996). Parties could successfully represent the populace and work towards the cornmon 

good of society, Burke believed, as long as their members had the individual freedom to 

exercise their good judgement. Yet despite his recognition of parties as necessary and 

potentially beneficial to the political process, Burke was not a strong defender of hem, 

seeing in parties the potential danger of usurping the powers of individual political 

reason (Macpherson, 1980; Amyot, 1996). Amyot for instance, argues that Burke's view 

of the political process with its emphasis on individual reason holds no space for the 

strong party disciplines exhibited by today's modem parties, and Macpherson pointed 

out that in supporting the idea of parties, Burke "was proposing no more than a way out 

of the decay he saw around hm: it was a short-nin expedient for the immediate 

situation . .. the daim that Burke thus charted and assisted the wave of the future [for 

parties] can scarcely be sustained" (1980:23). 

It should also be noted that Burke in general opposed the democratic reform 

movement of the eighteenth century, which sought to bnng a greater degree of 

representation to the majority Bntow who were underrepresented in the House of 

Commons (Canavan, 1960; Freeman, 1980). Freeman argues that Burke considered 

"refom . .. not merely unnecessary, it was fraught with great penl . . . [and] . . . the 

system worked and most of the people were satisfied with it" (1980:127). Such 

opposition was likely a product of Burke's concern over the potentially destabilizing 

effects on the social order by increasing the opportunities for direct democratic 
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participation by the masses, as well as his benchant belief in the merits to freedom of 

maintaining a hierarchical political and social order. 

It is perhaps a little surpnsing (or then again, perhaps not) that even with the 

passage of more than two hundred years, many of the issues concerning political order 

and representation that Burke confronted, remain. As Heinz Euiau observes, while 

"Burke's notion of political party is far removed from our own notion of the party as an 

agent of interest aggregation in a pluralistic or polyarchic society . . . it is an astounding 

fact, now confirmed by many empirical studies of representational roles, . . . that Burke's 

conception of the representative as a trustee is widely held" (1978:47). Burke's concern 

over the danger that political parties pose for the individual freedom of politicians has 

also persisted, at least in British Columbia. As was pointed out in chapters three and 

four, certainly members of the Farnily Coalition Party have consistentiy expressed 

frustration at the consistent party suppression of individual pro-life politicians such as 

Federal Liberal Roseanne Skoke and provincial Liberal Mike de Jong. As well, the issue 

of reforming the political system to make it more representative and participatory is 

enjoying a re-invigorated level of support. Perhaps the most significant testimony to the 

durability of Burke's political philosophy on representation in Canada is the 

socioeconornic makeup of the House of Commons in Ottawa. Despite attempts to have 

the House be more reflective of the nation's social character and the ideal vision that a 

"representative should be a member of the group represented, should share persona1 

and social characteristics with those represented" (Elkins, 1991:18), a study by Guppy, et 

al. (1987) concluded that Members of Parliament and overwhelmingly those of Cabinet, 

have backgrounds of high social status, education, and pnvileged occupational status. 



Mainstream Canadian Political Parties Today - No more "loose fish" 

In Canada, as in other Western liberal democracies, political parties have, over 

the course of the twentieth century, developed into sophisticated, disciplined 

organizations that claim the virtually exclusive right to poütically represent a nation's 

citizens. While Burke rnight have found favourable the predorninantly upper-middle 

class character of Canada's House of Comrnons, the limitations that today's strict party 

discipline places on member's freedom to vote according to their individual judgement 

would surely exemplify the inherent dangers he saw in the adoption of a strong party 

system. Under the Westminster first-past-the-post electoral system however, modem 

political parties in Canada do reflect such a disciplined rigour. In its defence, advocates 

argue that only through a strong party system c m  the diverse range of issues that 

charactenze heterogeneous societies like Canada be effectively aggregated and 

represented. Opponentç deny this, clairning that modem party dynarnics concentrate 

power in the hands of leaders and other party elite, thereby denjring the oppominity for 

viable representation of issues beyond those deemed important by a party's executive 

and an endemic system of 'brokerage politics'. 

Canada's parliamentary parties did not take on this current disciplined form 

until late in the nineteenth century. Before that, party processes and election dynamics 

reflected a more Burkean tradition based on the freedom of the individual politician. 

Elected candidates often aligned themselves not based on party loyalty, but on the basis 

of which party or "leadership clique" prornised to win material benefits for the 

candidate's constituency (McMenemy, 1976). This problem of "loose fish" as Sir John A. 

MacDonald called hem, was a product of the fact that the precursors of Canadian 

political parties were loosely knit coalitions of local leaders representing local concems 
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of the dominant dass (McMenemy, 1976; Covell, 1991; Lyon, 1992). Originally held 

together by various acts of overt patronage, the dass-based character and regional 

power bases of these early coalitions still exist within the major parties today. For 

example, the Liberds and Conservatives continue to find their support among the 

economic elite of central Canada and the recently dominant Reform Party bas ifs 

support exclusively in Western Canada. The history of the development of Canadian 

political parties, in fact, is in many respects a reflection of Antonio Gramsci's 

observation tha t 

"If it is true that parties are only the nomenclature for classes, it is also true that parties 
are not simply a mechanical and passive expression of those classes, but react 
energetically upon them in order to develop, solidify, and universalise them. . . . Classes 
produce parties, and parties form the personnel of State and govenunent, the leaders of 
civil and political society" (Gramsci, 1971:227). 

Regardless of class bias or regional ongins, modem parties must Mfill two 

primary functions within the Canadian polity: the aggregation of diverse interests and 

the institutionalized representation of those interests. These responsibilities, beyond 

any others, are widely understood and accepted to be the primary function of any 

legitimate political party (Covell, 1991; Chandler and Siaroff, 1991; Lyon, 1992, 1996; 

King, 1969). Certainly there is validity to a daim such as Carty's that 

"Political parties are principally electoral machines. Their central tasks in the political 
system are to nominate candidates and then to conduct electoral c a m p a i p  in order to 
get them elected. ... ultirnately, the parties' organizational Life starts, and ends, with 
their electoral vocation," (Carty, 1991:190). 

Yet without the capacity, or at least the appearance, of being able to perfonn 

aggregative and representative work, a party has Little chance of electoral success. 

Modem parties are also generally held to the Burkean expectation that their 

representation will reflect a responsibility to the needs of the entire provincial or 



national comrnunity, not simply factional interestç (Lyon, 1992). This expectation of 

course is compounded shouid the party form the govemment, since then, as 

McMenemy points out, "the parliamentary system requires the goveming party to act in 

the name of the crown and be responsible to the legislature rather than to act in the 

name of . . . a party convention" (McMenemy, 1976:103). 

Beyond representation and aggregating interests, Anthony King (1969) has 

identified five other general functions performed by political parties in liberal 

democracies. In perfonning these functiow, King makes the important observation that 

"parties and party systems play a large part in creating and maintaining the political 

culture and political structures which charactenze political systerns as a whole and in 

the context of which particular situations develop" (King, 1969:118). With this in rnind, 

it is worth briefly reviewing what King described as these "alleged functions of party" 

and their potential impact on a polity (ibidA20). 

Stnlcttrring the vote is the first tunction King identifies, which he equates with 

opinion-structuring and what Vaughan Lyon likely means when he notes that parties 

"exist to persuade people to accept their definition of what is good for the community" 

(1996:534). Should a party be successful in this task, it wodd be expected that they 

would be rewarded at the ballot box. Next King discusses the inkgration and 

mobilization function of parties. These are the acts of political socialization by which 

people corne to develop psychological and social attachments to parties. In this regard, 

McMenemy observes that, "parties acquire potent institutional memones and socialize 

new generations of members and supporters to the myth of the group" (1976:lO). If 

parties are performing these functions effectively, partisan activity on their behalf 

should remain constant or be expected to increase as the myth is embraced. Leadership 
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remritment is a function King sees parties as deeply irnplicated in, given that leaders are 

elected through parties, but questions the centrality of their role in aitually recruiüng 

them by suggesting that extra-party influences often play a dominant role in the 

selection process. The organization of govonment and policy formation are also two 

functions that King believes parties have been over-identified with. Although parties 

that have formed the govemrnent are in a position to alter some aspects of the 

parliamentary system, this is the responsibility of the govemment acting on behalf of 

the crown, rather than the party acting on behalf of its supporters. Finally, in temis of 

policy formation and influence, King argues that parties tend to take policy stances, but 

this does not necessarily mean that the party itself developed the policies it is seen to 

support. Sirnilar to the leadership recruihnent process, parties are often subject to 

intemal factional and extemal social pressures that drive a party's platform. 

Canadian political parties, both at the federal and provincial levels, it may be 

argued, claim to perfonn al1 of these functions in their quest to gain access to the halls of 

legislative power. Yet it must be remembered that the execution of these functions (and 

even a party's raison d'être and goals) is not free of structural constraints. Just as King 

observed that parties assist in the creation and maintenance of the political system in 

which they exist, so to does the system influence the character and actions of the party 

(Chandler and Siaroff, 1991). h fact, it may well be argued that this dialectical 

relationship between parties and the electoral system has a greater and more imrnediate 

impact on the nature and fortunes of a party than on the structure of the political system 

itself. Pelletier (1996) for instance, argues that the concentration of power in the hands 

of a party's leader and its executive elite is a direct result of Canada adopting Britain's 

Westminster parliamentary system which sought to transfer power from the monarch 
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directly uito the hands of the Prime Minister, rather than to the legislature. Also, the 

shift in 1878 from an open to a secret ballot vote format (McMenemy, 1976), combined 

with a simple iüst-past-the-post electoral system, had the eventual effect of casting a 

tight party net around those "loose fish," effectively making the party, rather than the 

individual candidate, the central figure in the election process. 

In surnmarizing Canada's Westminster style parliamentary system, Chandler 

and Siaroff (1991) identify the following seven structural features: general elections 

central to the determination of govemment; a majori tarian, first-past-the-post electoral 

system; a predorninantly (although not exclusively) two-party system in which these 

two parties altemate in p ~ w e r ; ~  a one-party cabinet govemment; a powerful Prime 

Minister; a weak legislature; and a formal opposition that has little input to 

govemmental policy formation and implementation. In making this assessment of the 

Westminster model, Chandler and Siaroff make three obse~at ions which are critical to 

the issue of effective political representation in Canada. First, they note that while this 

system provides a "strong institutional basis for party govemment . . . parties themselves 

are not organizationally strong, and lack deeper penetration uito civil society" 

(Chandler and Siarof f, 199l:îO9-10). Second, the "sys tem dynamics and party 

discipline" which the Westminster model demands, "ensures that individual deputies 

are constrained in their behaviour and have little policy influence" (ibid:202). Ln other 

words, individual legislative members are forced to 'tow the party line' rather than act 

on behalf of the wishes of their constituencies. Finally, they remark that "the 

Westminster version of party govemment does not require a perfect two-party system" 

(ibid:200). This implies that while Canada's political history has been dominated by the 

exdiange of power between the Liberals and the Conservatives, there is room for the 
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existence of other parties without jeopardizing the stability or hc t ioning of the entire 

sys tem. 

Chandler and Siaroff's analysis of Canada's poiitical system and its parties 

suggests, like King and Burke's observations before them, that political parties may not 

be the best of representative vehicles for democratic ssocieties. Indeed, Amyot (1996) 

argues that there is in fact littie theoretical justification for parties and that they owe 

their existence to the "more mundane hct ional  characteristics of our political 

systems," rather than any vision of them as an ideal type of representative body 

(1996:518). Nonetheless, as Carty points out, "parties tie Canadians together in a way 

that shapes the most hdamenta l  political relationships of our system of representative 

democracy and responsible govemment" (1991:3). It is a situation that has traditionally 

resulted in Canadians giving parties a place of preeminence in their political activities 

and thoughts, despite that fact that "the influence of political parties on the daily 

experiences of Canadians is not great" (McMenemy and Winn, 1976:152). In the end, it 

may be that parties, empirically and theoretically, may not deserve their billing as 

effective representatives of the people. 

Vaughan Lyon (1984) has gone so far as to suggest that political parties in 

Canada today may be thought of as "dysfuncticnal" with regards to their capacities for 

interest aggregation and articulation as well as their other purported functions. 

Regarding recruitment for instance, he points out that many cowtituency organizatiow 

"need mouth-to-mouth resuscitation at election time to play their role. Its results are 

often quite bizarre and have led to questions about the right of parties to control access 

to elected office" (Lyon, 1984:114). Lyon's comments are part of the debate that has 

been growing for some years over the representative efficacy of parties. Postmodem 
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Canadian society, with its emphasis on identity and issue politics is a long way from the 

politics based on principle that characterized the parties of Burke's day. lncreasing 

numbers of groups have been seeking alternate f o m  and forums to represent and 

articulate their interests, as mainstream political parties remain unable or unwilling to 

perform these functions for such groups. This has led to what is now commonly 

referred to by political scientists as the 'decline of parties' (Meisel, 1985) in Canada and 

O ther liberal democratic societies. 

Crisis of Representation - Decline und transfomation of mainstream parties 

So extensive is the popular tendency to view politics, parties and politicians with 

cynicism and distrust in Canada, that to make such an observation is to state a virtual 

tr~isrn.~ Such disaffection among electorates towards mainstream political parties and 

politics is deep and pervasive, penetrating federal and provincial levels as well as other 

democracies such as Britain and Germany (Covell, 1991; Chandler and Siaroff, 1991; 

Braunthal, 1996; Amyot, 1996). Opinions held by members of the Family Coalition 

Party reflect this trend. Asked to give a definition about the function of political parties, 

a vast majority offered a two part answer: In ternis of an ideal type, they defined parties 

as political organizationç with a mandate to govem the nation or province in the best 

interests of al1 its citizens while its members simultaneously represent their constituents 

in a conscientious and accurate fashion. They added however, that in reality parties and 

politicians are power hungry and opporhinistic, willing to Say anything during an 

election to win office after which they either ignore the wishes of their constituents or 

are forced to 'tow the party line'. This cnsis of legitimacy faced by parties is bom 

largely out of their inability or unwillingness to effectively aggregate and then represent 



the ever-increasing diversity of interests in post-industrial societies. As Ronald 

Inglehart (1977) has pointed out, modem democratic societies are increasingly being 

charactenzed by populations embracing post-matenal values, those beyond the basic 

material necessi ties O f sustenance (economic grow th and stability) and safety (social 

order and national security). The politics of identity and involvement which form the 

base of many New Social Movements concem the set of post-matenal values that 

emphasize quality of life issues (environment, peace, gender and sexual equality, 

leisure) and the importance of direct participation in the political process. This last 

point has proven particularly troubling for political parties as their structural cowtraints 

and histoncal patterns of interest intermediation have prevented them from 

accommodating this demand for direct citizen involvement, which has in tum exposed 

aspects of their nature as undemoaatic and unrepresentative. 

Much of the blame for this d s i s  that mainstream parties are perpetually 

confronting can be placed at the feet of party dorninating elites and their long-standing 

tradition of practicing 'brokerage politics'. From the early party days of loosely knit 

local coalitions to current corporate party structures, Canada's economic elite have 

remained solidly in control of the party system, stnicturing its operational dynamics to 

favourably reflect their interests and continued dominance (Lyon, 1996). Elites have, 

Lyon (1984) argues, consistently overemphasized the importance of parties in the 

democratic process. "Parties," he writes, "are easily made "inevitable" in a democracy 

by simply defining "democracy" as a political system characterized by competing 

parties" (Lyon, 1996:532). An accepted view of their inevitability among the Canadian 

electorate permit5 parties to occupy the pnvileged position in the political process, 

providing elites with a legitimated institution for the continued representation of their 
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selective interests. In his analysis of the Refonn Party of Canada, David Laycodc points 

out that in the 1920s parties were objects of "prairie populist critiasm because they were 

held to be complicit in the overrepresentation of elite interests in the formulation of 

public policy" and that today this sentiment is a predominant one throughout not only 

Canada, but North America (Laycock, 1994:219-UO). It is also an opinion that can be 

found in British Columbia's Pro-Life and Pro-Farnily movements general disdain for 

mainstream parties. Betty Green of Vancouver Right to Life for instance commented 

that "Our problem in Canada is that the Liberal and the Tory parties are both owned by 

a few wealthy families in Canada. . . . as far as believing that there's anything along the 

line of democracy in this country, 1 don't believe it anymore." While this may be a 

perception elite interests may want to alter, according to Lyon it is certainly not a reality 

they wish to surrender or modify. He argues that "the elites who controlled the parties 

had no intention of sharing power more widely with the citizenry and reforming the 

representative system to make this possible" (Lyon, 1996:533). The failure of the major 

federal political parties to substantially implernent any of the 1992 Lortie Commission's 

recomrnendations on electoral reform (Tanguay and Gagnon, 1996) suggests that Lyon's 

argument may in fact not be overstated. 

Further inhibithg effective broad-based representation by parties have been the 

deeply historical practices of 'brokerage politics' and what S. J. R. Noel calls 

"clientalism" in Canadian politics (Noel, 1976). Canadian political scientists have 

characterized the dominant form of political representation in the country as a 

brokerage style of politics in which mediation and patronage are used to elicit factional 

interest support for deals made 'behind dosed doors'. These deals form the basis upon 

which more general policy packages are developed and then presented to voters as 
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widely favourable to them in the hopes that these packages will win voter approval 

during an election (McMenemy, 1976; Elkins, 1991; Covell, 1991; Amyot, 1996). It is a 

practice based upon a relationship Noel calls "dientalism" in whidi a party (as patron) 

bestows material benefits such as patronage appointments, or preferential access to 

certain economic or political opportunities, upon a potential source of support (the 

client) in order to secure that support in t e m  of "voting, campaigning, [or] organizing 

for the patron or the patron's candidate" (1976:197). These are the underpinnings of 

what might be thought of as a kind of party corporatism, a degree removed from the 

corporatist practices of the state, but nonetheless retlecting a similar approach to the 

mediation of social conflict and interest aggregation as parties attempt to win the right 

to wield state power. 

The realized danger of brokerage politics via dientalism for mainstream parties 

has been the loss of representafive legitimacy among the Canadian population. The 

lailure of parties to include the growing number of alternate interest groups in their 

decision-making processes means a "significant number of groups feel that they have 

been left out because no member of their group is in a decision-making body that 

purports to speak on their behalf" (Elkins, 1991:19). These groups do not hail from the 

elite cohort which has historically corne to dorninate party infrastructures, so in the first 

place they tend not to be even invited behind the closed door. Maureen Covell argues 

for instance, that the "overall conservatism of the system can also be seen in political 

recruitrnent which underrepresents new groups and those who do not enjoy the 

advantage of social prestige" (Covell, 1991:69). In addition to exclusion from the 

domains of decision-rnaking power within parties, the interests or concerns of issue- 

oriented groups, should they actually receive any recognition from party elites, tend to 
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disappear in the facile platforms of parties that "try to attract as broad a spectrum of 

voters as possible by avoiding a distinct and therefore limiting ideological or policy 

image" (ibid:85). In this regard, a party elected to f o m  the government has executed its 

brokerage tactics par excellmce: i t has successfully convinced the electora te tha t i ts 

policy packages are in their best interests without having to commit themselves to any 

oveït ideological position or expose its entrenched, class biased and corporatist executed 

agenda. 

Beyond the system-maintenance intentions of dite interests and the issue- 

deadening practice of brokerage politics, political scientists have identified a nurnber of 

other factors contributing to the dedine of mainstream parties in Canada in the face of 

their crisis of representation. The best known such analysis is John Meisel's (1985) 

'decline of party' thesis in which he identifies nine factors that have conhibuted to the 

diminished role of parties in Canada and their eroding reputation among the 

population: the rise of the bureaucratic state; the growth of interest groups, social 

movements and other alternate bodies of representation; incipient corporatism; federal- 

provincial diplomacy; the rise of the electronic media; investigative journalism; opinion 

polling; the domination of econornic interests in politics; and a history of one-party 

dominance. Others (Tanguay and Gagnon, 1996; Covell, 1991; Lawson, 1988) have 

identified similar factors, al1 of which, including Meisel's, can be placed under four 

general categories. 

First, the major federal parties have failed to adequately accommodate the 

diverse range of regional and cultural interests in Canada. The results of the 1997 

federal election make this point with crystalline clarity. While the Liberals maintained 

their majority, winning 155 seats, the b u k  of their support came from Ontario and 
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Quebec. The opposition Reform Party's 60 seats came exdusively from Western Canada 

and the Bloc Quebeçois' 44 seats were, not surprisingly, restricted to Quebec. The 

meteoric rise in the 1990s of the Bloc and Reform as regional protest parties with the 

subsequent "fragmentation of the party system along regional lines" is consistent with 

Meisel's observation that federal-provincial relations were becoming strained with the 

changing nature of Canadian federalism (Tanguay and Gagnon, 1996:4; Meisel, 1985). 

Second, the inability or unwillingness of parties to accommodate the post- 

ma terial values and concerns of an increasingly well-educa ted and ma tenally secure 

public has given rise to a search for altemate fonns of representation. Unwilling to 

accept 'politics as usual', supporters of New Social Movements and other post-material 

value projects, are seeking, as Tanguay and Gagnon note, "to end the established parties 

monopoly on political discourse" (1996:s). What is emerging is a new form of politics 

that reflects not simply a disenchantment with traditional party representation, but a 

legitimating embracement of other poiitical institutions and practices. Maureen Covell 

"One characteristic of the new politics [as] a willingness to use political tactics that do 
not invoive links with parties. These include demonshations, direct mobilization of 
groups, helped by modem techniques of communication, including the fax revolution, 
media campaigns, and access to the courts as weil as  direct links with the bureaucracy" 
(1991:80). 

Covell's mention of communication technology leads into the third generai 

factor contributing to the decline of parties - the roles of media and teduiology. 

Opinion polling, direct mail canvassing, televoting and the growth of the Intemet have 

al1 diminished the importance of a party organization to winning an election (Tanguay 

and Gagnon, 1996). These technologies have made traditional methods of political 

canvassing largely superfluous and have generated a party dependency on the seMces 
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of professional pollsters and media consultants rather thm political strategists. Of al1 

the media and communication technologies available however, it is television which has 

had the greatest impact on the role of parties in the political process. Meisel points out 

that 

"Until the advent of radio and particularly of television, politicians were the most 
effective meam through which the public leamed about political events ... television 
has, to a great extent, changed al1 that. .. . Public views and public opinion on almost 
everything is being shaped by television programming and television advertising. 
Politics and politicians are filtered by a medium in which the primary concem is often 
not enlightenment, knowledge or consciousness-raising, but maximal audiences and 
profits" (1991:184). 

Meisel continues with the observation that the dominance of the media in the political 

process is so extensive that the consumer's focus is directed not towards the political 

candidates or members, but to the reporter's and their editorial opinions. 

One of the most significant impacts of this reality has been the furber 

concentration of a party's political power and fortunes into the hands and image of its 

leader (Tanguay and Gagnon, 1996). Television as well as other political technologies 

reinforce, write Tanguay and Gagnon, "the traditional leadership fixation of Canadian 

politics, again to the detriment of the parties themselves" (19965). The problem for 

parties and their representative function in this regard is that it heightens the perception 

among disaffected electorate that, as current Family Coalition Party president Darren 

Lowe remarks, "under our Canadian system our leadership has quite a bit of power, 

more so than in the States." FCP CO-founder Mark Toth reflects the frustration among 

the party membenhip and the Pro-family cornmunity about this situation in his 

comment that 

"In this country 1 think there is something wrong with the political system because 
members of the majority who vote on issues are considered outcasts if their view is 



different from the Prime Minister's. Take [Roseanne] Skoke and [Tom] Wappell for 
example."* 

Roseanne Skoke in fact, lost her 1997 re-nomination bid in the Nova Scotia riding of 

Pictou-Antigonish-Guysborough. It was reported that 

"Blocked by a "hardcore" party establishment from seeking another terni in Parliament, 
controversial family-rights champion Roseanne Skoke says she will campaign to lead 
the Nova Scotia Liberals . . . [Skoke commented that] . . . "As long as our people are there, 
they're going to continue to be oppressed? 

The fourth and final factor contributing to the apparent dedine of parties is the 

features of Canada's socio-economic and political stmctures. Corporatism continues to 

be a dominant characteristic of Canadian politics, and cornmensurate with its 

institutional and extra-legislative practices is a diminished role for political parties as 

"the large organized economic groups such as business, labour, agriculture, and 

consumers have increasingly been compelled to press their demands through the direct 

lobbying of the administrative apparatus of the state" (Meisrl, 1985; Tanguay and 

Gagnon, 1996:4). Also, the increased material security and educational levels of the 

general Canadian population have increased the number of what Mair ternis "free- 

range voters," who attach no permanent loyalty to any party but rather 'shop around' to 

find one that best reflects their concerns (cf: CovelI, 1991:80). Finally, there is the 

mundane reality observed by Anthony King that the actions or policies of parties may 

"as often as not, be the product largely of force of circumstances" (1969:137). The 

realities of economic crises, international policy trends and maintainhg domestic social 

policies al1 place tremendous pressure on parties to develop platforms that reflect their 

capacity to manage a country or province's affairs should they form the government. 

"Govemments," Amyot points out, "simply have less money with which to embark on 

new policies; they now also have Iess room to manoeuver because of budget deficits" 
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(1996:520). Amyot uses as an example the neoconservative tide that was sweeping 

Europe in the early 1980s, which made it impossible for the Mitterand govemment in 

France to implement Keynesian measures to stimulate the country's economy. A similar 

situation has existed for the Liberals in Canada since they came to power in 1993. 

Despite promises to restore Canada's social programmes that had suffered under the 

Mulroney Conservatives, the Liberals found themselves pressured by the dynamics of 

the international market to make deficit and debt reduction the top priority, thereby 

stalling any significant restoration work to the social safety net.10 

In varying degrees of concert, a11 of these factors have contributed to the 

dislodging of political parties from their privileged position in the political psyches of 

the Canadian electorate. Yet there exists a debate as to whether their manifest impact on 

parties is enough to claim that parties will soon be, or have already become, inert and 

atavistic political institutions. Vaughan Lyon (1996) argues for just such a fate, 

believing that democracy in Canada would be well senred shodd govemment by 

parties, what he calls "partycracy." corne to end. Yet in debating John Meisel's 'decline 

of party' thesis, there seems to be an acknowledgement among political scientists that 

while the influence of parties is declining and public cynicism towards them is rising, 

this is not an inevitable situation (Paltiel, 1996; Tanguay and Gagnon, 1996; Amyot. 

1996; Covell, 1991). Paltiel for instance, takes the position that Meisel overgeneralized 

with his conclusions and that given consistent levels of voter turnout, competition for 

party nominations and delegates at party conventiow, there is little empirical support 

that "Canadian parliamentary parties are either moribund or in decline" (Paltiel, 

1996:414). Covell(1991) sees the issue confronthg parties as one of realignment versus 

dealignment. The former, she argues, wodd be fateful for existing parties as they are 
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replaced by new ones, but not for the political system as a whole. On the other hand, 

dealignment, or the wholesale rejection of parties as representative bodies, she believes, 

would threaten the stability and future of the entire political system. Tanguay and 

Gagnon, along with Grant Amyot, see nothing inevitable about the dedine of parties. 

Tanguay and Gagnon, rather than speak of a dedine, prefer the vision evoked with the 

term "transformation" which they believe more accura tely cap t u e s  the challenges 

facing parties today. 

If parties are not edging towards the political scrapyard however, they are still 

faced with the very tangible reality that their "sphere of influence and effectiveness is 

being reduced, by design or not" (Meisel, 1991:192). in a follow-up artide to "Dedine of 

Party in Canada," Meisel points to ten dysfunctions that parties fhemselves perform, 

thereby self-limiting their potential.11 Of the ten, two, limiting political discourse and 

ignoring important issues, are of particular importance to the emergence of altemate 

organizations of representation. Party elitism and brokerage style politics have left 

parties with an inability to provide what Kay Lawson calls "acceptable f o m  of 

linkages" between citizens and political parties as well as citizens and the state 

(1988:17). This failure has limited the opportunities for people to engage in meaningfd 

political dialogue within parties and, argues Peter Merkl, 

"A whole genera tion thirsting for poli tical action found i tself denied access by 
restrictive d e s  of the game by collusion of the established parties ... and by the 
longstanding shift of governmental functions to the bureauuacy and to corporatist 
intennediation" (Merkl, 1988:565). 

And for those individuals that have sought political expression from within parties, like 

the Toths and the Stilwells when they were with the Social Credit Party of BC, they have 

often found it a very unsatisfymg experience (Lyon, 1996). Lyon notes that "Party 



leaders recommend joining a party, equating such membership with good citizenship . . . 

[but] . . . For prinapled, practical, and power reasons, party leaders pay little attention to 

the policy ideas of members of their partyW"(1996:536). 

These policy ideas often revolve around quality of Life issues and demand that a 

party take a firm ideological stance on the issue, but as one Family Coalition Member 

observed, "big parties don? take on serious issues," an observation mirrored in Lyon's 

comment that "parties fail to raise many socially important issues" (Lyon, 1996:535). 

The result of the tension created by the desire of citizens for more direct political 

participation over social issues and the reticence of parties to make such an 

accommodation has been that "an increasing number of Canadians have sought to 

participate in politics and public life outside the framework of parties" (Meisel, 

1991:179). Tanguay makes a similar point in writing that 

"when the political parties are unwilling to take a dear stand on pressing issues of 
public policy - abortion and how to reconcile environmental protection with continued 
econornic growth, to name two obvious ones - growing numbers of voters are likely to 
seek out alternative institutional mechanisms, such as interest groups and single-issue 
movements, for representation of their interests" (Tanguay, 1992:485). 

It seems clear that for a vanety of self-idlicted and externally imposed reasons, 

the cnsis of representation faced by political parties in Canada has fostered a 

disaffected and cynical voter culture in Canada. Among the members of the Family 

Coalition Party, it is a thriving trend. The vast majority of FCP members, for instance, 

had never belonged to any other political party before the FCP because of their 

disenchantment with the disingenuous, opportunistic nature of parties and politicians. 

One member's comment sums up their view this way: "I'm suspicious of al1 parties. 

Ninety of ninety-five politicians are not concemed to serve the people, they're 

concemed with their own interests. . . . but the FCP is sincere, they do want to serve and 
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are motivated by what's right and wrong - by principles."12 Another member 

though&dly observes that 

"Historically, if you look at the democratic process, it's supposed to be representation 
for the people, in pure fom, a voice for the people. But over time this voice has been 
influenced by outside interests with money which has been created by or given to the 
parties. It's unfortunate because Canada is supposed to be demoaatic but 1 don? thhk 
I'm being represented at the provincial or federal level - and I'm not alone I don't think. 
Something's gone wrong or I've himed cynical along the way, but 1 just don't feel 
represented because often times the party that's in doesn't share my beliefs. Çecond, in 
the past I've been lied to - if I've voted for a particular person or leader I've been let 
down. Often my requests for answers or action have been completely ignored by my 
representative in govemment and they've never been ridiculous questions, just ones 1 
want honest answers to." 

For such disaffected citizens, there would appear to be o d y  two options. First. 

to seek out altemate forms of representation such as those offered by the New Social 

Movements, interest groups, or political pressure groups in the hopes that they can 

better articulate the issues of concem for that individual. Second, cynicism and 

disenchantment may cause people to opt out of the political process entirely. With the 

increase in social movement organization activity and the decrease in voter turnout over 

the last three federal elections, it would appear both options are being exercised as 

Canadians grow increasingly tired and frustrated with parties' continued practice of 

'politics as usual.'l3 Yet at the same tune, the creation of new political parties appears to 

be a continuing and viable option in the attempt by politically concemed citizens to find 

alternate vehicles for the expression and representation of their political ideals. The 

1392 Lortie Commission on electoral reform noted that 

"In many ways we seem to be in an era of anti-politics, although the rapid emergence of 
new parties points to the need to exercise caution in drawing conclusions. Canadians 
appear to distrust their political leaders, the political process and political institutions. 
Parties themselves rnay be contibuting to the malaise of voters. . . . Whatever the cause, 
there is Iittle doubt that Canadian political parties are held in low public esteem, and 
that their standing has declined steadily over the past decade. ...[ Nonetheless] many 
smailer parties have developed partisan constituencies of loyal and committed 
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supporters. . . . Further, electoral support for these parties indicates that, despite the 
increased activism of interest groups, Canadians are hesitant to abandon the institution 
of party" (Canada, RCERPF, 1991,1:223,228). 

It is a situation that suggests Covell (1991), as well as Tanguay and Gagnon 

(1996), with their respective notions of party realignrnent and transformation, may well 

have captured Canadian's attitude towards their political parties and system. Although 

there is little doubt that the major parties are in senous cnsis, the raft of minor and 

protest parties that have dotted the federal and provincial landscapes of Canada 

throughout the twentieth century indicate a continued overall faith in the Canadian 

system and its parties, despite their myriad dyshinctions. Perhaps the important 

distinction to make here regarding the crisis faced by parties is just that: it is the 

mainstream or major parties, the Liberals and the Conservatives for the most part, that 

are in a cnsis of representation, not the small parties that emerge from social movements 

or on the basis of strongly held social beliefs. These minor parties, like the FCP and the 

Greens, with their grassroots support, issue based and principled platforms, and calls 

for electoral reform, may well be what keeps the party at Westminster going. 

K e e ~ i n ~  the Issues Alive: Minor Parties in Canadian Politics 

One of the most unique and enduring feahireç of Canadian political culture has 

been the federal and provincial presence of minor political parties of protest Since the 

Progressives entered the federal election of 1921, minor political parties have 

disthguished Canada's Westminster parliamentas, mode1 from other first-past-the-post 

systems by creating a uniquely Canadian hybrid political system characterized by two- 

party dominance with the continuous presence of minor parties (Bickerton, 1996; 

Gagnon and Tanguay, 1996). When the Toths and three other founders chose the 



Family Coalition Party as their altemate means of political representation, they became 

part of the historical stream of Canadian political consciousness that has manifested 

itself in party form and been committed to the belief and pursuit of full democratic 

participation in Canada throughout the twentieth century. Like the Progressives, the 

C-erative Commonwealth Federation (CCF later the NDP), the Christian Hentage 

Party, and Social Credit, the FCP is a membership of aggrieved citizens with shong 

feelings of political disenfranchisement and disillusionment resulting from the failure of 

major parties to represent their interests. These parties have been categorized and 

labelled in a number of different fashions, but consistent through this varied 

nomenclature have been the characteristic features of such parties having a narrow- 

issue focus, a strong educational function, electoral victory as a secondary goal, a small 

but exceedingly loyal base of support and being confronted with a political system and 

its major parties highly resistant to their presence. 

Despite the considerable obstacles and challenges that confront these parties in 

the face of such resistance, they press on, motivated by past successes such as those of 

the Socreds in BC and Alberta and the CCF/NDP at both federal and provincial levels. 

Ln fact, with the rise of the Bloc Quebecois and the Reform Party of Canada, Maureen 

Covell wrote that 

"It is possible that we are entering another penod of party effervescence. The Reform 
Party and the Bloc Quebecois have been formed to run candidates in the next federal 
election, and parties su& as the Christian Heritage Party have entered politics at both 
the provincial and federal levels, and in a small number of cases have gained enough 
votes to affect the result, usually by causing the defeat of the candidate closest to them 
in ideological terms" (1991: 102). 

Since this was written in 1991, the Bloc (1993) and Reform (1997) have both formed the 

official federal opposition to the Liberals, and in 1994 the 275 votes the Family Coalition 



Party received in the Matsqui provinad by-election was enough to send Socred 

matriarch Grace McCarthy down to defeat, losing by only 67 votes. Such victories, large 

or small and regardless of political stripe, have created a deep well of political folklore 

and tradition from which neophyte rninor parties draw their strength. 

In categorizing these small parties, scholars have used a range of te-, calhg 

them rninor parties, mass parties, protest parties, third parties, flash parties, and 

movement parties (Duverger, 1959; Pinard, 1975; McMenemy, 1976; Gagnon and 

Tanguay, 1996; Carty, 1996). The source of the distinctions between the tenns can be 

found in the criteria which is used to define the origins, size and trajectones of such 

parties. Tanguay and Gagnon's use of the term "minor party," for example, operates on 

a broad definition formed by exclusion: minor parties are "those political formations 

that present candidates in federal or provincial elections but fail to obtain one of the two 

largest blocs of seats in the legislature" (1996:108-09). Pinard's notion of a "third party" 

is based on size of the popular vote received by the party and the subsequent threat it 

poses to the dominant party in the system. That is, for Pinard (1971,1973), a party must 

receive fifteen per cent of the popular vote to qualify as a legitimate third party. Carty 

uses the term "flash party" to describe the rapid emergence and ascendancy of parties 

like Reform and the Bloc Quebecois. Duverger (1959) and McMenemy (1976) on the 

other hand, define mass and movement parties respectively, by their origiw. 

Duverger's differentiation between mass and cadre parties is one of the most 

cornmon used to differentiate between traditional mainstream parties and smaller 

parties like the CCF/NDP or the FCP. Cadre parties, such as the federal Liberal or 

Conservatives, are professional electoral machines, with extensive financial and 

technical expertise that have been developed for the express purpose of conducting 
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successful election campaigns. Mass parties on the other hand, have a grassroots base, 

ansing from civil society and relying exclusively on their membership for support. "The 

members," writes Duverger, "are therefore the very substance of the party, the stuff of 

its activity," but he stresses that it is not membership size that separates cadre from 

mass parties, but structure (1959:63). Mass parties for instance, engage in acts of 

political education to gain support from which the party derives its financial resources, 

so the 

"Party is essentially based upon the subscriptions paid by its members . .. in this way 
the party gathers the h d s  required for its work of political education and for its day- 
to-day activity; in the same way it is enabled to finance elect ionee~g:  the financial and 
the political are here at one. . . . The mass party technique in effect replaces the capitalist 
financing of electioneering by democratic financing" (ibid:63). 

As became evident in Chapter two, this description of gathering financial support fits 

the Family Coalition Party well, with its membership dues and annual party banquet 

comprising virtually al1 of the party's revenue sources. Yet the FCP does not have an 

extensive enough membership base to be considered a mass party in the same way that 

the CCF/NDP or Social Credit rnight be. Beyond cadre and mass parties, Duverger 

indicates tha t the "concept, 'minor party,' deserves special consideration" for its ability 

to capture the activities of parties that exist and operate at the edges of parliamentary 

legitimacy and it is here, at this conceptualized margin that a party like the FCP can be 

more properly situated (1959:290). 

Personality parties and permanent minority parties are the two variants of minor 

parties Duverger identifies. In a parallel discussion on &or third parties in Canada, 

John McMenemy (1976) classifies them into fragment, movement, and mixed fragment- 

movement parties, creating a distinction similar to Duverger's. The critical distinction 

between both formulations oi these party sub-types lies in their point of origin. 
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Personality or hagrnent parties are the product of party fractures within a sitting 

parliamentary party, while permanent rninor or movement parties have their genesis in 

issues that have generated social unrest in civil soaety; they are, in other words, extra- 

parliamentary in their origins. Of personality parties, Duverger wrote that they "are 

purely parliamentary groups having no real party organization in the country, no true 

social substructure. They are made up of deputies who chafe under the discipline 

imposed by major parties" (1959:290). in Canada, Henri Bourassa's Nationalists and H. 

H. Stevens Reconstruction parties, both of which enjoyed a modicum of electoral success 

during the first half of the century, were just such parties argues McMenemy, parties 

that existed "as a result of conflict within the elite of a parliamentary party" (1976:30). 

Unlike fragment parties, movement or permanent minor parties originate in civil 

society and as such enjoy a solid, albeit usually small, base of support. This base of 

support tends to be a political minority, by which Duverger has in mind "a 'spiritual 

farnilyf quite well marked off, very mu& in a minority, relatively stable and not 

reducible to the major tendencies which divide the country" (1959:292). Duverger 

argues that this 'farnilyf comprises a social or political subculture based upon "ethnical 

or geographical rninonties, upon religious rninorities and upon political minorities" 

(ibid:29 1). McMenemy summanzes the political mobiliza tion and intentions of these 

movement parties this way: 

"Movement parties arise in times of social crises to articulate grievances. Their leaders 
and adherents may not seek political office wholeheartedly at first. Instead, the airns of 
the movement party may be limited to obtaining only suffiuent representation to 
impress the governing parliamentary party. If the party is primarily interested in 
radical social reform, political power is seen as a long-term goal and less important than 
educating the public" (1976:14). 



Three main catalysts of social crisis cari be identified in Canada's histoncd 

expenence that have spawned movement parties. The first is economic. Norman P e ~ e r  

(1996) argues that it was duMg the depression years of 1929-39 that parties Iike the 

Social Credit League and the Co-operative Commonwealth Federation emerged, in part 

as a protest to the protracted econornic crises of the period. He M e r  contends that 

the chronically sluggish economy of the 1990s gave a sirnilar boost to the Reform Party 

and the Bloc Quebecois, as the Progressive Conservatives collapsed under the weight of 

a Mulroney administration unable to halt a downward spiralling economy. The second 

catalyst is that of regional exploitation and alienation. Much of the strength of parties 

like the Social Credit League, the Refom Party, the Union Nationale, and the Bloc 

Quebecois cornes from a deeply rooted belief that the demands of Western Canada and 

Quebec are not satisfactonly articulated o r  represented by the major parties (Thorbum, 

1991). Fhally, what can be thought of as 'the cnsis of "post-material" v a l u d  has 

provided the impetus for several parties that have emerged in the 1980s and 1990s.14 

The Feminist Party of Canada. the Green Party (federal and provincial). the Christian 

Heritage Party, and the Family Coalition Parties in Ontario and British Columbia were 

al1 developed on platfonns of strong principle relative to quality of life issues. Social 

and political equality, ecological destruction, the diminishing influence of Christian 

values in Canadian society, and the erosion of the traditional family - al1 of these issues 

(despite obvious political antagonisms) have been identified by supporters as cntical to 

the future social well-being of the country and as being denied effective representation 

in mainstream parties. 

As a way of giving a formal political voice to these issues and simultaneously 

protesting the constricting nature of practicing 'politics as usual' in mainstream parties, 
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these minor parties of protest have taken form. One Famiiy Coalition Party member 

reflected a dominant rnembership belief about the la& of representation for pro-family 

issues in mainstrearn parties when they stated that "1 think it's been proven you can't 

change anything in an old party" and as two Pro-farnily activists respectively 

commented about the FCP, "1 think it formed as a kind of protest party," "the FCP is 

made up of people disaffected from the parties they worked in before." While it is 

acknowledged that the lack of representation offered by cadre parties is the single most 

important reason for the formation of minor parties of protest (Gagnon and Tanguay, 

1996; Pinard, 1973; Lawson, 1988), it must be noted that this is primarily a motivating 

factor and while crucial, is insufficient for the manifest expression of a party like the 

FCP. Cultural, systemic and structural variables must also combine if the required 

socio-political conditions for the emergence of a minor party are to be generated. In 

their critique of the dominant theories of minor party development, Tanguay and 

Gagnon (1996) identify the institutional, cultural and structural as the three haditional 

types of explanation. While advocates of each approach tend to exclude the others, 

Tanguay and Gagnon correctly conclude that no single perspective has satisfactory 

explanatory power and that in actuality, "any hope for a general mode1 of minor-party 

development that would permit the researcher to predict with confidence the times and 

places in which minor parties will emerge is likely to be disappointed" (1996:127). 

Nonetheless, despite this inexactitude, several requisite general conditions can 

be gleaned from the theoretical and empirical work that has been done on the 

emergence of minor parties. Beyond a lack of cadre party representation, the next most 

important factor in minor party development is the presence of a political system 

conducive to their presence. Although the rules of the Westminster parliamentary game 
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make it difficult for a party to form and survive, they are not so prshibitive as to make it 

impossible. The institutional characteristics of Canada's parliamentary system, with its 

strict party discipline and reliance on constituency focussed elections simultaneously 

makes working from within an existing cadre party unattractive while offering the 

possibiiity of altemate party representation. John McMenemy argues for instance, that 

"Under the Westminster parliamentary system employed in this country, the fociis of 
electoral activity is the constituency election. The eiection of only a handful of Members 
of Parliament gives mùior parties a certain legitimacy and credibility" (1976:29). 

Although the challenge of actually becorning elected poses some monumental 

challenges for minor parties, they are at Ieast able to gain access to the election forum, 

unlike the Arnerican political system where reshctions to ballot access for minor parties 

are formidable (Gagnon and Tanguay, 1996). 

Second, certain socioeconomic and sociopolitical structural factors consistently 

appear in explanations concerning the nse of rninor parties. Three types of social and 

economic crises (economic, regional exploi tation/aliena tion, " post-material" values) 

have already been pointed out, but the importance of one or two-party dominance and 

group homogeneity must also be mentioned. in looking at the rise of the Social Credit 

Party in Quebec during the early 19605, Maurice Pinard (1971) argued that a political 

situation where one party is dominant and no effective opposition is felt to exist will 

give rise to a third party during times when socioeconomic crises arise. Although 

Pinard (1973) subsequently reformulated h i s  original argument, making one-party 

dominance one of several intertwined factors leading to the rise of minor parties, the 

point remains that the persistent 

"Presence of a single dominant party leaves al1 groups opposing it without viable 
channels of political representation, . . . [and even] . . . a strong two-party system . . . could 



as welI be nomepresentative for groups who feel their central ideology and long-term 
grievances cannot be accommodated through any of the existing partiesf' (1973:442). 

C. B. MacPherson's conclusions regarding the emergence and political success of 

the Social Credit Party in Alberta on the other hand, rested on two different 

characteristics particular to the province, "one was their relatively hornogenous class 

composition, the other was their quasi-colonial status" (1953:21). Albertan's sense of 

regional exploitation with the province's "subordination to the outside economy . . . 

[specifically] . . . the interests of eastern capital" and the heavy predominance of a petit 

bourgeois, small-propertied class, argued Macpherson, were the principal structural 

features upon which the United Farmers of Alberta and then the Social Credit Party 

were able to politically dominate the province from 1921 to 1967 (1953:6). Although 

Macpherson has been criticized for overstating the homogeneity of Alberta's class 

structure (Gagnon and Tanguay, 1996)' the importance of a homogenous and unified 

base of support to minor parties should not be lost. Like Duverger's 'spiritual family' 

metaphor, Macpherson's analysis rests on an unstated adaiowledgment that the group 

cohesion which is so vital to a minor party of protest is based in large part on 

socioeconornic and sociopolitical similarities between members. 

Finally, a variety of popular and political culhue trends aid the development of 

minor parties. Most obviously at this historical moment are the cynical and disaffected 

attitudes of the electorate in Canada. With cadre parties virtually indistinguishable 

frorn one another, Amyot argues, "there is a growing sense that parties do not matter, 

that whichever party wins the election, the actual range of choice open to government is 

small" (1996:519). Therefore, politicians claiming any moral high ground or speaking of 

working horn new or principled positions tend to quickly be labelled insincere because 



"our culture makes such claims deeply suspect, and demands of the politically active 

constant proof of public-spintedness and self-sacrifice. Respectability is more easily 

conceded to those who deny political ambitions" (Magnusson, 1990:526). Such political 

disenchantment is bo t .  the product and producer of such a cultural nonn, which works 

to the disadvantage of cadre parties but fosters aedibility towards those activists in 

minor parties who are working from a position of principle. If Covell (1991) is correct 

and the two principle options available in the midst of this 'crisis of parties' are system 

decay or the formation of new parties, then it is likely these cultural traits would defer 

to the latter, not the former. Given Canada's long history of minor party formation and 

relative lack of social and political upheaval over its political system, this would appear 

to be the case. 

Minor Parties of Protest - Features andfunctions 

When the conjunctural moment amves with ali the requisite conditions and 

elements for the development of a minor party of protest, what emerges is a movement 

party with a set of characteristics and functions common to other such parties that have 

become part of this Canadian political heritage. Their potential once they have entered 

the political arena is wholly contingent on the mandate they set for themselves and their 

capacity to meet the opposition and challenges that a hostile political environment 

presents to them. Cadre parties, the media, the general voter, even their natural 

cowtituents can ostracize, ignore or oppose a new party. These challenges, combined 

with a first-past-the-post electoral system and demanding Election Act requirements, 

create a formidable environment for rninor parties of protest like Family Coalition and 

the Greens, one in which simple organizational survival is cause for celebration. 



Like any political party operaüng in a parliamentary system, a prirnary feature 

of minor parties of protest is that they engage in election campaigns and pursue politicai 

office by ninning candidates during general and by-elections. They also predominantly 

reflect a typical administrative infrastructure complete with executive boards, 

constituency associations and formally elected officials to positions such as leader, 

president, and secretary treasurer. While not as sophisticated or fully developed as 

professionalized cadre parties, muior party organizations like the Family Coalition 

Party do utilize this administrative form in pursuing their goals. Beyond this structural 

similarity however, minor parties, as noted in earlier sections of this chapter, do possess 

unique qualities that markedly differentiate them from cadre parties. 

For one thing, parties like the FCP tend to be extra-parliamentary in their 

origins, arising in civil society as a result of a social movement cause or some other 

social grievance that has yet to be institutionally articulated. This intention to give a 

grievance an organizational form through whidi supporters can articulate and represent 

the grievance means that most minor parties have a narrow or single issue focus. The 

term single issue may in fact be rnisleading given that most minor parties in fact have a 

platform based on issue-clusters which c m  be understood as a small number of inter- 

related issues that are clustered around one dominant or higher profile issue. The 

Family Coalition Party, most commonly identified as a Pro-life party, is prototypical 

given that it has an equal, if not greater focus on Pro-family issues in education, child 

care, adoption and health-care. The Green Party also reflects this trend with its popular 

image in British Columbia being a party concerned primarily with forestry and fishery 

practices, but its broader (and mcxe international) agenda inchdes other popular 

environmental struggles induding disarmament, anti-nudear and toxic waste disposal. 
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Related to their relatively narrow issue focus is another feature of rninor parties, 

their emphasis on principled, value-oriented platforms. Unlike cadre parties that 

maintain a flexible and populist approach to ideological positions, parties Iike the 

CCF/NDP, the Greens and the FCP operate according to a strict adherence of their 

foundational policies. The Reform Party of BC's reliance on popular referendum to 

decide party position on social issues is, for example, the sole issue that prevents the 

FCP from merging with Reform. One Iong-time activist within the FCP commented on 

Reform that "itfs a total waste of time. If a party gets in because they stand for certain 

principles, then they should be able to act on them. But if they Say vote for us and then 

we'll have a referendum to decide the issue, you don't stand for anythmg." It is a 

situation that both helps and hinders these minor parties. Unwavering commitment to 

their principal grievances ensures the solid loyalty of their 'spiritual family,' providing 

them with a grassroots legitimacy and a source of civil society resource support. This 

base of support however, is often small, but the uncompromising position taken by 

these parties denies them the flexibility cadre parties have to adapt policy and 

organizational directions in their pursuit of broad based support and electoral victory 

(Winn, 1976). This inflexibility is generally born of the social movement foundations 

these parties often have. Grant Amyot points out that movement activists "have 

typically been unable to stomach the fact that established parties which have recognized 

their concem have had to compromise them because of codicting demands from other 

segments of their cowtituency" (1996:522). This is not simply the source of a minor 

party's cornmitment to its principles, but often, as in the case of the FCP, the very reason 

for its formation. 



Beyond the uncompromising stance taken over foundational principles, the 

feature next most chenshed by supporters of minor parties is their intemally democratic 

nature. Whereas the leadership and executive of cadre parties tend towards 

oligopolistic practices regarding the adoption of party policy and strategy, in rninor 

parties 

"Legislative leadership is not only forrnally accountable to the extra-legislative 
organization, but appears to share power with the extra-legislative leadership of the 
party. The rank-and-file members of these parties value demwatic intemal procedures 
and correct policy more highly than electoral success" (McMenemy, 1976:104). 

The CCF/NDP, the Greens in Ontario as well as the FCP in British Columbia al1 

emphasize the importance of the direct involvement of their members in the decision 

making processes of the executive (Young, 1992; Sandilands, 1992). Past Family 

Coalition Party president John O'Flynn saw this as one of the most attractive features of 

the party for him: "1 like how it goes through the democratic process as a way to 

develop policy. It was the only way, 1 felt, to do it at the political level. At least, it 

seemed to be the most attractive way for me, even though there are other ways." 

This belief in direct democratic participation also extends into a cornmitment by 

minor parties to reform the political system in which they exist. The United Farmers of 

Alberta and the Social Credit Party in Alberta were, observed Macpherson, "based on a 

novel theory of democratic government, and eadi  was carried into effect by a popular 

movement broader than a political party" (1953:3). Similarly, the Greens, the 

Progressives and the CCF, with their goals cf implementing a programme that promotes 

more direct and participatory democracy, al1 hoped to refonn the Canadian political 

system to allow for more effective articulation, representation and accountability in 

government (Sandilands, 1992; Covell, 1991). In BC, the Family Coalition Party has 



joined the British Columbia Coalition for Electoral Reform in support of the 

organization's goal of altering the current provinaal electoral systern from its first-past- 

the-post style to some type of proportionai representation format.15 A majority of FCP 

members support this initiative, believing i t will help democra tize BC's poli tical sys tem 

and create the potential for a more representative legislature.l6 

The last, and one of the most vital, features of movement parties is their 

educational aspect. The role of movement parties as political educators is recognized as 

one of the most important distinctions between movement and cadre parties (Coveil, 

1991; Lyon 1992; Gagnon and Tanguay, 1996). It may, in fact, be argued that this is the 

defining feature of a rninor party of protest. Elkins (1991) for example, argues that not 

al1 political parties are equal, and that parties are what they do. In this regard Elkins 

credits the Progressives, United Farmers of Alberta and the CCF with full party statu,  

but 3t the same time relegates the Reform Party, the Christian Heritage Party and the 

Family Coalition Party to that of an interest group. There is a strong temporal 

dimension to this classification, for as Elkins writes, "oniy time will tell if they evolve 

into functioning parties, wither away or admit that they are only a pressure group, a 

single-issue group or a lobbying tool" (1991:5). Lyon makes a similar observation when 

he writes that 

"The issues a party promotes, and the way it interacts with the public is deterrnined by 
its raison d'être and by the context in which it operates. In performing an educational 
role, for example, the parties focus on issues and information that hirther their 
objectives" (l992:128). l7 

in this way, the identity of a movement party becomes an inseparable melange 

of i ts institutional fom,  educational purpose, electoral hopes and resource accumulation 



strategies, but standing out most prominently is a belief in social change through 

political education. "Parties of protest," wnte Gagnon and Tanguay, 

"Such as the Progressives and the Co-operative Commonwealth Federation (CCF) are 
usually as interested in effecting social diange and undertaking poiitical education as 
they are in electoral success. These distinctive objectives mean that the leaders of minor 
parties are often quite reluctant at first to get involved in electoral politics, for fear that 
political success might dilute the ideological zeal of the movement, or that the trappings 
of power might seduce those elected to office" (1996:109). 

As Chapter two dernonstrated, the goals of the FCP reflect a greater concern 

with social change through political education than with acquiring legislative power. 

From the outset, the Toths concem was to have "family fx-iendly" legislation enacted, to 

educate the general public as to the merits of the traditional family and the threat that 

the nse of secular humanism poses for its future, and to convince larger, mainstream 

parties to adopt their two founding principles. As Mrs. Toth cornmented, "there's more 

than one way to skin a cat," and the ideal situation for the FCP, as was reported in 

Chapter three, is to achieve these goals so that the party can dissolve as a formal 

political institution. 

To this end, the potential of the party form for organizations like the FCP, the 

Greens, and the Feminist Party rests less exclusively with their intentions and hopes of 

electoral success, than with their capacity to function as political agitators and educators 

from within the institutionalized setting of party politics. Expanding the terrain of 

political activism from civil Society to include the political sphere permits these 

aggrieved groups to continue their rnovement functions hom within a realm that has 

been steadily appropriated by cadre parties and their elite supporters for their own 

purposes. One of the principal functions of movement parties then, is to re-politicize 

and re-democratize the political process. Where the New Social Movements expanded 



the notion of legitimate political terrain to indude al1 aspects of civil society, from 

institutions such as the family to the individual and corporeal body, now the Greens 

and resurgent movement groups like the FCP are rehvning to the poiitical sphere with 

the intent of re-legitimating it as a site for political debate and social change. in large 

part this is adueved by mobilizing citizens into active political participants through the 

party. which not only invigorates the system, but simultaneously strengthew the party 

(Lyon, 1992). 

Beyond acting as political educators and sources of democratic revitalization for 

the parliamentary system, movement parties are also sentinels of political discontent. 

Their presence is a political flare, a warning sign signalling the inadequacy of engaging 

in 'politics as usual' and the public's dissatisfaction with al1 the practices which 

accompany that term. "Almost by definition," Covell argues, "the rise of new parties is 

a sign that the established parties of a system are not accornrnodating important shades 

of political opinion in that system" (1991:91). At the same time, rnovement parties also 

signal a deeper malady - disaffection from the entire statiis quo political system and 

process (Gagnon and Tanguay, 1996). For the political activists that work within the 

Greens or the FCP, these discontents revolve around the systemic inability or cadre 

party unwillingness to tackle social issues. Mr. Toth of the FCP as an example, 

commented that "1 don't think a political party is doing its job unless it deals with social 

problems." The FCP is an institutional expression of this discontent, a sign of cadre 

party dysfunction and the democratic shortcornings of BCfs political system. 

Through increasing citizen involvement, raising awareness through education 

and engaging in everyday politics (from publishing party newsletters to entering 

elections), movement parties also perform an accountability hction. By a candidate's 
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mere presence at an all-candidates meeting during an election, a movement party has 

the opportunity to force mainstream parties to confront issues they would otherwise 

avoid. During the 1996 British Columbia provincial election for example, Family 

Coalition Party candidates were able on at least two occasions to bring their Pro-family 

and Pro-life concerns into the debate, forcing cadre party candidates to state their 

position or to at least expose an evasive attitude towards such issues.I8 Outside of 

election periods, movement parties, because of their form, are often able to participate in 

forums not available to other organizational types. As was noted in Chapters Two and 

Three, the FCP have made a nurnber of presentatiow to standing cornmittees on issues 

such as financing public schools and child protection. As well, they are involved with 

the Enterprise League of British Columbia, which is possible o d y  because of their 

standing as a provincial political party. ïhese activities provide opportmities for 

movement parties to articulate their grievances in the hopes of winning policy 

concessions and also to bring information back to their membership about the curent 

s ta tu  of the particular issue, which in tum can be beneficial to strategy development 

aimed at achieving the party's goals. Gagnon and Tanguay cal1 this the "function of 

policy innovator," whidi overstates the power of a minor party like the FCP, but 

nonetheless reflects their potential (1996:llO). About small parties, Mr. Toth 

commented that "they are a good thing because they tend to bring the large parties into 

line. .. . It is good for democracy to have small parties that are m g  to increase justice 

and the fight against the injustice of bad laws." Presumably, as such attitudes and 

activities increase, and as movement parties continue to perform their educative 

function, citizen awareness and participation should grow, forcing cadre parties into 



greater accountability for the policy actions and more democratic representation of their 

cons tituents. 

One of the most overt functiow of movement parties is to give a political voicc 

to the issue clusters of their platform. John O'Flynn of the FCP cornrnented that the 

party "gives public visibility to ycur stance," an agreed upon belief of the party 

membership which feels that without the party, Pro-family issues would receive no 

political articulation whatsoever. Echoing this belief, FCP Leader Heather Stilwell 

opines that 

"If we are not there, and not given the time, the issues will not be talked about by the 
other political parties. They are uncornfortable with them. The other parties do have 
Pro-life people within them but they are silent and so you can't impact upon society if 
the issues can't be discussed." 

The Greens, the FCP and other issue-oriented parties al1 popularize agendas that are 

downplayed or simply ignored by mainstream parties. By performing this function, 

such parties are also providing "a haven for the discontented in society" (Gagnon and 

Tanguay, 1996:llO). Citizens who live their lives based on any nurnber or type of 

inviolable principles can find themselves in the politically untenable situation of having 

to cast a vote for a party that does not profess a similar degree of cornmitment to those 

principles. Whatever the issue, these voters first look to cast their ballots on the basis of 

social pnnciple. FCP members admit to frequently spoiling ballots or not voting, and 

disdain practices such as voting purely on the basis of potential economic gains or 

voting negatively to ensure a particular party does not form the government. For the 

cornmitted Pro-family or Pro-life ideologue, the FCP provides them an opporhinity to 

vote purely on the basis of conscience. As Mrs. Toth remarked, "1 suppose we are an 

electoral vehicle for people who hold those socialiy moral values, social consenratives 



and moral conservatives - it gives people a place to put their vote." Ln this regard, one 

FCP member, who in 1987 ran as a candidate for the Ontario Family Coalition Party, 

recalled "a number of people who said to me, 'if it wasn't for you, 1 wouldn't be able to 

vote'." 

A final function of minor parties of protest is that they create political 

opportunities for the broader social movements with which they are related or 

sympathetic. The form and institutional presence of these parties provides a political 

access point through which movements have the potential to influence the policy 

process or other, larger, parties. Although in the case of the FCP this potential has yet to 

be recognized or embraced by the Pro-family movement as a whole, movement parties 

create unique opportunities of intrusion into the political process, which can be 

exploited by other social movement organizations in their work. The most obvious 

example is during an election when parties have privileged access to public forums, the 

media, all-candidates meetings and general campaigning, al1 of which c m  be used as 

sites for education, agitation and demands for representation. Utilized in lhis fashion, 

movement parties can help transform elections into forums of rigourous political action 

that addresses their grievances, grievances which have been politically legitimized by 

the institutionalized form that represents them and so not easily dismissed as spurious 

election debate rhetoric. 

To have fully captured the essence of minor parties of protest or movement 

parties is to understand that a11 of their functions and features are not mutually 

exclusive, nor do  they exhibit them to the same degree. At particular stages of a 

movement party's development, it will manifest some traits and execute some functions 

more conspicuously than others, while still others may be entirely latent. For the most 
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part, these characteristics and hinctions are readily identified in fledgling organizations 

like the FCP, the now dehinct Feminist Party of Canada, and the Communist Party of 

BC, as they either stniggle through their party infancy or remain fastidiously tme to 

their principles. Other movement originating parties, like the CCF/NDP. the 

Progressives, and the United Farmers of Alberta evolved to various points of party 

maturation which resulted in the shifting, masking or abandoning of their original 

movement traits. Yet they remain movernent parties, formai articulations of particdar 

grievances that provided opportunities for the casting of votes based on social principle 

and political dissatisfaction. In this sense, movement parties embody an inherent 

paradox. Their existence is symptomatic of system and cadre party dysfunction and a s  

su& they can be contemplated as a destabilizing force threatening the operational 

integrity of the parliamentary system. However, while their presence agitates 

traditional parties and makes those supporting the political sfattrs quo nervous, 

ironically, these parties are the true sources of system validation. Covell for instance, 

remarks that 

"The ability of a political system to at least give voice to a wide range of alternative 
points of view is not only useful in that it builds loyalty to the system and its processes, 
but also in that it is part of the process of liberal democracy" (1991:102). 

Rather than posing a threat to democratic politics in Canada as those who practice 

'politics as usual' rnight argue, small parties, in however modest a way, increase citizen 

involvement and interest in politics, confirm the viability and potential of Canada's 

parliamentary system, and breathe democratic life back into the political process with 

each mobilizing effort and strategy they undertake. 



The Challenge of Being Small - Beating the system and the problem of the vote 

It is widely recognized that any new party, regardless of origin, will find itself 

confronted by a number of formidable obstacles to survivai and success within a liberal 

democratic polity such as Canada's (Duverger, 1959; Lyon, 1992, 1996; Lawson, 1988; 

Chandler and Siaroff, 1991). A first-past-the-post electoral system, restrictive Election 

Act regulations, lack of organizational resources and political expertise, socioeconomic 

cleavages among the electorate, and popular conceptions about voüng and the role of 

political parties al1 combine to create a political climate that is stnicturally and culturally 

reticent to bestow political legitimacy on new parties. It is a situation that adds another 

paradox to the complexities of Canadian politics - the sociopolitical elements that 

nurture the democratic possibilities of new parties are the same as those that work to 

prevent their manifest realization and efficacy. The challenges that these elements 

present for new parties can be generally grouped into four categories: systemic, 

structural, cultural and organizational. 

Systemic obstacles include Canada's Westminster, first-past-the-post electoral 

mode1 and the Election Act regulations which set out the rules of the election game, 

while the political cleavages and sociopolitical characteristics of the province or country 

are the source of structural obstacles for new parties. Popular beliefs about the role of 

parties, the concept of the vote, as weil as typical voting patterns and decision making 

processes over casting a ballot make up the cultural obstades faced by a new party. 

Organizational challenges refer to a party's own hadequacies which may include lack 

of political expertise, operational resources, policy development and lack of leadership. 

The individual effect each of these factors have on new parties share a common result: 



the prevention of vote acquisition by new parties during an election. Regardless of 

their origin, their issues, or their other hc t ions ,  the potential and political legitimacy of 

any political party in a parliamentary system Like Canada's ultimately rests upon their 

ability to attract votes. in the popular consciousness of Canadians, the relationship is a 

simple one - the more votes a Party receives, the greater its potential for wielding 

political power. Ln this regard, al1 the challenges that confront new parties c m  be 

compressed into a single conceptual difficulty, what may be thought of as the problem 

of the vote. 

Systems of representative democracy rely on the concept of a citizen casting a 

single ballot to express their choice for poli tical representa tion. The inherentl y 

reductionist nature of this practice is captured by Lyon's description of voting in which 

"Al1 the citizen's formal/authontative input to government must be compressed into a 
single pencilled x after a candidate's name on a ballot every four years. With this x the 
person is, at vanous times, urged to pass judgement on the performance of the 
incumbent government, choose the best local representative, express an opinion on 
various issue before the public, and so on. . . . Small wonder that for most citizew voting 
is a symbolic act rather than a serious attempt to influence policy" (1992:135). 

There are two particularly important points concerning the vote embedded in tlus 

passage. First, the vote is an act of sociopolitical reductionism whereby the citizen, as 

Lyon points out, is to cast an opinion on a broad range of social, political, econornic and 

moral issues in an exclusively singular fashion. It is a circumstance that forces 

compromise as the o d y  option upon the voter; there is little room for the expression of 

absolutes in the ballot box. Sirnilarly, the process demands that the voter blend 

sociomoral and socioeconomic issues together in their deusion making process, issues 

the voter may view as mutually exclusive or at Ieast exhibithg some topical autonomy. 

The result is that the voter must choose between ewuring the continued material 



security of their family and personal well-being by voting for a party acknowledged tu 

be competent in managing the affairs of the country or promoting their "post-material" 

concerns through a vote for a sympathetic new party that has yet to prove their 

managerial cornpetence. Lyon makes this distinction one of citizen versus private 

person: 

"As atizens, they [Canadians] are concerned about the long-term viability of their 
nation and world. As private persons living in a competitive and often cold, impersonal 
society, they are intensely concemed about their own security and standard of living. 
As citizens, they demand and welcome political action to protect the environment. As 
private persons, organized in groups, they often bitterly oppose policies, however 
otherwise desirable, that threaten their well-being" (1992:137-8). 

Since most new parties anse on the basis of some issue or issue-cluster that has been 

under-represented by cadre parties, their implicit request is for the voter in the ballot 

box to attenuate concerns for their personal socioeconornic security and draw electoral 

attention to that unrepresented issue. Electoral results of new parties suggest that this is 

not a request that is readily responded to by voters. Results for the Greens (2.7% of the 

1990 popular provincial vote in Ontario) and the FCP for instance, indicate that people 

are largely unwilling to vote purely on the basis of social issues (Covell. 1991; 

Sandilands, 1992). In discussing the electoral fortunes and potential of the FCP, one 

director of a Pro-family organization summed up this tension by saying that 

"We wouldn't necessarily vote for a conservative party that only had social issues at its 
heart because if the economy doesn't work and the nation is not secure and al1 those 
other good things, then there is no platform on which the family can flourish anyway." 

Second, the cultural importance placed upon voting and the lirnited systemic 

opportunities for the average citizen to engage in the political process have combined to 

cornpress the legitimate exercising of political power into this episodic and singular act. 

This restrictive situation gives the citizen only one opportunity every three to five years 



via a single avenue by which they are able to participate in the political process. In this 

way the act of voting becomes a momentary and truncated demonstration of political 

will into which the citizen must distill al1 their political opinions. The representative 

aspect of the individual vote is thereby reduced and diluted to such an extent that it 

becomes unencumbered by the complexities of the very thing it is supposed to 

represent: the broad spectrum of desires and concerns that most political citizens hold. 

Confronted with such a circumstance, and if the act of voting is the one occasion that 

people have for input into the type of representation they want, the reductive nature of 

the vote itself demands that the voter exercise this limited power to seek effective 

socioeconomic representation before addressing sociomoral concerns. Frushated by the 

inevitable reality created by the nature of the vote in parliamentary systems, one long 

time Pro-life activist and FCP member remarked that people "are tom between the ideal 

and the pragmatic. Ln a pure sense they want to support the party but they want their 

vote to count, even if it means holding their nose." 

The problem of the vote for new parties then, can be found in the limited 

capacity of the vote for political expression and representation. Lyon points out that 

"general elections are not single-issue referendums" (1992:135), which is bue, but there 

is more to it than that concerning the idea of the vote as political expression. Systerns of 

representative democracy operate on the principles of simplification and reductionism 

which (perhaps necessarily) force voters to exercise their single act of political power in 

support of maintaining the material and socioeconomic security that have created the 

conditions under which activism for sociomoral issues have been able to flourish. Until 

a new party c m  demonstrate an ability to ensure the former, it is udikely they will 

receive many votes on the basis of the latter. As Maureen Hynes of the Feminist Party 
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of Canada observed, "the significance of operating on any electoral level is clear - 

nurnbers are needed' (1980:8), and in the simple world of majoritarian politics, with 

greater numbers cornes greater political power and the likelihood of greater popular 

support. 

To adiieve this potential, a top pnority for new parties is to develop into, and 

present themelves, as a legitimate political alternative capable of managing the 

governmental affairs of the province or the country. Clyde Vint of the Christian 

Coalition of British Columbia observed about the Family Coalition Party for instance, 

that "the FCP needs to educate their people, and the people of BC that they can govern 

the province." and Heather Stilwell remarked one of the biggest disadvantages the 

party faces is that " people don? take you senously ... we will have to get ourselves 

organized enough as a real political party so that people outside of the social movement 

will consider us as capable to govem." Meeting the organizational challenges that a 

neophyte party like the FCP are confronting is a matter of developing this type of 

political respectability. As shown in Chapters Two and Three, the FCP are burdened in 

this regard by a lack of financial resources, political expertise. comprehensive policy 

development and vibrant candidates with political ambition.19 Chapter Two also 

highlighted the importance to a new party of charismatic, politically recognizable 

figures with Bill Vander Zalm's penod of involvement with the FCP.20 Gagnon and 

Tanguay note the importance of leadership to a new party when they wnte that "the 

success of rninor parties, once formed, wiil depend in no small measure on the quality of 

their leadership and the attractiveness of their candidates" (1996:127). Many of the FCP 

membership also pointed to this cntical variable for the potential of the party. One 



founding member of the party believed that to overcome many of the obstacles faced by 

a small party like the FCP required 

"A really chansmatic leader, some sort that c m  really overcome these bamers and 
reaily seduce the media and really get up there and sway people when they spoke. 1 
guess that would probably be the big break that we would need." 

As Gagnon and Tanguay further suggest, attractive, articulate and personable 

candidates are also vital to developing a small party's political legitimacy. From the 

fourteen candidates the FCP ran during the 1996 provincial election in BC, it was West 

Vancouver-Capilano candidate Jim Kelly that was consistently pointed to by Lower 

Mainland members as the ideal type of candidate the party shouid be putting forward. 

Personable, handsome, and articulate, he was the o d y  candidate besicles Heather 

Stilwell that received mainstream television and newspaper attention." Other FCP 

candidates ihat ran in the election received less favourable evaluations hom local 

members. Of one candidate, memben comrnented that "he was a h y  little guy," "he 

was a sacrificial lamb ... he was just tongue tied." Other candidates were also regarded 

as detrimental to the image of the party as legitimate and serious because of the overtly 

controversial tactics and the apparent lack of thorough understanding of party 

principles they demonstrated during the election. The potential harm such candidates 

could do to the party image was recognized by members with their common belief that 

candidates need to be selected with care. The importance of running a h l 1  slate of 

seventy-five candidates (one in each provincial nding) was also identified by rnembers 

as important to the image of the party as a capable alternative, but far and away the 

most important image members feit the party m u t  project is that of youth. Again, Jim 

Kelly was pointed to by those who knew the candidate as offering the ideal profile. One 

thing the party membership is acutely aware of is the danger of projecting an image, as 
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one member put it, "as a bunch of little old ladies in running shoes who couldn't have a 

baby even if they wanted to." Another member said 

"The last thing we need is men and women my age running for families under this label 
because people will Say 'oh well, that was in the old days.' You need young men and 
women acting out their beliefs and saying, 'yes, this is the way to go'." 

This suggests that a belief exists whereby selecting quality candidates, developing or 

acquiring political expertise, and attempting to attract a diarismatic, committed leader, 

might enable new and small parties like the FCP to move towards dealing with many of 

the organizational challenges that can otherwise lirnit the development of their image as 

a credible political alternative. Further, without this image, attracting votes might be 

difficult because as Komberg et. al. note, "voters must be presented with authentic 

choices" (1982:110), and dus authenticity is founded on a politically mature party 

organization and al1 its extemal trappings . 

in terms of systemic obstacles faced by small parties, the benefit of 

organizational expertise in the area of party administration might help mitigate the 

restrictive effecb of Election Act regulations but meeting the challenges posed by a first- 

pas t-the-post electoral sys tem will likely require modifications to the system i tself. 

Institutional resistance to small parties is well acknowledged as a significant lirniting 

factor to their development and potential influence (Lyon, 1992, 1996; Chandler and 

Siaroff, 1991; Covell, 1991; Paltiel, 1996). Lyon writes that 

"Al1 the 'naturalt advantages, except novelty, flow to the established parties, and they 
use the power of the state to restnct what they describe as a 'dangerous proliferation' of 
parties" (1992:132). 

Similarly, Covell, as well as Chandler and Siaroff, share the view that 

"Most political systems regulate the entry of new parties into the political system and 
attemp t to minimize their electoral impact" (Covell, 19%: 102). 



"In Westminster systems such as Bntain and Canada, minor parties without regional 
strongholds are systematically disadvantaged and thus rarely gain any significant 
influence" (Chandler and Siaroff, 1991:214).22 

in British Columbia, institutional yokes for small parties are believed to be 

provided by the Elections Act. One FCP member noted that "the trouble with our 

electoral system is that it isn't built for more than two parties ... the Elections Act is 

designed for two parties." Mrs. Toth reflects the sentiments of a few FCP members 

when she says 

"The [Elections] Act is temble. It discourages any small party from forrning. We 
decided if you follow the d e s  they can't kick you out, but if you once slip up, well, 
then they Say you are gone. . . . I think they want a lot more control, they want to know 
who is funding you and it workç for us as well as for anybody else. Small parties like us 
might Say 'don? bother, it isn't worth the hassle"." 

While there is agreement among the executive and general membership that the 

Elections Act is problematic, surprisingly, most FCP members do not feel that its design 

is a deliberate attempt to eliminate small parties, but rather that this effect is an 

inadvertent result of attempting to make cadre parties more accountable. Similarly, 

Paltiel (1996) argues that at the federal level, in attempts to increase accountability of 

major parties, Election Act regulations have hrther professionalized the party process 

and that "there is little evidence that minor parties or independent candidates have 

benefitted from the controls" (1996:418). Such professionalization works to the distinct 

disadvantage of small parties who have neither the expertise nor the resources to hire 

consultants to manage the intricacies of Election Acts. Full uedit for the FCP's survival 

has been given to Mrs. Toth by the membership for her tenacious attention to party 

requirements the Act demands. As she says, "1 am particularly careful about filing 

e v e r y h g  on time, and doing everything the way it is supposed to be, so they c m  

never use that as an excuse for getting nd of the party." 
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The Act is such a contentious matter that the party identifies their ability to 

adhere to its demanding regdations as one of their few successes. ln a recent newsletter 

it was reported that 

"There is no doubt in the minds of most non-socialist party organizers that this Act was 
meant to rid British Columbia once and for al1 of small political parties like ours who 
split the vote and make polling predictions inaccurate and useless ... How the NDP 
would love to get rid of the Greens who take votes away from them ... You wiIl be 
happy to know that every one of our fourteen candidates, all eighteen constituenues 
and the Party met the requirements and survived to fight another day! We've leamed 
to avoid the traps they set and we've deciphered their deliberately-confusing 
accounting sys tem. "2' 

After two provincial parties were de-registered and forty-one candidates faced a ban for 

failing to submit the appropriate documentation following the 1996 provincial election, 

calls have arisen for changes to the Elections Act." To this end, meetings sponsored by 

the Liberal Party have begun and have been attended by representatives of provincial 

parties to develop a package of Election Act reforms aimed at making cornpliance to the 

Act easier.25 Echoïng a sentiment of the FCP executive, BC Green Party Leader Stuart 

Parker was quoted in the Vancouver Sun as saying "A lot of our energy is going into 

coping with the act. The act has already taken out two parties so we're taking this very 

seriously. . . . We need some changes in the act so that small parties c m  get on with their 

ac tivi ties. "26 

Where a small party's tactics for rnanaging and combatting Election Acts are 

predorninantly a matter of organizational sttrvival, minor party support for alterations to 

Canada and British Columbia's first-past-the-post electoral system is more about 

increasing organizational potency. The history of small parties in Canadian politics is also 

a history of attemp ts to increase the democratic potential of the Westminster system and 

provide minor parties with increased opportunities to become viable representative 



bodies. As Lyon wryly notes, "writing about parliamentary reform is an academic 

growth industry," and one that has documented reform initiatives from the United 

Famers of Alberta and the CCF in the early 1900s to the m e n t  efforts of the Greens 

and the FCP in British Columbia (1984123; Whitehorn, 1991). Minor party support for 

reform is a product of the systemic realities that Canada's "plurality system most often 

overrepresents, sometimes significantly, the party with the rnost votes" and it 

disadvantages parties with diffuse geographic support (Çeidle, 1996:283). These factors 

have the effect of heavily favouring strong, cadre parties and systemically marginalizing 

small parties like the Greens and the FCP. Of the FCP's potential under British 

Columbia's current system, one long involved member remarked that to get credibility 

"we have to diange the system - we do have enough votes to get people in but with this 

system we have to change people's attitudes [about voting]. Under UUs system, I don? 

see the party growing very much." About the current system in general, another 

member remarked that "right now you could have it so that more than fifty per cent of 

the people don't have a voice in government ... 1 don? think that's very good 

democracy, certainly not in an ancient Greek way." 

The preferred alternative to a first-past-the-post system for the FCP is some form 

of proportional representation system akin to Germany's Hare quota (or Neimeyer 

method) (Çeidle, 1996) or the Single Transferable Vote system used in British Columbia 

during the 1952 and 1953 provincial e l ec t ion~ .~~  The postwar Geman electoral system 

"has widely been judged to be . . . a well-operating democratic system," but it must be 

remarked that this system and German parties in general are also currently faced with 

crises of representation and legitimacy similar to those found in Canada (Chandler and 

Siaroff, 1991:192; Braunthal, 1996). Nonetheless, among members of the Family 
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Coalition Party, there is a belief that such a system would benefit the party. Gerhard 

Herwig, a long tirne FCP executive and candidate in the 1996 provincial election, 

comrnented that 

"In Germany with rnixed person representation, there's the five per cent clause - if you 
had greater than five per cent then you'd have representation. The Greens did jump 
that hurdle. If this many get behind a movement or issue, there should be a voice in the 
legislature. The FCP should have this as should others. It could make for better 
government." 

ho the r  active party meniber remarked that proportional representation would help 

because "tons of people Say I'd vote FCP if they could win," but under the curent 

system this is a faint hope. Even Bill Vander Zalm, the former Socred leader, supports 

the idea of adopting a more representative electoral system: 

"Hopefuily one day in this country when we move to a more democratic approach, 
including perhaps such things as proportional representation, we will see more views 
represented on our Legislature - including anything frorn the Communisb through to 
FCP through to Green through to Labour, Business or whatever. I think it is the 
healthiest type of system. Ours is very unhealthy ... If we had proportional 
representation then every view could be reasonably represented within the voice of 
govenunent or within the legislature and the [FCPJ results would be very, very 
different."28 

After the 1996 provincial election in British Columbia and the 1997 federal 

election, debate favouring electoral reform has increased in the popular media and the 

activities of the Campaign for Electoral Reform (CFER) have accelerated.29 CFER 

operates federally and formed provincially in British Columbia in Apnl, 1997 with the 

principal objective of promoting a more democratic and representative electoral system 

and pressuring the govemment to accommodate such d e m a n d ~ . ~  Whether these most 

recent efforts at providing small parties with an opportunity to overcome this systemic 

hurdle prove effective remains speculative. Duverger argues that such changes provide 

the largest advantage to those parties currently in the most disadvantaged position, but 



"nevertheless this effect of proportional representation is very limited; on the whole P.R. 

maintains almost intact the structure of parties existing at the tirne of its appearance" 

(1959252). And Lyon notes that elites "will support only those institutional changes 

which will leave the party/parliamentary system fundamentally intact" (Lyon. 

1984:118), which was Bill Vander Zalm's observation when he cornmented about his 

Recall and Initiative Act effort that he could "loresee no change coming withui the 

system as long as the politicians, particularly those governing, had the final Say. They 

would always tend to protect the status quo because they were the status quo." These 

obse~ations imply that even with some vanation of proportional representation, srnail 

parties like the FCP would still be faced with an enormous systemic hurdle to overcome. 

There also exist structural hurdles that small parties must not only face, but have 

virtually no power to control. Traditional political and socioeconomic deavages play a 

significant role in a party's fortune and unless new parties align themselves with these 

cleavages, their potential remains extremely lkmited. Federally, Jane Jenson (1976) 

argues that Canadian political parties have traditionally run cleavage lines based on 

language, religion and region, a differentiation based on ascnptive rather than class- 

based economic cleavages. The most prominent of these cleavages in the past has been 

that between Catholics and non-Catholics, with Catholics strongly favouring support 

for the Liberal party (Jenson, 1976; McMenemy and Winn, 1976; Irvine, 1991). However, 

h i n e  (1991) argues that religion is no longer a relevant cleavage in Canadian politics 

and Johnston observes that 

"The religious disputes that have divided the major parties, over schooling or property, 
are ancient and are usuaily regarded as settled. The religious questions that presently 
divide Canadians, over abortion for instance, cut across parties" (1991:93). 



As early as 1959, Duverger observed that "parties based on religious minorities are 

gradually disappearing in Western counhies, where religion has ceased to play an 

important part in the life of the state" (1959:292). This is a trend Meisel recognizes in 

Canada where "religion has been largely (although not completely) pnvatized and 

removed from public discourse" (1991:199), and as Bill Vander Zalm observes about 

British Columbia: 

"Short term, particularly, and perhaps long term as well, a party whose strength and 
future growth is dependent on Christian principles has troubles. This is no longer a 
predominantly Christian province . . . it is agnostic, they have over thirty per cent of the 
population, the non-religious, and we have an ever increasing influence of people that 
are either Sikh, Hindu, and Buddhist, so if your whole thmst is based upon being 
Christian, you're rowing against some heavy water. it's going to be an uphill battle." 

For a party like the FCP, the absence of a marked political cleavage based on 

Chnstianity, Catholicism, or 'traditional values,' coupled with a scattering of sociomoral 

issues like abortion among al1 the parties and a general dedine in the importance of 

religion in politics, leaves them without a natural structural cleavage to exploit for 

electoral support. Additionally, the sharp bipolar cleavage between left and right that 

has characterised British Columbia politics since the tum of the century is also 

problematic for the party (Dyck, 1991; Galbraith, 1976; Blake, 1996). Cairns and Wong 

observe that "The CCF-NDP's consistent capacity to deliver one third of the vote posed 

a serious challenge to political and economic elites on the old party side, and thus 

generated powerhl pressures to simplify and consolidate the non-left" (1991:484). 

These pressures continue to exist for the right in the province, and are currently 

manifest in the efforts of the Enterprise League of British Columbia to develop a single, 

united cornervative and free enterprise party from curent existing ones." For the FCP, 

the presence of such a dominant cleavage may prevent potential supporters from 



casting a vote for the FCP because of an elevated concern over the importance of 

defeating the NDP and returning a right-wing party to power. Bill Vander Zalm sees 

the practice of negative voting as a systemically created feature of contemporary politics, 

since "realistically, within the system as we know it today, people tend to vote more 

against something than for something." That religious conservatives were engaged in 

this kind of negative voting practice was certainly the opinion of some FCP members, 

among them, Mrs. Toth: 

"People were so scared the NDP would win .. . 1 don? know what the logic is behind it. 
Its a sort of silly way of voting strategically, because if you have principles and you 
believe in hem, then if you can't vote for them, you might as well not vote at all." 

Overall, there is little a small party can do to increase or diminish the importance of 

structural cleavages within their polity, but the presence or absence of particular 

cleavages can dramatically hinder the potential growth of a new party. For the FCP, 

this is a pronounced obstacle and not one that appears surmountable in the near future; 

the halcyon days of the Socreds in Alberta and BC are long past, relegated to a political 

memory that can do no more than draw a fond srnile across the faces of religious 

conservatives. 

Finally, a number of cultural trends, beliefs and practices must also be overcorne 

if new parties are to realize their potential. The predominant tactic in this effort is 

engaging in a concerted cornmitment to politically educate the electorate about the 

importance of political participation, small parties as viable bodies of political 

representation, and the unrepresentative, dysfunctional aspects of cadre parties. In 

particular, there exist four areas in which cultural attitudes act as a bamer to the growth 

of new parties. Arguably the most important among these are the limited levels of 

political participation among Canadian citizens because as Komberg et. al. argue, they 
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"tend to be deferential to the "betters" and are content to be spectators rather than 

players in the "political game"" (1982~56). This tendency towards deference is likely a 

product of the inherent conservatism in Canada's poütical system and tailings of a 

Burkean attitude that fuels a "contemporary opposition to increasing direct 

participation" which as Mishler notes, "stems from elitists' observations that few 

citizens possess these quaiities and their fears that increased participation would, as a 

consequence, jeopardize the quality of democratic life" (1979:109). In general, the FCP 

membership think, as one member put it, "Canadians are a little more apathetic than 

others . . . more laid back, they don't want confrontation, they're very much 'live and let 

live'." jim Sclater of Focus on the Family described the attitude towards politics in 

Canada this way: "Here in Canada the complacency issue - Canadians are a very 

deferential bunch and believe that norrnally, authority should be deferred to rather than 

challenged." Such attitudes of course, favour the larger more established parties and 

limit the potential of small parties to generate sympathetic political activism. 

Long standing party loyalties are another obstacle new parties face in their 

attempt to build a credible membership base. Party loyalties and the political cleavages 

that sustain them are largely a product of political socialization within the family 

(Komberg et. al., 1982; Johnston, 1991). As Kan Simpson of the Citizew Research 

institute put it while contemplating the FCPfs lack of electoral support, "you know - if 

you're barn a Liberal, you die a Liberal." This intractable trend became quickly 

apparent to the Toths in the early formative days of the FCP. Through their membership 

recruitment efforts they discovered that while religious conservative members of the 

Social Credit party supported the Toths efforts, they refused to leave the Socreds and 

join the newly formed FCP. Again, cadre parties enjoy the benefit of this situation - to 
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whatever extent Canadians do participate in the political process, they tend to do so 

through the party their parents supported. 

A third cultural obstacle faàng new or small parties is the popular attitude 

towards parties in general. Levels of political alienation, trust, and efficacy al1 play a 

mitigating role in the development potential of a minor party (Gagnon and Tanguay, 

1996). British Columbia's political culture for exarnple, reflects support for populism, 

moralistic trends, a belief that individuals cm make a political difference, and suspicion 

of traditional political elites (Blake, 1996). At first glance, this might appear to be a 

climate conducive to a party Like the FCP, but as Blake notes, it is a political culture 

"crosscut by other value conflicts that have given 'new politics' issues, such as  feminism 

and environmentalism, a prominent place on the political agenda" (1996:3). It also 

needs to be recognized that new or small parties are still political parties and as such 

still subject to the cynical, distnistful assessments of a disenchanted electorate; having 

roots in a social movement or arising to give principled representation to a social 

grievance, does not provide immunity from the criticisms of a disenchanted political 

culture for an organization with party form. 

Last, cultural attitudes towards the vote prevent small parties from gaining 

political legitimacy at the ballot box. Part of the problem of the vote for parties like the 

FCP is that it is popularly conceived as an instrument not only for political 

representation, but political victory. Casting a vote for a cadre party that can viably 

compete for the right to become the govemment is popularly thought of as a potentially 

'winning' vote and therefore a preferred option for the voter. In the case of the Family 

Coalition Party, this results in votes being cast for the most viable party with the dosest 

ideological orientation to the FCP. A few FCP members for instance, reported that they 
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fully supported the party's ideals, and intend to continue their membership, but would 

(and did) vote for the Reform Party of BC in an election because it was a party that had 

a better chance of winning. In a political culture that stresses victory and socioeconomic 

representation as the critical feahires of the vote, small parties trymg to gain a political 

foothold for their cause through the electoral process suffer a serious disadvantage. 

A vote for a small party in a culture where such opinions dorninate can only be 

viewed as wasted, and the FCP executive identified this wasted vote syndrome as the 

single most debilitating factor in their electoral efforts. Umemarkably, FCP members 

unanimously share Bill Vander Zalm's position that "1 personally don't feel there is such 

a thing as a wasted vote. There is a message in the results." Mrs. Toth feels that "our 

votes are as individual as our name. If you can't cast your vote with integrity then you 

have lost your access to the democratic process." Bill Stilwell of the FCP summed up 

the wasted vote issue this way: 

"The vote, the way 1 see it is, 'who did you vote for in the last election, Liberal? Well 
then you wasted your vote, you didn't get elected, the NDP got elected. So you still 
wasted your vote, you may as well have voted for us ... you voted for them because 
they rnight get elected - because they had a better chance of getting elected. In other 
words, you took the lesser of two evils. 1 can address it from a practical point in that 
unless you vote for the winning candidate, you waste your vote." 

For small parties to increase their electoral potential, they must confront the cultural 

challenge posed by the wasted vote syndrome and the other aspects of the problem of 

the vote. If the vote continues to be conceptualized in t e m  of purely competitive and 

econornic variables, then it s e e m  uniikely that smali parties will enjoy much success. 

Unlike the structural obstacles facing small parties, these cultural challenges 

could possibly be addressed through political education. As Mishler (1979) points out, 

Canadians are not bom with political predispositiow. Political attitudes and beliefs 



which govern a citizen's political actions are the products of political socialization and 

education. Mishler even argues that 

"Far from being an inevitable cowequence of man's inherent apathy, the oligardùc 
structure of political activity in Canada appears to be learned - the result of a 
combination of individual expenences and historical events" (1979:108). 

Sirnilarly, Eagles (1996) argues that citizens need opportunities to participate directiy in 

the decision-making processes in a vanety of non-political settings if they are to increase 

their participation levels in the forma1 political process. Implied here is a recognition 

that people's belief in their ability to exert a political innuence is something that c m  be 

learned and developed through altemate fomis of political involvement. For small 

parties like the Greens, the FCP and others, these are important points. If they are able 

to develop and engage in effective prograrns of political education that focus on 

changing common cultural beliefs about, and practices around. the political process, 

they may be able to increase their own potential and expose some of the myths that 

protect current electoral practices and shroud the unrepresentative nature of 

mainstream parties. 

The organizational, systemic, structural and cultural obstacles that new and 

small parties conftont al1 act as bamers to electoral success. They are formidable 

challenges, in some cases uncontrollable by parties, and the probability that parties like 

the FCP will overcorne them and enjoy electoral success seerns remote given the history 

of mùior parties in Canada. While the NDP has become a major party in Canadian 

politics for instance, Thorburn (1991) points out that the party is the product of a rnerger 

between the CCF and the Canadian labour movement as the CCF sought to escape the 

obstacles presented to them by a narrow base of support and limited resources. Further, 

the Green Party, existent federally since 1983, has yet to gain any parliarnentary 
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standing in Ottawa. In British Columbia, only Gordon Wilson's Progressive Democratic 

Alliance has had any electoral success among the minor parties in the province, and it 

must be noted that the PDA's success is due solely to Wilson's populist standing in the 

province and his previous work in the provincial Liberal part~.~2 

With the electoral potential of minor parties appearing so bleak, their value must 

lie elsewhere. The crisis of representation and Iegitimacy being experienced by 

mainstream parties, a cynical and disenchanted electorate, dernands for electoral 

reform, and diminishing voter tumout are al1 symptoms of an ailing Canadian political 

system. However it is the continued presence of minor parties in the system that offers 

hope for democratic representation and participation in Canada. The true potential of 

minor parties does not rest in their chances of victory during an election, but rather in 

their mere presence on the ballot ticket at election time. The presence of the FCP, the 

Greens, the Libertarians and the Natural Law party validates and strengthens Canada's 

parliamentary system. Party goals of raising awareness about social grievances their 

members have, educating the general public about Canadian democracy's need for 

citizen involvement, manifestly increasing direct participation in the political process, 

and injecting principled representation into politics - al1 of these rninor party actions 

increase the democratic character of Canada, and it is in this ability that the true 

potential of rninor parties resides. 

For the Family Coalition Party, this is a conclusion that offers lirnited hope for 

electoral success in the near future. Like other rninor parties though, the FCP's potential 

lies in its unique structural position within its electoral system. Having a party form 

creates for the FCP a politico-spatial niche from which it has the potential to give forma1 

political voice to the Pro-farnily movement. Raising awareness, educating the public 
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about the issues and atternpting to influence the policies of the government and other 

parties are al1 viable and legitimate activities for a political party. The FCP believes that 

if they c m  use their party status for these purposes, the party might be an invaluable aid 

to the pro-family movement in BC. At the same time, the FCP think that if they are able 

to meet the overwhelming challenges confronting them in the m e n t  electoral climate, 

then the party may enjoy more success at the ballot box (as might other minor parties 

who put forth similar efforts); but they know that without a tremendous educational 

effort put forward by its executives, candidates, and members, this seems unlikely. 

Compounding this bleak prognosis for the FCP are the additional challenges its origins 

have presented for the party. 

The FCP, like many rninor parties, arose as a result of the unrepresentative 

system that their mere presence is helping to rejuvenate, and it is this presence which 

has given a formal political party voice to the social grievances of broader pro-family 

movement in British Columbia. This chapter has made clear a nurnber of challenges 

that the Farnily Coalition Party, like any small party, must face in the electoral arena, 

but unlike fragment parties or flash parties with strong regional bases of support, 

parties with a movement origin like the FCP must also confront a number of challenges 

unique to their nature. The most prominent of these is the intemal tension that anses 

from the use of a party f o m  to pursue movement functions. This is a tactical deusion 

which forces an organization's ac tivis ts to not only develop political strategies tha t 

balance cornmitment to their movement's prinaples with the demands of party politics, 

but also resist the powerful Iure of the spoils that acquiring political power can bring. 

The next chapter examines the problems such tensions create for a party/movement like 



the FCP, as well as several other challenges that are either created or compounded by 

k i n g  party fom with movement function. 



Chapter 6 

The Tensions of Fusion 
in a Partyhlovement 

At this juncture, it has become evident that the Family Coalition Party of BC can 

be understood as both a social movement and a political party, but this is a situation 

that demands a critical caveat. While it is analytically usefd to separate and distinguish 

these traits of the FCP, it also produces an artificial distinction between them. No 

different than a child bom of two parents, the FCP and similar organizations embody 

characteristics of both social movement and political party, but uitirnately stand as 

unique entities, their true nature only fully understandable as that of party/movements 

(rather than movement parties). Blending party form and movement fimction is largely 

an act of political movement fusion, one that creates a body of fo rm/hc t ion  and that is 

identifiable in this case as the party/movement known as the Family Coalition Party. It 

is an identity that cames with it some unique challenges, and the purpose of this 

chapter is to identify some of the tensions that emerge from the creation of a political 

organization that exhibits such a party/movement duality. 

Like the Co-operative Commonwealth Federation (although not the current 

NDP), the Greens, and the Ferninist parties before it, the FCP is discoverhg that a by- 

product of fusing party foxm and movement function is a number of unique tensions 

that go beyond the challenges already faced by social movement organizations (SMOs) 

and minor political parties. These tensions of fusion retard the development of 

party/movements in two main ways: First, their hybrid identity creates for 

party/movements a number of uniques problems that simple movement organizations 



or political parties do not expenence. Second, their party/movement duality 

exacerbates or compounds difficulties that exist for SMOs and minor political parties and 

are common to both organizational types. SMOs and minor parties for instance, both 

face similar resource mobilization obstacles with limited financial and human resources 

at their disposal. Party/movements like the FCP have compounded this dilemma with 

their strategic decision to commingle form and function. In some respects, they have 

confronted thernselves with the worst retardants of both organizational types - not 

accepted by conscience constituents or potential supporters as either a legitirnate 

movement or political party, the party /movement doubly constrains its resource 

mobilization efficacy by using a party form to create political opportunities for its 

rnovement functions. Conscience constituents of the Pro-farnily movement become 

reticent to support what they view as an unviable SM0 because of the FCPfs party 

status, and potential electoral supporters withhold their involvement and vote because 

of the organization's narrow issue focus and lack of governmental viability. 

Beyond compounding overlapping difficulties, party/movements must manage 

a number of organizational, institutional and cultural challenges that single identity 

movements or minor parties do not face. Organizational challenges, which can be 

found in a party/movement's risk of compromising movement principle for electoral 

fortune and resisting the organizational drift to professionalism and bureaucratization 

among other things, are generally created by the deusion to fuse party form with 

movement h c t i o n .  Institutional and cultural challenges on the other hand, tend not to 

be so much created by this act but awoken by the presence of a party/movement. 

Dormant until an organization like the FCP appears on the political Iandscape, these 

latent challenges become manifest in the political system's resistance to the institutional 
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presence of party/movements as well as in the popular or cultural beliefs citizen's 

appear to hold about the roles of social movements and political parties in a democratic 

society. For instance, systemic electoral problems, akin to those identified in Chapter 

Five, emerge in a magnified form for a party/movement as do the problems of 

managing the media. Culturally, potential party/movement adherents seem not to 

have identified elections or voting as a Legitimate opportunity for engaging in social 

movement action that is focused on quality of life issues. That is, attitudes regarding the 

roles and functions of political parties, social movements and the political system al1 

further exacerba te the challenges that beset a party / movement organiza tion. While 

some of these difficulties may present the party/movement with a greater challenge 

than others, in particular the organizational tensions that accompany their duality, they 

are al1 in concert, constructing an additional wall that organizatiow like the FCP must 

hurdle if they are to effect the sociopolitical dianges they are seeking. 

Four Wavs of Relatinp: Parties and Movements 

Before considering the specific tensions of fusion to which party/movements 

must attend, it is worth commenting on the nomenclature distinction between a 

rnovement party and a party/movement as well as the approaches that have been used 

in analyzing and descnbing the relationship between social movements and political 

parties. That the parties and movements experience an intimate connection is broadly 

recognized by political scientists and movement scholars alike, from Susan Phillips 

(1996) discussion on the systemic relationship between movements and parties to 

Herbert Kitschelt's (1989) study on the rise of left-libertarian parties in Europe. As will 

become apparent in the upcoming discussion on the organizational obstacles faced by 



pariy/movements like the FCP, this research resonates more with Kitschelt's study, but 

Phillips' work provides a useful opportunity to appreciate how party and movement 

relations are cornmonly approached. 

The nomenclature distinction between the various descrip tors of minor parties 

and that of a party/movement is subtle but critical to the proper conceptualization of 

the FCP and similar organizations. In Chapter Five it was remarked that small political 

parties are categorized using a number of different adjectives that reflect their origins or 

trajectones. To recall, McMenemy (1976) categorizes small parties as either 

predominantly fragment or movement and Duverger (1959) uses the terms personality 

party or permanent minority party in an equivalent demarcation. Both categorical sets 

take as their primary distinction the origins of the parties - fragment or personality 

parties originate from withùi an existing parliamentary party or setting, while 

movement or permanent minority parties have an extra-parliamentary genesis based on 

an organized social movement or loosely articulated social grievance. Carty (1991) on 

the other hand, uses the term 'flash party' to capture the rapid ascendancy of parties like 

the Reform Party of Canada or the Bloc Quebeçois, both of which have very strong bases 

of regional support and have been able to turn this into significant parliamentary 

representation.1 These are apt political categorizatiow but when using thern to dassify 

parties, sensitivity to the historical moment m u t  guide the process. For instance, 

Refom and the Bloc may well be 'flash parties' at this particular juncture in Canadian 

political history, but should they maintain their strong showing over a longer period of 

time, such a classification will corne to refer exclusively to their original trajectory, 

rather than their current status. It would eventually become inaccurate to describe a 



party that has demowtrated consistent success at the polls over a penod of time as a 

'flash party.' 

The importance of this point to the Family Coalition Party lies in a similar 

argument about the CCF/NDP. It is common to refer to the CCF/NDP as a movement 

party and this is not a wholly incorrect description. At the time of the CCFfs 

organizational conference in Calgary in 1932 and its founding convention in Regina the 

Çollowing year in which its "Regina Manifesto" was adopted (Penner, 1996), the party 

was intending to function as much as a movernent as a political party. Young makes 

this point clearly in his analysis of the CCF: 

"The CCF began in the West because it was there that the roots of protest had grown 
strong in the soi1 of discontent, that the isolation of the frontier, the malevolence of 
nature and eastem business were most keenly felt, dnving the people to build their own 
organic society, expressing values foreign to industrial capitalism . . . Its approach was that 
of n ntovement, predicated on the assumption that îhere is universal agreement on the 
cause and cure of sin and that if such agreement is lacking it is the result of ignorance 
which education will remedy" (1992:219,221, emphasis added). 

While it is not inaccurate to describe the CCF as a movement party then, greater 

exactitude is achieved by understanding the CCF more properly as a party/movement, 

as Young does in his closing comments: "As the argument is pursued it is increasingly 

difficult to disentangle one from the other because, of course, the CCF was a par& 

rnovement" (1992:234, emphasis in the original). This does not ship the term "movement 

party" of its utility, but rather narrows it in regards to the CCF/NDP as a historical 

descriptive of the ongins of the NDP. After the NDP merged with the Canadian Labour 

Congress around 1960 to, as Thorburn suggests, "escape the trap of inadequate 

campaign hinds and too-narrow a base," it began to drift away hom its original 

movement functions towards a more electorally focused party ( P e ~ e r ,  1996; Thorbum, 

1991).2 While the NDP then, rnay be understood as a movement party in a histoncal 
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sense (and arguably may retain a minimal level of rnovement function today) it is no 

longer the party/movement its founding organization was, since the CCF was ody  a 

movement party ai its origin; during its existence the CCF was actually a 

party/movement. As Chapter Two made clear, the FCP can be appreciated in a 

precisely similar fashion: it arose from the disgruntlement and frustration of Pro-farnily 

activists in BC and its activists are emphasizing education and consciousness raising 

movement functions while secondarily attempting to gain forma1 standing as a political 

party in British Columbia. 

Traditional, Derivation, Complementanj and Fusionist Perspectives 

Typical relational treatments of political parties and social movements reflect an 

organizational separation similar to the linguistic separation found in the term 

'movement party.' For sound analytical reasons, the dynamics between parties and 

movements are predominantly examined by both political scientists and movement 

scholars alike as a product of the complementarities and differences between these two 

separate organizational f o m .  Depending on the organizational focus of the research in 

question (i.e.: a social movement), the altemate organization (i.e.: political parties) is 

treated as a peripheral body that exerts a force of varyiiig degrees of importance on the 

fortunes and strategies of the principal organization under study. This has provided 

important insights and advances to the understanding of the exogenous relations 

between movements and parties, but it is an inadequate approach with respect to 

understanding organizations like the FCP and the CCF as party/movements. Susan 

Phillips (1996) has roughly taxonornized three predorninant ways in which analysts 

tend to approach relational studies on movements and parties by identifymg what can 



be conceptualized as traditional, derivation and complementary perspectives on this 

problem.3 However a fourth perspective, such as that found in the work of Young 

(1992) on the CCF and Kitschelt (1989; 1990) on left-libertarian parties in Europe, is vital 

to a proper appreciation of the full relational impact of fusing party form with 

movement function and a more informed understandhg of party/movements. By 

adopting such an analytical position, the tensions peculiar to a party/movement can be 

exposed by this fourth perspective, which c m  be considered a fusionist view. 

The fint, and arguably most dominant of these perspectives on the relation 

between movements and parties is the traditional or cornpetitive one. "The traditional 

view," writes Phillips, "is that interest groups and social movements are in competition 

with parties, the consequence of which is usually seen to be destructive to the 

organizational base and representative capacities of parties" (1996:440)! The growth of 

social movement organizations, in particular the New Social Movements (NSMs), from 

the 1960s onwards, has been identified by political scientists as well as the Lortie 

commission examining electoral reform as contributing to the crisis of legitimation 

being experienced by political parties (Meisel, 1991; RCERPF, 1991). in Chapter Five, 

the argument was presented that parties have failed to accomrnodate the growing 

diversity of issues in post-industrial societies and consequently faith in their capacity for 

representational efficacy among the public in general and political activists in particular 

has waned. Whether the NSMs are the cause or effect of this situation is debatable, but 

the Lortie commission clearly sees them as the cause: 

". . . the rapid rise of organized interest group politics during the 1970s and 1980s. This 
development further undermined the credibility of political parties as primary vehicles 
for articulating and promoting political ideas and interests. ... As a result, many 
citizens, espeually large numbers of well-educated activists, have eschewed partisan 
politics, and thus political parties, as mechanisrns of dimensions of this phenomenon are 



aitical. . . . many of these activists express, expliutly or impliatly, strong anti-party 
attitudes. The legitimacy of political parties as primary political organiza tiow is 
questioned in ways reminiscent of earlier populist movements su& as the Progressives" 
(RCERPF, 1991,1:222-23). 

Irnplici t in this view is tha t democratic representa tion and articulation of ci tizeru-y issues 

and concems are being usurped by movements with strategies of resource mobilization 

and legitimation that are at least in part founded on the public denouncement of 

political parties. "The implication," as Phillips points out, "is that groups and 

movements are in direct competition with parties for representation of interests, and for 

the opportunity to define the nature of the political and to set the policy agenda" 

This antagonistic attitude of movements towards parties has been commented 

on by other political scientists and been broadened to include various minor parties of 

protest that were bom out of social movements (Covell, 1991; Duverger, 1959; Pinard, 

1973). Duverger argues, for example, that permanent minority parties, unlike 

personality minor parties, tend to be "against the govemment" and Covell's comment 

that movements are "often hostile to political parties in general and to the traditional 

political parties of their system in particular" (1959:293; 1991:88). Of particular interest 

is Pinard's comment about "radical movements" that 

"Believe b a t  none of the existing parties can be counted on. Ln such situations, what is 
abandoned in favour of a new party is not a weak traditional opposition party, but al1 
existing parties. Indeed, the latter are not only abandoned, they are positively rejected 
as unsuitable channels for the expression of a rather precise set of concems. ... As 
examples of radical movements, one could mention the following parties during their 
"real" phase: the Farmers and Labour movements and the Progressives of the 1920s and 
the CCF/NDP" (1973:442). 

The importance of Pinard's argument is the identification of an antagonistic and 

cornpetitive climate between parties and movements, but also of the strategic adoption 



of party form to perform movement h c t i o n s  during the ""real" phase" (Le.: 

party/movement) of organizations like the CCF/NDP; none of these relational 

perspectives on social movement and political parties it seems, exists to the exclusion of 

the others. 

Research focusing on social movements as the primary organization of study 

also reflects this competitive view of parties and movernents. In criticizing the decision 

of the Canadian Green Party to fonn a political party, Helga Hoffman and David Orton 

write that "We believe that building a green movement in Canada was senously 

undermined by the formation of the federal green party and also the formation of green 

provincial parties in B.C. and Ontario" (1989:21). Ln their opinion, such a tactical 

decision undermines the democratizing potential of a social movement like the Greens 

by re-confinning current institutional arrangements as the only legitimate repositories 

of political power in Canada. This perspective appears to only have room for a 

combatant relationship between the two forms. In less dogrnatic fashion, but 

nonetheless utilizing a competitive perspective, Dick Flacks wntes about the future of 

the American Ieft that 

"Movements rather than parties are more likely to be vehides of popular voice. Because 
the party by its nature is set up to represent, it reinforces the passivity of most members 
.. . Movernents, on the other hand, . .. are the closest thing we have, in practice, to 
authentic popular participation ... social rnovements, representing a range of distinct 
interests and identities, constitute the primary vehicle of democratic expression" 
(1990:41-42). 

Flacks concentrates his analysis upon the democratizing potential of parties and 

movements, coming to his conclusions by opposing them such that their democratic 

strengths and weaknesses can be 

supenority. Like others, Flacks has 

evaluated in order to determine organizational 

found it useful to adopt a competitive perspective 



on the relations between parties and movements which fosters a critical appreaation of 

this complex nexus. 

In considering the second way of viewing the party-movement relationship, 

Phillips writes of the derivation perspective that it "recognizes there is often a direct 

connection between social movements and parties because it is not uncomrnon for a 

movement to develop the apparatus to contest elections" (l996:44l). The Famil y 

Coalition Party, the Christian Heritage Party, the Feminist Party of Canada and the 

Green Party (both in Canada and West Germany for instance) are al1 parties bom out of 

social movements. Like the Progressives, the CCF/NDP and the Social Credit League of 

Alberta, these parties were formed to give formal institutional and political voice to the 

social grievances which had catalyzed their respective movements. Asked about the 

relationship between political parties and social movements, a11 of the FCP members 

interviewed for this study remarked that a relationship did exist between the two. 

Gerhard Herwig cornmented that 

"At the root of every party is a movement t r p g  bring change in a certain direction. 
Parties probably spring from movements because there isn't an expression in the 
existing political structure that brought results [for the issue of concem]." 

A majority of FCP members shared Mr. Herwig's opinion and directly comected 

parties and movements by commenting that many parties anse from social movements. 

Others noted that social movements influence existing parties by trying to have their 

issues adopted by vanous parties or the g~vernment.~ 

That parties like the FCP, the CCF/NDP and the Greens derive their support and 

owe their existence to founding social movements is broadly acknowledged by political 

scientists and movement scholars alike (Boggs, 1986; Braunthal, 1996; Phillips, 1996; 

Pemer, 1996; Thorbum, 1991; Komberg, et. al., 1982; Heberle, 1968). Boggs for one, 
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writes of the German Greens that "the uniqueness of the West German Greens - and a 

vital source of their political strength - lies in their organic relationship to emergent 

popular struggles" (1986:178). Likewise, Maureen Covell (while arguably overstating 

the case) remarks that "another charactenstic that Canadian new parties share is that 

they were ail bom out of movements" (1991:lOO). Of left-libertarian efforts to "develop 

new vehicles of political mobilization" in Europe, Kitschelt writes that "social 

movements represent a first step in this direction. ... Founding new parties ... 

constitutes a second step" (1990:184), while Young (1992) makes a parallel observation 

about the evolution of the CCF in Canada. 

Even Hoffman and Orton, despite their opposition to the formation in 1983 of 

the Green party in Canada, do not dismiss this aspect of the party-movement 

relationship. They include, for instance, a temporal caveat in their criticism by 

commenting that "It is a niouenrent that has to be built at this time, not a federal political 

party" (1989~21, emphasis in the original). lmplicit although unacknowledged in their 

argument is that at sonie point a political party may be useful or even essential to the 

success of the Greens. Their cnticism thus appears to be more concemed with the 

historical moment at which the party was formed, rather than its ultimate formation. 

Before contemplating the embrace of an institutional f o m  that may undermine the 

Green project, the work of the movement must first, they argue, "focus on practical 

environmental work and develop green consciousness. . . . To put forth . . . some concrete 

green programs and policies around which the public can be mobilized" (1989:23). 

Their message is that a radical democratic agenda of ecologically centred politics must 

first be solidified by the work of the movement within civil society before a party form 

can be contemplated. Without these foundations, any party arising from a movement 
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runs a tremendous nsk of ideological compromise and self-coopting its strategic 

initiatives, but once such groundwork is laid, the possibility of utilking a party form to 

achieve the movement's goals may become more palatable. 

Phillips draws the relationship of parties and movements even doser with her 

third view of the dynamic between rnovements and parties. By regarding the two as 

complementaryf she argues that both organizational forms, rather than being regarded 

as solely engaged in the adversarial tactics of competition, can be seen as working 

collaboratively to re-invigorate Canadian dernocracy. The "new politics" of the NSMs, 

as Phillips describes them, with their intent to make politically normative the concerns 

of a "post-material" value system have, she argues, hansformed political engagement 

and representation in three important ways. By emphasizing a "politics of difference" 

tha t promo tes "inclusiveness, democratiza tion. and cultural relativi ty ra ther than 

homogeneity or sameness," the NSMs have forced a reappraisal and expansion of what 

is constituted as the political (1996:455). They have also stretched the realm of what is 

accepted as legitimate political space by pointing out the simultaneously localizing and 

globalizing effects of governmental decisions, an effort that also increases and redefines 

what may be considered a site of political engagement. Ln particular, Phillips notes that 

places "once considered private institutions - the family, Church, workplace, and 

classroom - [are] sites in which the struggle for equality and social justice must take 

place" (1996:456). Finally, a11 these trajectories have demanded, argues Phillips, an 

alteration in the "style of representation of politics" (ibid.). That is, "the politics of 

difference necessarily entails a shift of emphasis from what is being represented . . . to 

how it is being represented and who is making the claim" (ibid.). 



In this regard and with their activities, the NSMs have in some sense forcibly 

constructed the need for a complementary perspective. By altering the political 

landscape in such a dramatic and untraditional way, social movements have made it 

increasingly difficult for parties to engage in "politics as usual." This means parties 

may no longer be able to satisfactorily articulate and represent the interests of an ever- 

diversimg political culture like Canada's, and so may have to accede a legitimate 

political role to social movements. Phillips condudes that 

"In balancing individual versus groups roles in democracy, parties, groups, and 
movements play complementary roles . .. It is not possible for any one of these agents 
alone to renew and strengthen democracy, but [they] collectively . . . hold the possibility 
of constructing and reinforcing a communality of citizenship while recognizing the 
heterogeneity of group difference" (1996:457). 

In similarly forced fashion, this complementarity has been identified, albeit in a 

more spergistic way, in work by Galipeau (1989) and also Rohrschneider (1993). 

Galipeau points out that in their attempts to maintain the privileged standing and 

accommodate the demands required by a "politics of difference" parties have 

"Stretdied their brokerage capacities to include women's issues, peace issues, the 
demand for gay rights, a clean environment, and a host of other special and general 
interests. Instead of being initiators of policy debates, parties must now react to an 
increasing number of politicized social cleavages" (1989:418). 

For the Family Coalition Party founders, this impact of movements on parties was at no 

point felt more sharply than when Premier Rita Johnson, as was remarked upon in 

Chapter Three, declared the Social Credit to be a pro-choice party. Analogously, 

Rohrsduieider argues that "the evolution of NSMs may fundamentally alter the intemal 

processes of political parties" (1993:168) because movement activists have a preference 

for non-hierarchical decision-making structures within parties. He points out that these 

preferences "find their most visible expression in the organizations of green or other 



New Left parties" and that "there is evidence that movement proponents are 

increasingly represented within established Old Left parties, which in turn may alter 

their intemal dynamic" (ibid.). While there appears to be Little evidence of the latter in 

Canadian mainstream parties, the parties of the Greens, Feminists and FCP have al1 

emphasized the importance of an organizational infrastructure that promotes a fully 

democratic deusion making process (Sandilands, 1992; Hynes, 1980). Both Galipeau 

and Rohrschneider's observations are grounded in an implicit conception of a 

complementary relation between movernents and parties similar to that envisioned b y 

Phillips. Rohrschneider's work also provides a natural segue into the fourth 

perspective, demonstrating again that these perspectives are inextricably linked, 

separable and identifiable only by the degree of weight awarded them in a given 

analysis. 

When Rohrschneider remarked that parties like the Greens operated according 

to a set of non-hierarchical decision-making principles preferred by its activist 

supporters, he was articulatirtg an example of a manifest characteristic produced by 

hsing party form with movement function. By interpreting the relationship between 

movements and parties through a fusionist perspective, a nurnber of unique traits and 

characteristic tensions that party/movements like the FCP and the Green share become 

emergent. Young's (1992) analysis of the CCF and Herbert Kitschelt's (1989) study of 

left-libertarian parties in Europe both use this last perspective to identify the tensions 

produced by melding form with hinction. If the four views presented are understood 

as they should be, that is, as a relational continuum, then this fusionist perspective 

stands as the polar opposite to the cornpetitive view. From a position of antagonisms, 

the movement-party relationship has been drawn ever closer together through the 
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derivation and complementary perspectives, to a point of apparent paradox. The 

fusionist view offers the dosest possible relational c o ~ e c t i o n  between a party and a 

movement, but in fact, the fusing of party form with movement function to create a 

party/movernent produces a sociopolitical unity, effectively eliminating the relational 

possibility. This elimùiation leaves no buffer between the structural and cultural 

demands of the two organizational types that might othenvise be used to mitigate 

antagonist tensions that anse between the differing requirements of each; in other 

words, once the decision has been made to utilize a party form to pursue movement 

goals, there is no place left to hide. For example, Kitschelt (1989) argues that left- 

libertanan parties are confronted with resolving the tension created by a party's 

demand to pursue a logic of parfy cornpetition versus a movement's preference for a fogic 

of constitrtenq representation. Kitschelt maintains that these parties pursue a strategy 

congruent with the latter, but this is not an easy task. By adopting a party/movement 

form these organizations cannot simply retreat to the idealism of their movement 

principles or focus electoral oppomuiism, they are forced to deal with the 

organizational, institutional and cultural tensions that accompany the strategic decision 

to become a party /movement. 

Oraanizational Tensions: Created and Compounded Effects 

Michael Markwick of the Catholic Civil Rights League summed up the Family 

Coalition Party's dif ficul ties as a party /movement by succinctly remarking tha t "i t is 

damn hard to be a prophet and a King ai the same time . . . because of the complexity of 

our times, they may be no more complex than the past in some ways, but you cannot be 

Peter and Caesar at the same time." Party/movements like the FCP have created for 



themselves, beyond the problems that beset al1 movements and minor parties, a number 

of tensions unique to their identity as they attempt to meet the requirernents that 

accompany status as a political party while maintainhg the focus on, and commiûnent 

to, their movement ideals. Finding a sustainable balance between a movement's role 

as educator and political agitator for the attainment of its goals and the fomal and 

cultural expectations put upon a political party is a tricky balancing act - one that most 

party/movements have had little success in achieving. The slow abandonment of 

movement idealisrn by the German Greens, the Ontario Greens, and the CCF/NDP 

(Braunthal, 1996; Offe, 1990; Sandilands, 1992; Young, 1992) may have been a product 

of their failure to achieve and then sustain this balance, but it may equally have been the 

tremendously powerfd draw towards conventional political institutionalization that 

entering party politics generates, which produced their organizational and ideological 

drift towards the political mainstream. 

Compounded Eflects 

h addition to this force and these novel challenges, party/movements also 

compound for themselves problems that already exist for movements and rninor parties 

as separate entities. The FCP must still, for instance, attend to movement issues of 

resource mobilization and framing as well as party issues of developing policy, 

campaign expertise and an image of govemental viability. By thernselves, each of 

these issues are formidable tasks for the FCP, but efforts by partyhovements must be 

redoubled if they are to overcome them and evolve uito a viable sociopolitical actor. 

Concerning mobilizing resources for their cause, John McCarthy notes that 

"The dioices that activists make about how to more or less formally pursue change have 
consequences for their ability to raise matenal resources and mobilize dissident efforts, 



as well as for society-wide legitimacy - al1 of which can directly affect the chances that 
their common efforts will succeed" (1996:141). 

Financiaily, it was reported in Chapter Ttwo that the Family Coalition Party 

subsists on the meagre funds raised through its membership dues, annual lunch and 

dinner banquets and the odd donation or small fund-raising effort. Most intenriewees 

reported that while they help the party at times by donating small amounts of money, 

they also financially support other pro-life or pro-family organizations. This implies 

that the FCP must compete with other, more established organizations for conscience 

constituent donations. Al1 SMOs are confronted with such cornpetition, but in addition, 

the FCP must convince potential donors that their organizational form is, or has the 

potential to be, as efficacious for the pro-family cause as more traditionally structured 

SMOs. Of course, attracting religious conservative political party activists presents the 

FCP with the same problem but for the opposite reason. As a party/movement the FCP 

reflects the narrow-issue focus of the concem of the Pro-family movement and as was 

argued in Chapter Five, this is a situation that makes generating political support 

difficult. Unable at this point to portray themselves as an organization with the 

potential to govem the province, the FCP is unlikely to receive financial support from 

those religious conservatives that do support political parties. In this way, each half of 

the party/movement duality dilutes the financial mobilization potential of the other, a 

dilemma that traces its way through al1 of the organizational challenges faced by the 

FCP. 

Now, much of a party/movement's finanual prospects has to do with its ability 

to generate, sustain, and expand its membership base. In 1993, when Bill Vander Zalm 

spoke on behalf of the FCP, the party enjoyed its healthiest period of membership 



growth and financial stability. One of the most oft ated larnents of the FCP executive is 

that their restrictive financial situation is due in large part to their srnall membership 

base. The compounded challenge of broadening and strengthening this base for the 

FCP is the product of a logic analogous to its financial resource predicament: the 

vanous rationales individuals apply in their deusion to join or become uivolved with a 

party or movement may be at odds with each other when it come to the FCP. People 

likely join parties and movements for different reasons, and the rationales for taking out 

membership in the former may dissuade potential members from joining the FCP 

because of its movement hct ions,  and visa versa. The importance of what Boggs calls 

"maintaining popular mobilization" and the di fficulty in adiieving this for 

party/movements has been identified by a number of scholars about the Greens in 

Germany and Canada as well as V ~ ~ U S  left-libertarian parties in Europe (Boggs, 

1986:204; Phillips, 1996; Kitschelt, 1990). People may be willing to loin a party or a 

movement, but the hybrid nature of the party/movement may act as a kind of pyscho- 

cultural barrier that prevents people from supporting art organizatior. like the FCP 

because they cannot cleariy identify its goals, objectives or the potential benefits of its 

forrn. 

Additionally, as Phillips argues it is often erroneously "assurned that one of the 

strengths of movement parties is their close interconnection with social-movement 

organizations" (1996:450). As an example, Steuter points out that in Canada 

"The pro-farnily network is located in the fundamentalist and Catholic churches which 
provide some important advantages including: a large potential support base of 
sympathetic, like-rninded people, as well as financial support, office space, equipment 
and free advertising in religious publications" (1992:297). 



For her subject, the pro-family movement and REAL Women, this may indeed provide 

some important linkages, but as comments made by the FCP executive that were 

recorded in Chapter Three made abundantly dear, the FCP enjoys no sud\ advantage. 

The strength of the Pro-life and Pro-family movement in British Columbia has not 

translated into support for the FCP. Asked, for instance, if the failure of the party 

would matter to these movements, Mrs. Toth replied 

"Not a hoot, they can't seem to take that next step. You see 6,000 people lining the 
street, it doesn't follow they will vote pro-life. This is what surprised me. We thought 
these people were looking for a place to vote, but they weren't." 

At this point, the FCP knows that it is failing to cowtmct the necessary linkages and 

interdependencies with the broader movement that it will need if it is going to develop 

into a viable political force. in their early days, the potential of the German Greens lay 

in their capacity to construct a system of organic links with the ecology movernent 

(Boggs, 1986), but as Sandilands points out, the current failings of the Ontario Greens is 

in part due to their inability to constmct such relationships (1992). Time is critical to the 

FCP in this regard according to Kitschelt's argument, because with its passage, 

party/movements drift further from their natural source of constituent support through 

a process he terrns " organiza tional dealignment" (Ki tschelt, l99O:l8O). ï h e  party 

exeuctive is aware that if these links are not developed now, forging them later may 

become more difficult as potential membership channels dry up. 

Two other factors also contribute to the compounded problems of membership 

recruitment faced by the FCP. First, the party has a relatively narrow-issue movement 

focus rather than a platform based on regional dienation. This means that unlike the 

Progressives of the 1920s, the CCF, the Reform Party of Canada, the Bloc Quebeçois or 

WAC Bennett's Social Credit Party in British Columbia, they do not have a strong 
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regional base from which to draw membership support. Resurgence movements or 

"NSMs are not likely," as Phillips notes, "to produce parties that have a strong regional 

presence, [sol they are less able to use regionalism as an electoral strategy" (1996:454). 

Second, by adopting a party tom, party/movements have inadvertently limited the 

opportmities they have for recruiting members. Unlike social movement organizations 

which can viably recniit members year round and particularly at times when their 

issues are enjoying a period of high public salience, party/movements have largely 

restricted their membership drive periods to the twenty-eight days leading up to an 

election. This is a restriction likely produced in part by an attitude in the public 

consciousness which sets aside the potential for party involvement until election times 

roll around. Leading up to the 1996 provincial election, the FCP was receiving a steady 

nurnber of new and renewed memberships, but its curent membership drive (for 

renewals and new members) appears to be producing limited results, similar to past off- 

election year efforts. 

Party/movements also face a debilitating mobilization tension within their 

membership ranks. Young, writing about the CCF points out that "because it was a 

movement the CCF attracted only those who were dedicated, and who gave freely of 

their time and money and stayed with the party through defeat after defeat" (1992224). 

And about the reasons people give for joining parties, Kornberg et. al. conclude that 

"An examination of the reasons officiais give for joining party organizations and the 
conditions under which they enter suggest that as a group they are not really committed 
politicians cowumed with ideological fenrour. Some join of their own accord. Others 
join to accommodate a friend or acquaintance already in a party. People who join 
parties as a convenience to othersrarely develop intense political ambitions. However, 
they also do  not expect to work very hard" (1982:149). 



These two passages reflect the membership tension of party/movements like the FCP. 

If individuals join because of the party fom, it may be that they are unprepared or 

unwilling to put forth the effort needed for the organization to perform its movement 

function. In this case, the difficulties faced by any SM0 in soliciting membership help 

becomes compounded and it may be that ortiy those dedicated to the movement aspect 

of the party/movement can be counted on for active participation. Within the FCP, the 

dedicated, committed activists can be found on the executive board, and even then can 

be narrowed to the handful of people identified in Chapter Three as those doing most of 

the work for the party. And the Toth's frustration - that they have difficulty finding 

people to be active on behalf of the party - is likely a product of the fact that much of 

their membership is constituted on a show of loyalty towards Mrs. Toth rather than firm 

ideologica 1 commihnent to the party / rnovement's goals. 

Finally, there is the issue of maintaining member support and cornmitment to 

the party/movement in the face of tremendous odds against swiva l  and even greater 

odds against success. McAdam, McCarthy and Zald point out that "nothing sustains 

the cornmitment of activists, nor draws others to a political movement, quite like 

victories" (1988:726). Yet party/movements like the Canadian Greens and the FCP have 

few tangible victories to draw upon in their attempts to foster intra-member support. 

Unable to point to electoral success or influential movement activity, party /movements 

have a doubly hard time finding rallying points of motivation for their membership. 

The FCP rely most heavily on a swivalist mentality. Without the anticipated support 

of the Pro-family movement or any significant electoral breakthroughs (save for the 

defeat of Grace McCarthy in 1994, see Chapter 3), the party/movement uses its very 

existence as its primary manifest success. Yet without some eventual tangible victories 



the FCP wiU be confronted with a growing problem of membership disaffection and the 

risk of organizational erosion. Boggs indicates that within the German Greens 

"Pessimism and even apathy began to overcorne many Green activists after mid-1985, in 
the aftermath of electoral defeats in the Saarland and in North Rheinland-Westphalis . . . 
Moreover, the period of fascination with the Green upsurge between 1980 and 1983 
seemed to have crested. An inaeasing number of members and supporters could be 
heard complaining that being a Green was no longer exating" (1986:217). 

Regarding the CCF, Young highlights the risks that constant defeat present for a 

party/movements democratic integrity in remarking that "a succession of failures 

encourages independence and irresponsibility among the militants in a party" 

(1992:225). At present. neither of these potential situations appear as a threat to the FCP, 

but a future without victory may cause them to become salient and destructive 

characteris tics. 

It is also worth mentioning Kitschelt's (1990) four point evduation of the 

membership difficulties faced by left-libertarian parties in Europe. First, he notes that 

" few sympa thizers actually join and contribute to the parties," (IWO: 191) a situation 

evident with the financial and membership status of the FCP. Second and third, he 

remarks that "many who join become disaffected with the party quickly . . . [and] . .. The 

importance militants attribute to purposive commitments inevitably leads to a certain 

sense of disappointment with the parties' accomplishments. Purposively motivated 

activists want to change the world" (ibid.). in this vein, Bill Stilwell of the FCP remarked 

that "unfortunately, human nature being what it is, people are so desperate for success 

that they look for a party to succeed right away," and to recall Mrs. Toth's comment: 

"Some people discover the party, and if they never heard of it before, they become very 
enthusiastic and we hook them right away ... You can't know who is going to stay and 
who is going to go . . . It was difficuit to make people make it a pnority. Some people are 
not on a political wavelength at all, they can't see the importance of doing this. .. . they 
get discouraged to the point of not continuing." 



Kitschelt's last point, that activist cornmitment can undercut the "social incentives 

(aûnosphere, friendship, social events)" (1990:191) for less enthusiastic members, does 

not appear to apply in the case of the FCP. in fact, it appears that these "secondary 

incentives" as he calls them, actually buttress and fuel the continued cornmitment of 

FCP activists. However, with three of his four points recognizable in the membership 

situation of the FCP, and other noted problems present in existent or latent states, it is 

clear that the FCP has compounded the resource mobilization challenges it faces by 

fusing f o m  with h c t i o n  and has thereby steepened the grade of its road to 

soaopolitical success. 

Mobilizing popular and active support may be the most important of the 

compounded challenges the FCP has set for itself, but related to the party/movementts 

potential in this area are the issues of developing effective collective action Crames as 

well as political policies and expertise. With its party/movement typology, the FCP can 

address neither of these matters without attention to the impact its duality has on them. 

Framing efforts, in other words, cannot simply focus on movement function but must 

also convince potential adherents of the utility to be found in adopting a party form. In 

Chapter Four it was argued that the FCP knows it has been deficient in developing an 

effective and comprehensive collective action Crame. Of the vanous framhg 

characteristics and functions identified by David Snow and his colleagues (Snow and 

Benford, 1988, 1992; Snow et. al., 1986), it is specifically with the aspect of experimtial 

comrnmszirubilittj and the prognos tic frinct ion of a collective action hame that the party 

form of the FCP exerts its compounding effects. Does the former, inquire Snow and 

Benford 



"Suggest answers and solutions to troublesome events and situations which hamonize 
with the ways in whidi these conditions have been or are currently expenenced? Or is 
the framing too abstract and distant from the everyday experiences of potential 
participants?" (1988:208). 

Simultaneously, the prognos tic function must adequately and accep tably suggest "both 

a general line of action for ameliorating the problern and the assignment of 

responsibility for carrying out that action" (Snow and Benford, 1992:137). By 

introducing the notion of using a party form to achievement movernent ends, the FCP 

does indeed appear to have created a frame that promotes a political strategy too 

divergent for the Pro-family movement to accept. Rather, the FCP is slowly coming to 

the realization that it must consmict its collective action frame in such a way that it will 

not only exhibit ideological congruence with the PFM, but also convince the movement 

of the legitimacy of its new tactical repetoire. Of course, this latter effort would not be 

required should the FCP have emerged with a traditional social movement 

organizational form. 

In terms of political expertise and policy development, the FCP executive is 

fdly cognizant of the fact that they must generate a comprehensive base in these areas if 

they are to present themselves as a legitimate political option for the vote casting 

electorate. Like al1 minor parties, this is a major challenge for the FCP, but it is 

magnified by the fact that the expertise of its personnel lies in movement activism, not 

party politics. h Chapter Five it was reported that even committed pro-family 

supporters cannot be expected to vote on the basis of a limited focus issue-cluster such 

as that offered by the FCP. Material concems of econornic security and social stability 

still dorninate the vote process, so a party/movement must develop a base of political 

expertise beyond those quality of life concems if it is to attract even the votes of its 



natural constituents. It was noted in Chapter Three that John 0'Flyn.n of the FCP 

remarked that mos t activists have little taste for policy development beyond their 

movement interests and the currently thin policies of the FCP reflect this deficiency. In 

this regard, Carty wrote of the Christian Heritage Party that 

"Despite its preoccupation with public policy, there appears to be less policy study in 
the CHP than in other parties. Perhaps that is because the party is clear on where it 
stands, and is more concemed with propagatuig its views by holding public meetings 
and publishing newsletters than with debating the fine points of its policies" (1991:236). 

This observation is suggestive of the tension created between the demands of party 

politics and movement goals of a party/movement like the CHP and the FCP. Political 

education cornes at the expense of policy formation because of giving precedence to 

movement hct ions,  as well as because of the lack of expertise party/movernent 

activists often have in areas other than those of their primary concem. The resdt is that 

a party/movement becomes unable to generate electoral support beyond those willing 

to vote on the basis of a single issue-cluster. On this scenano, Stephen Brooks 

cornmen ts tha t 

"While their [a party/movement] members might be willing to vote for or against a 
candidate solely on the strength of a stand on a single issue, most voters probably 
would not . .. For a group interested in achieving a specifi c policy goal or a narrow set of 
objectives, a strategy of running candidates for public office is almost certainly wastêful 
and doomed to failure" (1996:466). 

Al1 minor parties face the problem of evolving into serious political contenders, 

but again, party/rnovements magnify these difficulties. Unlike fragment parties (whose 

founding leaders and often supporting members are already skilled in the art of 

conventional politics) or parties with regional strongholds (like Reforrn who can gain 

legi timacy from their concentrated base of support), party / movements have no strategic 

advantage they can use as leverage to speed their maturation process. Lirnited by the 



commitment to their movernent's principles and role as political educator, 

party/movements like the FCP have no alternative than to focus the developrnent of 

political expertise and the image of political legitirnacy on small, incremental goals. 

Most FCP executives recognize and accept this, and share Alan Idler's view (an FCP 

candidate in the 1996 provincial election) that 

"One of the things is we're not very experienced . . . yeah, being a small party means you 
have to think small - Iooking for how you can meet five new members in a year or 
something - that's quite a leap for us, and then of course your goals and methods to find 
five members are different from h d i n g  five hundred. . . . [on gaining political legitirnacy] 
... you don? want to be seen, and we probably are, as 'abortion protester plays politics' 
... 1 think unless we can be as visible as the Greens with their issues, then we're not 
there. The Greens are presented as the authority on their issues and can't be challenged 
on those issues and until we're perceived like that we can't say we're successful. I don? 
know when we will wake up and Say we've amved, but you need to present yourself 
Iike that-" 

Created Effects 

Beyond managing the compounded extant problems facing movements and 

minor parties, party/movements must additionally resolve a nurnber of unique and 

significant tensions that result from this political fusion process. Movement researchers 

and political scientists both identify these tensions as presenting the most serious threat 

to the survival of a party/movement in its purest form (Kitschelt, 1989, 1990; Young, 

1992; Offe, 1990; Sandilands, 1992; Braunthal, 1996; Lyon, 1984, 1992). 

Oligarchiza tion; insti tutionalization; CO-op ta tion or absorption; the tension be tween 

maintaining the purity of rnovement principle and engaging in broad-based political 

compromise; maintaining the will to resist electoral fortune in order to give pnmacy to 

the movement functiow of the organization; these are all challenges unique to a 

party/movement which must be confronted if it is to achieve its goals of acting as a 



political opportunity structure for its associated movernent and effecting the 

sociopolitical diange set out in its mandate. 

These tensions c m  be attributed to two general and powerful forces that act 

upon party/movements like the FCP. The first has been conceptualized by f i e s i  

(1996) as "intemal structuration," and refers to the processes of oligarchization, 

professionalization and institutionalization. Kriesi argues that "the process of internal 

structuration is virtually inevitable, if the SM0 is to have success in the long nin" and 

points to the case of the German Greens as an example of this inevitability (1996:155). 

Claus Offe (1990) refers to the second force as the "logic of institutional politics," which 

can be understood to include the problem of cooptation or absorption, and the tensions 

between the demands of movement function and electoral success. Offe writes of this 

force: 

"So effective s e e m  to be the logic of institutional politics, and so pervasive its impact 
upon individual actors who learn and practice the rules of the institutional game, that 
this rapid evolutionary self-transformation does not need to be explained" (1990:246). 

Despite Offe's assumption that this process is self-explanatory, an effort shodd be made 

to understand the effect these forces can have on party/movements like the Family 

Coalition Party. 

A characteristic feature of party/movements is embracement of an internal 

decision-making structure based on non-hierarchical and democratic principles. ' h e  

German and Ontario Greens, the old Feminist party of Canada, the CCF, and the Family 

Coalition Party al1 exhibit this type of intemal structure (Boggs, 1986; Hynes, 1980; 

s&dilands, 1992; Young, 1992; Lyon, 1992; Braunthal, 1996). It was noted in Chapter 

Five that the FCP membership support the party's internal democratic decision-making 



process. To reiterate the importance of this process to the FCP, note that one member 

comrnented that "we go by the democratic process," and another stated that 

"It's more grassroots because there is no hierarchy or structure, so it doesn't give the 
appearance of being a political party, so in that respect it encourages involvement. if 
there were political aspirations to unify them, yeah, it wodd be a detriment." 

The impact that the dynamics of intemal structuration have had on other 

party/movements suggests that this observation is well-founded, and while the FCP 

has yet to begin the drift towards institutionalization and oligarchization, its activists 

need to maintain a vigilant watch for the beginnings of such organizational 

transformations. 

Ln their early days of party/rnovement activism, the CCF and the German Green 

party were both heralded as novel and pnncipied organizations that could be expected 

to resist the lure of parliamentary power. Young wrote that 

"The fact the CCF was a movement meant that its participations in the party battle did 
not contaminate its goals so much that its influence in politics was lost. Its operation 
within the political systern and its gradua1 acceptance of the rules of the game did bnng 
about a dilution of its ideology in the programmatic sense, but did not significantly alter 
the party's goals" (1992;229). 

Even after several years of existence, Boggs believed that the 

"Greens remain a party sui generis, and there are factors operating in their case that 
rnight resist the Michelsian pattern ... The Green program - in the attention it lavishes 
on participatory democracy, qualitative change, and cultural radicalism - is designed to 
subvert the pressures toward assimilation" (1986:214). 

Yet with the passage of time, the proposes for these party/movements have proven 

overly optimistic. The CCF merger with the Canadian Labour Congress, with its 

intention to broaden the party's base of popular support (Thorburn, 1992), heralded the 

emergence of the New Democratic Party (NDP), an organization far more focussed on 

electoral success and pursuing a logic of institutional politics than its organizational 



predecessor. Unüke the CCF, the NDP has been accused by the more organically pure 

left in Canada of electoralism, bureaucratization and being a "capitalist refonn party" 

(Howlett, 1989; Hoffman and Otton, 1989:23). Vaughan Lyon also points out that it may 

not be possible to turn back the ideological clodc on the CCF/NDP: "Making the party 

'radical' again might not sit well with leaders who are now serious contenders for 

power nationally as well as provincially" (1992:130). in Gennany, the Greens have 

suffered a similar evaluative fate. Offe observes that 

"In its short parliamentary history, the Green party has not oniy . .. abandoned most of 
its partly naïve experiments in mingling the forms of movement politics and 
parliamentary politics, but it has also adopted much of the conventional tactical 
repetoire of (oppositional) parliamentary politics and party competition" (1990:244). 

The logic of institutional politics has exerted such a pull on the Greens, in fact, that in 

May 1993, they merged with Alliance 90, an ideologically centrist and politically 

pragmatic party, to form what is now known as the Alliance 90/the Greens coalition 

(Braunthal, 1996)? 

Fear of such institutionalization and of becoming another validating example of 

Michels' "iron law of oligarchy" (cf: Rohrsduieider, 1993) leads to the development of a 

serious factional tension within most party/movements. Consensus about the wisdom 

of utilizing a party t o m  to achieve movement goals tends to be sharply divided 

between two opinions. Those committed to the ideological purity of the movement's 

message and educative function oppose the adoption of a party form, fearing that it will 

compt  the integrity of the movement via the logic and processes of institutional 

politics. More pragmatically minded activists, such as the Toths and the rest of the 

Family Coalition Party executive, believe the party form can act as an effective political 

opportunity structure for the movement and that the lure of political power can be 



resisted if the goals of the movement are kept paramount on the agenda of the 

party/movement. The CCF, the NDP, the Feminist Party of Canada, as well as the 

Ontario and Canadian Greens have al1 exhibited this tension. 

For the German Greens it has corne in the form of the battie between the 

"Fundis" and the "Realos" (Boggs, 1986; Braunthal, 1996) while within the FemuUst 

Party "there was some division over the question of participating in elections, but the 

idea was finally accepted ... It was telt involvement would take the Party one step 

beyond previous feminist pressure groups" (Hynes, 1980). in Canada, the tension is 

present at both the federal and provincial levels of the Greens. Hoffman and Orton, in 

their opposition to the formation of a Green party, wrote that 

"We believe that building a green movement in Canada was seriously undemiined by 
the formation of the federal green party and also the formation of green provincial 
parties in B.C. and Ontario. . . . For ail the talk of consensus decision making, there seems 
to be a reliance on Robert's Rules of Order and bureaucratic legalisms" (1989:21). 

In her study of the Ontario Greens, Kate Sandilands observed the same tactical fissure: 

"Greens were divided about the election process: some felt that more emphasis should 
have been placeci on the [1990] campaign ... that electoral politics provide an essential 
educative platform for Green issues. Others felt that Green efforts would have been 
better spent in organizing comrnunity t o m  around local issues ... that electoral 
politics divert Greens from the more transfomative process of building grassroots 
activities and alliances" (1992:157). 

Young identified a similar tension within the old CCF: "the militants opposed the 

development of the CCF as a political party ... Success, they feared, would transform 

the CCF from a vehicle of protest into a disciplined party in which there would be little 

room to rebel" (1992:224). The ideological dilution that accompanied the pursuit of 

conventional politics by the CCF/NDP even aroused these sentiments in the NDP. in 

the late 1960s and early 1970s, the intemal left-wing faction of the N D P  known as the 

"Waffie" became openly cntical of the conventional political direction the party had 
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taken since formalizing ties with organized labour and sought to redirect the party badc 

towards its original party/movement agenda (McMenemy, 1976; Komberg, et. al.. 

1982). 

The danger of this factional tension for party/rnovements Lay in its capauty to 

drain the time and energy of the organization's activists. Precious resources that could 

othenvise be spent on attending to the mandate of the party/movement are spent trying 

to put out the fires created by the friction of the two opposing sides and unifymg the 

activist body. The effect of this infighting on a party/movement can be devastating. 

Braunthal notes that the German Green's loss of al1 their Bundestag seats in the 1990 

German general election was in no small part due to this factional tension and the 

disputes it gave rise to. He notes that "observers recalled a statement made by a Green 

leader: The party gave the impression of "desolation without political contours, and 

grim trench warfare"" (1996:97). 

Yet, this battle is not purely symbolic or a matter of egoistic pigheadedness on 

the parts of the respective strategists within the party/movement. There is ample 

evidence that the fears of movement hdamentalists are well founded - punuing 

movement goals through a party form makes the mandate and the structure of the 

organization highly susceptible to the logic of institutional politics. But at the same 

time, pragrnatic-minded activists are correct in their assumption that the intemal 

structure of party/movements is not conducive to growth or the exercise of political 

influence in the institutional arena. The intemally democratic structure of the CCF and 

the Ontario Greens have been identified as limiting their capacities as party/movements 

to achieve their goals (Young, 1992; Sandilands, 1992). Young notes of the CCF that 



"Although there is mudi evidence to demonstrate the relevance to the CCF of Robert 
Micheis' Iron Law of Oligarchy, it is also tnie that the activities of the leaders were 
limited by citizen participation - enough at least to make participation in the party batt!e 
more awkward than if their control was absolute" (1992:225). 

Correspondingly, Sandilands argues that the Ontario Greens are hams tmg in their 

efforts to radicalize Canadian democracy because of their rejection of conventional 

f o m  of representation and decision-making: "As they seek to reformulate processes 

and not just products of democracy, they do not reflect the current, inshumentally 

framed interests of other social movements: they stand Little chance of being elected" 

(1992: 168). 

This tension ul tima tely forces party / movements into making a decision cntical 

to their futures. Kitschelt (1989) articulates this decision as the choice between pursuing 

the "logic of constituency representation" or that of the "logic of party cornpetition." 

The former he conceptualizeç as being driven by a cornmitment on the part of activists 

to the ideologies and policies of the movement aspect of the party/movement, while the 

latter refers to the "exigencies of vote-getting" and the required institutional and 

strategic initiatives this logic dernands (l99O:l8O). It is a decision that pointedly exposes 

the tension for a party/movement that exists between maintaining movement principles 

or adopting the practices of brokerage politics. The difficulty this decision presents for 

party/movements is that to shift one way is to engage in a concomitant withdrawal 

from the other. That is, to pursue a strate2 of brokerage politics is to dilute the 

ideological purity of the party/movements principles; conversely, to steadfastly 

maintain a position of principle is to diminish the potentiality of the party form for 

exerting policy influence. Kitschelt captures the contradictory nature of this tension by 

observing that 



"On the one hand, they must preserve the fluid, open organizrtional form and 
obstructionist quality that challenge the highiy institutionalized corporatist welfare state 
and maintain the loyalty of their core constituencies. On the other hand, they must 
becorne effective political players in terms of both electoral appeal and impact on public 
policy" (1989:40). 

The deusion to pursue one avenue over the other is not one generally made on 

absolute terms or even around conscious deliberation. Party/movements by their 

nature are seeking to strike the perfect balance between the two options and so the shifts 

witnessed of a particular organization would tend to be partial and perhaps even 

temporary in nature as they search for their elusive centre. However, organizations like 

the Family Coalition Party have betrayed a bias for the institutional merely by their 

decision to engage in an act of political fusion. This suggests that the lure of political 

power (not for its own sake, but for the goals of the movement) might cause a 

party/movement to slowly and incrementally drift more towards an institutionalized 

form of party competition than awaj. from it. Further, Young points out that "for one 

thing, the interna1 pressures of the party-movement they have espoused help them 

resist any return; for another, a retum to the statzrs quo would constitute an admission 

of error" (1992:230) . With these forces and biases acting upon the tactical resolve of 

party/rnovement activists, adopting a pure logic of constituency representation seems 

unlikely; they are, in other words, at a point of no rehim. 

Beyond these psycho-emotive and motivational forces, there are also tangible 

reasons for pursuing, to some degree, a logic of party competition. Offe (1990) 

highlights three such reasons in trymg to understand the reality that in Germany the 

"Green members of parliament have quickly and effectively adopted al1 the essential 

elements of the parliamentary discourse, and simultaneously abandoned much of the 

discourse of anti-institutional movement politics" (1990:245). First, he argues, there is 
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the pragmatic issue of "faalitating the survival of the political causes and activities of 

the movement by making use of the protection and recognition of established political 

institutions" (ibid.). Second, he notes the absence in democratic polities of alternate 

f o m  of representa tional organiza tiow. Despite their progress, social movements still 

predominantly occupy a space on the periphery of the institutional, and parties still 

dominate the political landscape as the only tnie agents of political representation. 

Finally, he cites solid histoncal precedence for su& actions: "there are compelling 

reasons to embark on this (only available) road in good political conscience" (ibid.). 

That is, there is a long and honourable history of groups pursuing a logic of institutional 

politics in an attempt to have their social grievances addressed. in the case of the 

Family Coalition Party, this lineage has included the Progressives, the CCF, and the 

S WaI Credit League. 

As for the fortunes of the FCP, they have as yet not had to grapple with this 

decision directly. While the wisdom of their decision to form a party/movement has 

been questioned and cnticized by past members and some pro-family activists (see 

Chapters 3 and 4), within the party there exists unanimity that the strength and virtue of 

the FCP lay in its members' cornmitment to promoting the principles of protecting the 

sanctity of life from the moment of conception to nahual death and valorizing the ideals 

of the traditional farnily. Asked if they felt the FCP was vulnerable to losing its 

'movement soul,' respondents felt this was extremely unlikely because of the 

individuals involved with the party, but did recognize that such a risk does exist. In 

this regard, one pro-family activist commented about the potential of the FCP 'losing its 

soul' that 



"3n the whole, I'd Say not because 1 don't see them as moving into the mainstream in 
the usual way. For example, it's not a move for more power in BC. If there were a party 
with power connected to the movement and the members of the movement joined it, 
Say the Conservative party, it seerns to me that inevitably there would be compromises 
there because of joining a major party and perhaps having a chance at power. There 
rnight be some tradeoffs. ... But in the case of a party like the FCP, I can't see such a 
party attracting people who are willing to make the sorts of tradeoffs which any 
hypothetical group wanting power in BC would be wüluig to make. 1 can't imagine at 
the moment that happening so 1 don? think there's a real risk there with the FCP." 

On this issue, long tirne FCP executive Gerhard Herwig commented that "1 would not 

advocate changing the prionties of the party to achieve electoral success. Our prionties 

are right." This cornmitment at present remains fim, but there are those who expressed 

concem over the dangers of organizational drift and the inherent conflict between 

movement and party goals. On the latter Michael Markwick of the Catholic Civil Rights 

League remarked that "the movement can't translate into a party without losing a great 

deal along the way." Another pro-family activist said they felt the FCP does not risk 

losing its soul, but a party or movement 

"Has other ways of selling its soul - when it goes big time and establishes its own 
bureaucracy, its job becomes to maintain itself; its main job it seems is to do the things it 
needs to provide the money it needs to maintain the infrastructure. Greenpeace is the 
perfect example of that kind of thing, where it was the most effective I think, when it 
was in its small day - sort of volunteers and idealism working towards a certain end. 
Now it's a big structure, it's a bureaucracy and people are looking at it that way. It 
doesn't have the credibility, so that's what takes the sou1 out of the movement. It goes 
through that stage of movement and developing into a political party and it suddenly 
realizes it must deal with other issues that it really has not much interest in and that 
dilutes and waters down the prime issue." 

Whether the Family Coalition Party is able to resist the forces of intemal structuration 

and the logic of institutional politics remains to be seen, but they are susceptible to a 

final danger that confronts party/movernents: the risk of absorption by another political 

party. As noted in Chapter Three however, this is one peril to which the FCP would 

gladly succumb. 



Movement scholars point to the nsk CO-optation presents for social movement 

organizations (McAdam, 1982; Rochon and Mazmanian, 1993). In discussing the 

ecology movement for instance, Rochon and Mazmanian argue that "the fear of co- 

optation makes many movement leaders, induding those in the environmental 

movement, wary of becoming institutionally involved in the deusion making process" 

(1993:87). It is a circurnstance Sandilands observes with the ecology message of the 

Green Party in Ontario: "Ecology, as cornmon sense, has been increasingly absorbed by 

dominant discursive formations and transfonned into a narrow and limited 

environmentalism" (1992:171). For party/movements, the tension aeated by their 

duality forces this risk more into the institutional realm of party politics rather than the 

domain of the social movement indusq.  It is perhaps more fitting then, to speak not of 

the CO-optation of party/movements (although in another instance of compounding 

their challenges, party/movements must also guard against this) but rather the 

absorption of their agendas and/or body politic by larger cadre parties. Political 

scientists (Lawson, 1988; Covell, 1991) point to the risks party/rnovements face in this 

regard, should they begin to achieve the goals of their movement agenda. Covell argues 

for instance, that "If their educational efforts succeed and their policies begin to attract 

large-scale electoral support, they are notoriously vulnerable to having those poliues 

stolen in piecemeal fashion by the major parties of the system" (1991235-6)- This, it has 

been pointed out (Pemer, 1996; Young, 1992), was precisely the situation the CCF found 

itself in 1933. As its popularity surged, Liberal Opposition leader MacKenzie King 

recognized the threat the CCF posed to the cadre parties prompting him to stand up in 

the House of Commons and daim that the "Liberal party in power could enact 



everything in Woodsworth's speech [the CCF leader] withotct reverting to socialism" 

(Penner, l996:9l). 

As Young makes clear, in this case "it was the movement that hiumphed as 

Mackenzie King read the signs and moved leftward. . .. What the establishment feared 

was not the CCF party so much as the CCF movement" (1992:223,229). The issue of 

absorption is critical to defining the goals and the concept of success as it pertains to a 

party/movement. There is a story, for instance, that Ed Broadbent, past leader of the 

NDP, was once asked if he regretted never being Prime Minister so that he rnight enact 

the policies of the NDP. It is said he replied in the negative, commenting that a close 

look at many of the policies implemented at the federal level of government were 

originally initiatives of the NDP. In the case of the Green Party, and Sandilands' (1992) 

analysis then, it may be argued that while their efforts have not hawlated into policy 

with the ideological purity they seek, their presence as a party/movement has 

conhibuted to at least a shift towards greater ecological cornmitment and consciousness 

on the part of the major parties. As for the Family Coalition Party, in many regards, 

their goal is absorption. To recall from Chapter Three, the formation of the party was a 

strategy of last resort and one of their pnmary goals is to have another party adopt their 

two core principles so they might coalesce with another conservative, free enterprise 

party in BC. In this case, the possibility of absorption, rather than posing as a danger to 

their existence, is in fact part of the hopefd vision the FCP has for its future. 

Institutional and Cultural Tensions: Hidden Limitations 

While it is tme the bulk of particular tensions that face a party /movement exist 

within its organiza tional domain, there also exist some latent institutional and cultural 



obstacles that become salient once a party/movement begins its effort to gain popular 

support and political Iegitirnacy for its agenda. Institutionally, party/movements corne 

to discover that parliamentary systems like Canada's possess a number of characteristic 

traits that are noi sympathetic to the presence of an organization like the Family 

Coalition Party. Also, the administrative demands required to maintain an institutional 

presence are a particular drain on a party/movements resources, energy, and 

motivation. Finally, a party/movement finds itself in a difficult position regarding its 

relation with the media. The media is critical to both parties and movements for 

developing their potential, and so effectively managing this institution becomes vital for 

the success of any party or movement. Yet a party/movement finds itself in the 

position of deciding what strategies - those of a party, or of a movement, or a 

combination of both - c m  best be utilized to attract the attention any political 

organization requires. Culturally, party/movements discover they must deal with a 

nrltriral lag. Supporters of party/movements like the FCP and the Greens view the 

party form as a legitimate part of a social movement's tactical repetoire. They also view 

the act of voting as viable f o m  of social movement action and the electoral arena as a 

site for the expression of quality of life concems rather than simply one for maintainhg 

materialist security. However, potential adherents of the party/movement, both from 

within the particular social movement cornrnunity and from the general population, 

have yet to accept these visions. These discoveries provide a rude awakening for 

party/movements and add to the lengthy list of obstacles that already confront them. 



Institutional Tensions. 

'Ihese tensions, particularly salient for party/rnovements, manifest a political 

system resistant to change and one not designed for the type of representation the 

Family Coalition Party is seeking. Quite simply, Canada and British Columbia's systern 

of electoral representation has not been structured to accommodate organizationç that 

seek to represent cowtituents on the basis of issues. The current process available to the 

electorate for selecting their political representatives is founded on a premise of 

geographic consti tuency represen ration, and as such, party /movements find i t difficul t 

to promote their agenda via an institutional presence because of the fact that quality of 

life issues and concerns cannot be articulated spatially. Meisel, for example, argues that 

"The parties' representation h c t i o n  . . . is therefore inevitably influenced by the 

continuous need to reflect geographical areas. But the complexities of modem Me have 

forced govemments to satisfy, as often as not, functional rather than territorial daims" 

(1991247). Lyon makes a sirnilar, although broader, observation: "In its essential 

features, the political system has not changed since the nineteenth century. Social and 

econornic conditions and the agenda of the government have, meanwhile, changed 

dramaticaliy" (1992: 127). 

The problem that emerges for party/movements becomes obvious. Without 

some degree of spatial concentration of its issue-cluster, a party/movement has little 

hope of wielding the kind of political influence it is seeking. In a system that stresses a 

geographic perspective, however few votes a party/movement might receive in an 

election, their results wodd appear more impressive concenhated in one area than 

scattered across the entire province. This is why, as Covell points out, "Canadian new 



parties tend to combine ideological stands with regional protests" (1 99 kW). The 

Progressives, the CCF/NDP, the Social Credit League, and the Reform Party of Canada 

al1 had the advanrage of regionalism and therefore concentrated geographic support, 

which gave them the necessary base of popular support in institutionalized form from 

whidi they could launch more issue-driven concerns. 

There is also the problem for party/movements of the overall resilience of the 

extant political system and institutions in Canada. OffeJs (1990) remark, noted earlier, 

that at present there exists no viable altemate system of political representation in 

democratic societies is in part the product of a system stubbordy resistant to change. In 

Chapter Five it was argued that a critical catalyst for the emergence of minor parties in 

Canada was the cnsis of representation and the decline in legitimacy being experienced 

by the country's mainstream, cadre parties. Yet as Merkl points out, "Sudi "failure," 

however, has rarely involved the permanent decline or disappearance of a particular 

major party or the basic realignment of a party system" (1988561). Despite, for instance, 

the federal Progressive Conservative party's devastating defeat in the 1993 federal 

election as a result of which it held only two seats in the Houses of Parliament for the 

next four years, the party is showing signs of renewed life after it won twenty seats in 

the 1997 federal election. Further, to recall from Chapter Five, very few of the Lortie 

Commission's 1992 recommendations for electoral reforrn have been instituted, 

particularly those revolving around increasing the opportunities for political viability 

and engagement by minor parties (Tanguay and Gagnon, 1996; Philiips, 1996). It was 

also remarked by these analysts that the Commission placed a significant portion of the 

blame for the current cnsis of parties in Canada at the door of the New Social 

Movements and consequently, NSMs and other interest groups have been "cooi in their 
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response due to the report's assault on movement and group politics as incapable of 

accommodating interests" (Phillips, 1996:445). As an organic outgrowth of social 

movements, party/movements like the Family Coalition Party, are, by extension, subject 

to the same forces of institutional resistance and antagonism that plague attempts by 

social movements to constnict an alternate system of representation. 

These tensions of resistance are in no rninor way due directly to this paradoxical 

relation exis ting between party /movements and the poli tical system. In effect, the 

Greens in Europe and Canada, as well as the Progressives, the CCF, and in a less 

dramatic way, the FCP are attempting to alter the current system by using the 

institutional rnechanisms of the system itself (Covell, 1991; Sandilands, 1992; Braunthal, 

1996). In Germany, "What inspired the Greens," observes Boggs, "to construct an 

alternative party in the first place was deep hostility to the corporatist state, to which 

the party system was viewed as a mere appendage" (1986:180). Likewise in Canada, the 

Ontario Greens have as a major part of their political project, the intention "to point the 

way toward alternative fomis of political life in the public sphere" (Sandilands, 

1992:163). Even "the Progressive Party and the CCF were founded in the hope that they 

would be unlike the established parties in both doctrine and practice" (Covell, 1991:lOO). 

Such motivations crea te an inevitable tension for party / movements as they a ttemp t to 

de-institutionalize the political process of representation by imrnersing themselves in 

the institutional realm in order to use the protocols of conduct that maintain the system 

as tools to change it. It is a situation that escalates the institutional tension between 

party/movements and a system highly resistant to change. 



The Media Problematic 

Finally, beyond the political system itself, party/movernents must address the 

challenges presented by another institution pivotal to their fortunes, the media.7 So 

common is reference to the importance of the media to political parties and social 

movements by political scientists and movement scholars aiike that such a comment is 

practically aphoristic. In the case of British Columbia, McLintock and Kristianson state 

that 

"The success and failure of the contenders for political office depend in large part on 
their ability to court positive news coverage, while a variety of interest groups attempt 
to create a climate within which their particular issues are high on the public and 
political agenda" (1996:123). 

The necessity to attract media coverage and formulate a productive relationship with 

the media is so great in fact, that general strategies of both parties and rnovements are 

heavily shaped by the potential for developing such a relationship (Meisel, 1991; Taras, 

1996; McAdam, McCarthy and Zald, 1988; Carroll and Ratner, 1997). It is a situation 

which led McAdam and his colleagues to observe that "increasingly then, movements 

have corne to depend upon and to be shaped by the means of communication available 

to them" (McAdam, McCarthy and Zald, 1988:722). 

Carroll and Ratner (1997) for instance, argue that movements like Greenpeace, 

End Legislated Poverty and the Gay-Lesbian Centre in British Columbia have al1 

developed media strategies contingent on their desired level of interaction with the 

mainstream media. In this regard they remark that within Greenpeace, "the 

commitment to a media-oriented political strategy was deeply inscribed in the groups' 

initial formation" and that this strategy has been so masterfui that one interviewed 

activist suggests that "Greenpeace has positioned itself in a way that the media will now 
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corne to Greenpeace for information or opinion without ris going to thon becatrse we've 

established credibility (Ken)" (Carroll and Ratner, 1997:11, emphasis in the original). This 

is precisely the position of authority that the FCPrs 41an Idler was noted as commenting 

on early in this chapter, one that Greenpeace has and to which, he believes, the Family 

Coalition Party must aspire. Alternatively, the Gay-Lesbian Centre in Vancouver, 

"anticipating little support from the dominant heterosexist media, ... reduces 

dependency on mainstream accounts through sponsorship of independent alternative 

newspapers" (ibid.25). As Carroll and Ratner's research suggests, a movement's level of 

interaction with the mainstream media may Vary, but deliberate strategies for 

engagement do exist and even if the mainstream is shunned, as in the case of the Gay- 

Lesbian Centre in Vancouver, altemate media sources are sought out. 

Political parties meanwhile, have traditionally embraced the mainstream media 

in their efforts to gain electoral office. In British Columbia, this has histoncally been a 

relationship coloured by overt political partisanship and activity. McLintock and 

Kristianson point out that early BC newspapers adopted partisan stands and that 

"One of BC's most colourful early politicians, Amor de Cosmos, founded the British 
Colonist newspaper in 1860, in part to provide a vehicle with which to oppose what he 
saw as efforts by Govemor Sir James Douglas 'to concentrate power in his own hand"' 
(l996:123) .8 

Today, although overt partisanship may have disappeared or is at least being hidden, 

the intimate relationship between parties and the media has not abated. The 

importance of favourable media coverage is of such a priority that parties "routinely 

devote approximately half of their campaign expenditures to TV advertising," and 

constnict their campaigns in an effort to maximize the probability of favourable news 

coverage (Taras, 1996:433; McLintock and Kristianson, 1996). 



These party efforts necessarily come at the expense of articulating and defending 

specific policy positions because in 

"Contemporary Canadian politics, all three major parties obscure their principles and 
programs in an attempt to cobble together a winning electoral coalition of 
heterogeneous social groups . . . [and] . . . At a time when the major parties are marketing 
themselves and their programs (to the extent that they exist) in the same way that the 
big breweries flog their homogenized and insipid products, it is highly unlikely that any 
party will run the nsk of crafting intelligent policy responses to issues that are now 
clamouring for attention" (Tanguay, 1992:484-85). 

Even the NDP, in an attempt to abide by what Galipeau (1989) has termed the "law of 

the inclusive rniddle" has, "partly because of the dictates of electronic politics, . . . begun 

to imitate the unprincipled and oppomuiistic electoral appeals of the Liberals and the 

Conservatives" (Tanguay, 1992:484). This reliance on the media and strategic focus on 

gaining their attention has further contributed to the crisis of representative legitimacy 

being expenenced by political parties in Canada (Meisei, 1991; Tanguay, 1992) because 

such efforts come to concentrate on the party leader, the leadership tour (McLintock and 

Kristianson, 1996) and the construction of what Taras (1996:423) calls a "symbolic 

universe" through a process of political iconography (Szasz, 1994; cf. Klandermans and 

Goslinga, 1996:313). In the end, discussion and representation of social policies (and 

often even economic policies) are readily sacrificed for the opportunity to capture an 

attractive sound bite for the party on the evening news or a good 'photo-op' for the 

morning paper. 

For parties, movements, and party/movements alike, the importance of the 

media c m  be roughly captured by the work of Gamson and Wolfsfeld (1993).9 They 

argue that movements need the media for the purposes of mobilization (activating 

constituency support), validation (granting political legitimacy through coverage), and 

scope enlargement (the drawing in of potentialiy sympathetic third-parties to the cause). 
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Ideally, continue Gamson and Wolfsfeld, these necessities can be acquired if movements 

can gain from the media: legitimate standing, preferred framùig of their issues, and 

sympathetic coverage that may attract potential adherents, or will at least present their 

organization's goals with a positive image for the general public. If these elements can 

be achieved even in part, their scheme seerns to suggest that potential for a movement 

to grow should increase. They further hypothesize that such thùigs as increased levels 

of professionalization, entertainment value, and visual spectacle should al1 contribute to 

an elevated amount of media attention. 

The question at hand of course, is what ail this means for a party/movement like 

the Farnily Coalition Party. There exists within the FCP membership and executive a 

unanimous recognition that the media is vitally important to the growth of the 

organization, but at present there is no coherent strategy for fostering a constructive 

relationship with the media and there is also a strongly held belief that the media is 

indoctrinated with a bias against the pro-family agenda. Asked about the importance of 

the media, past FCP member and spokesman Bill Vander Zalm replied that it was "all- 

important, the media is the most powerful force i~ society, far more powerful than the 

government even. Today, the media is the most powerfd influence." Yet despite the 

acceptance of this position, the FCP executive seern at a loss as to how to gain standing 

for the party among the media. The current impression they feel the media have of the 

FCP is captured by Mrs. Toth's remark that 

"They don't think the FCP is a legitimate party, they never could get the name right. 
They mixed us up with the CHP [Christian Heritage Party], sometimes 1 think it was on 
purpose. They think we are fringe and outside the maimtream. They are certainly not 
supportive of what we stand for, they are quite openly hostile." 



On the same issue, Mr. Vander Zalm commented: "1 think they [the media] may see it as 

a group that may be better ignored than given too much attention and probably often 

view hem as a radical bunch of oddballs." 

Efforts to shed this perception and to develop standing with the media have to 

date been largely Limited to election periods and attempts by individual candidates to 

develop a rapport with local media. During the 1996 provinaal election, this strategy 

was reported by candidates as being moderately successful. Vicki Podetz, a candidate 

in the Vancouver Island riding of Nanaimo said for example: 

"1 was surprised how well the local media covered us. 1 felt nervous at the time, and 1 
felt when he covered me he was kind of confrontational, but in the end he gave me a 
pretty good wnte up. 1 was impressed with how well the local press did this." 

Other candidates reported similar experiences and levels of satisfaction, although some, 

like Mark Toth, felt they were entirely ignored. Frustrated at having the Vancoziver Sirn 

leave his candidacy off the list of those running in the riding of Vancouver-Kensington, 

Mr. Toth repcrted that "1 took my sign with the taped article and took it to the office on 

Granville Street and 1 handed it to the receptionist." 

Overall, the 1996 provincial election did provide an opportunity for increased 

media exposure for the FCP and its pro-family agenda, confirming observations such as 

McCarthy, Smith and Zald's that "regular election cycles provide windows of 

opportunity to bring issues to public attention and the attention of elites" (1996:299). Ln 

t e m  of the mainstream media, the FCP received coverage on two separate occasions 

from BCTV as well as a large article by Douglas Todd, the religion reporter for the 

Vancotiuer Szrn.10 It was a result that pleased both Mr. and Mrs. Toth respectively: 

"The Vancouver Sun put out a rather beautiful photo of the Stilwells and 1 think that 
helped them greatly. If they had done that for Kathleen and 1 it might have helped our 
cause. I lhink it helped the party in general as weii." 



"During the election campaign, they are in constant contact to find out what you are 
doing. BCW was very good this time about putting us on - covering the fundraiser in 
North Van and that. They did corne out and 1 was pleased they did that. They did a lot 
of good for the party, we had calls saying 1 saw Heather and please send me stuff. So it 
is very important. If we could afford to buy 'IV time, that would be super." 

By and large, though, most candidates and executive, while appreciative of the 

mainstream coverage and recognizing its paramount importance, felt that the FCP had 

the most success with local newspaper media and radio talk-shows. 

To improve their chances of gaining standing with the mainstream media, there 

is agreement that the FCP must do more between elections to foster a constructive 

relationship with the media. Vidci Podetz, for one, commented that 

"You have to let thern know about your presence constantly so that when an election 
comes up, they know you're there. Also, you need to develop credibility, be articulate, 
intelligent and have something to Say. To do this you have to constantly pursue it - 
letters to the editor, talk to reporters on issues, get to know them." 

Mr. Toth's is a concurring opinion: "1 believe we have to try harder, 1 think we shodd 

meet regularly with the media - other organizations do that." Yet part of the objxtive in 

gaining standing is to win syrnpathy and acts of preferential frarning from the media, 

whch is a difficult proposition if the media bias perceived by the FCP mernbership is 

The FCP executive as well as  Pro-life and Pro-family activists, tend to believe the 

media harbours an ideological bias against their cause. One Pro-family director stated 

quite simply that "the media hate us." Bill Vander Zalm meanwhile, sees the bias as 

"An understandable one 1 think. You know, regardless of where a person sits, you have 
to believe in what you do, you might be wrong but you believe in it. The bullc of the 
media, not only in this country but generally speaking - the people that work in the 
media for the most part came out of the generation that would encompass the sixties, 
the late fifties, a generation of conflict. Many or the majority of my media friends which 
are mostly a Little bit younger than me, I Say the majority but that may be overstated, 
many of those media friends actually became involved in the media because that was 



their vehide to protest society as they knew it then. So they are liberal people. There is 
nothing necessarily wrong with that, but certainiy they play hell with where it is you 
are at when you are taking a more conservative stance. The mediz generally is very 
liberal." 

This view of a liberal-rninded media is shared by the FCP membership and creates an 

interesthg ideological juxtaposition with those involved with the gay rights movement. 

Diametrically opposite from the activists of the Gay-Lesbian Centre in Vancouver that 

Carroll and Ratner (1997) interviewed for their study, and who believe in the bias of 

"heterosexual normativity that infuses the world of mainstream media," the Pro-family 

comrnunity supports a thesis that the media is sympathetic to the gay rights movement 

while being openly antagonistic to the pro-farnily message. The circumstance lends 

standpoint credibility to Garnson and Wolfsfeld's argument that 

"Movement activists tend to view mainstream media not as autonomous and neutral 
actors but as agents and handmaidens of dominant groups whom they are challenging. 
The media carry the cultural codes being challenged, maintaining and reproducing 
them" (19%: 2 19). 

Regardless of where one is positioned on an ideological spectrum, it is not uncornmon 

that the media will be regarded as an ideological antagonist.11 To escape the perception 

of being persecuted or ignored because of an ideological slant on the part of the media, 

what political organizations may need to realize is that, as Hackett and his colleagues 

note about the media in British Columbia, "they are shaped by impersonal market 

forces, particularly the imperative of selling audiences to advertisers, more than by the 

partisan prejudices of some elite of media owners or news managers" (1986:279). Some 

in the Pro-family movement already recognize this. Gerhard Herwig of the FCP 

commented that 

"The media don? give us a break. We've released lots of press releases and they get 
ignored. But you have to understand the media - we think they have to be fair and 



report, but they don't. What drives the media is sales and advertising - to sel1 they have 
to make judgments about what goes in, same with radio and talk shows." 

And Kari Simpson of the Citizen Research Institute, who daims to have an "excellent 

relationship with the media", remarked that other pro-farnily organizatiow have 

"By and large pitted the media as the enemy, but the organizationo have to understand 
their role. The media is the vehide and we're the role player, not seeing that is the 
deficiency in other groups. You have to do the physical work [to foster a relationship], 
you have to provide the tools. The media is a business and money is the bottom line. 
Know it. Deal with it. That's the fact, it will 

Escaping the trap of perceived bias however, is only part of the solution for a 

party/movement like the FCP as they look to gain standing and sympathy from the 

media. The party executive know for instance, that they must also develop a tactical 

repertoire capable of avoiding the tension that accompanies being a party/movement. 

To successfully promote their agenda and utilize the media in the m m e r  

described by Gamson and Wolfsfeld (1993), social movements develop media strategies 

that will rnaximize the opportunities for attention by the media. Movement tactics 

ranging from quiet demonstrations and picketing to noisy acts of civil disobedience are 

often adopted in a deliberate attempt to draw media attention, and to provide the media 

with the entertainment value of high spectacle that Gamson and Wolfsfeld have 

hypothesized about. Greenpeace may be the acknowledged master of such tactics, but 

the Pro-iife movement with its annual life-chairi demonstration, and the demonstration 

by Pro-farnily supporters outside the Vancouver Art Gallery supporting the Surrey 

Schoolboard's decision to ban books from elementary schools that portray gay families, 

provide ample proof of these movements' willingness to use similar strategies.13 These 

tactics ail provide movements the oppominity to profile the p ~ c i p l e s  of their various 

causes and are considered legitimate means of political expression. One FCP member, 



when asked about the acceptabiiity of demonstrations, replied that he supported them 

because, after all, "the poor man's media is the street." 

For a party/movement however, the situation is dramaticaily different. Pro- 

family directors and FCP members were virtually unmirnous in their opposition to the 

FCP sponsoring or engaging in demonstrations or other tactics used by social 

movements to promote their cause. While they felt it acceptable that individuals 

participate in such social movement actions, te do so as a representative of the party 

was deemed inappropriate and potentially damaging to the credibility of the FCP as a 

legitimate political organization. The implication is that despite its movement function 

and focus, the party form of the FCP ultimately dictates the acceptability of its media 

strategies. Its f o m  effectively eliminates the tactical repertoires available to social 

movements because with its party form cornes the expectation that the membership will 

abide by a standard of protocol cornmensurate with officia1 provincial party standing. 

E s  means that a party/movement must, like other parties, concentrate on developing 

a professionalized approach to media relations and attract personnel capable of drawing 

media attention if it is to gain media standing. ln the case of the FCP, the importance of 

this was most evident between 1993 and 1994, when Bill Vander Zalm was involved 

with the party (see Chapter 3). 

This situation suggests that a party/movement is forced into deciding whether 

to pursue what c m  be regarded as a strategy of media poptrlism in which principies are 

abandoned for the popularized attention the mainstream media gives political parties, 

or what may be thought of as a strategy of media cirnrmuention, in which altemate sources 

of media exposure are sought and the mainstream media is, if not avoided, at least not 

actively sought out. The former is the typical strategy of parties, with their emphasis on 
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leadership style and personality rather than policy substance. The latter can be found in 

a media strategy like that adopted by the Gay-Lesbian Centre in Vancouver as it is 

described by Carroll and Ratner (1997:12-18). Party/movements like the FCP are caught 

between the two because of their hybrid nature. They can ill afford to ignore the 

benefits to be derived from pursuing a strategy of media populism, but to do so risks 

compromising the public appearance of being fimily committed to the principles of 

their movement. Yet the pursuit of media circumvention, while perhaps allowing them 

to maintain a position of undiluted principle cames with it the risk of not being 

regarded as a serious or legitimate political force in the electoral arena. 

Presently. the Family Coalition Party has no definitive media strategy, and 

acknowledge that they are simply 'taking what they c m  get' and tryuig different tactics 

to gain media exposure. To recall from Chapter Three for example, during the 1996 

provincial election, candidates Mark Toth and Brian Zacharias both attempted to gain 

media attention bv being deliberately controversiai; both were ignored by the media. Of 

his 4 . 4  sign that read, in part, "your taxes pay foi the killing of unbom babies," Mr. 

Toth said, 'hot one single media took a pictue of that sign. The media didn't pay 

attention but I thought if they did that would help my cause, it would give me more 

publicity, and they didn't simply because it was pro-life." Ln Campbell River however, 

John Krell's campaign received a lot of media coverage, albeit negative, in the local 

papers after he condemned homosexuality during a high school all-candidates debate. 

Party executives were thrilled with the attention it drew to the party. It was a situation 

of some coverage being better than none, a circumstance Doug McAdam alludes to in 

his List of hurdles movements must overcome when he writes that they must "generate 

media coverage, preferably, but not necessarily, of a favorable sort" (1996:339). Overall, 
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the FCP executive have evaluated their attempts at forging a media strategy to gain 

mainstream media standing as inadequate and in need of vigourous developmental 

action. 

Even efforts at utilizing altemate media sources have been evaluated by the FCP 

and have also been found wanting. The executive have had little success in prornoting 

the FCP through various Catholic, Pro-life and Pro-family media channels because of a 

cornmitment on the part of these publications to remain politicdly non-partisan Uniike 

REAL Women, which Steuter argues has the advantage of "free advertising in religious 

publications" (1992:297), the FCP have enjoyed no such advantage. Members have also 

commented that ideologically sympathetic publications like British Coltirnbia Report 

aren't as supportive of the FCP's goals as they would expect. One member remarked 

that the media in general is "ignoring us more than anything, we're a n o t h g ,  we don't 

rate mention, definitely not accolades. Even BC Report which 1 support, 1 love it, don? 

give us the time of day, even though they're pro-family and pro-life." 

On the other hand, new media technologies, in particular the Intemet, are being 

viewed as viable altemate routes for listening to the FCP's voice. Alan Idler of the FCP 

believes that the intemet may be the answer to the media problematic faced by small 

political organizations: 

"It's hard to connect with people when you can't give them a message. 1 believe myself 
that the election we just had will be the last where TV and cable will be so important. It 
will switch to being in front of a cornputer and direct communication because you can 
reach people with cornputers a lot more cost effectively than through commercid 
broadcast media. By the next election there could be Intemet in every Living room, so 
you could go direct and don't have to worry about what the media gives you, so maybe 
it will happen."'4 

Kari Simpson of the Citizen's Research Institute shares a similar vision with her belief 

that "political parties are hying to do politics the old way, but the game of politics has 
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changed because the tools have changed. We c m  talk to each other - the htemet, fax 

machines, ce11 phones and that - politicians haven't computed that yet and they 

should." Whether the Family Coalition Party decides upon a shategy of media 

populism (which seems highly unlikely) or one of media arcumvention, it does seem 

apparent that the advent of new media technologies and the capacity of 

party/movements to exploit them will be critical to organizatiow like the FCP 

achieving their goals. 

Cultural Tensions 

One more tension of fusion for party/movements is the cultural lag that exists 

between the motivational vision of its activists and the appreciation of the 

institutionalized political arena by potential sympathizers to the organization. "For 

most Canadians," wntes Galipeau, "the job of the state is to assure both econornic 

prosperity and social justice . . . Furthemore . . . Canadians are imbued with a materialist 

ethos. Post-materialist values do not resonate in o w  collective discourse" (1989:415-16). 

Additionally, as Meyer and Staggenborg argue, "democratic polities .. . play an active 

rote in encouraging citizens to make use of the polls and political parties" (1994:lO). Ln 

Canada, these political cultural attitudes foster a belief that elections and 

institutionalized politics are events and sites for settling the materialist concems of 

society, not the quality of life issues of a "post-materialist" ethos. These latter concerns 

are still predominantly regarded as being properly fought over and articulated on the 

terrain of civil society and in its extra-parliamentary spaces. Founders of 

party/movements like the Family Coalition Party however, appear to have been 

inspired by a view of the electoral arena as one eminently and legitimately suitable for 



engaging in stmggles over the issues that affect the quality of modem life. 

Party / movement activists, by the very presence of their organizations, deny that 

institutional politics should be the exclusive domain of corporatist economic agendas 

and materialist issues. 

Such a perspective also allows party/movement activists to reconceptualize the 

purpose and role of a political party. In Chapter Four it was argued that the founders of 

the Family Coalition Party view the organization as creating a political opportunity 

structure for the broader pro-family movement and that this potential has yet to be 

recognized or embraced by directors of vanous pro-life and pro-family organizations. 

The party form is regarded as a tool for prying open an avenue for the movement to 

potentially influence govemmental and political party policies, and the current failure 

of the pro-family movement in British Columbia to recognize this is likely a result of a 

dominant cultural attitude that promotes the vision of a political party as an 

organization that should be concerned mainly with protecting the material security of 

its cons tituents. Party/ movement activists however, appear to have moved beyond this 

parochial view of parties with their apparent understanding that "cultural stocks are not 

static, and over time repertoires of contention grow and change" (Zald, 1996:267) and 

their recognition that to succeed, movements must engage in "product differentiation" 

and organizational specialty (McAdam, McCarthy and Zald, 1988:718). Those involved 

with the Progressives in the 1920s, the CCF, the Greens, the Feminist Party, the 

Christia~. Heritage Party and the Family Coalition Party al1 understood that the 

institutional arena must be expanded, reinvigorated, and re-politicized so that it can 

accommodate stmggles around the issues of social and moral concern that motivated 

their decision to create a party/movement. 



This vision of a sociopoliticaily expanded electoral arena necessarily includes 

viewing the act of voting as more than an attempt to ensure continued matenal security, 

which is an inevitable consequence of the current electoral system's reductionist 

construction of the vote ( s e  Chapter 5). Under Canada's Westminster, first-past-the- 

post system, the electorate's unwillingness to vote on the basis of a single issue-cluster is 

understandable, retaining as they do political and electoral cultural convictions based 

primarily on a matenalist ethos and being confronted with a severely lirnited 

opportunity for formal political expression. The impact of this situation on a 

party/movement is evident in the meagre number of votes they acquire at the polis. 

Certainly the election results of party/movements Iike the FCP and Greens indicates 

that their "electoral fate," as Covell describes the Green's general results, "does not 

support the idea that there is a large share of the electorate willing to change its vote on 

the basis of this issue alone" (1991:83). Both the Ferninist party (Phillips, 1996) and the 

FCP f o n d  this to be one of their greatest challenges. 

The root of this challenge appears to be how the act of voting is perceived by 

potential supporters. Unlike those not willing to vote for the Greens or the FCP, 

party/rnovement activists and supporters seem to identify voting not as a defence 

against the erosion of material security, but as a direct form of political and social 

movement action. FCP leader Heather Stilwell, in describing the dynamics of social 

movement action commented that 

"Social movements are when a whole bunch of people in many organizations and 
outside organizations start to question the status quo, are being heard by the status quo, 
and take action to achieve that end . . . [what kind of action?] . . . Weli, the action can be 
voting, supporting organizations that they can see are working to effect the change, 
forrning these organizations, working within them, v o l u n t e e ~ g  time." 



These different appreciations of the nature of voting may help explain Covell's 

observation that "Support for new-politics issues in the abstract may be on the increase, 

but this support has not yet been translated into votes for a successful challenger party 

based on a new-politics agenda" (1991:83). They shouid at least help make sense of the 

response to the FCP's efforts the Toths have heard continuaily since 1991 - '1 like 

everything you stand for, but I can't vote for you'. 

By envisioning the electoral arena as a legitimate site for popular stmggles over 

sociomoral issues, party/movement activists also force a reconceptualization of the 

roles of political parties and the function of voting within democratic societies. The 

presence of the FCP, the Greens and other party/movements in the institutionalized 

domain of party politics is evidence that committed activists are willing to challenge the 

cultural n o m  of the political stattrs quo. Their efforts to democratize the political 

process and make it more representative of a "post-materialist" value system is also 

proof that such n o m  are not the unalterable constructs of political elites but are 

gelatinous formulations that can be modified and reconstmcted through acts of political 

will and movement cornmitment. But this commitrnent exposes another latent tension 

party/movement activists must resolve if they are to be successful. ïheir vision of 

opening up the political sphere and stripping corporatist economic agendas of their 

political privilege appears to be inhibited by a cultural lag between their activist 

s tra tegies and the continued belief b y potential syrnpathetic adherents tha t the electoral 

arena should be a site pnmanly for the expression and defence of materialist concerns. 

The rnyriad obstacles that are created and become manifest when political form 

and movement function are fused to create a party/movement beg questions 

concemuig the strategic efficacy and organizational stability of an organization like the 
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Family Coalition Party. ln an institutionalized political culture driven by concerns of 

materialist security and prosperity, the formation of a party/movement on the basis of 

quality of life issues is a tactical maneouvre that may well la& practicality. Susan 

Phillips, in examining the Green Party in Canada writes that "the limited success of the 

Greens in Canadian elections, indicate that this strategy may not be worth the effort, 

especially in electoral c a m p a i p  focused on the economy and debt reduction" 

(1996:453). Likewise, Kitschelt remarks about left-libertarian party efforts in Europe that 

"a logic of constituency representation and organizational dealignment may not be the 

most promishg of strategies to be successful in electoral competition" (1990:181). The 

political track record of party/movements without strong regional bases of support has 

certainly been dismal, both electorally and in terms of influencing policy. The Greens in 

Canada have yet to elect a provincial or federal member, the Feminist Party was a short- 

lived phenornenon, and the FCP has yet to exert any serious influence over government 

policies concemirtg the family. Given these contingencies, Kitschelt and Phillips appear 

to be correct in their assessments about the wisdom of forming a party/movement. Yet 

it must be remembered that electoral success is only a secondary goal of most 

party/movements. Chapters Three and Four made abundantly clear that the pnmary 

goal of the FaMly Coalition Party is to effect policy change either within the 

governrnent or within another political party with which they then would consider 

merging. And this latter strategy of trymg to have another larger and ideologically 

similar party adopt their founding principles and then merge with them, may offer a 

minute, but nonetheless po tentially viable, tactical option for party /movements like the 

FCP. 



Stmcturally, party/movements are inherently unstable organizations because of 

the tensions that the act of political fusion presents for them. The forces of intemal 

structuration and the logic of party cornpetition combine to drive party/movements Like 

the Geman Greens and the Canadian CCF/NDP away from their movement roots and 

towards the seductive powers of political professionalization. T o  be sure," observes 

Offe, "the transition from "movement" to "political party" tends to be - and has actually 

been in the case of the Green party - full of inconsistencies and uneasy as well as 

unstable compromises" (1990:243). Further, Phillips notes that 

"Most social-movement scholars argue that it is exceedingly difficuit for movements to 
develop political parties that can over time retain a cornmitment to radical ideals, 
combined with an ability to operate in pragmatic ways with a stable base of support" 
(1996:451). 

in the end then, it may well be the fate of party/movements that they are temporary 

manifestations in the transition from movement to party. It may be that they cannot be 

more than intermediary structures with exceptionally volatile and unstable cores, whose 

political half-life is determined only by the cornmitment and integrity of its activists. 

Such a reality sets a temporal limit on not only their structural existence but their 

shategic efficacy, because if it is inevitable that they drift towards party 

institutionalization, the time that an organization like the FCP has to effect the change it 

seeks is therefore quite limited. 

This is why a strategy of assimilation (absorption by, or merging with, another 

political party) may not be an objectionable goai for a party/movement. By attending to 

the objective of influencing the policies of another party to the point of considering a 

merger, a party/movement alters its requisite organizational demands and cultural 

expectations. Primarily, party/rnovements would be able to at least partially avoid the 



tension be tween Ki tschel t's (1 989) logic of party competi tion and logic of cons ti tuency 

representa tion. By engaging in a strategy of assimilation, an organization like the FCP 

may attract members more easily by advancing to potential adherents the benefits of 

joining the party not for the purpose of voting for it, but to demonstrate a show of 

strength for their issue and a source of potential electoral support for the targetted party 

should that party adopt as policy, those issues. Such a strategy might also partially 

eliminate the need for a party/movement to develop its intemal base of political 

expertise and other demands to which a minor party must attend (see Chapter 5). 

Of course, a strategy of assimilation still presents a party/movement with the 

problem of convincing a populist oriented party to adopt a set of inviolable principles. 

This would require the targetted party to adopt firm policy positions, a practice which is 

counterproductive to the pursuit of political power in modem democratic societies and 

so one not likely to be readily endorsed by the party's elite. This has certainly been the 

case in t e m  of the FCP. The efforts of the FCP executive to merge with the Reform 

Party of BC and also to have the Enterprise League of BC formally adopt their founding 

principles have been thwarted by the executive in both organizations ( s e  Chapter 3).15 

Finally, even if a shategy of assimilation is successful, there is no guarantee that the 

issues of concem for a party/rnovement will not be removed frorn the targetted party's 

policies in the future. It is important to remember that it was just such an act within the 

Social Credit Party - the removal of the Christianity clause and the adoption of a pro- 

choice position on abortion - that prompted the Toths to form the Family Coalition Party 

to begin with. 

In the end then, it may weil be that the created and emergent tensions 

expenenced by a partyhovement make their goals mattainable, but perhaps goal 
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attainment is not where their true value lies. Rather, it sits hidden in the very existence 

of party/movements and the processes used by its activists in their stniggle to achieve 

their aims. There is little ideological agreement between the Family Coalition Party and 

the Green Party, but both share an unwavering cornmitment to their prineples and to 

their respective struggles to have them realized in popular culture and forma1 law, and 

their efforts - through education, raising awareness, encourapg political participation, 

and fighting to make the political system in British Columbia more democratic and 

representative - more than their victories or defeats, are what make party/movements 

an invaluable and integral part of the democratic process. 



Chapter 7 

Conclusions 

Cause by cause they fight, 
One by one they lose 

Melissa E theridge, TrsfiF/ 

The experience of western societies suggests 
that where power is both ruor di hauing and 
hard to get, men and womm will combine 
tu fomt polifical parties. 

Anthony King 

The presence of the Family Coalition Party (FCP) on British Columbia's political 

landscape has provided the opportunity to explore some questions concerning the pro- 

family movement in the province as well as the organizational nature of small political 

parties that have their ideological roots fimily planted within a social movement. 

Specifically, the main problem has been to determine what characteristic features and 

problems confront an organization like the FCP, one that exhibits characteristics both of 

a political party and a social movement organization. Reaching some kind of 

satisfactory understanding of this problem has required an analytic approach that has 

focussed on the sociocultural context from which the FCP draws its ideological strength, 

an examination of the FCP exclusively as a social movement organization, and an 

evaluation of it as a minor political party of protest. Accordingly, to initially gather 

knowledge about the party and the pro-farnily movement in B.C., a series of interviews 

were conducted with the founders of the party, its executives, election candidates and 

general members, as well as with directors of various pro-family and pro-life 

organizations. Contemporary social movement theory, as well as research on minor 

political parties in Canada and the pro-family movement in Canada and the United 



States was then used to develop an understanding of the FCP's organizational and 

ideological context. 

What has emerged is an appreaation of the Family Coalition Party as an 

organization that shares a high degree of ideological resonance with the Cluistian right- 

based pro-family movement in the United States, and an equally high organizational 

resonance in the party/movement tradition of the Cooperative Commonwealth 

Federation in Canada. As a party/movement, the FCP, like the CCF before it, must 

fight to maintain a balance between maintahhg a prinapled movement position and 

meeting the requiçite demands of party politics. In this struggle, party activists are 

confronted with a series of problems unique its the dual identity as well as some of 

those problerns that exist for any movement organization or rninor political party. The 

experiences of the CCF and the Green Party (in Canada and Germany) suggest that this 

is a daunting, if not impossible task, as both parties have fallen prey to the powerful 

forces of political institutionalization. At present, the Farnily Coalition Party is 

maintaining its party/movement balance but the future is uncertain. After six years of 

marginal political existence and limited support from the broader pro-family 

movement, the party has reached a crossroads and its activists are now confronted with 

making a number of decisions that will ultimately determine the organizational fa te of 

this party / movement. 

Summarizinp the Findine 

Arguably the unique aspect of this research has been the bringing together of the 

subject and its analysis. There is considerable research on social movements originating 

from the left, and there is a significant and growing literature on the Pro-farnily 



movement and the Christian Right in the US. There are also numerous analyses that 

have emerged within political science &des concerning minor or novernent parties in 

Canada as well as a small amount of work available on the Pro-family movement in this 

country. However, there is little available research that has attempted a critical 

evaluation of the Pro-farmly rnovement using the dieoretical advances of contemporary 

social movement research. Moreover, limited analysis is available on organizations 

such as the Family Coalition Party that have a demowhably hybnd duality of 

movement function and party form and that focuses on the consequences of that 

duality. What this research is, in effect, is a project of amalgamation - one that tries to 

bring together al1 the various subject matters and theoretical perspectives just 

mentioned in an effort to make some sociological sense of the persistent presence of a 

small provincial political party in British Columbia, the Farnily Coalition Party. The 

result is a number of theoretical and ernpirical understandings about the social and 

political contexts that inform and give rise to such an organization, as well as the 

common and peculiar fates that a party/movement like the FCP holds for its adherents 

and activists. Ln the course of this effort, the political mots and current ideology of the 

Pro-family movement in Canada and the United States have been untangled and the 

various organizational dynamics and challenges that confront movement organizations 

and minor parties have been examined. Most importantly though, the intention of this 

research has been to contribute to an understanding of the inhiwic nature of 

party / movements and the vanety of particular challenges that accompany the strategic 

decision to fuse party form with movement function. 

The Family Coalition Party is the direct fallout of a group of pro-family activists 

that by 1991 had become so frustrated and disaffected by thei. inability to influence 
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British Columbia's political institutions over pro-famiIy poliàes that they took the step 

to form their own political party. After the Social Credit Party, which had until 1991 

been a political haven for religious, pro-family consenratives in the province, dropped 

its Christianity dause and proclaimed itself pro-choice in regards to abortion, politically 

involved pro-family activists no longer had a point of formal political access through 

which they could attempt to influence governmental policy on matters they saw as 

directly impacting traditional family life in BC. uicreasing access to abortion, 

govemment subsidizations for abortions, the growth of gay familial rights, a tax system 

that penalized married couples over those living common-law, the lack of parental 

control in matters of educational curricula and other related issues are al1 seen by FCP 

activists as direct threats to the sanctity and future of the traditional family. The various 

crises which currently beset modem western society in British Columbia, from a 

straining social safety net to increases in youth crime, are argued to have their aetiology 

in an eroding valorization for the benefits of maintaining the traditional family as fhe 

social, political, economic and cultural moonng post for modem socïety. The health and 

fortune of a society is intimately linked, argue supporters of the pro-family movement, 

to the ability of its political and cultural iwtitutions to maintain the ideas and practices 

of the traditional farnily, and the expansion of secular humanism. which underpins the 

liberal attitudes of the current day, is identified as the main threat to this link. The cnsis 

of modem society is, it is argued, a 'crisis' of the farnily, one which has been produced 

in no small part by an ever-increasing level of interference by the state into the private 

life of the family and one that can only be combatted by a programmatic combination of 

educa tion and gaining forma1 political standing in the institutional sphere of policy 

decision-making. 



To this end, the FCP was formed with the intention of acting as a forma1 political 

conduit for the pro-family movement in BC as weil as a vehicle for engaging in a 

strategy of political education, particdarly during ümes of general or by-elections in the 

province. What the FCP shares with other party/movements such as the Green Party 

(in Europe and Canada), the old CCF, and the now defunct Feminist Party of Canada, is 

a pcimary concem for raising awareness about their issuecluster of concem, a 

recognition of the need for formal access to the realm of institutionalized politics, and a 

secondary concem for winning elected office. It is this last point that is perhaps the 

most distinctive feature of a party/movement like the FCP. It could well be argued that 

the first two features are shared by al1 parties (although the political education function 

of most mainstream parties is more of a hazy apparition Save for the self-serving 

purposes of winning an election), but party/movements are unique in their partially 

abstentionist approach to electoral politics, the othenvise raison d'être of political parties. 

The linkages between a party/movementls goal of raising awareness and that of 

offering an institutionalized access point and giving forma1 political voice to their cause 

are direct. The FCP membership believe that there exists an intimate relation between 

raising consciousness and the political process. Giving formal political voice to their 

movement lends the entire cause, they believe, a certain political legitimacy, thereby 

facilitating, it is hoped, the educational efforts of the organization; as one member 

remarked about the FCPJs existence, "if itls a political party, there must be something to 

it." Moreover, it is a strongly held opinion among the membership that forma1 party 

representation is critical to any strategy that targets gaining policy influence as a goal. 

Two other charactenstics that distinguish party/movements are their agenda of 

democratic reform and their related intemal cornmitment to operate via a fully 
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democratic, non-hierarchical decision-mahg process. The Greens have been the most 

vociferous in their intentions to implement a program of radicalized democracy (Boggs, 

1986; Sandilands, 1992), but the CCF, the Progressives and Ieft-libertarian parties in 

Europe al1 had, or have, as part of their package for sociopoiitical change 2 mandate to 

increase direct citizenry participation in the political process. This has included 

intentions to infuse their respective parliamentary systems with a greater sense of 

responsibility and systemic attention towards accurate representation as well as 

dismantling the corporatist and brokerage practices of 'politics as usual,' which had 

effectively promoted an ever-increasing concentration of power in the hands of the 

econornic and social elite of a country. Most apparentiy in countries that, like Canada, 

have a parliamentary system based on the Westminster, first-past-the-post model, this 

has corne in the form of calls for a switch to some type of proportional representation 

system. In the case of the Family Coalition Party, while there is active support for such 

electoral reforms, they are not, in the way the Greens are, committed to a prograrn of 

radical democratization. Here they depart from their organizational cousins on the left 

and reflect their conservative roots by advocating gradua1 change rather than radical 

reform, although there is a consensus within the party that the hegemonic elite in 

Canada hold far too much power and that this power should be retumed to the 

ordinary citizen. 

It is these characteristics, and a strategic combination of h e m  which finds the 

goal of electoral success subsurned under a prograrn that seeks to educate, represent and 

reform, that make a party/movement like the FCP distinguishable from any other 

political party or social movement organization. The decision by the founders of the 

FCP to use a party form to directly address the concerns that inform the pro-family 
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movement was a decisive tactical maneouvre aimed at creating a political opportunity 

structure through which they hope to have a policy impact on other political 

organizations around them. It was a deasion to extend the tactical domain of the pro- 

family movement from the largely exclusive domain of civil society into the realm of 

uistitutionalized politics. It had been conduded by the Toths and others that were 

involved with the formation of the FCP that opporhmities for forma1 political access 

were no longer available for the movement after the changes within the Socred party, 

and so the creation of a political party was the last viable, although least favourable, 

option. To proceed down such a path however, required that they attach their 

movement functions of education and raising awareness to a party f o m  that carried 

with it a set of institutional and cultural expectations that most activists are ill-equipped 

to manage and uninterested in pursuing. 

To understand the implications of such a strategy is to appreciate the Farnily 

Coalition Party not simply as a movement or a party, but as a unique organizational 

entity, a party/movement, the end product resultuig from the fusion of party form with 

movement function. Unlike other relational perspectives of parties and movements, 

which have regarded the two as either denvations of each other, antagonistic to one 

another, or working in complementary fashion, a fusionist perspective requires that the 

two be seen as one, a seamless and single organizational form. This view permits not 

only the characteristic traits of the FCP, the Greens, or the CCF to be identified, but also 

the senes of problems peculiar to this hybrid political f o m  to be exposed. These 

challenges are principally the product of two forces, "interna1 structuration" and "the 

logic of institutional politics," that act upon a party/movement and are manifest in the 

organizational, institutional and cultural hurdles that confront a party / movement. 



Organizationally, party/movements must address both created and 

compounded difficulties. Those difficulties created by the hsing of forrn and h c t i o n  

pose the most serious threat to the internai stability and organizationai future of a group 

like the FCP. It is with these aeated tensions that the impact of "internal stmcturation" 

and the "logic of institutional politics" is easily observable on party/movements. What 

party/movements strive to achieve is the maintenance of a balance between the 

requisite demands of their party form and the continued commitment to the purïty of 

their movement agenda and ideals as well as their internal democratic procedures. The 

force of intemal structuration however, constantly and uicreasingly pushes an 

organization Like the FCP towards professionalism, oligarchization and the risk of co- 

optation or absorption. Simultaneously, the logic of institutional politics pressures the 

executive of a party/movement to deude between the pursuit of what Kitschelt (1989) 

has tenned, a "logic of party competition" or a "logic of constituency representation." 

The former, in its purest manifestation, demands of an executive that they abandon 

entirely their movement h c t i o n  and ideological commitment, while pursuing the latter 

strategy al1 but eiirninates the potential for a party/movement to gain institutional 

credibility and electoral success. It appears to be the fate of most party/movements, 

and certainly has been in the case of the Gerrnan Greens and the CCF/NDP in Canada, 

that they succurnb to the power of these two forces and jettison, to varying degrees, the 

ideological commitment of their movement for the opportunity to gain political power 

by pursuing, at least in part, a logic of party competition. The Family Coalition Party 

has yet to exhibit any significant symptoms resulting frorn the effects of these forces, but 

there are signs that they are not immune to them. By virtue of choosing a strategy that 

involves using a party form, the founders do betray a bias for the institutional, and there 
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are those within the membership that would not oppose more flexibility around the 

party's positions over its pro-life and pro-family prinaples. One member in this regard 

comrnented that "they could soften their stand on abortion I think, and still get the 

hard-line support and also get others to support thern," while another said that the 

party's "absolute stand on abortion hightens me." 

The compounded difficulties that anse for a party/movement around the issues 

of membership recruitment, financial stability, and activist motivation are, meanwhile, 

impacting on the FCP. Minor political parties and social movement organizations both 

tend to experience chronic resource mobilization problems, and a party/movement like 

the FCP compounds these difficulties with their organizational duality. Members 

and/or financial supporters of movements and parties do so with the expectation that 

these organizations will fulfill the mandates popularly and commonly associated with 

their forrn. Supporters of political parties anticipate, for instance, that their party of 

choice have the potential for governance while movement supporters expect a protocol 

of activism and constant public education. The FCP nsks alienating both sources of 

support with their party/movement s t a tu  because of such confiicting expectations; 

potential supporters are not, in the end, quite sure what they will get by supporting the 

party. As a result, the FCP is having great difficulty attracting member and financial 

support from what they view as their natural constituency, the over 20,000 strong pro- 

life and pro-family community in the province; and so the party continues to hover at a 

membership level of just under a thousand. Intemally, the FCP is also continuing to 

have a difficult time generating active commihnent from its members. Many have 

joined the party out of loyalty to its founders, Kathleen and Mark Toth, but from 

executive reports, seem unwilling to commit beyond holding a membership. This is 
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likely a result of the FCP's duality: people join a party not expecting to work for it, but 

this is the very thing the rnovement aspect of the FCP desperately requires. It is also 

apparent that one small core of activists continue to perform the bulk of the work for the 

party, although in the last year there have been signs of inaeased involvement from 

new members. 

The FCP has also been confronted with challenges of an institutional and 

cultural nature. The overall resistance of the current parliamentary mode1 and its 

bureaucracies to systernic reform and the geographic construct of the electoral system's 

mode of representation have created an institutional bamer for party/movements. The 

" post-materialist" nature of party / movement grievances requires an electoral system 

capable of representation based on issues rather than spatial proxirnity. Without a 

geographic concentration of an issue, it is virtually impossible for a party/movement to 

gain the electoral attention they require to be perceived as a political threat to 

mainstream parties and thus have attention directed towards their grievances. In this 

regard, party/movements like the FCP and the Greens differ dramatically from the likes 

of the old CCF, the Reform Party of Canada, and the Bloc Quebeçois, in that they have 

no regional stronghold of support which they can use to give political voice to their 

social grievances. This, in part, is the motivation behind Canadian minor parties like 

the FCP's and the Greens' support for the adoption of a proportional representation 

system akin to the German system under which the Greens have had such success. Yet 

a system capable of offering more direct citizen participation and tangible political 

representation of issues is likely to be met with continued resistance by the dominant 

parties and elites in the country (or province) because of the threat it poses to their 

continued oligarducal control of political power. 
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As an institution unto itself, the media also poses a vexing challenge for 

party/movements. The media is of such paramount importance to the fortunes of 

political parties and movements alike, that political organizatiow must develop highly 

effective strategies for attracting and utilizing the media to their advantage. The 

asymrnetrical power relation between the media and political organizations heavily 

favours the media (Garnson and Wolfsfeld, 1993), so it is uicurnbent on parties and 

movements to construct a media friendly image that will not only gain them standing 

but have the media cast them in a sympathetic light. For parties, this translates into 

popularizing their message for mass consumption and articulating it through a 

charismatic leader in a mariner that remains flexibly non-committal on issues of policy. 

For movements, this necessity demands a specific media strategy that either deliberately 

avoids the media or deliberately targets the media by presenting them with irresistible 

images of confrontation and spectacle. Party/movements however, are trapped 

between the two and must choose between either a strategy of media populism or a 

strategy of media circumvention. The Family Coalition Party membership does not 

support the notion of the party engaging in movement strategies for gaining media 

attention because it is felt that party status cames with it an expectation of proper 

institutional conduct On the other hand, should the party pursue a strategy of media 

populism and present itself as an organization willing to dilute its ideological fervor in 

order to win media attention as a popdist party, it nsks alienating its supporters. The 

consequence is another tension of fusion that retards the potential of a 

party /movement. 

The current popular beliefs of Canadian political culture contribute yet another 

barrier to the efforts of party / movements. The strategic vision of party / movement 
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activists is one founded on a belief that the electorai arena is a site of contestation for 

social, not simply econornic, grievances. In him, this has led activists within the Family 

Coalition Party to regard political parties as a specialized type of social movement 

organization and the act of voting as a deliberate and legitimate social movement action. 

What the FCP and other party /movernents have discovered though, is that there exists 

a cultural lag within their constituenues that inhibits potential adherents from adopting 

this vision. Political parties, elections, and voting seem to be embraced by the average 

pro-family supporter as vehicles and opporhinities to ensure contuiued material 

security. Yet these political institutions and acts have yet to be identified by movement 

supporters as equally valid opportunities to engage in stniggles informed by a "post- 

material" ethos. This cultural lag of political vision has limited the ability of 

party/movements like the FCP to rnobilize membership, financial and voter support 

among their natural movement constituencies, and consequently, it has restricted their 

capacity to present themselves as a senous political force not only to potential 

supporters, but to the very parties and government bureaucraties they are seeking to 

influence. 

Part of the inability of the FCP to attract voter support is the reductionist nature 

of the vote in Canada's and British Columbia's current electoral system. The FCP faces 

this problem along with al1 other minor parties because of their image as political 

neophytes. Citizens have only one opportunity every election cycle to exercise their 

political will through the vote and it is d i k e l y  that they will support any party that has 

a narrow issue-cluster focus or appears unable to guarantee the continued material 

securi ty tha t charac terizes life in BC and Canada. Despi te Inglehart's insightful 

observation about the motivations underlying NSM activism - "the values of Western 
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publics have been shifting from an overwhelming emphasis on material well-being and 

physical security toward greater emphasis on the quality of life" and that "economic 

and physical security continue to be valued positively, but their relative pnority is lower 

than in the past" (1977:3) - people do not appear to vote with a primary concem for 

quality of Iife issues. The FCP (and likely the Greens) are al1 too aware that the vote 

may first be regarded as a defence of matenal security, not as a promotion for quality of 

life issues. This problem of the vote, along with the challenges of mobilization already 

mentioned, long-standing loyalties to established parties, a first-past-the-post electoral 

system, shifting political cleavages and a general political cultural belief in deference to 

authonty al1 contribute to the creation of a rocky terrain that minor parties in Canada 

must traverse if they are to have any hope of achieving their electoral goals. 

Regardless of these obstacles though, minor parties, regardiess of their originç or 

goals, have been constantiy identifiable on Canada's political landscape from the time of 

the Progressives federally in the 1920s, to the provincial Greens and the FCP of the 

1990s. Alberto Melucci wrote of social movements that "these groups become the 

indicators, the syrnptoms of the structural problerns of the system. Through their visible 

action they publicize existing conflicts, even though their mobilization is lirnited to a 

specific time and place" (1980:55); he could just as well have been writing about the 

presence of rninor parties in Canadian politics. Party/movements, movement parties, 

fragment parties and flash parties have al1 emerged in attempt to give formal political 

voice to grievances that range from regional exploitation and cultural alienation to 

economic dysfunction and sociomoral injustice. Their presence bears witness to the 

crisis of representation that has beset dominant cadre parties as a result of their 

exclusionary and elitist practices of corporatism and brokerage politics. The FCP for 
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one, is a direct product of the attempt by Grace McCarthy to broker support for her 

leadership bid by shifting the Social Credit Party towards a more secular, all- 

encompassing platform, thereby attempting to broaden its appeal. The CCF was a 

direct result of the economic exploitation felt by Western farmers at the hands of eastem 

business interests, and the Canadian federal Greens remain at odds with the NDP 

because the latter is now widely regarded among the left as having fallen victim to the 

political practices of compromise and corporatism.1 

Like minor parties, social movements, as Melucci indicates, betray by their 

presence a systemic ill. hbalances of power, representation, economic fortune, 

sociopolitical enfranchisement and other social inequities and dysfunctions have given 

rise, at one time in history or another, to social rnovements. Since the 1960s, it is the 

New Social Movements (NSMs) that have captured the attention and imaginations of 

sociologists and poütical scientists for their tactics of engagement over post-rnaterialist 

issues such as the environment, gay rights, women's equality and the peace movement. 

What has been particularly unique about NSMs has been their abstentionist attitude 

towards institutional politics and their concomitant claiming of arenas in civil society 

(including the farnily, the school, and the workplace) as legitimate terrain for political 

action and expression. This was a reversa1 of a historical trend for social movements 

which had, since the early nineteenth century, directly lhked themselves to party 

politics (Zald,1988). This deliberate refusal to acquiesce to the practices of the political 

sfatus quo, and the opening up of previously apolitical spheres for political engagement, 

produced for the feminist movement, the ecology movement and other NSMs, a 

groundswell of popular support because they have provided minority voices with a 

means of articulating g-rievances without the risk of censure by hegemonic eiites. What 
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has subsequently transpired over twenty-five years of vigourous movement activism 

has produced substantial gains in the realmç of popuiar cowciousness, forma1 law and 

political policy. In British Columbia this has meant, among other things, increased 

recognition for gay mamages, the right for gays to adopt children, the ready availability 

of abortion services in hospitals and private clinics, and a public education system that 

is committed to educating students about homosexuality and presenting the gay family 

as a legitirnate familial form. 

Naturally the NSMs have faced opposition from their detractors, most often 

religious and/or consenrative minded ideologws and activists who regard the gains 

won by NSMs as a threat to the dominant hegemonic order and to the statu of their 

own histoncally pnvileged ideology. It is the widely held belief among the pro-farnily 

movement that the secular humanist ideology that undergirds the NSMs has spread 

throughout civil and political society and is threatening to dismantle the structures that 

have provided social order and material security for generations of Canadians and 

Americans. The most prominent of these oppositional groups have been the pro-life 

movement and the pro-family movement, of which the latter (at least in the US and in 

British Columbia) represents numerous different special interest g r ~ u p s . ~  They are 

movement efforts by religious conservatives who have set out to not simply oppose the 

agendas of various NSMs but to actively work towards the popularization and legal 

acceptance of a Christian and conservative based lifestyle that has as its sociopolitical 

and moral centrepiece unrnitigated support for the traditional family unit of a mamed 

heterosexual couple and their chiidren. 

Typical treatment of these movements by sociologists has been to regard them as 

ancillary to the efforts of the NSMs by categorizing them as countermovements - 
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movements that anse in opposition to the initial efforts of other movernents and resist 

them with varying degrees of success. While this conceptualization may have been 

empirically valid in the 1960s and even through the 1970s, in the 1990s it has become 

inadequate for three main reasons. First, during any historical moment, standpoint 

largely determines who is the movement and who is 'counter'. Pro-life supporters have 

always considered pro-choice advocates as the counter-movement and oisa versa, so it is 

important to remember that the analytic distinction is largely an artifidal one. Second, 

and more importantly, cultural and policy victories over the last twenty-five years can 

be daimed by various NSMs. Abortion laws are the most evident example of this: with 

the legalization of abortion in Canada in 1969 and in the US in 1973, and the general 

popular acceptance of a woman's right to have access to safe abortions, the pro-choice 

and pro-life movements have reversed their categoncal roles. The pro-life movement no 

longer works as a countermovement trying to prevent or resist the efforts of the pro- 

choice movement but rather is working towards reversing pro-choice victones with 

their movement efforts to have more restrictive abortion laws enacted. It is now the 

pro-choice movement that is in the defensive position of being a countermovement. 

Finally, the pro-family and pro-life movements are, like the NSMs, concerned pnmarily 

with quality of life issues. It is their opinion that a lifestyle based on Christian values 

and conse~ative politics offers the best oppominity for the 'good life' and for adueving 

social and economic justice. This would seem to bring them into the fold of the New 

Social Movements, though in other respects it would be implausible to consider them as 

su&. 

Rather, the pro-family and pro-life movements are best thought of as a sub-type 

of new social movement, a resnrgmce muvernent that is attempting to resist social change 
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while simultaneously promoting social change by working towards the re- 

establishment of lost, but previously dominant and popularized cultural beliefs. 

Appreciated as such, it becomes possible to evaluate pro-family movernent 

organizations using the concepts that have been applied by movement scholars in their 

analytical efforts to understand contemporary movements. h examining the FaMly 

Coalition Party this way it is necessary to separate the party form from movement 

function, but once this is done, the FCP can be identified as a social movement 

organization (SMO) that faces the same resource mobilization, framing and political 

opportunity difficulties that confront al1 contemporary movements. Çcarce human and 

financial resources and inadequate frarning efforts are al1 conhibuting to the current 

growth impediments being experienced by the FCP. There is however, a novelty to 

their tactical approach as an ÇMO. Most analysts point to the importance that available 

political opportunities have to the goals of SMOs, but in the case of the Family Coalition 

Party, none appeared satisfactory, so they created their own. As a conservative 

resurgence movement that has created its own political opportunity, the FCP represents 

a challenge to contemporary social movement research because its presence exposes the 

discipline's "theoretical silences" (Bueder, 1993) regarding substantive theoretical and 

empirical analysis of such movement organizations. In some small measure, this 

research has attempted to remedy this situation. This research in fact indicates that al1 

party/movements and social movement organizations, irrespective of ideological 

orientation, face the same myriad difficdties in their efforts to gain support and 

sociopolitical legitimacy for their cause. 

Yet it cannot be forgotten that the Family Coalition Party, while organizationally 

similar to, Say, the Greens in the problems it faces, has a singularly different set of 
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ideological fondations. The pro-family movements in Canada and the US have their 

roots in the deep traditions of conservative political thought and Christian orthodoxy. 

The intirnate relatiowhip between conservative thought and Christianity can be haced 

badc to Edmund Burke's original work on conservative thought through to its present 

manifestation in Amencan New Right politics and certain Canadian neoconsenrative 

programs. Untangling the ideological, religious and political stsands that gives the pro- 

family movements in the two counhies their sociopolitical vision, tluee conclusions can 

be drawn. First, throughout the various mutations that cornervative thought has 

undergone in Britain, the United States, and Canada, it has exhibited a remarkable 

resiliency. At its core, conservatism continues to reflect a belief in a rninimalist state, free 

market economics, individual responsibility and the importance of the traditional 

farnily as the cornestone of a civilized society. The importation of conservatism from 

Britain to the US and Canada introduced these tenets into the dominant hegemonies of 

both nations and it is from these roots that the pro-family movement has arisen. 

Second, although these tenets are equivalent in both traditions, Canadian and American 

brands of conservatism do differ because of Canada's tradition of socialism and 

America's mainly liberal political legacy. Third, and most significantly for the pro- 

family movement, conservative traditions in Canada and the US have always overtly 

emphasized the intimate relation between the stability of the traditional family and the 

general health of the nation. 

The pro-family movement is at its most mature and powerful at present in the 

US. The Christian Coalition and other pro-family organizations have exerted 

tremendous influence on the American polity through their effective lobbying efforts 

within the Republican Party. A relatively permeable American state, with its diffuse 
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system of political power, provides numerous political oppominities for PFM activists 

to gain access to the policy process necessary for promoting their agenda. Also, the lack 

of a socialist tradition in the United States has permitted pro-family organizers to frame 

their agenda with support for neoconservative economic policies. What has resulted is a 

cohesive New Right program of pro-farnily values, neoconservative economics, and 

minimalist government, that has a broad base of support rooted in the evangelical 

Christian community. Through the coordinated use of lobby groups, public awareness 

campaigns, political action cornmittees and tele-evangelism, the pro-family movement 

in the United States has been highly effective at combatting the struggles of New Social 

Movement organizations, and appears poised to exert even more influence in the future. 

By contrast, the Canadian pro-family movement, at least in British Columbia, is 

still in a stage of mobilizational infancy despite the fact that many of its organizations 

have been in existence for some years. Pro-life and pro-family organizations engage in 

their activism, for the most part, independent from one another. While coordinated 

efforts are at times apparent over particdar issues, there is no sense of overall 

organizational or strategic unity among the directors of these movement organizations, 

nor does it appear that any such effort is forthcoming. Asked about the possibility and 

potential benefit of coalescing under some kind of umbrella organization, pro-life and 

pro-family directors, as well as FCP members offered mixed responses. A few believe 

the possibility exists, and that the benefits could be tremendous, while others 

adcnowledge potential benefits to such an arrangement but think it unlikely to occur 

because the separate organizations appear to reüsh their autonomy. Still another group 

felt it would be detrimental to the overall movement as well as an impossibility, again 

because of the strongly independent nature of the people running the organizations. 
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Another particularly evident obstacle limiting the coalition potential of the PFM in 

British Columbia is the staunchly apolitical and non-partisan position of most of the 

organizations. There continues to be a stubbom belief within the movement that change 

must corne to the political from civil society and that this can only be adueved by a 

strategy of maintaining the appearance of political neutraiity. In this respect, the 

curent status of the pro-family movement in BC is best thought of as existing in a state 

of organizational disunity and political indirection. 

Adding to the movement's difficuities is the presence of a strong state exhibiting 

a pattern of highly concentrated political power and a sociopolitical culture resistant to 

the idea of an economic system based purely on the principles of the free market. The 

infusion of socialist doctrine in Canadian socioeconornic traditions makes it more 

difficult for the PFM in Canada to include a program of neoconservative econornics in 

their agenda, even amongst their own ranks. As Loma Erwin's (1993) research points 

out, the pro-family organization REAL Wornen found its support waning after it began 

to incorporate support for neoconse~ative economic policies in its pro-family message. 

Among the Family Coalition Party, the same phenornenon can be found. While the 

party is made up of economic conservatives, they are opposed to the draconian 

implications associated with a complete disrnantihg of BC's social safety net. In 

discussing the party's position on public funding for abortions for instance, Heather 

S tilwell acknowledged that 

"We are hard on abortion funding, and 1 don? know if that would be right wing, and 
we are not going to allow the public purse to pay for abortion but then that doesn't 
mean we are miserable and hard nosed, that we are going to be sending pregnant girls 
off on a leaky raft. The govemment can also be used for helping them through the 
difficulty." 



in the hypothetical case that the FCP were to form the provincial government, 

this rernark hints at a funding redistribution and change in social policy direction more 

than an ipso facto abandonment of the Canadian social safety net tradition. Of course, 

strong deconstructive measures have been attempted, federally under Brian Mulroney's 

conservatives and provùicially with the conservatives in Ontario and Saskatchewan, but 

most notably in BC during the early 1980s where among other drastic measures, 

"In the social services area, the Bennett government eliminated the Family Support 
Worker Program, the Provincial Inservice Resource Team, and Mental Retardation 
Coordinator positions as part of a major dowwizing of the staff in the then Ministry of 
Human Resources" (Prince, 1996255). 

These have been sporadic and scattered efforts that have met with swift and vehement 

opposition however, and while nothing is guaranteed, Canada's socialist tradition does 

seem to provide, at least in British Columbia, a partial buffer that has to date prevented 

the long-term implementation of neoconservatism's harsh socioeconomic realities. It 

has at least prevented the pro-farnily movement in British Columbia from incorporating 

the most austere aspects of neoconservative doctrine into their agenda. 

With Canada's parliamentary system, the PFM in British Columbia has met its 

greatest obstacle to gaining policy access and popular support for its cause. Unlike the 

Amencan state, political power becomes highly concenhated in the hands of party 

leaders, Premiers, and the Prime Minister under a Westminster model, which severely 

limits the political opportunities available to movement organizations. The pro-family 

movement must rely primarily on government sponsored standing commissions or 

royal commissions to gain policy access, or must attempt to work from within political 

parties and try to innuence their platfoms. None of these oppominities have proven 

particularly fruitful for the pro-family movement in BC, due in part to the populist 



nature of contemporary party politics and the growth in popular support for the 

messages of the New Social Movements as they concem the rights of women, gays and 

dùldren; Thus, as a last resort, Kathleen and Mark Toth, together with three other pro- 

family supporters, created a party/movement, the Family Coalition Party, in an effort to 

create a political oppominity for the movement and give forma1 political voice to their 

cause. 

Presently, this is where the Family Coalition Party stands. It is a small political 

voice for the pro-family movement which grows a bit louder during election penods, 

but is for the most part, as one FCP member described it, remains "a voice in the 

wildemess." While it stniggles to have that voice heard, it is also waiting for the pro- 

family movement in British Columbia to recognize and accept it as a viable political 

oppominity structure for the movement. Should this occur, the FCP potential as a 

party/movement may have a chance to be realized. Likely this would come through a 

strategy of assimilation that targets another political party for the purposes of merging 

with it. Electoral success seems highly improbable under the current electoral system in 

BC, even should a propotional representation reform be implemented. The party 

would have great difficulty electing a member based on a narrow issue-cluster platform 

of traditional family values in a popular culture that reflects growing support for 

familial diversity and a political culture that emphasizes matenalist over quality of life 

concem during election periods. Members themselves, tnie to the pparty/movement 

character of their organization, see electoral success as a long tenn and a highly 

challenging goal. Heather Stilwell estimated it would be at least ten years before the 

party won a parliamentary seat, while another member remarked, '1 thùik it's faced by a 

difficult role, it codd be eight years to get a candidate elected." 
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The future of the Family Coalition Party would seem to rest with its potential as 

a political opportunity structure for the broader pro-family and pro-life movements. Yet 

to have this potential realized, the party is keenly aware that it must begin to effectively 

manage the vast number of organizational difficulties that confront a party/movement. 

Party executives know for instance, that principal among these must be their framuig 

efforts, with which they must convince other pro-family organizations and supporters 

that the use of a party form is a viable and potentially invaluable strategy for the PFM. 

After six years of receiving little support from their natural constituency, it çeems clear 

that support is not readily forthcoming and so the party executive is realizing that it 

must actively seek it out with a vigourous framing effort. Additionally, it seems the 

party's lack of support is to some degree the result ot the general disunity that exists 

within the entire movement. One FCP member comrnented about the PFM that "right 

now they're not together of course, and a lot of these people are lone riders as it were, 

saying 'let's ride in and shoot up the town'. So 1 don? know if they want to be involved 

in that klnd of action icoalition formation]." Part executive seem to recognize that 

without a project of unification on the part of the broader movement, and without their 

own party aggressively addressing its organizational challenges, the potential of the 

FCP as a party/movement is unlikely to be reaiized. 

Ideologically, the party does appear to have the advantage of having the 

dominant hegernon on its side. The FCP is what Merki (1988) aptly calls a "neglected 

old minority" and should a consemative party once again pay attention to the demands 

of these religious conservatives, they codd perhaps realize a strategy of assimilation. 

The party is in agreement, for instance, with al1 the policies of the Reform Party of BC 

(except for their positions on abortion and defining what constitutes a family) and 
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supports the efforts of the Enterprise League of British Columbia as they try to unite the 

right in the p r~v ince .~  The FCP's efforts at uniting with the Refonn Party have been 

stymed to date, but even in these defeated efforts, Reform did give serious 

consideration to the demands of the FCP. The most recent example of these coalition 

efforts is the upcomïng meeting between the new Refonn Party leader, Wilf Hanni and 

the FCP. At Mr. Hanni's request. the parties are to meet in late Çeptember, 1997 to 

discuss the potential of a merger. These ideological sympathies and the titillating 

possibilities of assimilation provide a source of continued motivation and commitment 

for the party. Additionally, the successes of the pro-family movement in the United 

States and the highly resonant agendas between the American PFM and the Family 

Coalition Party conhibute to the belief by the membership that they are pursuing a 

course of action that will eventually resdt in victory. Ln the end though, it will probably 

be the deeply historical and religious roots of their conservative and Christian beliefs 

that keeps hem battling in the eye of the political storm over family values. 

What the organizational fate of the Family Coalition Party will be is, as of now, 

an unanswerable question. Some members believe it will grow, others feel that once the 

Toths are no longer active in the party it will collapse. Still others believe the future of 

the party may be determined by the euthanasia issue, which they believe will have a 

scope to rnobilize people far beyond that of abortion. Past FCP president John O'Flynn 

for one thinks the party's future 

"Depends on where euthanasia goes. We'll sit back and see what's happening in this 
country. This is where the movement will go. The abortion issue is stale, there's not 
much happening. Genetic engineering, reproductive technologies, these will add to the 
debate, some of the adoption issue will add to the movement, but 1 think its going to be 
contingent on eu thanasia." 



Most suggest that it will continue to exist in its roughly present fom,  neither growing 

nor deteriorating. Certainly there appears to be a steady enough supply of grievances to 

motivate the party's members to maintain the party. 

The growing support for gay parental rights in BC, the linking of the NDP 

government's Intemet web page for youth to hornosexual web pages, efforts by 

Southem Baptists in the US to boycott the Disney corporation over their purported 

promotion of homosexuality, and reports that "Miss G" (the Manitoba woman who was 

forced into dmg rehabilitation to protect her unbom foetus) has become a bom-again 

Christian and is drug-free, al1 serve to fuel the FCP's motivation.' As one founding 

member cornrnented 

"It's done to them, not by themselves - every time they see the abortion on demand 
issue in the paper or on TV, condoms in schools, see the issue of drugs in schools, sex 
education in schools - they see it and Say this is wrong, we could sit down as the FCP 
and do something. This impetus drives them further and further on." 

For the FCP and analysts of the pro-family movement in British Columbia, it is largely a 

matter of waiting to see what social forces exogenous to the movement will emerge to 

mould and shape its political trajectory and that of its party/movement. N o m  Herriott, 

a long committed executive mernber of the FCP, suggests that the importance of the FCP 

lies in developing, and then maintainhg the organization to a point of political 

readiness because as he said, "1 think we're poised. If this movement gets off the 

ground and migrates north, it'll happen. Thatls the only real hope we have of becoming 

a party of significant size - if we're poised, ready to become the party for families." 

Future Directions 

While this wait goes on, there exists a number of important analytical avenues to 

have1 down in order to gain a better understanding of the political and social dynarnics 
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of the pro-family movement in British Columbia. N o m  Herriottts comment points to 

the necessity of exarnining the nature and impact of cross-national connections and 

innuences between the Canadian and Amencan pro-family rnovements and their 

respective organizations. For instance, Focus on the Family and the Christian Coalition, 

both originating in the US, have established themselves in British Columbia, and 

although daiming autonomy. the BC chapters may provide an organizational conduit 

for American influenced pro-family ideologies. The organizational disunity of pro- 

family groups in British Columbia also requires study to uncover why these lines of 

fracture exist, how they specifically impact the micro and macro mobilization efforts of 

the movement, and what tactical irnperatives are required to transfomi the rnovement 

into a more cohesive body of organizatiow for those seeking this outcorne. 

Such analyses demands that research on contemporary social movements 

expands beyond exclusive attention to movements originating from the left. By 

embarking upon studies of conservative movements using contemporary movement 

theory, not only does the general validity of that theory expand, but comparative 

analysis makes possible an understanding of the relational dynamics between 

antagonistic movements. The concept of reszirgence movemmts could be particularly 

helpful in this regard. With a dual emphasis on the promotion of and resistance to social 

change, this movement typology is able to capture the dynamic nature of social diange 

in a democratic society and the constant interplay between opposing movements, 

legislated change, and popular consciou~ness.~ By respecting the histoncal moment in 

which various movements exist, it becomes possible to understand that pro-family 

movement activists are seeking to not only resist the efforts of the New Social 

Movements in typical countermovement fashion, but also to re-establish a value system 
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based on the valorization of the traditional family, which is something they believe is 

the answer to adueving a healthy, stable social order. In the future, as popular 

consaousness and legislative mandates continue to diange, this concept could apply 

equally well to other movements as they in him set out to simdtaneously protect and 

promote their visions of the good society. 

Concerning party/movements, further studies will contribute not only to the 

understanding of these unique political structures, but will also clarify the relationship 

between political parties and social movements. Further studies are also required of 

party/movements to more fully determine if they are only capable of a temporary 

existence as intermediary structures, or whether they are able to maintain their tenuous 

balance between two disparate forms. This is one of the reasons why the study of such 

small political organizations like the FCP is valuable - they provide an opportunity to 

study the structural and cultural forces that shape the political and organizational 

fortunes of neophyte political groups. They also provide an oppominity to gain insight 

into a potentially emerging social movement. The Farnily Coalition Party and other 

minor social movement organizations and political parties may be political barometers 

indicating a much broader base of social discontent within civil society; to study these 

small groups is to gain an understanding about the political perceptions and 

motivations that underlie citizen activism in democratic societies. 

More research is also needed to clearly determine the strategic value to a 

movement of party/movement organizations like the FCP. In an apparent paradox, it 

has been argued that the Family Coalition Party was the result of the failed efforts by 

some pro-farnily activists to effect change through the use of social movement 

organizations, but simultaneously it was argued that the New Social Movements have 
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been, in varying degrees, successful in their efforts to bring about changes in the 

sociopolitical and cultural systems of British Columbia. This is a situation which 

suggests party/movements rnay not be critical to the fortunes of a social movement, but 

only by more closely examining party/movements for their substantive contributions to 

the goals of a movement, could this be deterrnined. For instance, at present the Family 

Coalition Party has been able to contribute little in the way of substantial gains for the 

pro-family movement in British Columbia, but more research is required to determine 

whether this is due to a shortcoming of the party, or the broader movement, or the la& 

of utility a party/movement has for a movement in general. Perhaps more could be 

gleaned in this regard from a study of the Green Party (in Canada and particularly in 

Germany). Both parties have existed for a much longer time than the FCP and so there 

is a greater opportunity to examine what, if any, substantial contributions they have 

made to the successes of the overall environment movement. The existence of 

party / movements for example, may cause mainstream parties to al ter their platforms in 

an attempt to win over the membership base of the party/movement. This in hum 

would provide the broader movement with potentially more powerful political 

representation of their issues and diminish the need for a party/movement. Some 

movements meanwhile, may be able to gain enough popular support for their agenda 

that mainstream parties or the govemment itself will respond to their demands without 

the existence of a party/movement. The factors that rnight produce these different 

results remain unclear however, and only further investigation into the nature of the 

relationship different movements have with political parties and the cultural attitudes of 

the general public will allow them to be uncovered. 



A second avenue of research which could help resolve this apparent paradox 

would be to identify any factors which might explain why a particular group of activists 

chooses to pursue change through the use of a party/movement, while others deem 

single identity social movement organizations suffiuent. In the case of the Family 

Coalition Party, it might be that their past involvement with mainçtream parties such as 

Social Credit, or their generally conservative belief system, leaves them with a bias that 

favours using the institutionalized party form. It may also be that the formation of a 

political party is the result of a belief that popular opinion is heavily weighted against 

the issues of concem (in this case those of the pro-family movement), which makes 

effecting diange exclusively within civil society virtually impossible. Yet this would not 

explain why many pro-family movement activists still believe a concentrated effort 

within civil society and without formal political affiliation is a more appropriate 

strategy. This in tum suggests that there may be a strong social psychological 

component in the decision to form a political party on behalf of the broader movement - 

which may inciude su& factors as previous successes working with other political 

parties; a greater comfort level working within political parties than those who oppose 

this strategy; a deeper confidence in the political system than felt by other activists; or 

the existence of dissatisfactions with various social movement organizations which have 

arisen over years of perceived unsuccessfd activism. Broadly speaking, it may be that 

activists' pnor records of expenence with various types of interest intermediation 

practices that guide their decisions regarding whether or not to pursue change through 

the political party process, but only m e r  investigation focusing on these issues will be 

able to resolve these questions. 



Ail such research would benefit from the complementary perspectives offered by 

political scientists and socioiogists. It would seem that an inaeased level of theoretical 

and empirical collaboration of this kind would yieid some overdue insights into the 

enigmatic nature of party/movements. While there are many questions left to be asked, 

it is hoped that this dissertation on the Family Coalition Party of British Columbia has 

made some contribution to an understanding of the pro-family movement, the specific 

challenges confronting the FCP, and the sociopolitical dynamics of party/movements in 

general. Certainly two things have become abundantly clear: mobilizing political 

support for matters of social and moral conscience is indeed a tricky business, and the 

hotly contested debates that make up the politics of the family will continue well into 

the future. 
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nation wide radio and television prograrns su& as Pat Robertson's "700 Club" and 
his Christian Broadcasting Network, as well as pnnt media outlets su& as Third 
Century Publishers and publications such as Consmative Digest. These forums gave 
a wonderful platfom for the New Right to mobilize support for its agenda as well as 
developing links between conservative political agendas and bom-again Christian 
ideals. See Diamond's Spiritilal Warfnre and Roads to Dominion for a detailed history of 
televangelism in the US. 

23. These induded grassroots mobilizing organizatiow like the Arnerican Coalition for 
Traditional Values, Concemed Women for America, American Freedom Council as 
well as vanous PoliticaI Action Cornmittees (PAC): National Conservative PAC, Life 
Amendment PAC, Moral Majority PAC. See Diamond, Spirittial Warfare and Roads to 
Dominion; James L. Guth, 1983. "The New Christian Right" and Margaret Ann Latus, 
1983. "Ideological PACs and Political Action" in Liebman & Wuthnow, 1983. The 
New Christian Righ t: Mobil ization and Legit ima t ion. Chronologically, the formation of 
various Christian organizations indudes: 1978 - National Christian Action Coalition; 
1979 - Religious Roundtable, Christian Voice, Moral Majority, Concemed Women for 
America; 1981 - Freedom Council; 1983 - American Coalition for Traditional Values; 
1986 - Liberty Federation; 1987 - American Freedom Coalition; 1988 - Family 



Research Council; 1989 - Christian Coalition. See Matthew C .  Moen, 1992. The 
Transformation of the Chris tinn Righ t. 

24. "Religious right rips into campaigri of Republican dark horse" Vancoriver Sun, 12 
February, 1996 p. Al, A7. 

25. "Christians 'on mission"' Victoria Times Colonist 13 August, 1996 p. A2. 
26. For instance, in the 1996 Washington State gubematorial race, "Christian radical" 

Ellen Craswell won the Republican nomination on a platfom that induded views 
that "homosexuals can become heterosexuals if they work hard enough at it ...[ and] 
. .. the nghteous shouid go into govemment." "'Christian radical' candidate splits 
Washington state GOP" Vnncouuer Sun 24 October, 1996, p. A14. 

27. These include Politically Incorrect: The Emerging Faith Factor in Arnmican Politics 
(1994), "What Do Religious Conservatives Really Want?" in Disciples and Democraw 
Religiotts Consmatives and the Friture of American Politics, Midiael Cromartie, ed. 
(1994), and Active Faith:: How Christians are Chmging the Sou1 of American Politics 
(1996). 

28. The recently embraced and implemented V-chip, which allows parents to restrict 
what shows their children may see on TV, was invented by a Canadian Evangelical, 
Tim Collings. "The Evangelical Faith that drives the V-chip's inventor" Vancoriver 
Sun, 22 June 1996, p. D28. In the article, Collings says he tries to "do things that 
would edify the lord, rather than blaspheme. 1 hy to make society better rather than 
worse." The article continues that ~ 0 1 l i . n ~ ~  "disagrees with homosexuality and the 
"homosexual lifestyle." He doesn't condone any form of promiscuity or sex outside 
mamage. He opposes abortion." 

29. "Onward Evangelicals" Vnncoriuer Sun, 15 July, 1995, p.Dl5. 
30. "Search for values brings boomers back to church" Vancoiiver Sun, 27 July, 1996, 

p.C3. "Lower mainland evangelical churches lead membership race" Vancoriver Siin, 
24 August, 1995, p. BI. "Christians search for a renewed faith" Vancoriver Sun, 7 
October 1995, p.A4. 

31. "Pol1 finds BC least religious" Vancoziver Sun, 29 November, 1996, p. B1,82. 
32. "Lower mainland evangelical churches lead membership race" Vancotiuer Stin, 24 

August, 1995, p. BI. "Christians search for a renewed faith" Vancotiver Sun, 7 
October 1995, p.A4. "Çearch for values brings boomers back to church" Vancower 
Sun, 27 July, 1996, p.C3. "11,000 'take charge of family' Christian men plan rally at 
Coliseum" Vancoriver S m ,  25 November, 1996, p.B1,84. 

33. Up until 1990, the Social Credit Constitution contained a Christianity dause which 
was the first of its principles and objectives: 2(a) To foster and encourage the 
universally recognized principles of C hris tiani ty in human rela tionships. 

34. "Topics show Reform not a party for middle-of-the-road" Vancotiuer Sun, 6 June, 
1996, p.A3; "Manning bids to curb radicals, but abortion, gays still an issue" 
Vancouver Sun, 8 June 1996, p. Al; "Manning wants vote to ban abortion" Vancoiiver 
Sun, 31 Odober, 1996, p.Al. 

35. "Day care a perk that subsidizes the rich, Reform MP says" Vancouuer Sun, 23 
November, 1996 p. A3; "Reform MP can't understand fuss about him attending 
conference" Vancouuer Sun, 21 August, 1996, p. B1,M; "Reformer sticks to back-of- 
shop remark" Vancortuer Srin, 1 May 1996, p. Al, AB; "Manning's morals" Vancotiver 
Sun, 2 November 1946, p. A18. 



36. Çee Judith Haiven's 1984 book Faifh, Hope, No Chan'ty: An inside Look at the Born Again 
Movement in Canada and the United States. Vancouver: New Star Books. 

37. For convenience, the term "Left" will be used to describe those who generally adopt 
socialist democratic positions to the left of centre on a h e a r  political spectnim. This 
would uidude, but not be restricted to, groups or individuals supportive of trade 
unionism, feminism, gay rights, environmental movemen ts and O ther New Social 
Movements. 

38. Modeled after the Republican Party's "Contract with Amenca" the Christian 
Coalition's "Contract with the American Family" was unveiled in May, 1995. It 
includes ten clauses to promote the pro-family agenda, including a ban on partial- 
birth abortions, promotion of religious liberty, and a retum of local control over 
education. In Active Faith Reed has said this is a document of long term vision and 
activism, one that is a "measured and gradua1 passage of key provisions that built 
momentum over a period of years" (Reed, 1996: 202). 

39. If there are two books which can be held up as the bibles of the pro-family and CCR 
movement in Canada, William Gairdner's The Trouble With Canada: A Citizen Speaks 
Out and War Against the Family: A Parent Speaks Out, dassifjr as such. Vimially 
biblical in their irnmensity, they outline the religious conservative arguments and 
fears about the decay of the traditional Anglo-Saxon family in Canada at the hands of 
liberal social policies which concem gay and women's rights, abortion, immigration, 
and sex education in schools. A pop culture driven by a secular humanist ethic and 
an over intmsive state into the realm of private life are Gairdner's focus of attack in 
works that offer no pretense in ideological bent with chapter titles including "The 
Ferninist Mistake: Women against the Farnily," "The Great Welfare Rip-Ofk Soaking 
Everyone, to Pay Everyone," and "The Silent Destruction of English Canada: 
Multiculturalism, Bilingualism, and Immigration." 

40. Policies such as legalized abortion in Canada (1969) and the US (1973), the increase 
of women choosing to be in the labour force, liberalized divorce laws, and increased 
acceptability of comrnon-law and gay unions have al1 contnbuted to this growing 
social diversity of family structure. See for instance, Çtatistics Canada's Growing Up 
In Canada: National Longitudinal Snmey of Childrm and Yozi th (1996). 

11. Raiph Reed in Active Faith (1996), has acknowledged the critical importance of 
Catholic support for the Christian Coalition if its agenda is to succeed. 

42. Even into the 1990s these are the primary targets of pro-family activists. James 
Dobson of Focus on the Family has clairned that abortion and gay rights are the two 
most important issues for the NCR (Diamond, 1995). 

43. This strategy can consistently be found in the themes of pro-farnily advocates in the 
US, Britain and Canada. In the US, presidential policy advisors like George Gilder, 
Charles Murray and Martin Anderson, have al1 pursued this trajectory. In Britain, 
Roger Scruton and Ferdinand Mount, both advisors to Margaret Thatcher, have done 
the same. Canadian William Gairdner is continuing this trend with his work. While 
not always an overt strategy, their defence of the traditional nudear family, 
patriarchal social order and bourgeois rnorality is also an opposition to the growth of 
secular hurnanism and liberal social poliaes. See for instance, Gilder's Mm and 
Maniage (1988), Murray's In Pursuit of Happiness and Good Govemment (1988), Mount's 
The Subversive Family (1982), Çcruton's Sema1 Desire (1986), and Gairdner's The War 
Against the Farnily: A Parent Speaks Out (1992). 



44. For instance, euthanasia and doctor-assisted suicide cases such as the recent Robert 
Latimer case in Saskatchewan and the Sue Rodriguez case in British Columbia are 
slowly stirring up opposition among the pro-life community. Latimer killed his 
twelve year old daughter who was suffering from severe cerebral palsy by carbon 
monoxide poisoning. Sue Rodriguez took her fight for the right to a doctor assisted 
suicide to the Supreme Court of Canada. Despite losing, with the assistance of NDP 
MLA Svend Robinson, she enlisted the help of an anonymous physician to help her 
commit suicide beforr Lou Geluig's disease Ieft her unable to do so. There are also 
numerous examples of the growing pressures on government's to deal with these 
issues. "Farmer hopes for acquitta1 in daughter's mercy killing" Vancortuer Sun 25 
November, 1996, p. A7. "Morn wants Parliament to decide right to die" Vancoriver 
Sm, 14 November, 1996, p. Al. "Top US court to decide on right to die" Vancouver 
Strn, 2 October, 1996, p. All. "Euthanasia debate leaves Australia locked in bitter 
debate" Vancotrver Sun, 27 September, 1996, p- A14. 

45. For a sociological analysis of the abortion debate in the US, see Kristin Luker's 1984 
book, Abortion and the Politics of Motherhood. 

46. In addition, there are pro-life political action committees like National Pro-Life 
(NPLPAC) and Life Amendment (LAPAC). The direct political action of these 
groups has been credited with among other things, the 1976 passing of the Hyde 
Amendment, prohibiting govemment h d i n g  of abortions other than when the 
mother's life is at nsk, and the election of several pro-life New Right senators 
(Diamond, 1995; Luker, 1984). 

47. Diamond (1989) estimates that between 1982 and 1985 thirty women's health clinics 
were firebombed. On January 16, 1997 two bombs exploded at an Atlanta abortion 
clinic, five days before the twenty-fifth anniversary of the Roe v. Wade decision (CBS 
Evening News, 16 January 19997. "Six hurt as bombs rock abortion c h i c  in US' 
Vancouver Srm 17 January, 1997, p.A22). Other violent attacks have induded John 
Salvi's murder of two people at abortion clinics in 1994, for which he was convicted 
to life imprisonment ("Killer of 2 at US abortion clinics guilty of murder" Vancor<ver 
Sun, 30 November, 1995 p. A13). 

48. "Republicans eye abortion" Vancortver Sun, 20 June, 1995, p. A12; "US pro-choice 
supporters alarmed after Congress bans type of late-term abortion" Vancotrver Sun, 23 
Mardi, 1996, p. A8. President Clinton vetoed this bill in April 1996. 

49. For example, Campaign Life is the politically active a m  of the movement, while 
Birthright is strictly an apolitical counseling service for expectant mothers. 
Provincial orgartizatiow such as BC Pro-Life and Vancouver Right to Life are 
educational in focus. Each supports the other in spirit, but not action, carefd in their 
protection of the latter's charitable tax-status. 

50. Borowski died of cancer in Septenber of 1996 ("Abortion foe Borowski dies" 
Vancouver Sun, 24 September, 1996, p.A3). His fight over abortion spanned more 
than twenty years and included the founding of several pro-life groups, hunger 
strikes and most prominently his legal battles over fetal rights. 

51. The case revolved around the actions of pro-life protester Maurice Lewis. After 
violating the "bubble zone" and being convicted, an appellate decision ruled the 
zone unconstitutional. A subsequent appeal filed by the government of BC 
overtumed the ruling of the first appeal, with the argument that a women's nght to 
privacy overrode an individual's right to free speech. "Bubble Zone law gutted by 



court" Vancotioer Sun, 24 January, 1996, p. Al; "Govenunent to appeal bubble zone 
niling" Vancouver Sun 25 January, 1996, p. BI; "Court d i n g  on bubble zones 'a 
victory'" Vancouver Sun 10 October, 1996, p. B2. 

52. "Abortion foes angry over health board plan" Vancotiver Sun 2 Decernber 1996, p. BI, 
B2. 

53. "Angering Pope, Poland Relaxes Abortion Law" New York Times, 25 October, 1996, p. 
A6; "US decides RU-486 abortion piil 'approvable'" Vancouver Sun, 19 Çeptember 
1996, p. A12; "'94 abortion numbers set record" Vancouver Siin 26 September, 1996. P. 
A4. 

54. For a philosophical argument over the rights of the fetus and the issue of potentiality 
as it applies to the fetus as a victim, see Earl Winkler, "Abortion and Victimisability" 
lournal of Applied Philosophy 1(2):305-318,1984. 

55. "Charge against mother to test Canadian laws" Vancoziver Siin 27 November. 1996. p. 
A9; "Fetus rights issue left to lawmakers" Vancouver Sm, 24 December, 1996, p. A3; 
"In Utero shooting case advances, raising issue of whether fetuses posses human 
stahis under law" Vancouver Sun 26 July 1996, p. A8; "Attempt to protect fetus from 
addict questioned" Vancouver Sun 3 August, 1996, p. A4; "Abuse care ordered to Save 
fetus" Globe and Mail 7 August, 1996, p. Al; "Court rules against forced treatment for 
glue-sniffing mother" Vancoriver Siin, 13 September, 1996, p. Al, A2. In the US, a 
Wisconsin mother was remanded to a drug treatment centre to protect her fehs, in 
Florida a mother has been charged with murder for shooting her fetus, and in South 
Carolina a mother has been charged with child abuse for using cocaine during her 
pregnancy (NBC Nightly News, 6 February, 1997). 

56. "First UK surrogate grarmy" Vancoiiver Sirn, 9 December, 1996, p. AS; "Krk fights 
test-tube baby for lesbian" The Weekly Telepph, 14 October, 1996, p.7; "Rent-a-womb 
deals to face ban" Vancouver Sun, 14 June 1996, p. A3; "Abandoned UK embryos to be 
killed" Vancorruer Szin, 1 August, 1996, p. A8; "Woman carrying 8 babies s i p  deal 
based on how many survive" Vancouver Sun, 12 August, 1996, p. Al, A 2  

57. For instance, neither Ralph Reed nor William Gairdner, in four books between them, 
have "reproductive technology" listed in their indexes. In Diamond's analysis of the 
Christian Right in Spiritual Warfare, and Roads to Dominion, there is virtually no 
mention of reproductive technology among members of the movement. 

58. "Marleau calls for restraint in reproductive teduiology" Vancoiiver Sun, 28 July 1995, 
p.A5. 

59. For background on the euthanasia debate in Canada, see Ian Gentles (ed.) Euthanasin 
and Assisted Sziicide: The C t i m t  Debate. Toronto: Stoddard, 1995. For a history of 
euthanasia in the US, see for instance, Derek Humphrey and AM Wickett's The Right 
to Die: Understanding Euthanasia. New York: Harper and Row, 1986. 

60. "Farmer hopes for acquitta1 in daughter's mercy killing" Vancouver Sm,  25 
November 1996, p. A7. 

61. Documentary on the reactions to Bill 9 in Oregon, 11 November, 1995 (KCTS TV, 
Seattle). 

62. The US Supreme Court overtumed the Colorado legislation by a vote of 6-3, stating 
such legislation denied Colorado hornosexuals constitutional protection enjoyed by 
those in other states. "Colorado anti-gay legislation stnick d o m '  Vancoziver Sun, 21 
May, 1996, p. A8. 



63. "Clinton agrees to same sex-curbs" Vancoimer Sun, 23 May 1996, p. A13; "Same sex 
mamages barred" Vancormer Sun, 24 August 1996, p. Ag; "Homosexuals in US dealt 
double setback" Vancoriuer Sun, I l  September, 1996 p. A8; KIR0 TV News, Seattle, 12 
Febmary 1997. 

64. "Gay marriages gain acceptance" Vancouver Sun, 7 June 1996; "Pol1 shows support 
for gay, lesbian rights" Vancoriuer Srtn 27 April, 1996, p. Al. 

65. "Same sex benefits approved" Vancouver Srin, 27 October 1995, p. A10; "Homosexual 
benefits won" Vancoituer Sun ,1 August 1995, p.A3; "Ottawa to pay some benefits to 
same-sex mates" Vancoiiver Sun, 16 July 1996, p. Al; "New law allows gays to adopt" 
Vancouver Sun, 21 June 1995, p. Al; "Gay rights bill expected to be introduced by 
spring" Vancoiiver S lin, 25 November 1995, p. A3. 

66. "Some Catholics want to halt 'pro-gay bill"' Vancorruer Sun, 15 June 1996, p. A6 
67. "Women's group argues against gay rights bill' Vancouver Sim, 20 April1996, p. A6. 
68. The statistics Gairdner cites are from a study conducted by the Institute for the 

Scientific Investigation of Sexuality, a Christian Right organization run by Dr. Paul 
Cameron. Among other anti-gay positions, Cameron has linked gays to mass murder 
and child molestation and is a proponent of quarantining gays to stop the spread of 
AIDS (Diamond, 1989). 

69. Gairdner for instance, has claimed the home schooling movement has grown to 20, 
000 throughout Canada (Gairdner, 1992). In BC, interest in traditional schools 
continues to grow. Ridunond parents recently lobbied unsuccessfully for a 
traditional school, while in Surrey, the two year old school had parents lining up a 
week in advance of registration for seventeen Kindergarten spaces. "Traditional 
school's leader says other classes just as good" Vancortuer Srin, 21 January, 1997, p. 81, 
82. Heather Stilwell, current leader of the FCP, was a leading activist in the 
establishment of the traditional school in Surrey. 

70. "Private schools gain in popularity as experts predict numbers will rise" Vancouver 
Szin, 27 August, 1997, p. BI. "Charter school conference draws fire and praise" 
Vnncotruer Sim, 6 November 1995, p. BI. 

71. "Back to basics high-school sought in Surrey" Vancoziver Sun, 12 January, 1996, Al, 
A14; "Schools that chart a course to class division" Vancouver Srtn, 17 October, 1995, 
p. A17; "Four reasons to sign on to the charter-school movement in BC" Vancouuer 
Stin, 3 November, 1995, p. A23; "Charter sdiools would create two-tiered public 
education" Vancouver Sun, 4 November 1995, p. A23. 

72. in Kelowna, Evangelicals have confronted the local school board to oppose the 
inclusion of homosexuality in a high school life course; A Health and Welfare 
Canada video, What's wrong with this Picfure, evoked a strong reaction from BC pro- 
family advocates for graphic phrases such as "Always use a rubber when you screw 
in the anus or vagina." "Homosexual teachings in sex course upsetting to some 
parents" Vancortver Sun, 28 June, 1995, p. A3; "What's wrong with sodomy and 
needles" BC Report, 24 August, 1992, p. 22. 

73. Ln The Trouble with Canada, Gairdner points out the distinction between radical 
feminism and feminism in the general sense: "Most wornen who thllik of themselves 
as "ferninists" today simply mean that fairness has not always been evenly applied to 
women in our society, and that it ought to be. (Of course, in some cases they will 
argue it shouldn't be, because women have advantages they don't want to lose. Paid 



maternity leave, couches in women's washrooms, restraints on lifting heavy objects, 
immunity from military consaip tion . . .)" (Gairdner, 1990:271). 

74. Although Elshtain made her observations in the mid-1980~~ the m e n t  activities of 
the New Right and NCR in Canada and the US that this chapter has evaluated 
suggest her argument remainç cogent and applicable. For instance, regarding his 
vehement opposition to state sponsored day care, William Gairdner writes in War 
Against the Family "The key weapon in the radical agenda for social change is not 
daycare for the mily  needy. It's daycare as a universai right for al1 women, in order 
to reorganize social priorities and "Cree" women from parenthood" (Gairdner, 
l992:134). For the history of state involvement in Canadian families, see Jane Ursel's 
Private Lives, Public P o l i q  100 Years of State Intemention in the Family. Toronto: 
Women's Press, 1992. For an example of state involvement with family life in 
western democracies other than Canada, the US and Britain, see Philippe Meyer's The 
Child and the State: The lntmention of the State in Family Lve. London: Cambridge 
University Press, 1983. 

75. Apart hom the easing of legal restrictions on divorce, a magazine. Divorce, has 
recently been published to help make divorce easier for people. "Magazine makes 
breaking up easier" Vancouver Sun, 24 August, 1996, p. A10. "Single-family kids face 
more stresses" Vancotiver Sun, 21 November, 1994, p. A4. 

76. Growing U p  in Canada: National Longitudinal Sttrvey of Children and Yon th, 1996. 
"Canadian families like TV's Cleavers, survey indicates," Vancot~ver Sun, 18 October, 
1996, p. Al, AM. 

77. Claude Levi-Strauss refutes Parson's functional proof of universality on the same 
grounds tha t Malinowski has been challenged. That is, to exclusively correlate wha t 
may be social imperatives with a single familial form is a "deduction that is not 
empincally supported" (Levi-Strauss, 1956:74). Christopher Lasch has criticized 
Parson's analysis for its dual effect of upholding the indispensability of the farnily 
and reinforcing a "rationale for the continued invasion of the family by experts in the 
art of social and psychic healing" (Lasch, 1977:116). 

78. Beatrice Gottlieb in The Fanrily in the Western World: froni the Black Death to the 
Indtistrial Age also makes this point: "Christianity as an organized religion has not 
always had a hamonious relationship with the family . . . The esteem that 
monasticism and pnestly celibacy enjoyed implied a denigration of marriage and 
parenthood. One of the battlegrounds in the struggle between the church and lay 
rulers in the Middle Ages had been the family, the regulation of mamage in 
particular" (Gottlieb, 1993:254). 

79. Of course, the family became a number of other things as well. For instance, these 
changes in the family also redefined women's roles in society. Both Zaretsky and 
Eisenstein (1983) point out the oppressive effect the domestication of the family had 
on women. Engels does the same in On the Orien of Family, Private Properhj, and 
State, in which he considers the monogamous mamage as the subjection of women to 
men, and the family as oppressed by the forces of capitalist production. "Full 
freedom in mamage," he writes "can become generally operative only when the 
abolition of capitalist production, and of the property relations which still exert so 
powerful an influence on the choice of a partner" are eradicated. (Engels, [1962]:281) 



80. interestingly, shows like the Andy Griflths Show, My Three Sons and The Coirrfship of 
Eddie's Fathn are never referred to as demonstrating a wholesome family life. AU 
three shows have single fathers raising sons by themselves. 

81. "Farnilies look for relief as restraint bites deep" Vancouuer Sun, 14 Septernber, 1996, 
p. Al,A16; "Family incomes rebound - but recovery looks brief" Vancottver Srrn, 8 
February, 1996, p. A4. 

82. "Nation's poor getting poorer" Vancotiuer Sun 13 Çepternber, 1996, p. A4. 

Notes to Cha~ter 3 

Until 1990, the first stated principle and objective of the Socid Credit party was to 
"foster and encourage the universally recognized principles of Chnstianity in human 
relationships," Social Credit Constitution and By-Laws, 1988, section 2(a). After his 
acclamation as feader in 1986, Vander Zalm, in an interview with the Vancozrver 
Province, admitted that "1 am pro-life and 1 am alamed that the percentage of 
abortions to live births is so much higher in B.C. than in other parts of Canada." As 
well, Vander Zalm supported the retum of prayer recitations public schools while 
he was educa tion rninister. Malcolm Tumbull, "Vander Zalm outlines prion ties," 
Vancormer Province, 1 August, 1986, p. 4. 
The Toths had originally met Vander Zalm in 1970 through their involvement with 
Birthright, a counselling service for expectant mothers. Mrs. Toth worked with 
vander Zalm's cousin and in the process-of setting up a Birthright counselling centre 
in Surrey had corne into contact with him over signage regulations. They have 
maintained contact over the years through their mutual support and work in the pro- 
Life movement in BC. Upon retuming to BC after a ten year absence, Mr. Toth 
contacted Vander Zalm to offer their support and help should he decide to run for 
the Socred leadership. 
Bntish Columbia Legislature. Hansard. 29 February, 1988, p. 3163-3165. 
The Toths have suggested that Vander Zalm was given the wrong information by 
members of his inner cabinet regarding the power a Premier has to make such 
proclamations and that Vander Zalm viewed his not being a lawyer, which would 
have eliminated this dependency, as the largest handicap he faced during his time in 
govenunent. 
Bill Vander Zalm, '"What really killed Social Credit'," British Columbin Report, 25 
April, 1994, p. 10-11. For analyses on Bill Vander Zalm's troubled Premiership and 
time with the Social Credit Party, see for instance, Stan Persky, Fantasy Govenzmmt: 
Bill Vander Zalm and tlieficture of Social Credit, (Vancouver: New Star Books, 1989) and 
Graham Leslie, Breach of Promise: Socred Ethics zinder Vander Zalm, (Madeira Park, BC: 
Harbour Publishing, 1991). 
Part of Mrs. Toth's motivation for ninning in this nomination race was her support 
for the Premier and Susan Brice's platfonn which was based on opposition to the 
Premier and the abortion battles which had been going on in the riding. Barbara 
McLintocic, "Brice re-entering fray for Johnston's team," Vancouver Province, 24 July, 
1991. Malcolm Curtis, "Brice switches back to politics in seeking Socred 
nomination," Victoria Times-Colonist, 24 July, 1991. A later article described this as a 
"nasty battle for the Socred nomination in Oak Bay/Gordon Head between Oak Bay 



Mayor Susan Brice and conservative Catholic Kathleen Toth." Tom Henry, "Church 
and Province," Monday Magazine, 30 May, 1991. 

7. These ministers included Claude Richmond, Bnan Smith and Elwood Veitch. In the 
Oak Bay - Gordon Head nomination race, it was also after a Toth supporter had met 
with Elwood Veitch that Mrs. Toth ran into stiff opposition and subsequently lost the 
nomination. To that point, Mr. Toth had sold over two hundred memberships to 
supporters and in an effort to ascertain who was selling these memberships, Veitch 
invited one of Mrs. Toth's supporters, an executive from the constituency association, 
to tea at the legislature. 

8. One report said tha t Toth "accused the Socred establishment of trying to torpedo [sic] 
her efforts and threatened that neither she, nor her supporters, would back them in 
an election." Tom Henry, "Church and Province," Monday Magazine, 30 May, 1991. 

9. Tim Gallagher, "The Socreds dodge the 'Christian' dause," Bdish Columbia Report, 18 
June, 1990, p. 7. 

10. The amendment for section 2(a) was: "The principles of the Society recognize the 
supremacy of God and the d e  of law." This is followed by a new clause, 3(a): "The 
objectives of the Society are: (a) to foster and encourage the development of those 
social, moral and ethical principles which have historically guided the people of the 
Province in the pursuit of their individual goals regardless of gender, ethnic origin or 
religious affiliation." British Columbia Social Credit Party, "Constitutional Review 
Cornmittee 1990 Report." 

11. A BC Report article reported that "some suspect the entire fracas may have been part 
of a continuing assault by Mrs. McCarthy and others on the Vander Zalm 
leadership." Tirn Gallagher, "The Socreds dodge the 'Christian' clause," British 
Coltrmbia Report, 18 June, 1990, p. 7. 

12. Later, during an exchange in the 1994 by-election in Matsqui, Mrs. McCarthy would 
accuse Mrs. Toth of "telling lies" because of this description of the vote over the 
clause. Mrs. Toth reminded McCarthy that she had in fact been standing at the 
microphone, waiting to speak when the votes were held and so saw first hand how 
the event unfolded. McCarthy did not pursue the matter any further. Overall 
however, Mrs. McCarthy did support the change because "We are, after all, a 
political organization, not a religious organization." Les Leyne, "Socred constitution 
drops Christianity," Victoria Times-Colonist, 5 June 1990. 

13. Bill Vander Zalm, '"What really killed Social Credit'," British Columbia Report, 25 
Apd, 1994, p. 10-11. 

14. Tom McFeely, "At the crossroads," British Columbia Report, 15 April, 1991, p- 6. 
15. Mark B. Toth, "Convicted out of court," Victoria Times-Colonist, 16 April, 1991. For 

the rally, the Toths set up a phone hee to recruit support and brought seven busloads 
of people over from the mainland in an attempt to dissuade Vander Zalrn from 
resigning. 

16. Tom Henry, "Church and Province," Monday Magazine, 30 May, 1991. Canadian 
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Notes to Chavter 4 

No judgment of completion or satisfaction with the results of these movements is 
implied here. The important point being noted is that some conaete and substantial 
gains have been won by these groups and they have to some degree become 
institutionalized in law and validated by acts and beliefs of Canadian popular 
culture. 
To simplify matters, the FCP will from here out be referred primarily in its relation to 
the pro-family movement. Although pro-life is a movement in its own right, it is also 
considered to be a sub-set of the broader pro-family movement. In this light, the FCP 
can be seen to serve b o t .  movements simultaneously. 
Kaufmarm also makes the cogent point that "the most shiking aspect of this broad 
transformation of identity politics into an introspective, fragmented antipolitics of 
lifestyle is the extent to which the values it promotes - individual solutions to social 
problems, attention to lifestyle, choice - rnirror the ideology of the marketplace" 
(Kaufrnann, 1990:78). This himing away from politics simultaneously reinforces the 
relations of consumption promoted by post-industrial capitalism, which does little to 
articulate strategies for radicalizing the cultural relations that mediate the 
individual's daily Life with extant social structures and expectations. Indeed, Boggs 
(1986) points out that one glaring characteristic of the New Social Movements is the 
la& of an altemate economic strategy for society. Like the FCP, the NSMs emphasize 
social and cultural refonnation rather than economic. 
Stuart Parker, Leader of the Green Party of BC has for instance, provided copies for 
the FCP of virtually ail of their information and material on electoral reform. 
While there is no shortage of general work on the radical or Christian right, few 
analyses appear to have been conducted directly using available social movement 
theory. Sara Diamondfs 1995 work, Roads to Dominion, acknowledges the political 



process mode1 in guiding her examination of the Christian Right in the US, and 
Liebman and Wuthnow's (1983) The New Christian Right loosely uses social 
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"Countermovements and Conservative ~ovements  in the Contemporary U.S.," 
Annual Review of Sociology, 8:107-34, 1982; Tahi L. Mottl, "The Analysis of 
Countermovements," Social Problems, 25(5):620-35, 1980; Paul Burs tein, ""Reverse 
Discrimination" Cases in the Federal Courts: Legal Mobilization by a 
Countermovement," Sociological Quarterly, 32(4):511-28, 1991. Canadian work 
includes Erin Steuter, "Women againçt ferriism: an examination of feminist social 
movements and anti-feminist countermovements," Canadian Review of Sociology arrd 
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1993. 
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Collected Essays. Eds., Mayer N. Zald and John McCarthy.(New Brunswick, NJ: 
Transaction Books, 1987). 
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9. Although being a pr&life supporter was seen as inevitably leading to similar 
sympathies for the pro-family position, occasionally the observation was made that 
the reverse pattern was not as dependable. A small minority of respondents 
commented that a pro-family advocate could not autornatically be relied upon to 
support an absolutist position opposing abortion although it was likely that such 
people were "generally" pro-life. 

10. These pro-life groups were: Campaign Life Canada, BC Pro-Life, Birthright and 
Vancouver Right to Life. 

11. This of course is not presented as an exhaustive list of pro-family organizations in 
the province and certainly not for across the country. These organizatisns were 
identified as the most prominent groups currently active in the province and chosen 
for that reason. For instance, although home/traditional school supporters were 



identified as "pro-farnily" and are active in the promotion of altemate education 
forms in BC, they have no forma1 (or informal) organizational structure. 

12. Most of these organizations have charitable status, which allows them to be tax 
exempt but prevents them from engaging in direct political work. Campaign Life 
Coalition, CRI, the Christian Coalition, REAL Women, and the Catholic Civil Rights 
League have deliberately not applied for this status because it is felt that such 
standing would hamper their activities. All of the organizations are non-profit. 

13. The one exception to this is Focus On the Family. Jim çdater, Vice-President of 
Public Policy for Focus Canada, stated that Focus Canada is like a corporate entity, 
sirnilar in purpose but autonomous from its Amencan base: "Dr. Dobson sits on the 
board as do the other American vice presidents but they are outnumbered by nine or 
more Canadians, so it is an autonomous board but obviously we exist for the vision 
of what Dr. Dobson is doing and what he represents." 

14. Even Focus on the Family Canada clairns its financial resources are derived from 
donations, despite having an annual budget of $6 million and a mailing list of only 
145,000. 

15. REAL Women has accepted grants from the federal government in the past, but 
emphasize that the $6, 000 they received to hold a conference in 1996 is far less than 
what other special interest groups like the National Action Cornmittee on Women 
receive. 

16. This is also the argument used for those groups who have no charitable tax standing. 
See note 12, this chapter. 

17. Reports were made that things like office space, fax machines, cornputers, cornputer 
software, office supplies, etc. have been donated in the past but for the most part, 
such items are purchased or leased using money from annual budgets. 

18. Catholic Civil Rights League promotional brochure. 
19. Christian Coalition of British Columbia promotional brochure. 
20. For more on the pro-life movernent in Canada see: M. Cuneo, Cafholics Against the 

CIt~irch: Anti-Abortion Protest in Toronto, 1969-1985 (Toronto: University of Toronto 
Press, 1989); J. Brodie, S.A.M. Gavigan and J. Jenson, The Politics of Aborfion (Oxford 
University Press, 1992). 

21. For instance, in their brochures the following is written: "To affirm the value of 
protecting the sanctity of al1 human life, from the point of conception to the point of 
natural death . . . To promote the protection of the vulnerable in our society, recognize 
traditional family values ..." (Christian Coalition); "The CCRL will continue to 
defend the traditional family as the basic unit of society" (Catholic Civil Rights 
League); "To promote, secure and defend legislation which uphold the Judeo- 
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22. The Surrey Schoolboard, of which Heather Stilwell is a tnistee, voted 4-2 to ban three 
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board not to ban books," Vancouuer Sun, 24 April, 1997, p. Bl,B5; Petti Fong and Kim 
Bolan, "Surrey school trustees ban three books about same-sex families," Vancotiver 
Sun, 25 April, 1997, p. BI, 83. Trinity Western University's law suit against the BC 
College of Teadiers is also beginning to show similar signs of a framing battle. In a 
newspaper article, Michael Markwick of the Catholic Civil Rights League claimed the 



defendant's description of Catholic teachers "is trying to make Catholics and 
Christians look like wild-eyed papists. They're painting us to be fascists." This was 
in response to a handout from the defense attorney which stated the CCRL believes 
"a Catholic teacher has a right, indeed a duty, to tell homosexuals that homosexual 
behaviour is depraved and disordered." Sandra Thomas, "Leader denies Catholics 
' fascists'," Vancoriver Sun, 10 May, 1997, p. A20. 

23. It was discovered that Robert Pickering, who voted in favour of the ban, sits on the 
board of CRI. Kim Bolan, "Surrey school chair linked to anti-gay group," Vancorruer 
Srin , 6 May, 1997, p. Al,  AB; Kim Bolan, "Rarnsey decries 'intolerance' on Surrey 
board," Vancoriver Sun, 7 May, 1997, p. Al, A 6  In a letter to the editor, one question 
to the Vancouver Srin about its description of CRI as 'anti-gay' was "Does The Sun 
really think Surrey school board chair Robert Pickering's association with Citizens' 
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group?" Letter to the Editor, "Defining the boundaries of religious freedom," 
Vancotiver Sun, 12 May, 1997, p. A12. 
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26. justine Hunter, "Anti-abortion activist barred from health boards," Vanco~ruw Sun, 
13 Mar& 1997, p. Al ,  Ag. 

Notes to Chapter 5 

1. Brad Evans, "19'~-century system distorts division of seats," Vancouver Stin, 03 June 
1997, p. AS. In 1992, the federal government published the results of the Lortie 
Commission, forrnally known as The Royal Commission on Electoral Reform m d  Party 
Financing. 

2. Groups such as the Coalition for Electoral Reform (CFER) and Canadians for Direct 
Democracy are lobbying for the adoption of some type of proportional representation 
system at the federal level. 

3. In British Columbia, the recently forrned (1997) British Columbia Coalition for 
Electoral Reform is lobbying for the adoption of some type of proportional 
representation at the provincial level. The FCP, the Green Party, Libertarian Party. 
Social Credit Party and Progressive Conservative Party have al1 expressed support 
for such a change. 

4. Believing that MP's should act according to their best judgement, and not necessanly 
the wishes of their constituents, in 1780 Burke lost his seat in the House of Commons 
by refusing to defer to the demands of his Bristol constituency (cf, MacPherson, 
1980: 12). 



S. According to C. B. McPherson, Burke became a supporter of the party form after 
witnessing an "attempt by the Court cabal to reduce Parliament to impotence" 
(1980:23). Concerned over the vulnerability of individual politicians to exploits by 
extra-parliarnentary bodies in their attempts to undermine the proper function of the 
government, Burke supported the idea of a party system to provide some form of 
institutional protection for politicians. 

6. For a summary of the different analyses of Canada's two-party domiriant systern, see 
Hugh Thorburn, "Interpretations of the Canadian Party System," in Party Politics in 
Canada .6" ed., Hugh G. Thorbum, ed. (Scarborough: Prentice-Hall, 1991). 

7. Although it may be argued that the crisis discussed in this section applies to any 
political party, predominantly this is a crisis faced by major or mainstream parties 
such as the federal Liberal or Progressive Conservative parties, not rninor or protest 
parties like the Family Coalition Party, the Green Party or the Christian Heritage 
Party. 

8. Roseanne Skoke and Tom Wappell were Pro-life federal Liberal MPs who the FCP 
believe are consistently silenced by the party whip when they attempt to bring up 
pro-life issues. 

9. "Skoke to seek Liberal Leadership in Nova Scotia," Vancouver Sun, 24 Mardi 1997, p. 
A3. 

10. Eric Beauchesne, "Cost of deep cuts to transfer payments tallied," Vancouver Sun, 9 
July 1997, p. A3. 

11. These ten dysfunctions are: limi ting political discourse; institutionalizing 
confrontation; undennining the legitimacy of the political system; attenuating the 
public philosophy; confusing the government mandate; encouraging wasteful 
government expenditures; ignoring some important issues; misrepresenting political 
forces; weakening the central government; and neglecting the policy role. John 
Meisel, "The Dysfunctions of Canadian Parties: An Exploratory Mapping," Party 
Politics in Canada, 6'h ed. Hugh G. Thorbum. ed. (Toronto: Prentice-Hall, 1991). 

12. Perhaps somewhat ironically, the NDPfs Svend Robinson was often cited by FCP 
members as an example of what a truly principled and representative politician 
should be. hcluded in the other 5/95 principled politicians were Roseanne Skoke, 
John Nunziata, Tom Wappell and Mike De Jong, ail Pro-life, Pro-family Liberals. 

13. In the 1997 federal election, voter turnout was 66.7 per cent; in 1993 it was 69.9 per 
cent and in 1984 and 1988 it was 75 per cent. The British Columbia turnout of 68 
percent for the 1997 federal election was just above the national average. Lindsay 
Kines, "Campaign blamed as voters stay away," Vancouver Sun, 4 June 1997, p. A4. 

14. The use of the term 'post-materialist' here, may be seen a problematic given that it is 
being used to describe not only New Social Movements but also consenrative 
organizations such as the Christian Heritage Party and the Family Coalition Party, 
groups that still have firxn roots in materialist conceptions of social hierarchy, 
including respect for traditional authority patterns and free market economics. The 
use of the term post-materialist in this case however, shodd not be interpreted as an 
attempt to equate these two types of movements and their different value systems. 
Rather, it is to simply point out that the FCP activists enjoy a level of rnatenal 
security that permits them to h m  their attention and efforts to effecting change that 
they believe will irnprove the quality of their lives and those of society at large. As 
hglehart wrote, "the values of Western publics have been shifting from an 



overwhelrning emphasis on matenal well-being and physical security toward greater 
emphasis on the quality of life ... Today, an unprecendentedly large portion of 
Western populations have been raised under conditions of exceptional economic 
security. Economic and physical security continue to be valued positively, but their 
relative priority is lower than in the past" (Inglehart, 1977:3). In his scheme, 
hglehart indudes under post-materialist concerns items such as "more Say in 
government," "more Say on job, community" and a "less impersonal society," 
(Inglehart, 197742) al1 of which can be found in the ideas of the FaMly Coalition 
Party. Pointing this general similarity out is the reason behind using the term post- 
material to desaibe the efforts of the FCP. Since, however, its use is not exactly as 
that intended by Inglehart, where it is being used in some relation to the FCP, 
quotations will be placed around the term to Wdicate this different usage, as in: 
"post-materialist." 

15. Other initial members of BCCFER are the Social Credit Party, the Reform Party, the 
Progressive Democratic Alliance, the Green Party, the BC Conservative Party, the 
Communist Party and the Natural Law Party. There also exists a national Coalition 
For Electoral Reform organization. 

16. Although a majority of FCP members support a switch in BC to a proportional 
representation system, most do not feel that this would greatly improve the party's 
electoral prospects. 

17. The point Elkins makes regarding the passage of tirne and the maturation process of 
a party is well taken. However, to deny minor parties M l  recognition as su& is to 
regard parties as purely electorat machines (which E h  does in describing what 
parties actually do) and as such unnecessarily limit the political sphere as a site for 
democratic discourse and parties as legitimate vehicles for political and social 
change. 

18. During both the Matsqui (21 May, 1996) and West Vancouver-Capilano (24 May) all- 
candidates meetings, the issues of abortion funding and child care arose from either 
the candidates themselves or questions from the open-mike sessions. That the latter 
appeared to be a pre-arranged situation whereby an FCP supporter would ask the 
question from the floor is irrelevant. Without an FCP candidate present, the political 
iegitimacy of the questions wouid have been diminished and cadre party candidates 
would not have had a difficult time dismissing them. 

19. in Chapters two and three it became clear that the FCP was generating enough 
financial resources to maintain itself, but not enough to permit the purchase of media 
time for advertising, hire professional political consultants, or run the type of 
professionalized campaign generally associated with strong, viable political parties. 
Political expertise in the areas of policy development, campaign strategies and the 
administrative requirements demanded by a party form were also identified as 
inadequate. Also, except for Heather Stilwell, none of the candidates in the 1996 
provincial election expressed any firm cornmitment to having political ambitions. 

20. During Bill Vander Zalm's involvement, the party enjoyed its largest and most rapid 
period of membership growth as well as receiving its greatest amount of media 
attention. 

21. BCTV News covered a fundraising dinner for Jim Kelly and conse~ative Vancouver 
Sun columnist Trevor Lautens devoted a column to Kelly's candidacy. BCTV Late 
News, 17 May, 1996. Lautens, Trevor" ," Vancouver Sun 



22. The importance of regional strongholds c m  be seen with the rapid ascendancy of the 
Reform Party of Canada and the Bloc Quebeçois in the 1990s. The traditional support 
of the interior enjoyed by the Social Credit Party of BC throughout most of its history 
is another example (Burkinshaw, 1995). 

23. FCP Newsletter, No. 8, May 1997, p.1. 
24. The BC Libertarian Party and the Common Sense, Cornmunity, Family Party were 

de-registered for non-cornpliance with the Elections Act. Effectively, they are banned 
from participating in the next provincial election, unless a $10,000 fine is paid. After 
taking the BC government to court after the Chief Electoral Officer fined and 
threatened to ban three candidates from the next provincial election, the BC Green 
Party received a favourable ruling from the court. The ruiing ovemirw the fines and 
pennits the candidates to run in the next election. Jim Beatty, "Parties want Elections 
Act overhauled," Vancouver Sm, 19 Mardi 1997, p. Al ,  A16. Canadian Press, "Judge 
quashes Election Act fines, allowing Green leader to seek seat," Vancouver Sun, 8 
April 1997, p. A6. 

25. The first of these meetings was held in May, 1997. Among the parties invited were 
the FCP, the Greens, the Communist Party, the Libertarian Party, the Progressive 
Conservative Party of BC, Progressive Democratic Alliance, the Reform Party of BC 
and the Social Credit Party. Apart from making cornpliance easier, other topics for 
reform included candidate election expense lirnits, constituency de-registration 
procedures and accounting procedures. 

26. Jim Beatty, "Parties want Elections Act overhauled," Vancouver Sun, 19 March 1997, 
p. Al, A16. 

27. Germany has a mixed electoral system in which half the seats in the Bundestag (the 
German national parliament) are elected according to the rdes of a plurality system 
(a first-past-the-post system like Canada's) and half are selected on the basis of the 
percentage of popular votes won by a particular party. To avoid the potentially 
destabilizing effects of rninor parties inundating the Bundestag, a restriction requires 
that a minor party eligible to sit in the Bundestag must receive a 5% minimum of the 
popular vote. For descriptions of the German electoral system, see Gerard Braunthal, 
Parties and Politics in Modem Gmany, (Boulder: Westview Press, 1996) or William M. 
Chandler and Alan Siaroff, "Parties and Party Government in Advanced 
Democracies," in Canadian Pol itical Parties: Leaders, Candidates and Organiza tions, v. 13, 
Herman Bakvis, ed., (Toronto: Dundum Press, 1991). For a discussion on other 
types of proportional representation, see Leslie Seidle, "The Canadian Electoral 
System and Proposals for Reform," in Canadian Parties in Transition, 2ed, A. Brian 
Tanguay and Alain-G. Gagnon, eds., (Toronto: Nelson, 1996). For a discussion of 
British Columbia's use of the Single Transferable Vote, see David J. Elkins, "Politics 
Makes Strange Bedfellows: The B.C. Party System in the 1952 and 1953 Provincial 
EIections," BC St ttdies, 30(Summer, 1976):3-26. 

28. Ironically, Vander Zalm's Prerniership has been identified as one of the worst for the 
concentration of power in the hands of the Premier and a few select personnel. 
Terence Morley writes that Vander Zalm "concentrated al1 significant political and 
administrative power in his own hands and then let it be used by only one other 
person [David Poole]" (1996:161). Although at the same time, Vander Zalm was 
responsible for initiating the Recall and Initiative Act in an attempt to increase the 
potential for direct democracy in the province (Ruff, 1996). In his own words, 



Vander Zalm remarked thaï in 'my last year of government 1 fought very hard for the 
introduction of the referendum and initiative and my reasoning for a good part was 1 
could foresee no change coming within the system as long as the politidans, 
particularly those governing, had the final Say. They would always tend to protect 
the status quo because they were the status quo, and had 1 been able to introduce 
referenda and initiative in the form that I saw fit, we definitely would be looking 
already today at changing the way we are being governed." 

29. Newspaper headlines have supported the idea of switching to a proportional 
representation system but it was reported in one artide that "a recent opinion poil 
showed that a majority of New Zealand voters regretted their referendum decision to 
opt for change." April Lindgren, "Proportional representation fairer system, 
advocates say," Vancozlver Srrn, 2 June 1997, p. A4. In October, 1996 the first election 
in New Zealand was held on the basis of a 1993 referendum that supported a shift to 
proportional representation. Jonathon Manthorpe, "Voting reforrn in New Zealand, 
Japan, taking opposite paths," Vancouver Sun, 27 Çeptember, 1996, p. A17. Brad 
Evans, "19*-century system distorts division of seats," Vancouuer Sun, 03 lune 1997, p. 
A5. N o m  Ovenden, "Referendum urged on proposed new way to elect MPs," 
Vancuziver Sun, 4 April 1997, p. A6. 

30. Federally, CFER supports "the implementation of a Mixed Member Proportional 
System (MMP)," sirnilar to the German Hare quota system and has operated since 
March, 1994. ui BC, CFER has just established itself, with similar goals being 
targetted at the provincial government. Initial signatories to the coalition include 
The FCP, the Green Party, the Libertarian Party, the Social Credit Party, the 
Progressive Conservative Party of BC, the Reform Party of BC, the Communist Party 
and the Natural Law Party. 

31.The Enterprise League of British Columbia formed in 1996 with the stated goal of 
creating "a single w f i e d  organization that meets the objectives of all those British 
Colurnbians wanting an enterprise-minded government for the province. The 
League will act as the catalyst and parent body for the merging of these political 
parties into a single organization." The Liberal, Reform, Progress Democratic 
Alliance, Libertanan, Social Credit and Family Coalition parties were al1 invited to 
participate in the venture. The FCP initially became involved, but has since 
withdrawn its support after the League's directors himed down their request for 
adopting the FCP's two founding principles. 

32. Wilson holds the lone seat for the Progressive Democratic Alliance in Victoria, which 
he won dunng the 1996 provincial election. 

Notes to Chapter 6 

1. Again, to recall from Chapter 5, the current makeup of the Canadian House of 
Commons has the governing Liberals with 155 seats, Reform Party of Canada 
holding 60 and standing as the official opposition, and the Bloc, with forty-four seats, 
having the third largest number of sitting MPs. 



2. There appears to be some discrepancy as to when the NDP actually became fomally 
affiliated with the CLC. Penner (1996) states the year as 1961, whiie Thorbum (1991) 
cites it as 1958. For present purposes, the approximation of "around 1960," suffices. 

3. Phiilips only expiicitly uses the term 'traditional' in her analysis. 'Derivation' refers 
to her second observation that minor parties such as the Greens and the Feminist 
Party were produced directly out of previously existing social movements, and 
'complementary' identifies her third argument that stresses the benefit of viewing 
parties and movements as working in complement with one another. The term 
'traditional,' referring as it does to the comrnon perspective of parties and movement 
as antagonists in the political sphere, is perhaps less accurate than the term 
'cornpetitive,' but it is Phillips' choice and so will be retained. 

4. interest or pressure groups, defines Pross, are "organizations whose members act 
together to influence public policy in order to promote their common interests" 
(19863). While similar to social movements, the two differ in two particularly 
significant ways. First, social movements (unlike interest groups) have as part of 
their agenda, some aspect of dernocratic reform, from the radical democratic ideals 
espoused by the Canadian Greens (Sandilands, 1992) to the moderate calls for 
electoral reform by the Family Coalition Party. Second, interest groups are 
tradi tionally more fully ins titutionalized in the state administrative apparatus, 
accepted and in fact part of the bureaucratic policy making mechanisms (Pross, 1986). 
Social movements on the other hand, are ensconced in the organic soi1 of civil society 
as they try to gain access to the influentid sphere of administrative policy making. 
Political scientists acknowledge the difference between the two, but appear to stress 
the similarity of their challenge to political parties more so than social movement 
theonsts. For present purposes, these differences and similarities are acknowledged, 
but for analytical economy, the role of interest groups has been bracketed so that 
undiluted focus may be given to the relationships exclusive to social movements and 
political parties. 

5. The CCF/NDP was the most frequentiy cited party that arose from a social 
movement. Perhaps surprisingly, given the religious conservative backgrounds of 
the respondents, the Social Credit Party and League were not cited. Two 
respondents also commented that parties cm influence social movements. 
Govemmental or party policies they observed, can spur an existing movement into 
oppositional or supportive action for the policy, or even give rise to a movement as a 
result of people banding together to oppose the particular govementa l  initiative. 

6. Pnor to this merger, Braunthal notes, a "group of radical fundamentalists . . . split off 
from the party [the Greens] because it had become too pragmatic" (1996:155). These 
were some of the more militant and purposively committed movement activists 
within the Greens that were commonly referred to as the "Fundis" (as opposed to the 
more politically pragmatic and conventional "Realos") (Boggs, 1986). 

7. Of importance here is that the media is identified and recognized as another 
institution with which a party/movement must engage and that such engagement 
exposes a unique tension for a party/movement. As such, the purpose here is to 
simply articulate this circumstance, rather than provide any attempt at a 
comprehensive treatrnent of the relational complexîties between movements, political 
parties, or party/movements. For such an analysis regarding movements for 



instance see, Todd Gitlin, me Whole World 1s Watching: Mass Media in the Muking and 
Unmaking of the New L@, (Berkely: University of California Press, 1980). 
McLintock and Kristianson (1996) note that until the 1940s, the Victoria Times and 
the Vancouver Sun were identified as Liberal newspapers, while the Victoria 
Colonist and the Vancouver Province were Consenrative. They also point out that 
until the installation of Haward in 1971, the province's newspapers acted as the 
official recorders of legislative activity and that "the legislative library regularly 
clipped and pasted newspaper reports into red buiders that becarne the official 
'memory' of legislative proceedings" (1996:124). 
in "Movements and Media as Interacting Systerns," (ANNALÇ, AAPSS, 528, July 
1993, p. 1 l4-lî5), Gamson and Wolfsfeld constmct hypotheses conceming the 
relation between social movements and the media, spedically. For the present 
purpose however, rough parallels can also be drawn for parties and 
party /movements. 

10. The first BCTV report covered West Vancouver-Capilano candidate Jirn Kelly's 
fundraising dinner and Holy Trinity Church in North Vancouver, 17 May 1996, 
BCTV Late Newshour. The second was a report on minor parties running in the 
election and induded the FCP and the Green Party, 26 May 1996, BCTV Weekend 
Newshour. The Vancouver Sun article included a photo of FCP leader Heather 
Stilwell and her husband Bill, holding an FCP election sign, Douglas Todd, "Taking a 
stand on moral issues: FaMly party vows to live up to p~c ip les , "  Vancormer Sun, 14 
May 1996, p. 83. 

11. This can also be seen with political parties. Mike Harcourt, ex-Premier and leader of 
the NDP in British Columbia, complained bitterly about the media bias against him 
during his political tenure, while federally, Vai Meredith of the Reform Party 
complained in an editorial that the media were biased against her party. Tom 
Barrett, "Itfs gloves off with media in Harcourt book," Vancouver Szin, 9 October 1996, 
p. A3; Stan Persky, "How the scrum of the earth drove Harcourt into the ground," 
Vancoituer Sun, 1 November 1996, p. A23; Tom Barrett, 'Harcourt blasts 'biased' B.C. 
media," Vancotiver Sm, 12 October 1996, p. Al; Val Meredith, "Why Reform gets the 
press it gets," Vancouver Sun, 7 May 1997, p. A13. 

12. Over the past ten years Simpson claims to have been on various CBC and CTV 
national news and interview shows, as well as constantly being asked to appear on 
local radio and television shows. Most recently and likely as a direct result over her 
informal support of the Surrey Schoolboard's decision to ban a number of elementary 
aged books depictirtg gay families (see Chapters 3 and 4), Simpson's Citizen Research 
hstitute was the focus of nearly a full page article in the Vancouver Sun. Dianne 
Rinehart, "Head of 'family valuesf institute relishes her war against the gay lifestyle," 
Vancoicuer Sun, 26 June, 1997, p. 86. 

13. This rally was organized by the Citizen's Research uistitute in June, 1997. 
14. At present, the Family Coalition Party has two separate Web pages and is 

monitoring them in order to determine whether to keep one or both of them. It has 
been determined by the executive however, that at least one must be maintained 
because of the unique and alternative avenue the Intemet provides for the party to 
reach potential supporters. 

15. With the election of Wilf Hanni to the leadership of the Reform Party of BC in 
Çeptember 1997, talks have once again been initiated (by Mr. HaMi) with the Family 



Coalition Party regarding the possibiliiy of the two parties coalescing. in earlier 
discussions with Reform, Mr. Hanni was not opposed to the insertion of the FCP's 
core prinaples into the Reform constitution; rather, it was Jack Weisgerber (the 
previous Reform Party leader) and Ron Gamble who opposed them. 

Notes to Chapter 7 

1. Frances Bula, "Green party pits itself against NDP as the only real advocacy choice," 
Vancoziuer Sun, 3 May 1997, p. A4 

2. In the United States, the pro-family movement encompasses, among others, James 
Dobson's Focus on the Family, Phyllis çchlafly's Eagle Fonun, the anti-busing 
movement, the home schooling movement, groups opposing liberal sex education 
programs in public schools, and anti-gay rights initiatives such as Anita Bryant's 
now defunct "Save Our Children" campaign in Flonda. In British Columbia, the pro- 
family movernent includes similarly focused organizations su& as Westcoast 
Women for Family Life, Focus on the Farnily, Citizen's Research Institute, and 
various home and traditional school organizaticns among others. 

3. The active efforts to unify the right in British Columbia appears unlikely to produce 
political fruit at this point, but should a merger of the right occur, conservative forces 
would dominate the popular vote. David Mitchell, "The historical odds are against a 
free-enterprise coalition," Vancolruer Sun, 24 March 1997, p. A10; Mike Crawley, 
"Right-wing leaders urged to forget egos and form new party," Vancorium Sun, 30 
May 1996, p. 87. 

4. Hugh Davies, "Southem Baptists cal1 for Disney boycott over policy on gays," 
Vancouver Sun, 19 June 1997, p. A10; The "Miss G" report also said the foetus that 
was protected was bom healthy and that the woman is pregnant with her fifth child. 
BCTV Early Newshour, 18 June 1997. Ian Mulgrew, "Premier's web site for kids 
linked to explicit sex lines," Vancouver Sun, 31 July 1997, p. B3. 

5. Anthropologists, working in the areas of 'cargo cults' and 'millenarian movements' 
have argued that in the face of social transition (from an indigenous to western social 
order, from the mystical to the scientific, etc.) such movements anse in atternpts to 
simultaneously retain aspects of old traditional social values and embrace the coming 
of the new social order. The anticipated result of this transition is the realization of a 
social nimana, a perfectly harmonious and peacefd society. Such movements have 
been descnbed in a number of ways, including 'revitalization movements,' 'new 
religions,' 'independent religious movements,' and 'adjustment movements' 
(Trompf, 1990). This is not to imply that a resurgence movement such as that 
represented by the FCP is in some way 'millenarian,' but rather that anthropologists 
have recognized the importance of examining movements from a comparative 
perspective sensitive to the vanety of social and cultural forces that shape the ofien 
multifaceted agendas of movements. With regard to 'cargo cults' and 'rnillenanan 
movements' see for instance: Peter Worsley, The Trumpet Shall Sound: A Sttidy of 
'Cargo' Cults in Melanesia, (London: MacGibbon and Kee, 1957); Peter Lawrence, 
Road Belong Cargo: A Stzidy of the Cargo Moommt in the Southem Madang District, New 
Griinea, (Prospect Heights: Waveland, 1971); G.W. Trompf (ed.), Cargo Cults and 
Millenarian Movemen ts: Transoceanic Corn parisons of New Religiotis Movernents, (New 
York: Mouton de Gruyter, 1990). 
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Appendix 1 - List of Primary Sources 

The following is a list of primary documents prepared by the Family Coalition Party of 
British Columbia which were referred to in this dissertation: 

The Family Coalition Party of British Columbia. 1996. Constitution and Policies. 

"A Brief from the Family Coalition Party of B.C. to the B.C. Child Care Regulation 
Review." April, 1993. 

"Child Protection Legislation Review: A Presentation to the Cornmittee by the Family 
Coalition Party of British Columbia." Mardi, 1992. 
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Farnily Coalition Party Website: http:/ / www.uniserve.com/ fcparty. 
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1992. 
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June, 1994. 
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Appendix 2 - Interview Schedules 

INTERVIEW SCHEDULE: FCP General Membershiv Questions 

SECTION 1: Knowledge of the FCP 

1. How did you first hear about the Family Coalition Party of BC? 

Probes: When was this? 

How long after this did you become a member of the Party? 

2. What were your reasons for joining the FCP? 

Probes: What other political parties have you, or do you, belong to? 

[If answer is "none"1 What is inadequate about these parties? 

3. What do you see as the hdamental  principles or values that the FCP stand for? 
[OMIT FOR ORAL MISTORY E S P O N D E N D T S ]  

Probes: Do you think there is a single, ovemding principle that the party 
represents? [if yes] What is that principle? 

Do you consider the FCP to be a religious party? 

[If answer is 'yes"] Which religion provides its base? 

4. What do you consider to be the pnmary airns or goals of the Family Coalition Party? 
[OMIT FOR EXECUTPVE t3 ORAL HISTORY RESPONDENTS] 

Probes: Why do you think the FCP was formed in the first place? 

What is the importance of having a party like the FCP in British 
Columbia? 



5. Where would you position the FCP on the political spectrum cornpared to other 
political parties? 

[ O M T  FOR ORAL HISTORY RESPONDENTS] 

Probes: Where would you place the FCP in terms of social issues? 

In terms of economic issues? 

How do you see the FCP differing from parties like Reform and 
Christian Heritage? 

6. How do you see the FCP fitting into the pro-Iife and pro-family movement scene in 
BC? 

Probes: Do you see the presence of the FCP in BC politics as part of an 
increasing growth of pro-life/ family politics in other parts of 
Canada and the US? 

7. Who do you think would be attracted to the poliaes of the FCP? 



SECTION 2: Movement and Party Aspects of the FCP 

8. Despite being a political party, the Family Coalition Party has been described by 
some of its members as a movement. How do you view the FCP? 

[OMIT FOR ORAL NiSTORY RESPONDENTS] 

Probes: How would you define a "political party?" What are its goals? 

How would you defifie a "social movement?" What are its 
goals? 

Do you see a difference between the two tenns? 

How would you describe that difference? 

9. [if they acknowledge a difference] What relationship, if any, do you see between 
political party poli tics and social movement poli tics? 

Probes: Would you define a successful social movement campaign as one 
that has moved into the arena of political party politics? 

10. What characteristics, functions, or activities of the FCP do you associate with being a 
"social movement"? 

11. What characteristics, functions, or activities of the FCP do you associate wi th being a 
"political party". 

12. The FCP has run candidates for election, but it has also engaged in various 
campaigns attempting to diange legislation. Do you consider the work the FCP 
does to be primarily party or movement oriented? 

Probes: Do you see any difference between the two? What is this 
difference? 



13. The FCP uses different strategies to get its message out. M e n  you hear about what 
the Party has been doing, does it remind you more of a political party or a social 
movemen t? 

Probes: Should a political party actively participate in things like 
demonstra tions? 

Should a movement be involved with electoral politics? 

Do you think the goals of the FCP are more likely to be achieved 
using soaal movement or political party activities? 

14. How would you explain this view of the FCP as both a political party and social 
movement? 

[OMIT FOR ORAL HISTORY RESPONDENTS] 

Probes: Do you see any benefits to this dual identity for the FCP? 

Do you see any disadvantages to it? 

Does this dual identity present any unique strains or challenges 
for the Party? 

31. The FCP is often viewed as a single issue party. Would you agree with this view? 
[OMIT FOR CANDIDATE RESPONVENTS] 

Probes: Wha t is the single issue they represent? 

Does this help or hinder the Party in pursuing its goals? How? 

15.1s there any kind of formal relation between the FCP and the pro-life and pro-family 
rnovements? 

Probes: 1s the FCP, or could it be, a political a m  of these movements? 

Would some kind of relationship like this be beneficial? How? 



16. Do you think it is important to have smail parties Iike the FCP present in BC politics? 

Probes: Why or why not? 

What advantages do you see in having these small parties? 

Wha t disadvantages? 

How would you define whether these parties are successful or 
no t? 

What chance of this success do you think smail parties have in 
BC? 

17. What challenges do small parties like the FCP face? 
[OMIT FOR CANDIDATE RESPONDENTS] 

Probes: A lot of people Say that voting for a small party like the FCP is a 
"wasted 
vote" because the Party has no chance of winning. What is your 
opinion of this? 

What can be done to combat this "wasted vote" syndrome? 

18. The FCP allows members to belong to more than one BC political party. What do 
you feel is the reason behind this? 

[OMIT FOR CANDIDATE RESPONDENTS) 

Probes: Do you thhk this helps or hurts the electoral prospects of the 
FCP? 

Do you think this helps or hurts the pro-life/family agenda of the 
FCP? 
How? 

Would you give more importance to the FCP getting elected or 
getting out the pro-life/family message? 



SECTION 3: Relations to other organizations and movements 

19. Could you identify some of the groups or organizations which are affiliated with or 
supportive of the FCP? 

fOAfIT FOR ORAL HISTORY RESPONDENTSJ 

Probes: Are these relationships local, provincial, national or intematîonal? 

How would you descnbe the nature of these relationships? 

What kind of support do these organizations provide for the FCP? 

Do they support the FCP more or less than you would expect? 

What impressions do you think these groups have of the FCP? 

Do you see these organizatiow having the same goals as FCP? 

20. Do you feel a positive and active relationship between the FCP and these 
organizations is important to the goals of the FCP? 

Probes: 1s it important to the goals of these organizations? How? 

Do you think formal political representation is important for 
the pro-life and pro-family movements to succeed? 

[if answer is "yes"] Can, or does, the FCP provide this kind of 
representation? 



21. I'd now like to get your impressions about the relationships or connections between 
the pro- life and pro-family movements in BC, Canada and the US. 

Probes: 1s there a relation between the FCP in BC and Ontario? 

Between the FCP and other traditional family parties in Canada or 
the US? 

Between the pro-family and pro-life movements in BC? Canada? 

Between the pro-family and pro-life movements in BC and those 
in the US? 

Between the evangelical movement and the pro-lifdfamily 
movements? In BC? In Canada? In the US? 

Between the FCP and the evangelical movement? 

22. The Christian Coalition has recently formed in BC. What impact do you think this 
will have on the FCP's political fortunes? 

23. Could you identify some of the groups or organizations that are antagonistic or 
opposed to the FCP? 

[OMIT FOR ORAL HISTORY RESPONDEI'JTS] 

Probes: What impressions do you think these organizations have of FCP? 

Why do you think they oppose the Party? 

24. What impression do you think the media has of the FCP? 
[OMT FOR ORAL HISTORY, CANDIDATE & EXECUT17rE RESPONDENTS] 

Probes: 1s a good relationship with the media important for the success of 
the FCP? 



SECTION 4: Condition of society today 

25. It has been suggested that there is a deep and pervasive "crisis" in our modern way 
of life. Do you think there is such a crisis? 

Probes: What is this crisis? 

What caused it? 

What impact is this cnsis having on families? 

What challenges are farnilies facing because of this cnsis? 

26. What do you see as the solution to this crisis? 

27. A lot has been written on the growth of liberal attitudes in oi ir society. Wh 
do you think such attitudes have had on society and the family? 

Probes: What impact has the feminist movement had? 

What impact has the growth of gay rights had? 

at impact 

What impact has advancement in reproductive technology had? 

What impact has the pro-choice movement had? 

28. C m  you tell me, then, your persona1 vision of what society should look Like and 
what central values should be upheld? 



SECTION 5: Ideological definitions and positions 

29. We have used a number of different terms, and 1 wouid like to ask you how you use 
these terms and what they mean to you. For instance, how do  you define "family?" 

Probes: What does "feminism" mean and represent to you? 

What are you referring to when you use the term "reproductive 
technology"? 

What does "pro-choice" mean? 

How do you use the ternis "homoseniality" and "gay rights"? 

What does the term "liberalism" mean to you? 

What about the term "pro-life"? 

What do you mean when you use the term "pro-family"? 

What does the term "social conservative" mean to you? 

What about the tenn "economic conservative"? 

30. The FCP is a pro-life and pro-farnily party. Can you tell me what characteristics 
relate these two tenns? 

[OMIT FOR ORAL HISTORY RESPONDENTS] 

Probes: 1s there a necessary relation between the two terms? 

Can you support one movement without supporting the other? 

Do you personally give more pnority to one than the other? 

32. You said earlier that you felt the FCP was (or was not) a (RELIGION SPECIFIED} 
based party. Does this help or hinder the Party in pursuing its goals? How? 



SECTION 6: Potential for success and the future of the FCP 

33. What would the FCP need to accomplish before you wouid consider the Party a 
success? 

[OMIT FOR ORAL HISTORY RESPONDENTS] 

Probes: Would you cowider the Party a success aiready? Why? 

Would you consider the formation of the Party a success in itself? 

Would you say that the formation of the FCP has been a goal for 
the pro-life and pro-farnily movements? 

How are you defining success? 

34. in your opinion, what does the FCP need to do in order to achieve these, or other, 
successes? 

Probes: What politicat and ideological direction does the FCP need to 
follow? 

What kind of things does the Party need to do to succeed? 

What kinds of relations does the FCP need to foster to be 
success fui? 

35. To achieve this success, do you think the FCP is better off remaining as a political 
party, or should it become a movement outside of party politics? 

Probes: Should it remain as a party and act as a political arrn of the pro- 
life and pro-family rnovements? 

Should the FCP try to form a coalition with a larger political 
parS.? 

What would be the advantages of such a coalition? 
Disadvantages? 

What do you think the chances of such a coalition happening is? 



36. What do you think wili become of the FCP in the next ten years and beyond? 
[OMIT FOR ORAL HlSTORY RESPONDENTS] 

Probes: Will it enjoy electoral success? 

Will it be absorbed or form a coalition with another provincial 
party? If so, which party? 

Will it dissolve as a political party but remain as a movement? 

If the FCP fails as a party, what does that mean for the pro-life 
and pro-family movements? 

Will the pro-life & family movements continue, or will they 
ultimately fail as well? 

37. What do you think the future holds for pro-life and pro-family politics in BC? 

Probes: What needs to happen for these movements to succeed? 

What challenges do you think will have to be overcome in order 
for these 
movements to succeed? 

What is the potential for the formation of a coalition between the 
pro-life and pro-family movements? 

What advantages would UUs have? Disadvantages? 

What is the potential for a coalition forming between pro-life and 
pro- famil y organiza tions throughout Canada and the US? 

Will the movements grow, stay as they are, or die off? 

38. Do you think the potential exists for these organizations to ever form a coalition 
under the Family Coalition Party? 

Probes: Would this be a desirable goal? Why or why not? 

SECTION 7: Respondent Background 

see separate interview schedule 



INTERVIEW SCHEDULE: FCP Executive member InteMew 
Section 

Insert and use after asking "SECTION 1: Knowledge of the FCP" questions. 

Remember to omit the duplicate questions in the rest of the general membership 1 schedule (there is a reminder at earh of these auestionsl. 

SECTION l(a): Executive involvement and knowledge of the FCP 

E.1 What is your current position with the Family Coalition Party? 
[OMIT FOR ORAL HISTORY RFSPONDENTSJ 

Probes: What duties or responsibilities does this position include? 

What past positions have you held with the Party? 

How long, in total, have you been involved on the Executive? 

What reasons did you have for becoming involved with the 
Execu tive? 

1s there any particular area of expertise you bring to the Party? 

E.2 What can you tell me about how the Family Coalition Party originated? 
[OMIT FOR ORAL HISTORY RESPONDENTS] 

Probes: What were the issues that brought about the Party's formation? 

Did the party anse from any pre-existing organizations? 

Did the idea for the FCP evolve slowly over tirne, or was it the 
result of a more spontaneous decision or event? 

Can you tell me anything about why the FCP became a political 
party rather than a social movement organization? 



E.3 What do  you consider to be the main goals, aims or pnorities of the FCP? 
[OMIT FOR ORAL HTSTORY RESPONDELTS] 

Probes: 1s it electoral success? 

1s it to act as a pressure group on other political parties? 

1s it to bring about changes in govemment poLicy? 

Is it to act as a political a m  of the pro-life and pro-farnily 
movements? 

Have these goals changed over time? 

E.4 What strategies has the Party adopted in its pursuit of these goals? 
[OMIT FOR ORAL HETORY RESPONDENTS] 

Probes: How does the Party attempt to recniit mernbers? 

How does the Party generate financial support? 

How does the Party get volunteer help? 

Are there any strategies the executive use to combat any 
opposition they encounter? 

Are you happy with these strategies, or are there things you 
would like to see changed? 

E.5 The Farnily Coalition Party is small and has lirnited resources. in what way, if any, 
does this iimit the ability of the Party to achieve its goals? 

Probes: What can be done to increase these resources? 



E.6 Wha t have been the keys to the Family Coalition Party maintainhg its mornentum? 
[OMIT FOR ORAL HTSTORY RESPONDENTS] 

ASK PROBE 
Probes: What was your impression of the FCP's performance in the recent 

election? 

Are there any past or present pressures from outside the Party that are limiting the 
FCPJs e ffectiveness? 

[OMIT FOR ORAL HISTORY RESPONDENTS] 

Some FCP members have said that the govenunent is trying to eliminate small 
parties like the FCP with the recent changes to the Elections Act. What is your 
opinion of this? 

[OMIT FOR ORAL HISTORY AND CANDIDATE RESPONDENTS] 

Probes: [if agreel Why do you think this is? 

How would you describe the governmentJs relation with FCP? 

Are there any intemal conflicts or pressures which are limiting the Party in 
pursuing its goals? 

[OMIT FOR ORAL HISTORY RESPONDENTS] 

Probes: Wha t is being done to overcome these conflicts? 

What will be the impact on the Party if they remain unresolved? 

Are you in agreement with the direction and goals the Party is 
pursuing? 

E.10 How would you describe the media's attitude towards the FCP? 
[OLMIT FOR ORAL HlSTORY R E S P O N D E m  

Probes: How important do you consider the use of the media to be in 
getting out the FCP's message? 
How actively does the Party try to foster a relatiowhip with the 
media? 
Which media forrns have been the most use to the FCP? 
Has this relationship changed over time? 



INTERVIEW SCHEDULE: FCP Election Candidate Interview 
Section 

Insert and use after asking "SECTION 1: Knowledge of the FCP" questions. 

Remember to omit the duplicate questions in the rest of the general membership 
schedule (there is a reminder at each of these questions). 

SECTION 1k): Perspectives on and involvement with the 1996 provincial 
election 

C.1 What were your reasons for deciding to run as a Farnily Coalition Party candidate 
in the recent election? 

Probes: Do you have any political aspirations? 

C.2 Do you feel that having an FCP candidate in the riding and present at public 
fonuns such as All-candidates meetings made a difference? 

Probes: What kind of difference did it make? 

Do you think it had an impact on other conserva tive candidates? 

How did it impact hem? 

What do you see as the importance of having a party Iike the FCP 
nin in a provincial election? 

What impact would an FCP MLA have in Victoria? 

C.3 How was your presence received by other candidates and parties? 

Probes: Did you face any forms of antagonism or resistance? 

[if answer is "yes"] What were they and how did you ded  with 
them? 

How were you received by the pro-life and pro-family 
communities? 



C.4 How many votes did you receive? 

Probes: Did this number meet your expectations? Lower or higher? 

Did you get the support from the sources you anticipated or 
hoped for? 

What do you think the reasons were for this (lack of) support? 

C.5 Were there any particular strategies you adopted in your campaign? 

Probes: What were they? 

Do you consider them successful or would you change them? 

C.6 A lot of people Say that voting for a srnall party like the FCP is a "wasted vote" 
because the party has no chance of winning. Do you feel this was a factor in your 
campaign? How was it a factor? 

Probes: What c m  be done to combat this "wasted vote" syndrome? 

C.7 There is also an impression that the FCP is a single issue party. Do you leel this 
was a factor in your campaign? How was it a factor? 

Probes: Do you feel the FCP is a single issue party? 

[if answer is "yesF'] What is that issue? 

[if answer is "no"] Why does this perception exist? 

C.8 The FCP allows members to belong to more than one BC political party. Do you 
think this had an effect on your campaign results? How? 

Probes: What do you think the reason is behind this? 

Does this help or hinder the party achieve its goals? 



C.9 Were there any conflicts or strains within the Party that you feel hurt your 
campaign? 

Probes: What were these? 

Did you manage to overcome them? How? 

C.10 Some FCP members have said that the govemment is tx-ying to eliminate smail 
parties like the FCP with the recent changes to the Elections Act. What is your 
opinion of this? 

[OMIT FOR ORAL HISTORY RESPONDENTS] 

Probes: [if agree] Why do you think this is? 

Do you feel these changes negatively impacted your campaign? 
How? 

How would you describe the government's relationship with the 
FCP? 

C.11 As a small party and campaign, you had limited resources. What kind of support 
did you receive? 

Probes: Where did your source of finanaal support corne from? 

Where did your manpower come from? 

How did you use these resources? 

How much did you spend on your campaign? 

C.12 How would you desaibe the media's attitude towards the FCP in the campaign ? 

Probes: What is their attitude towards the FCP in general? 
Did you actively try to foster a relation with the media? 

How important do you consider the use of the media ta be in 
getting out the FCP's message? 



INTERVIEW SCHEDULE: Activists in organizations other than the 
FCP 

* use for people who represent other pro-life and pro-family organizations but are 
not involved with the FCP. 

A 

SECTION 1: Knowledge and impressions of the FCP 

1. What is the name of the organization you represent? 

Probes: What is your position with the organization? 

What are your duties or resporsibilities? 

How long have you been involved with this organization? 

2. What are the primary aims or goals of your organization? 

3. How old is the organization? 

Probes: How and why did the organization originate? 

4. How large is your membership? 

Probes: How do you recruit new members to the organization? 

How would you describe the type of person who becomes a 
member? 

1s there a large turnover of members? (if so, why?) 



5. How does your organization go about getting various kinds of support, such a 
funding and volunteers? 

Probes: Where does your huiding corne from? 

How does the organization recruit and organize its volunteers? 
[in looking for expertise] 

Does the organization have any other sources of support such as 
donated stationary materiais, printing costs, that sort of thing? 

6. What kinds of strategies and activities does the organization engage in to achieve its 
goals? 

Probes: Does the organization organize things like demonstrations, letter 
writing campaigns, public speaking forums? 

Are there activities or strategies that would not be considered 
appropnate for your organization to engage in? 

7. Do you consider these strategies effective, or would you like to see things done 
differently? How? 

8. Have you met any resistance to the activities of your organization, and if so, what 
have they been? 

Probes: What have you done to counter this resistance? 

9. What is the organizational structure of your group? [ask earlier if possible] 

Probes: Are you a registered non-profit society? 

10. How is your organization related to, or does it work with, other like-minded 
organiza tions? 



Probes: 1s there a healthy working relationship with these other 
organizations? 

Why or why not? 

11. What kind of relationship does your organization have with the mainstream media? 

Probes: What is the media's impression of your organization? 

What is the media's attitude towards pro-life and pro-famüy 
issues? 

What is the importance of a healthy relationship with the media 
to achieving the goals of pro-life and pro-family movements? 

How c m  that relation be fostered? 

I'd now like to move on to the Family Coalition Party and your knowledge of it: 

12. What can you tell me about the Family Coalition Party of BC? 

Probes: What principles do you think the party stands for? 

What do you think the prirnary aims and goals of the party are? 

Are you a member of the Party? Why? Why not? 

13. Çome consider the Family Coalition Party to be a single issue party. Do you agree 
with this view? 

Probes: [if agree] What is that single issue? 

[if disagreel Why do you think this perception of the FCP is held 
by some people? 

Do you see the Family Coalition Party as a religious party? 

14. Where would you position the Family Coalition Party on the political spectrum 
compared to other political parties? 



Probes: Where would you place the party in t e m  of social issues? 

in tenns of economic issues? 

How do you see the party differing hom parties Like Refom or 
Christian Heritage? 

15. The Family Coalition Party is a pro-life and pro-family party. Do you think these 
two t e m  are related in any way? 

Probes: Is there a necessary relation between the two ternis? 

Can you support one movement without supporting the other? 

Does any one of the major political parties adequately represent 
these interests? 

16. Who do you think would be attracted to the policies of the Family Coalition Party ? 

17. What does the FCP represent for the pro-life and pro-family movements in the 
province? 

Probes: 1s it important that these movements take the form of a political 
party ? 

Do you see a connection between the presence of the Family 
Coalition Party in BC politics and the growth of traditional farnily 
value politics in other parts of Canada and the US? 

1s it important to the pro-life and pro-family movements to have a 
party like the FCP in provincial politics? Why? 



SECTION 2: Party and movement aspects of the FCP 

18. Despite being a political party, the Family Coalition Party has been described by 
some as a movement. How do you view the FCP? 

Probes: How wodd you define a "political party"? What are its goals? 

How would you define a "social movement"? What are its goals? 

Do you see a difference between the two tenns? 

How would you desmbe that difference? 

19. [if they acknowledge a difference] What relationship, if any, do you see between 
political party politics and social movement poiitics? 

Probes: Would you define a successfd social movement campaign as one 
that has moved into the arena of political party politics? 

Do you think a social movement "sells its soul" when it tries to 
become an electoral party? 

Do you think a social movement can make no real headway 
unless it enters the political arena as a political party or clearly 
affiliated with an existing political party? 

20. The Family Coalition Party has run candidates for election, but it has also engaged 
in pro-life protests and various campaigns attempting to change legislation. Do 
you feel a political party should be engaging in things iike demonstrations? 

Probes: Do you feel a movement should be involved with electoral 
poli tics? 

Do you think the goals of the Family Coalition Party are better 
suited to movement or party politics? 



21. Do you think this dual identity of the Family Coalition Party, that of a party and a 
movement, creates any unique problems for the organization? 

Probes: What are these problems? 

Do you ihulk anything can be done to overcome them? 

Are theïe any advantages to this dual identity of social movernent 
and political party? 

22. What would you identify as the differences between your organization and the 
FCP? 

Probes: How do the two compare in terms of goals? 

In t e m  of strategies? 

In tenns of potential for success in achieving these goals? 

What similarities would you identify? 

23. A lot of people Say that voting for a small party like the FCP is a "wasted vote" 
because the party has no chance of winnirig. What is your opinion of this 
statement? 

Probes: Do you think this "wasted vote" syndrome hurt the FCP in the 
recent provincial election? 

Do you think being viewed as "single issue" hurt the party? 

What do you think the party can do to combat this problem? 

24. Do you think it is important to have small parties like the FCP present in BC 
poli tics? 

Probes: Why or why not? 
How would you define whether these parties are successful or 
not? 

What chance of success do you think small parties have in BC? 

470 



SECTION 3: Relation to other organizations and movements 

25. Does your organization have any kind of relationship with the FCP? 

Probes: What is the nature of this relationship? 

Do you see any advantages to having such a relationship? 

[if no relationship] Why does your organization not have any 
kind of relationship with the Family Coalition Party? 

Do you see any disadvantages to such a relationship? 

26. What kinds of organizations would you expect to be supportive of the FCP? 

Probes: Do you know the names of any of these organizations? 

Are these organizations local, provincial, national or 
in tema tional? 

What impressions do these organizations have of the Family 
Coalition Party ? 

Do you know anything about the kinds of relationships these 
organizations may have with the Farnily Coalition Party ? 

27. [if there is no relation or open support1 Why don? pro-life and pro-family 
organizations support the FCP more than they do? 

Probes: Does the organization promote the party to its members? 

Do your members support the party? 

How many of them would you estimate belong to the FCP? 

Why don't more of your members support the party? 



28. in order to understand how widespread the movement is, I'd now like to get your 
impressions about the relationships or connections between the pro-life and pro- 
farnily rnovements in BC, Canada and the US. For instance, can you tell me anything 
about the relations between these organizations in BC? 

Probes: What are the connections with other organizations in Canada? 

Are there any fomal co~ect ions  between these organizations 
and îhose 
in the US? 

What, if any, is the relation between the pro-life and pro-family 
movements in BC and the evangelical rnovement in BC? 

In Canada? In the US? 



SECTION 4: Prospects for the future of pro-life pro-family politics & the FCP in BC 

29. What d o  you think the future holds for pro-life and pro-farnily politics in BC? 

Probes: What needs to happen for these movements to succeed? 

What is the potential for the formation of a coalition between the 
pro-life and pro-bmiiy movements in BC? Across Canada? With 
US organizations? 

What advantages would this have? Disadvantages? 

Are the rnovements likely to grow, remain as they are, or die off? 

30. 1s formai political representation, like the Family Coalition Party offers, important 
for the success of the pro-life and pro-family movements and their issues? 

Probes: [if answer is "yes"1 Why doesn't the Family Coalition Party get 
more support than it does from these cornmunities? 

What does the Family Coalition Party need to do to be more 
success ful? 

Do you think the pro-life and pro-family movements can engage 
in meaningful political action without the presence of a political 
party like the FCP? 

31. What do you think will become of the Family Coalition Party in the next ten years 
and beyond? 

Probes: Will it enjoy electoral success? 

Will it be absorbed or fomi a coalition with another provincial 
party? If so, with which party? 

Will it dissolve as a political party but remain as a social 
movement? 

If the FCP fails as a political party, does that foreshadow anything 
for the pro-life and pro-family movements? 
Will they continue, or will they ultimately fail as well? 



SECTION 5: Persona1 Background QuestiWS 

= see next page 



INTERVIEW SCHEDULE: FCP Members - Background Ouestions 

1. FOR GENERAL MEMBERS: 

Have you ever held any formal position with the FCP? 

[if answer is yesl What position(s) & respowibilities? 

[if answer is yesl Why did you leave the position? 

Were you politically active before joining the FCP? 

FOR EXECUTIVES AND CANDIDATES: 

Were you politically active before joining the FCP? 

Do you have any persona1 political aspirations? 

2. Besides the FCP, are there any other groups or organizations to which you belong? 

Probes: Which of these memberships is the most important to you? Why? 

Are you currently active with any of these groups? 

What is the nature of your involvement? 

Have you left any organizations, and if so, why? 

3. Thinking of things such as time, money and other commitments, what factors affect 
your participation level in the FCP? 

Probes: Given the opportunity, would you become more or less involved? 

What motivates your involvement or continued membership? 

How do you support the Party? 

4. What have been the main benefits to you from your membership in the FCP? 

Probes: Have there been any disadvantages or drawbacks? 



INTERVIEW SCHEDULE: FCP Membership Demoara~hic Questions 

1. In what year were you bom? 

2. Where were you bom? 

3. Where were you raised? 

4. How many years have you lived in British Columbia? 

5. Are you: - mamed - widowed - separated 
- single - divorced 

6. Do you have any children? What are their gender and age? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 2 0  

Gender: - - - - - - - - - -  
Age: - - - - - - - - - -  

7. How many years of forma1 schooling did you complete? 

- 0-8 years 
- 9-1 1 years (some high school) 
- 12 years (high school diplorna) 
- 13-15 years (some college/university) 
- 16 (university gradua te) 
- 17 or more, but without a post-graduate degree 
- 17 or more and master's degree 
- 17 or more and Ph.D. 
- other (e-g., vocational training) 

8. What is your occupation? [if retired, determine primary occupation1 

What is your total household income (in a $20 000 range)? to 

10. What is your religious background? 

11. What is your ethnic background or heritage? 

12. What were the educational, professional and religious backgrounds of you parents? 
Father Mother 

Educa tion: 
Occupation: 
Religion: 

13. How would you describe your upbringing? 



Appendix 3 - List of Interview Respondents 

Ka thleen Toth (FV)* 
Mark Toth (FV) 
Alec Marshall (VI) 
Gary Thomas (VI) 
Walter Kazun (LM) 
John O' Flynn (LM) 
Norm Hemott (LM) 
Heather Stilweil (LM) 
Bill StilwelI (LM) 
Gerhard Herwig (LM) 
Darren Lowe (LM) 
Brian Zacharias (K) 
Alan Idler (VI) 
Vicki Podetz (VI) 
Lila Stanford (FV) 
Jim Hessels (LM) 
Ed Van Woudenberg (FV) 
Jim Kelly (LM) 
John Krell (VI) 
Paul Formby (LM) 
Frank Wagner (LM) 
Joe Holt (LM) 
Jean Herri~tt  (LM) 
Steve Hendrix (LM) 
Tom Landers (LM) 
Martin Dale (LM) 
Cissy Von Dehn (LM) 
Brecht Milton (LM) 
Sally Wong (LM) 
Humphrey Waldock (LM) 
Maureen Geifing (LM) 
Jessica Choo (LM) 
Pa t Clarke (LM) 
Gerry Kelly (LM) 
John Busch (LM) 
Mary Ann Hessels (LM) 
Pietro Bolongaro (LM) 
Shannon Onderwater (LM) 
John Ondenvater (LM) 
Susan McDonald (FV) 
Gus Cunningham (SC) 
Joe Jacques (K) 
Louise McGauley (K) 

INVOLVEMENT WITW PARTY OR MOVEMENT 

Founder, secretary, candidate in al1 electicns 
Founder, treasurer, 1996 candidate 
First treasurer, founding member 
Founding member 
Member 
President 1991-95,1991 candidate 
Executive member 
Party Leader, 1996 candidate 
Executive member, 1996 candidate 
Executive member, 1996 candidate 
Current president, 1991 by-election candidate 
Executive member, 1996 candidate 
Executive member, 1996 candidate 
Executive member, 1996 candidate 
Executive member, 1996 candidate 
Deputy Party leader, 1996 candidate 
Member, 1996 candidate 
Member, 1996 candidate 
Member, 1996 candidate 
Member, 1991 candidate 
Executive member 
Executive mernber 
Executive member 
Executive member 
Executive member 
Executive member 
Member 
Member 
Member 
Member 
Member 
Member 
Member 
Member 
Member 
Member 
Member 
Member 
Member 
Member 
Member 
Member 
Member 



INVOLVEMENT WITH PARTY OR MOVEMENT 

Ron Galloway (K) 
Cheryl Howard (VI) 
Jack Lothian (VI) 
Kevin Farrell (VI) 
David Danelyshyn (VI) 
Larissa Danelyshyn (VI) 
Brant F o t h e ~ g h a m  (VI) 
Leslie Idler (VI) 
Lavinia Greenwood (VI) 
Willie DeGroot (VI) 
Susan Serafini (VI) 
Nha Passerelli (VI) 
Ida Lee Lawlor (VI) 
Kari Simpson (LM) 
Clyde Vint (LM) 
Will Johnston (LM) 
Laurie Geschke (LM) 
Dons Darvasi (LM) 
Ka thleen Higgins (LM) 
Michael Markwick (LM) 
Jim Scla ter (LM) 
Betty Green (LM) 
Peter Ryan (LM) 
John Hof (LM) 
Hilda Kneg (LM) 
Joe Labrie (LM) 
Alan Garneau (LM) 
Rita Point (LM) 
Moira Garneau (LM) 
AM Waldock (LM) 
Bill Van der Zalm (LM) 

Member 
Member 
Member 
Member 
Member 
Member 
Member 
Member 
Member 
Member 
Member 
Member 
Member 
Director, Citizen's Research Lnstitute 
President, Christian Coalition of British Columbia 
Co-Dirzctor, Euthanasia Prevention Coalition 
Past-President, REAL Women (BC) 
President, REAL Women (BC) 
Director, Westcoast Women for Family Life 
Director, Ca tholic Civil Rights League 
Vice-President, Focus on the Family (Canada) 
Director, Vancouver Right to Life 
Director, Respect Life (Vancouver Archdiocese) 
President, Campaign Life Canada (BC) 
President, BC Pro-life 
President, North Shore Pro-life 
Pro-life Activist 
President, Birthright (BC) 
Past-President, Birthright (BC) 
Past-President, Birthright (BC) 
FCP member and spokesman, former Premier of 
British Columbia and Leader of the Social Credit 
Party of British Columbia 

* Lndicates geographic region in which the interview respondent lived at the time of the 
interview: (FV) = Fraser Valley, (K) = Kootenays, (LM) = Lower Mainland, 
(SC) = Çunshine Coast, (VI) = Vancouver Island. 
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